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Modernity | Lesson 1 - Orientation

Lesson 1 
ORIENTATION

Lecture 1.1 — INTRODUCTION & NOTE-TAKING 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the following quotes about the pursuit and use of 
wisdom and education. What does education and the pursuit of wisdom 
require of us? 

SELECTION: Quotations about wisdom and education. 
"The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom and knowledge of the Holy One is understanding."

(Proverbs 9:10)
"Crafty men condemn studies, simple men admire them, and wise men use them." 

(Francis Bacon)
"Education ought to be little more than a form of intellectual repentance. If it is more than that or 
less than that, horrors result." 

(J.R.R. Tolkien)

Lecture 1.2 — WHY LIFE? 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the following letter by J.R.R. Tolkien. How does he 
define the purpose of life? 

SELECTION: From a letter by J. R. R. Tolkien. 

"At their highest [our prayers] seem simply to praise [God] for being, as He is, and for 
making what He has made, as He has made it. Those who believe in a personal God, 
Creator, do not think the Universe is in itself worshipful, though devoted study of it 
may be one of the ways to honoring Him. And while as living creatures we are (in 
part) within it and part of it, our ideas of God and ways of expressing them will be 
largely derived from contemplating the world about us. (Though there is also 
revelation both addressed to all men and to particular persons.) So it may be said that 
the chief purpose of life, for any one of us, is to increase according to our capacity our 
knowledge of God by all the means we have, and to be moved to praise and thanks. To 
do as we say in the Gloria in Excelsis: Laudamus te, benedicamus te, adoramus te, glorificamus 
te, gratias agimus tibi propter magnam gloriam tuam. [We praise you, we bless you, we 
adore you, we glorify you, we give thanks to you because of your great glory.]"

Lecture 1.3 — WHY SCHOOL? 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the following quotation by Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch. 
What responsibility do we have as students of truth, beauty, and goodness? 
What should we do with our learning? 
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SELECTION: Quotation by Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch. 

"You are indeed the heirs of a remarkable legacy—a legacy that has passed into your 
hands after no little tumult and travail; a legacy that is the happy result of sacrificial 
human relations, no less than of stupendous human achievements; a legacy that 
demands of you a lifetime of vigilance and diligence so that you may in turn pass the 
fruits of Christian civilization on to succeeding generations. This is the essence of the 
biblical view, the covenantal view, and the classical view of education. This is the great 
legacy of truth, which you are now the chief beneficiaries."

Lecture 1.4 — WHY HISTORY? 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the following quotations about the study of history. 
According to these authors, what is the value of knowing the past? 

SELECTION: Quotations about the study of history. 
"The student of the New Testament should primarily be a historian. The center and core of all the 
Bible is history."

(J. Gresham Machen)
"The value of history is its certainty—against which opinion is broken."

(Lord Acton)
"The greatest advances in human civilization have come when we recovered what we had lost: 
when we learned the lessons of history."

(Winston Churchill)
"A contempt of the monuments and the wisdom of the past, may be justly reckoned one of the 
reigning follies of these days, to which pride and idleness have equally contributed."

(Samuel Johnson)

Lecture 1.5 — COURSE ASSIGNMENTS 
ASSIGNMENT: Begin your portfolio by creating a title page and an entry on 
the purposes of life, school, and history. 

ASSIGNMENT: Complete Exam #1. 
1. What is the meaning of skole or ludus?
2. What does this meaning tell us about the purpose of school or education?
3. For what reason do we pursue wisdom in education?
4. For what reason do we pursue delight in education?
5. Explain 4 reasons why we study the past.
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Lesson 2 
THE GREAT STAGE: INTRODUCTION TO THE WEST

Lecture 2.1 — THE PRINCIPLE 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the the first chapter of the Westminster Confession of 
Faith on the Holy Scripture. Why is Scripture necessary? By what authority is 
Scripture considered Scripture? What is needed to properly interpret, 
understand, and love Scripture? 

SELECTION: Westminster Confession of Faith, Chapter 1: Of the Holy Scripture. 

1. Although the light of nature, and the works of creation and providence do so far 
manifest the goodness, wisdom, and power of God, as to leave men unexcusable; yet 
are they not sufficient to give that knowledge of God, and of his will, which is 
necessary unto salvation. Therefore it pleased the Lord, at sundry times, and in divers 
manners, to reveal himself, and to declare that his will unto his church; and afterwards, 
for the better preserving and propagating of the truth, and for the more sure 
establishment and comfort of the church against the corruption of the flesh, and the 
malice of Satan and of the world, to commit the same wholly unto writing: which 
maketh the Holy Scripture to be most necessary; those former ways of God's revealing 
his will unto his people being now ceased.

2. Under the name of Holy Scripture, or the Word of God written, are now contained 
all the books of the Old and New Testaments, which are these:

Of the Old Testament: 
Genesis 
Exodus
Leviticus
Numbers
Deuteronomy
Joshua
Judges
Ruth
1 Samuel
2 Samuel
1 Kings
2 Kings
1 Chronicles

2 Chronicles
Ezra
Nehemiah
Esther
Job
Psalms
Proverbs
Ecclesiastes
Song of Solomon
Isaiah
Jeremiah
Lamentations
Ezekiel

Daniel
Hosea
Joel
Amos
Obadiah
Jonah
Micah
Nahum
Habakkuk
Zephaniah
Haggai
Zechariah
Malachi 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Of the New Testament: 
Matthew
Mark
Luke
John
Acts
Romans
1 Corinthians
2 Corinthians
Galatians 

Ephesians
Philippians
Colossians
1 Thessalonians
2 Thessalonians
1 Timothy
2 Timothy
Titus
Philemon

Hebrews
James
1 Peter
2 Peter
1 John
2 John
3 John
Jude
Revelation 

All which are given by inspiration of God to be the rule of faith and life.

3. The books commonly called Apocrypha, not being of divine inspiration, are no part 
of the canon of the Scripture, and therefore are of no authority in the church of God, 
nor to be any otherwise approved, or made use of, than other human writings.

4. The authority of the Holy Scripture, for which it ought to be believed, and obeyed, 
dependeth not upon the testimony of any man, or church; but wholly upon God (who 
is truth itself) the author thereof: and therefore it is to be received, because it is the 
Word of God.

5. We may be moved and induced by the testimony of the church to an high and 
reverent esteem of the Holy Scripture. And the heavenliness of the matter, the efficacy 
of the doctrine, the majesty of the style, the consent of all the parts, the scope of the 
whole (which is, to give all glory to God), the full discovery it makes of the only way of 
man's salvation, the many other incomparable excellencies, and the entire perfection 
thereof, are arguments whereby it doth abundantly evidence itself to be the Word of 
God: yet notwithstanding, our full persuasion and assurance of the infallible truth and 
divine authority thereof, is from the inward work of the Holy Spirit bearing witness by 
and with the Word in our hearts.

6. The whole counsel of God concerning all things necessary for his own glory, man's 
salvation, faith and life, is either expressly set down in Scripture, or by good and 
necessary consequence may be deduced from Scripture: unto which nothing at any 
time is to be added, whether by new revelations of the Spirit, or traditions of men. 
Nevertheless, we acknowledge the inward illumination of the Spirit of God to be 
necessary for the saving understanding of such things as are revealed in the Word: and 
that there are some circumstances concerning the worship of God, and government of 
the church, common to human actions and societies, which are to be ordered by the 
light of nature, and Christian prudence, according to the general rules of the Word, 
which are always to be observed.

7. All things in Scripture are not alike plain in themselves, nor alike clear unto all: yet 
those things which are necessary to be known, believed, and observed for salvation, 
are so clearly propounded, and opened in some place of Scripture or other, that not 
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only the learned, but the unlearned, in a due use of the ordinary means, may attain 
unto a sufficient understanding of them.

8. The Old Testament in Hebrew (which was the native language of the people of God 
of old), and the New Testament in Greek (which, at the time of the writing of it, was 
most generally known to the nations), being immediately inspired by God, and, by his 
singular care and providence, kept pure in all ages, are therefore authentical; so as, in 
all controversies of religion, the church is finally to appeal unto them. But, because 
these original tongues are not known to all the people of God, who have right unto, 
and interest in the Scriptures, and are commanded, in the fear of God, to read and 
search them, therefore they are to be translated into the vulgar language of every 
nation unto which they come, that, the Word of God dwelling plentifully in all, they 
may worship him in an acceptable manner; and, through patience and comfort of the 
Scriptures, may have hope.

9. The infallible rule of interpretation of Scripture is the Scripture itself: and therefore, 
when there is a question about the true and full sense of any Scripture (which is not 
manifold, but one), it must be searched and known by other places that speak more 
clearly.

10. The supreme judge by which all controversies of religion are to be determined, and 
all decrees of councils, opinions of ancient writers, doctrines of men, and private 
spirits, are to be examined, and in whose sentence we are to rest, can be no other but 
the Holy Spirit speaking in the Scripture.

Lecture 2.2 — CHRISTENDOM & MODERNITY 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the Nicene Creed, a foundational document from the 
history of the church, written in A.D. 325. What are the values of 
Christendom evident in this creed? 

SELECTION: The Nicene Creed. 
I believe in one God,
the Father Almighty,
maker of heaven and earth,
and of all things visible and invisible;
And in one Lord Jesus Christ,
the only begotten Son of God,
begotten of his Father before all worlds,
God of God, Light of Light,
very God of very God,
begotten, not made,
being of one substance with the Father;
by whom all things were made;
who for us men and for our salvation
came down from heaven,
and was incarnate by the Holy Ghost
of the Virgin Mary,
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and was made man;
and was crucified also for us under Pontius Pilate;
he suffered and was buried;
and the third day he rose again
according to the Scriptures,
and ascended into heaven,
and sitteth on the right hand of the Father;
and he shall come again, with glory,
to judge both the quick and the dead;
whose kingdom shall have no end.
And I believe in the Holy Ghost the Lord, and Giver of Life,
who proceedeth from the Father [and the Son];
who with the Father and the Son together
is worshipped and glorified;
who spake by the Prophets.
And I believe one holy Catholic and Apostolic Church;
I acknowledge one baptism for the remission of sins;
and I look for the resurrection of the dead,
and the life of the world to come. AMEN.

Lecture 2.3 — THE THIRTY YEARS WAR 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the farewell address of King Gustavus Adolphus from 
May, 1630. For what reason is he fighting? Of what does his character 
consist? 

SELECTION: "Farewell Address" of King Gustavus Adolphus. 

I call on the all-powerful God to witness, by whose providence we are here assembled, 
that it is not by my own wish, or from any love of war, that I undertake this campaign. 
On the contrary, I have been now for several years goaded into it by the imperial 
party, not only through the reception accorded to our emissary to Lubeck, but also by 
the action of their general in aiding with his army our enemies, the Poles, to our great 
detriment. We have been urged, moreover, by our harassed brother-in-law [the elector 
of Brandenburg] to undertake this war, the chief object of which is to free our 
oppressed brothers in the faith from the clutches of the pope, which, God helping us, 
we hope to do.

But even as the pitcher that goes daily to the well must sometime break, so will it be 
with me; for though, for the welfare of the Swedish kingdom, I have already gone 
through many dangers and seen much shedding of blood, and have come through it all 
so far-thanks to God's gracious protection- without bodily harm, yet the time will come 
when all is over for me and I must say farewell to life. Therefore I have desired before 
my departure to see you all, from far and near, subjects and estates of Sweden, 
gathered about me, that we may together commend ourselves and each other, in body, 
soul, and estate, to our all gracious God, in the hope that it may be his will, after this 
weary and troublous life, to bring us again together in the heavenly and everlasting life 
that he has prepared for us.
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Especially do I commend you, counselors of the kingdom, to the all-powerful God, 
desiring that you may never fail in good counsel, that you may uphold your office and 
rank to the honor of God, that his holy word may remain undefiled to ourselves and 
our descendants in the fatherland, so that peace and unity may blossom and flourish, 
and discontent, discord, and dissension be unknown, and that your counsels may ever 
bring safety, quiet, and peace to the fatherland. Finally, may you strive to bring up 
your children to respect the laws and in every way to serve and strengthen the 
government of the kingdom. This is the wish of my whole heart.

You of the knight's estate I likewise ardently commend to the Most High God, with 
the hope that you may stand by your traditions, and that you and your descendants 
may regain for yourselves and spread abroad through the whole world the undying 
renown of the Goths, our forefathers, whose once famous name is now, alas, long 
forgotten-yea, well-nigh despised-by foreigners, but whose spirit has already, during 
my reign, shone forth again in your manly behavior, your unfailing courage, your 
sacrifices of blood and life. May our descendants once more glory in the might of their 
forefathers, who subjugated various kingdoms and ruled through hundreds of years to 
the welfare of the fatherland. May their name again win undying fame and be feared 
by kings and princes, and may you of the noble class gain world-wide renown. This do 
I hereby wish you.

You of the priestly class I would, in parting, remind of your duty to admonish your 
hearers (whose hearts are in your keeping) to be faithful and true to their rulers and 
perform their duty obediently and cheerfully. Strengthen your flocks, that they may 
live together in peace and concord and not be led astray by the counsels of evil men. 
But it is not enough that you instruct them in these matters-it is my wish that you 
should walk before them in blameless rectitude, offending none, so that not only by 
your teaching and preaching, but by your example as well, they may become a useful 
and peaceful people.

For you, burghers, I wish that your little cottages may grow into big stone houses, 
your little boats into great ships; and that the oil in your cruses may never fain This, 
for you, is my parting wish.

For the rest, I wish for you all that your fields may wax green and bring forth fruit a 
hundredfold; that your chests may overflow, and your comfort and well-being grow 
and increase, so that your duty may be done with joy and not in sighing. Above all, do 
I commend you, each and every one, in soul and body, to God Almighty.  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Lecture 2.4 — JOHN AMOS COMENIUS 
ASSIGNMENT: Read chapter 6 of Jan Amos Comenius’ The Great Didactic. 
Why is education necessary for all men, young and old, ignorant and 
clever? 

SELECTION: The Great Didactic, Chapter 6: "If a man is to be produced, it is 
necessary that he be formed by education." 

1. The seeds of knowledge, of virtue, and of piety are, as we have seen, naturally 
implanted in us; but the actual knowledge, virtue, and piety are not so given. These 
must be acquired by prayer, by education, and by action. He gave no bad definition 
who said that man was a "teachable animal." And indeed it is only by a proper 
education that he can become a man.

2. For, if we consider knowledge, we see that it is the peculiar attribute of God to know 
all things by a single and simple intuition, without beginning, without progress, and 
without end. For man and for angels this is impossible, because they do not possess 
infinity and eternity, that is to say, divinity. It is enough for them to have received 
sufficient keenness of intellect to comprehend the works of God, and to gather a 
wealth of knowledge from them. As regards angels, it is certain that they also learn by 
perception (1 Peter 1:12; Ephesians. 3:10; 1 Kings 22:20; Job 1:6), and that their 
knowledge, like our own, is derived from experience.

3. Let none believe, therefore, that any can really be a man, unless he have learned to 
act like one, that is, have been trained in those elements which constitute a man. This is 
evident from the example of all things created, which, although destined for man, do 
not suit his uses until fitted for them by his hands. For example, stones have been 
given to us as material with which to build houses, towers, walls, pillars, etc.; but they 
are of no use until they are cut and laid in their place by us. Pearls and precious stones 
destined to adorn man must be cut, ground, and polished. The metals, which are of 
vital use in daily life, have to be dug out, melted, refined, and variously cast and 
hammered. Till this is done they are of less use to us than common earth.

From plants we derive food, drink, and medicines; but first the herbs and grains have 
to be sown, hoed, gathered, winnowed, and ground; trees have to be planted, pruned, 
and manured, while their fruits must be plucked off and dried; and if any of these 
things are required for medicine, or for building purposes, much more preparation is 
needed. Animals, whose essential characteristics are life and motion, seem to be self-
sufficing, but if you wish to use them for the purposes for which they are suitable, 
some training is necessary. For example, the horse is naturally suited for use in war, 
the ox for drawing, the ass for carrying burdens, the dog for guarding and hunting, the 
falcon and hawk for fowling; but they are all of little use until we accustom them to 
their work by training.
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4. Man, as far as his body is concerned, is born to labour; and yet we see that nothing 
but the bare aptitude is born in him. He needs instruction before he can sit, stand, 
walk, or use his hands. Why, therefore, should it be claimed for our mind that, of itself, 
it can exist in its full development, and without any previous preparation; since it is the 
law of all things created that they take their origin from nothing and develope 
themselves gradually, in respect both of their material and of the process of 
development? For it is well known, and we showed in our last chapter, that the angels, 
whose perfection comes very near to that of the Almighty, are not omniscient, but 
make gradual advances in their knowledge of the marvellous wisdom of God.

5. It is evident, too, that even before the Fall, a school in which he might make gradual 
progress was opened for man in Paradise. For, although the first created, as soon as 
they came into being, lacked neither the power of walking erect, nor speech, nor 
reason, it is manifest, from the conversation of Eve with the serpent, that the 
knowledge of things which is derived from experience was entirely wanting. For Eve, 
had she had more experience, would have known that the serpent is unable to speak, 
and that there must therefore be some deceit.

Much more, therefore, in this state of corruption must it be necessary to learn by 
experience, since the understanding which we bring with us is an empty form, like a 
bare tablet, and since we are unskilled to do, speak, or know anything; for all these 
faculties do but exist potentially and need development. And indeed this is much more 
difficult now than it can have been in the state of perfection, since not only are things 
obscure, but tongues also are confused (so that instead of one, many must now be 
learned, if a man for the sake of learning wish to hold communion with divers people, 
living and dead). The vernacular tongues also have become more complex, and no 
knowledge of them is born with us.

6. Examples show that those who in their infancy have been seized by wild animals, 
and have been brought up among them, have not risen above the level of brutes in 
intellect, and would not have been able to make more use of their tongues, their hands, 
and their feet than beasts can, had they not once more come into the society of men. I 
will give several instances. About the year 1540, in a village called Hassia, situated in 
the middle of a forest, a boy three years of age was lost, through the carelessness of his 
parents. Some years afterwards the country people saw a strange animal running 
about with the wolves, of a different shape, four-footed, but with a man's face. Rumour 
of this spread through the district, and the governor asked the peasants to try to catch 
it alive and bring it to him. This they did, and finally the creature was conveyed to the 
Landgrave at Cassel.

When it was taken into the castle it tore itself away, fled, and hid beneath a bench, 
where it glared fiercely at its pursuers and howled horribly. The prince had him 
educated and kept him continually in men's society, and under this influence his savage 
habits grew gentler by degrees; he began to raise himself up on his hind-legs and walk 
like a biped, and at last to speak intelligently and behave like a man. Then he related to 
the best of his ability how he had been seized and nurtured by the wolves and had 
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been accustomed to go hunting with them. The story is found in M. Dresser's work on 
Ancient and Modern Education, and Camerarius, in his Hours, mentions the same 
case, and another one of a similar nature (bk. i. ch. 75).

Gulartius also (in Marvels of our Age) says that the following occurred in France in 
1563. Some nobles went hunting, and, after they had killed twelve wolves, at last 
caught in their nets something like a naked boy, about seven years old, with a yellow 
skin and curly hair. His nails were hooked like an eagle's, he was unable to speak, and 
could only utter wild shrieks. When he was brought into the castle he struggled so 
fiercely that fetters could scarce be placed on him; but after a few days of starvation he 
grew gentler, and within seven months had commenced to speak. He was taken round 
to various towns and exhibited, and his masters made much money out of him. At 
length a certain poor woman acknowledged him as her son. So true is Plato's remark 
(Laws, i. 6): "Man is the gentlest and most divine being, if he have been made so by 
true education; but if he have been subjected to none or to a false one he is the most 
intractable thing in the world."

7. Education is indeed necessary for all, and this is evident if we consider the different 
degrees of ability. No one doubts that those who are stupid need instruction, that they 
may shake off their natural dulness. But in reality those who are clever need it far 
more, since an active mind, if not occupied with useful things, will busy itself with 
what is useless, curious, and pernicious; and, just as the more fertile a field is, the 
richer the crop of thorns and of thistles that it can produce, so an excellent intelligence 
becomes filled with fanciful notions, if it be not sown with the seeds of wisdom and of 
virtue; and, just as a mill-stone grinds itself away with noise and grating, and often 
cracks and breaks, if wheat, the raw material of flour, be not supplied to it, so an active 
mind, if void of serious things, entangles itself utterly with vain, curious, and noxious 
thoughts, and becomes the cause of its own destruction.

8. What are the rich without wisdom but pigs stuffed with bran? What are the poor 
who have no understanding of affairs but asses laden with burdens? What is a hand- 
some though ignorant man but a parrot adorned with feathers, or, as has been said, a 
golden sheath in which there is a leaden dagger?

9. For those who are in any position of authority, for kings, princes, magistrates, 
pastors of churches, and doctors, it is as necessary to be imbued with wisdom as it is 
for a guide to have eyes, an interpreter to have speech, a trumpet to be filled with 
sound, or a sword to have an edge. Similarly, those in subordinate positions should be 
educated that they may know how to obey their superiors wisely and prudently, not 
under compulsion, with the obedience of an ass, but of their own free will and from 
love of order. For a rational creature should be led, not by shouts, imprisonment, and 
blows, but by reason. Any other method is an insult to God, in whose image all men 
are made, and fills human affairs with violence and unrest.

10. We see then that all who are born to man's estate have need of instruction, since it 
is necessary that, being men, they should not be wild beasts, savage brutes, or inert 
logs. It follows also that one man excels another in exact proportion as he has received 
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more instruction. We may conclude this chapter with the words of the "Wise Man." 
"He who deems wisdom and discipline of no avail is wretched; his hopes (of attaining 
his desire) are vain, his labour is fruitless, and his work idle" (Wisdom 3:11).

Lecture 2.5 — THE LEGACY OF THE WEST 
ASSIGNMENT: Complete Exam #2. 
1. Why does Comenius call this world "the Great Stage"?
2. Apart from geography, what is "the West?"
3. What is the soul of western civilization according to Vishal Mangalwadi? 

Why?
4. Define the term Modernity.
5. Contrast at least 3 values or worldview categories of Christendom with 

those of Modernity.
6. Using at least 2 of its mottoes, briefly explain some of the core beliefs of the 

Reformation.
7. What did the Peace of Augsburg allow within the Holy Roman Empire?
8. What various things sparked the Thirty Years War?
9. Who was Gustavus Adolphus? Why did he participate in the Thirty Years 

War?
10.  What was the outcome of the Thirty Years War?
11.  Who was John Amos Comenius? What were his contributions to 

education?
12.  List and define at least four contributions of the West.  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Lesson 3 
IDEAS HAVE CONSEQUENCES: THE 

ENLIGHTENMENT

Lecture 3.1 — THE PRINCIPLE 
ASSIGNMENT: Read Proverbs 1-4. What is wisdom? How is wisdom 
described? Of what value is it? To what is wisdom contrasted? 

Lecture 3.2 — OCKHAM & DESCARTES 
ASSIGNMENT: Read and take notes on René Descartes’ "On the Nature of 
the Human Mind, and That It Is More Easily Known Than the Body" from his 
Meditations on First Philosophy. What is his argument? What are the roles of 
the senses, thinking, and doubt according to Descartes? 

SELECTION: From "On the Nature of the Human Mind, And That It Is More 
Easily Known Than the Body" in Meditations on First Philosophy by René 
Descartes. 

1. The Meditation of yesterday has filled my mind with so many doubts, that it is no 
longer in my power to forget them. Nor do I see, meanwhile, any principle on which 
they can be resolved; and, just as if I had fallen all of a sudden into very deep water, I 
am so greatly disconcerted as to be unable either to plant my feet firmly on the bottom 
or sustain myself by swimming on the surface. I will, nevertheless, make an effort, and 
try anew the same path on which I had entered yesterday, that is, proceed by casting 
aside all that admits of the slightest doubt, not less than if I had discovered it to be 
absolutely false; and I will continue always in this track until I shall find something 
that is certain, or at least, if I can do nothing more, until I shall know with certainty 
that there is nothing certain. Archimedes, that he might transport the entire globe from 
the place it occupied to another, demanded only a point that was firm and immovable; 
so, also, I shall be entitled to entertain the highest expectations, if I am fortunate 
enough to discover only one thing that is certain and indubitable.

2. I suppose, accordingly, that all the things which I see are false (fictitious); I believe 
that none of those objects which my fallacious memory represents ever existed; I 
suppose that I possess no senses; I believe that body, figure, extension, motion, and 
place are merely fictions of my mind. What is there, then, that can be esteemed true? 
Perhaps this only, that there is absolutely nothing certain.

3. But how do I know that there is not something different altogether from the objects 
I have now enumerated, of which it is impossible to entertain the slightest doubt? Is 
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there not a God, or some being, by whatever name I may designate him, who causes 
these thoughts to arise in my mind? But why suppose such a being, for it may be I 
myself am capable of producing them? Am I, then, at least not something? But I before 
denied that I possessed senses or a body; I hesitate, however, for what follows from 
that? Am I so dependent on the body and the senses that without these I cannot exist? 
But I had the persuasion that there was absolutely nothing in the world, that there was 
no sky and no earth, neither minds nor bodies; was I not, therefore, at the same time, 
persuaded that I did not exist? Far from it; I assuredly existed, since I was persuaded. 
But there is I know not what being, who is possessed at once of the highest power and 
the deepest cunning, who is constantly employing all his ingenuity in deceiving me. 
Doubtless, then, I exist, since I am deceived; and, let him deceive me as he may, he can 
never bring it about that I am nothing, so long as I shall be conscious that I am 
something. So that it must, in fine, be maintained, all things being maturely and 
carefully considered, that this proposition (pronunciatum) I am, I exist, is necessarily 
true each time it is expressed by me, or conceived in my mind.

4. But I do not yet know with sufficient clearness what I am, though assured that I am; 
and hence, in the next place, I must take care, lest perchance I inconsiderately 
substitute some other object in room of what is properly myself, and thus wander from 
truth, even in that knowledge (cognition) which I hold to be of all others the most 
certain and evident. For this reason, I will now consider anew what I formerly believed 
myself to be, before I entered on the present train of thought; and of my previous 
opinion I will retrench all that can in the least be invalidated by the grounds of doubt I 
have adduced, in order that there may at length remain nothing but what is certain and 
indubitable. 

5. What then did I formerly think I was? Undoubtedly I judged that I was a man. But 
what is a man? Shall I say a rational animal? Assuredly not; for it would be necessary 
forthwith to inquire into what is meant by animal, and what by rational, and thus, from 
a single question, I should insensibly glide into others, and these more difficult than the 
first; nor do I now possess enough of leisure to warrant me in wasting my time amid 
subtleties of this sort. I prefer here to attend to the thoughts that sprung up of 
themselves in my mind, and were inspired by my own nature alone, when I applied 
myself to the consideration of what I was. In the first place, then, I thought that I 
possessed a countenance, hands, arms, and all the fabric of members that appears in a 
corpse, and which I called by the name of body. It further occurred to me that I was 
nourished, that I walked, perceived, and thought, and all those actions I referred to the 
soul; but what the soul itself was I either did not stay to consider, or, if I did, I 
imagined that it was something extremely rare and subtile, like wind, or flame, or 
ether, spread through my grosser parts. As regarded the body, I did not even doubt of 
its nature, but thought I distinctly knew it, and if I had wished to describe it according 
to the notions I then entertained, I should have explained myself in this manner: By 
body I understand all that can be terminated by a certain figure; that can be comprised 
in a certain place, and so fill a certain space as therefrom to exclude every other body; 
that can be perceived either by touch, sight, hearing, taste, or smell; that can be moved 
in different ways, not indeed of itself, but by something foreign to it by which it is 
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touched [and from which it receives the impression]; for the power of self-motion, as 
likewise that of perceiving and thinking, I held as by no means pertaining to the nature 
of body; on the contrary, I was somewhat astonished to find such faculties existing in 
some bodies.

6. But [as to myself, what can I now say that I am], since I suppose there exists an 
extremely powerful, and, if I may so speak, malignant being, whose whole endeavors 
are directed toward deceiving me? Can I affirm that I possess any one of all those 
attributes of which I have lately spoken as belonging to the nature of body? After 
attentively considering them in my own mind, I find none of them that can properly be 
said to belong to myself. To recount them were idle and tedious. Let us pass, then, to 
the attributes of the soul. The first mentioned were the powers of nutrition and 
walking; but, if it be true that I have no body, it is true likewise that I am capable 
neither of walking nor of being nourished. Perception is another attribute of the soul; 
but perception too is impossible without the body; besides, I have frequently, during 
sleep, believed that I perceived objects which I afterward observed I did not in reality 
perceive. Thinking is another attribute of the soul; and here I discover what properly 
belongs to myself. This alone is inseparable from me. I am—I exist: this is certain; but 
how often? As often as I think; for perhaps it would even happen, if I should wholly 
cease to think, that I should at the same time altogether cease to be. I now admit 
nothing that is not necessarily true. I am therefore, precisely speaking, only a thinking 
thing, that is, a mind (mens sive animus), understanding, or reason, terms whose 
signification was before unknown to me. I am, however, a real thing, and really 
existent; but what thing? The answer was, a thinking thing. 

7. The question now arises, am I aught besides? I will stimulate my imagination with a 
view to discover whether I am not still something more than a thinking being. Now it 
is plain I am not the assemblage of members called the human body; I am not a thin 
and penetrating air diffused through all these members, or wind, or flame, or vapor, or 
breath, or any of all the things I can imagine; for I supposed that all these were not, 
and, without changing the supposition, I find that I still feel assured of my existence. 
But it is true, perhaps, that those very things which I suppose to be non-existent, 
because they are unknown to me, are not in truth different from myself whom I know. 
This is a point I cannot determine, and do not now enter into any dispute regarding it. 
I can only judge of things that are known to me: I am conscious that I exist, and I who 
know that I exist inquire into what I am. It is, however, perfectly certain that the 
knowledge of my existence, thus precisely taken, is not dependent on things, the 
existence of which is as yet unknown to me: and consequently it is not dependent on 
any of the things I can feign in imagination. Moreover, the phrase itself, I frame an 
image (effingo), reminds me of my error; for I should in truth frame one if I were to 
imagine myself to be anything, since to imagine is nothing more than to contemplate 
the figure or image of a corporeal thing; but I already know that I exist, and that it is 
possible at the same time that all those images, and in general all that relates to the 
nature of body, are merely dreams [or chimeras]. From this I discover that it is not 
more reasonable to say, I will excite my imagination that I may know more distinctly 
what I am, than to express myself as follows: I am now awake, and perceive something 
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real; but because my perception is not sufficiently clear, I will of express purpose go to 
sleep that my dreams may represent to me the object of my perception with more truth 
and clearness. And, therefore, I know that nothing of all that I can embrace in 
imagination belongs to the knowledge which I have of myself, and that there is need to 
recall with the utmost care the mind from this mode of thinking, that it may be able to 
know its own nature with perfect distinctness.

8. But what, then, am I? A thinking thing, it has been said. But what is a thinking 
thing? It is a thing that doubts, understands, [conceives], affirms, denies, wills, refuses; 
that imagines also, and perceives. 

9. Assuredly it is not little, if all these properties belong to my nature. But why should 
they not belong to it? Am I not that very being who now doubts of almost everything; 
who, for all that, understands and conceives certain things; who affirms one alone as 
true, and denies the others; who desires to know more of them, and does not wish to be 
deceived; who imagines many things, sometimes even despite his will; and is likewise 
percipient of many, as if through the medium of the senses. Is there nothing of all this 
as true as that I am, even although I should be always dreaming, and although he who 
gave me being employed all his ingenuity to deceive me? Is there also any one of these 
attributes that can be properly distinguished from my thought, or that can be said to be 
separate from myself? For it is of itself so evident that it is I who doubt, I who 
understand, and I who desire, that it is here unnecessary to add anything by way of 
rendering it more clear. And I am as certainly the same being who imagines; for 
although it may be (as I before supposed) that nothing I imagine is true, still the power 
of imagination does not cease really to exist in me and to form part of my thought. In 
fine, I am the same being who perceives, that is, who apprehends certain objects as by 
the organs of sense, since, in truth, I see light, hear a noise, and feel heat. But it will be 
said that these presentations are false, and that I am dreaming. Let it be so. At all 
events it is certain that I seem to see light, hear a noise, and feel heat; this cannot be 
false, and this is what in me is properly called perceiving (sentire), which is nothing else 
than thinking.

10. From this I begin to know what I am with somewhat greater clearness and 
distinctness than heretofore. But, nevertheless, it still seems to me, and I cannot help 
believing, that corporeal things, whose images are formed by thought [which fall under 
the senses], and are examined by the same, are known with much greater distinctness 
than that I know not what part of myself which is not imaginable; although, in truth, it 
may seem strange to say that I know and comprehend with greater distinctness things 
whose existence appears to me doubtful, that are unknown, and do not belong to me, 
than others of whose reality I am persuaded, that are known to me, and appertain to 
my proper nature; in a word, than myself. But I see clearly what is the state of the case. 
My mind is apt to wander, and will not yet submit to be restrained within the limits of 
truth. Let us therefore leave the mind to itself once more, and, according to it every 
kind of liberty [permit it to consider the objects that appear to it from without], in 
order that, having afterward withdrawn it from these gently and opportunely [and 
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fixed it on the consideration of its being and the properties it finds in itself], it may 
then be the more easily controlled.

11. Let us now accordingly consider the objects that are commonly thought to be [the 
most easily, and likewise] the most distinctly known, viz, the bodies we touch and see; 
not, indeed, bodies in general, for these general notions are usually somewhat more 
confused, but one body in particular. Take, for example, this piece of wax; it is quite 
fresh, having been but recently taken from the beehive; it has not yet lost the sweetness 
of the honey it contained; it still retains somewhat of the odor of the flowers from 
which it was gathered; its color, figure, size, are apparent (to the sight); it is hard, cold, 
easily handled; and sounds when struck upon with the finger. In fine, all that 
contributes to make a body as distinctly known as possible, is found in the one before 
us. But, while I am speaking, let it be placed near the fire—what remained of the taste 
exhales, the smell evaporates, the color changes, its figure is destroyed, its size 
increases, it becomes liquid, it grows hot, it can hardly be handled, and, although 
struck upon, it emits no sound. Does the same wax still remain after this change? It 
must be admitted that it does remain; no one doubts it, or judges otherwise. What, 
then, was it I knew with so much distinctness in the piece of wax? Assuredly, it could 
be nothing of all that I observed by means of the senses, since all the things that fell 
under taste, smell, sight, touch, and hearing are changed, and yet the same wax 
remains. 

12. It was perhaps what I now think, viz, that this wax was neither the sweetness of 
honey, the pleasant odor of flowers, the whiteness, the figure, nor the sound, but only a 
body that a little before appeared to me conspicuous under these forms, and which is 
now perceived under others. But, to speak precisely, what is it that I imagine when I 
think of it in this way? Let it be attentively considered, and, retrenching all that does 
not belong to the wax, let us see what remains. There certainly remains nothing, except 
something extended, flexible, and movable. But what is meant by flexible and 
movable? Is it not that I imagine that the piece of wax, being round, is capable of 
becoming square, or of passing from a square into a triangular figure? Assuredly such 
is not the case, because I conceive that it admits of an infinity of similar changes; and I 
am, moreover, unable to compass this infinity by imagination, and consequently this 
conception which I have of the wax is not the product of the faculty of imagination. 
But what now is this extension? Is it not also unknown? for it becomes greater when 
the wax is melted, greater when it is boiled, and greater still when the heat increases; 
and I should not conceive [clearly and] according to truth, the wax as it is, if I did not 
suppose that the piece we are considering admitted even of a wider variety of 
extension than I ever imagined, I must, therefore, admit that I cannot even 
comprehend by imagination what the piece of wax is, and that it is the mind alone 
(mens, Lat., entendement, F.) which perceives it. I speak of one piece in particular; for as 
to wax in general, this is still more evident. But what is the piece of wax that can be 
perceived only by the [understanding or] mind? It is certainly the same which I see, 
touch, imagine; and, in fine, it is the same which, from the beginning, I believed it to 
be. But (and this it is of moment to observe) the perception of it is neither an act of 
sight, of touch, nor of imagination, and never was either of these, though it might 
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formerly seem so, but is simply an intuition (inspectio) of the mind, which may be 
imperfect and confused, as it formerly was, or very clear and distinct, as it is at present, 
according as the attention is more or less directed to the elements which it contains, 
and of which it is composed.

13. But, meanwhile, I feel greatly astonished when I observe [the weakness of my 
mind, and] its proneness to error. For although, without at all giving expression to 
what I think, I consider all this in my own mind, words yet occasionally impede my 
progress, and I am almost led into error by the terms of ordinary language. We say, for 
example, that we see the same wax when it is before us, and not that we judge it to be 
the same from its retaining the same color and figure: whence I should forthwith be 
disposed to conclude that the wax is known by the act of sight, and not by the intuition 
of the mind alone, were it not for the analogous instance of human beings passing on in 
the street below, as observed from a window. In this case I do not fail to say that I see 
the men themselves, just as I say that I see the wax; and yet what do I see from the 
window beyond hats and cloaks that might cover artificial machines, whose motions 
might be determined by springs? But I judge that there are human beings from these 
appearances, and thus I comprehend, by the faculty of judgment alone which is in the 
mind, what I believed I saw with my eyes.

14. The man who makes it his aim to rise to knowledge superior to the common, ought 
to be ashamed to seek occasions of doubting from the vulgar forms of speech: instead, 
therefore, of doing this, I shall proceed with the matter in hand, and inquire whether I 
had a clearer and more perfect perception of the piece of wax when I first saw it, and 
when I thought I knew it by means of the external sense itself, or, at all events, by the 
common sense (sensus communis), as it is called, that is, by the imaginative faculty; or 
whether I rather apprehend it more clearly at present, after having examined with 
greater care, both what it is, and in what way it can be known. It would certainly be 
ridiculous to entertain any doubt on this point. For what, in that first perception, was 
there distinct? What did I perceive which any animal might not have perceived? But 
when I distinguish the wax from its exterior forms, and when, as if I had stripped it of 
its vestments, I consider it quite naked, it is certain, although some error may still be 
found in my judgment, that I cannot, nevertheless, thus apprehend it without 
possessing a human mind.

15. But finally, what shall I say of the mind itself, that is, of myself? for as yet I do not 
admit that I am anything but mind. What, then! I who seem to possess so distinct an 
apprehension of the piece of wax, do I not know myself, both with greater truth and 
certitude, and also much more distinctly and clearly? For if I judge that the wax exists 
because I see it, it assuredly follows, much more evidently, that I myself am or exist, 
for the same reason: for it is possible that what I see may not in truth be wax, and that 
I do not even possess eyes with which to see anything; but it cannot be that when I see, 
or, which comes to the same thing, when I think I see, I myself who think am nothing. 
So likewise, if I judge that the wax exists because I touch it, it will still also follow that 
I am; and if I determine that my imagination, or any other cause, whatever it be, 
persuades me of the existence of the wax, I will still draw the same conclusion. And 
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what is here remarked of the piece of wax, is applicable to all the other things that are 
external to me. And further, if the [notion or] perception of wax appeared to me more 
precise and distinct, after that not only sight and touch, but many other causes besides, 
rendered it manifest to my apprehension, with how much greater distinctness must I 
now know myself, since all the reasons that contribute to the knowledge of the nature 
of wax, or of any body whatever, manifest still better the nature of my mind? And 
there are besides so many other things in the mind itself that contribute to the 
illustration of its nature, that those dependent on the body, to which I have here 
referred, scarcely merit to be taken into account.

16. But, in conclusion, I find I have insensibly reverted to the point I desired; for, since 
it is now manifest to me that bodies themselves are not properly perceived by the 
senses nor by the faculty of imagination, but by the intellect alone; and since they are 
not perceived because they are seen and touched, but only because they are 
understood [or rightly comprehended by thought], I readily discover that there is 
nothing more easily or clearly apprehended than my own mind. But because it is 
difficult to rid one's self so promptly of an opinion to which one has been long 
accustomed, it will be desirable to tarry for some time at this stage, that, by long 
continued meditation, I may more deeply impress upon my memory this new 
knowledge.

Lecture 3.3 — SPINOZA, HOBBES, LOCKE, & HUME 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the following selection from David Hume’s "Of 
Miracles" found in his An Enquiry into Human Understanding. For what 
reasons does he discredit miracles? 

SELECTION: From "Of Miracles" in An Enquiry into Human Understanding by 
David Hume.  

A miracle is a violation of the laws of nature; and as a firm and unalterable experience 
has established these laws, the proof against a miracle, from the very nature of the fact, 
is as entire as any argument from experience can possibly be imagined. Why is it more 
than probable, that all men must die; that lead cannot, of itself, remain suspended in 
the air; that fire consumes wood, and is extinguished by water; unless it be, that these 
events are found agreeable to the laws of nature, and there is required a violation of 
these laws, or in other words, a miracle to prevent them? Nothing is esteemed a 
miracle, if it ever happen in the common course of nature. It is no miracle that a man, 
seemingly in good health, should die on a sudden: because such a kind of death, 
though more unusual than any other, has yet been frequently observed to happen. But 
it is a miracle, that a dead man should come to life; because that has never been 
observed in any age or country. There must, therefore, be a uniform experience against 
every miraculous event, otherwise the event would not merit that appellation. And as a 
uniform experience amounts to a proof, there is here a direct and full proof, from the 
nature of the fact, against the existence of any miracle; nor can such a proof be 
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destroyed, or the miracle rendered credible, but by an opposite proof, which is 
superior.*

*Sometimes an event may not, in itself, seem to be contrary to the laws of 
nature, and yet, if it were real, it might, by reason of some circumstances, be 
denominated a miracle; because, in fact, it is contrary to these laws. Thus if a 
person, claiming a divine authority, should command a sick person to be well, a 
healthful man to fall down dead, the clouds to pour rain, the winds to blow, in 
short, should order many natural events, which immediately follow upon his 
command; these might justly be esteemed miracles, because they are really, in 
this case, contrary to the laws of nature. For if any suspicion remain, that the 
event and command concurred by accident, there is no miracle and no 
transgression of the laws of nature. If this suspicion be removed, there is 
evidently a miracle, and a transgression of these laws; because nothing can be 
more contrary to nature than that the voice or command of a man should have 
such an influence. A miracle may be accurately defined, a transgression of a law 
of nature by a particular volition of the Deity, or by the interposition of some 
invisible agent. A miracle may either be discoverable by men or not. This alters 
not its nature and essence. The raising of a house or ship into the air is a visible 
miracle. The raising of a feather, when the wind wants ever so little of a force 
requisite for that purpose, is as real a miracle, though not so sensible with 
regard to us.

The plain consequence is (and it is a general maxim worthy of our attention), "That no 
testimony is sufficient to establish a miracle, unless the testimony be of such a kind, 
that its falsehood would be more miraculous, than the fact, which it endeavours to 
establish; and even in that case there is a mutual destruction of arguments, and the 
superior only gives us an assurance suitable to that degree of force, which remains, 
after deducting the inferior." When anyone tells me, that he saw a dead man restored to 
life, I immediately consider with myself, whether it be more probable, that this person 
should either deceive or be deceived, or that the fact, which he relates, should really 
have happened. I weigh the one miracle against the other; and according to the 
superiority, which I discover, I pronounce my decision, and always reject the greater 
miracle. If the falsehood of his testimony would be more miraculous, than the event 
which he relates; then, and not till then, can he pretend to command my belief or 
opinion.

Lecture 3.4 — KANT, DIDEROT, & VOLTAIRE 
ASSIGNMENT: Read Immanuel Kant’s 1784 essay, "What is Enlightenment?" 
According to Kant, what is enlightenment? How is it alike to wisdom in 
Proverbs 1-4? How is it different? How does he connect it to freedom and to 
government? 
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SELECTION: From "What is Enlightenment" by Immanuel Kant.  

Enlightenment is man's release from his self-incurred tutelage. Tutelage is man's 
inability to make use of his understanding without direction from another. Self-
incurred is this tutelage when its cause lies not in lack of reason but in lack of 
resolution and courage to use it without direction from another. Sapere aude! "Have 
courage to use your own reason!" - that is the motto of enlightenment.

Laziness and cowardice are the reasons why so great a portion of mankind, after 
nature has long since discharged them from external direction (naturaliter maiorennes), 
nevertheless remains under lifelong tutelage, and why it is so easy for others to set 
themselves up as their guardians. It is so easy not to be of age. If I have a book which 
understands for me, a pastor who has a conscience for me, a physician who decides my 
diet, and so forth, I need not trouble myself. I need not think, if I can only pay - others 
will easily undertake the irksome work for me.

That the step to competence is held to be very dangerous by the far greater portion of 
mankind (and by the entire fair sex) - quite apart from its being arduous is seen to by 
those guardians who have so kindly assumed superintendence over them. After the 
guardians have first made their domestic cattle dumb and have made sure that these 
placid creatures will not dare take a single step without the harness of the cart to 
which they are tethered, the guardians then show them the danger which threatens if 
they try to go alone. Actually, however, this danger is not so great, for by falling a few 
times they would finally learn to walk alone. But an example of this failure makes them 
timid and ordinarily frightens them away from all further trials.

For any single individual to work himself out of the life under tutelage which has 
become almost his nature is very difficult. He has come to be fond of his state, and he 
is for the present really incapable of making use of his reason, for no one has ever let 
him try it out. Statutes and formulas, those mechanical tools of the rational 
employment or rather misemployment of his natural gifts, are the fetters of an 
everlasting tutelage. Whoever throws them off makes only an uncertain leap over the 
narrowest ditch because he is not accustomed to that kind of free motion. Therefore, 
there are few who have succeeded by their own exercise of mind both in freeing 
themselves from incompetence and in achieving a steady pace.

But that the public should enlighten itself is more possible; indeed, if only freedom is 
granted enlightenment is almost sure to follow. For there will always be some 
independent thinkers, even among the established guardians of the great masses, who, 
after throwing off the yoke of tutelage from their own shoulders, will disseminate the 
spirit of the rational appreciation of both their own worth and every man's vocation for 
thinking for himself. But be it noted that the public, which has first been brought 
under this yoke by their guardians, forces the guardians themselves to remain bound 
when it is incited to do so by some of the guardians who are themselves capable of 
some enlightenment - so harmful is it to implant prejudices, for they later take 
vengeance on their cultivators or on their descendants. Thus the public can only slowly 
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attain enlightenment. Perhaps a fall of personal despotism or of avaricious or 
tyrannical oppression may be accomplished by revolution, but never a true reform in 
ways of thinking. Farther, new prejudices will serve as well as old ones to harness the 
great unthinking masses.

For this enlightenment, however, nothing is required but freedom, and indeed the most 
harmless among all the things to which this term can properly be applied. It is the 
freedom to make public use of one's reason at every point. But I hear on all sides, "Do 
not argue!" The Officer says: "Do not argue but drill!" The tax collector: "Do not 
argue but pay!" The cleric: "Do not argue but believe!" Only one prince in the world 
says, "Argue as much as you will, and about what you will, but obey!" Everywhere 
there is restriction on freedom.

Which restriction is an obstacle to enlightenment, and which is not an obstacle but a 
promoter of it? I answer: The public use of one's reason must always be free, and it 
alone can bring about enlightenment among men. The private use of reason, on the 
other hand, may often be very narrowly restricted without particularly hindering the 
progress of enlightenment. By the public use of one's reason I understand the use 
which a person makes of it as a scholar before the reading public. Private use I call 
that which one may make of it in a particular civil post or office which is entrusted to 
him. Many affairs which are conducted in the interest of the community require a 
certain mechanism through which some members of the community must passively 
conduct themselves with an artificial unanimity, so that the government may direct 
them to public ends, or at least prevent them from destroying those ends. Here 
argument is certainly not allowed - one must obey. But so far as a part of the 
mechanism regards himself at the same time as a member of the whole community or 
of a society of world citizens, and thus in the role of a scholar who addresses the public 
(in the proper sense of the word) through his writings, he certainly can argue without 
hurting the affairs for which he is in part responsible as a passive member. Thus it 
would be ruinous for an officer in service to debate about the suitability or utility of a 
command given to him by his superior; he must obey. But the right to make remarks 
on errors in the military service and to lay them before the public for judgment cannot 
equitably be refused him as a scholar. The citizen cannot refuse to pay the taxes 
imposed on him; indeed, an impudent complaint at those levied on him can be 
punished as a scandal (as it could occasion general refractoriness). But the same 
person nevertheless does not act contrary to his duty as a citizen, when, as a scholar, he 
publicly expresses his thoughts on the inappropriateness or even the injustices of these 
levies, Similarly a clergyman is obligated to make his sermon to his pupils in catechism 
and his congregation conform to the symbol of the church which he serves, for he has 
been accepted on this condition. But as a scholar he has complete freedom, even the 
calling, to communicate to the public all his carefully tested and well meaning thoughts 
on that which is erroneous in the symbol and to make suggestions for the better 
organization of the religious body and church. In doing this there is nothing that could 
be laid as a burden on his conscience. For what he teaches as a consequence of his 
office as a representative of the church, this he considers something about which he 
has not freedom to teach according to his own lights; it is something which he is 
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appointed to propound at the dictation of and in the name of another. He will say, "Our 
church teaches this or that; those are the proofs which it adduces." He thus extracts all 
practical uses for his congregation from statutes to which he himself would not 
subscribe with full conviction but to the enunciation of which he can very well pledge 
himself because it is not impossible that truth lies hidden in them, and, in any case, 
there is at least nothing in them contradictory to inner religion. For if he believed he 
had found such in them, he could not conscientiously discharge the duties of his office; 
he would have to give it up. The use, therefore, which an appointed teacher makes of 
his reason before his congregation is merely private, because this congregation is only 
a domestic one (even if it be a large gathering); with respect to it, as a priest, he is not 
free, nor can he be free, because he carries out the orders of another. But as a scholar, 
whose writings speak to his public, the world, the clergyman in the public use of his 
reason enjoys an unlimited freedom to use his own reason to speak in his own person. 
That the guardian of the people (in spiritual things) should themselves be incompetent 
is an absurdity which amounts to the eternalization of absurdities.

But would not a society of clergymen, perhaps a church conference or a venerable 
classis (as they call themselves among the Dutch), be justified in obligating itself by 
oath to a certain unchangeable symbol in order to enjoy an unceasing guardianship 
over each of its numbers and thereby over the people as a whole, and even to make it 
eternal? I answer that this is altogether impossible. Such contract, made to shut off all 
further enlightenment from the human race, is absolutely null and void even if 
confirmed by the supreme power, by parliaments, and by the most ceremonious of 
peace treaties. An age cannot bind itself and ordain to put the succeeding one into such 
a condition that it cannot extend its (at best very occasional) knowledge, purify itself 
of errors, and progress in general enlightenment. That would be a crime against human 
nature, the proper destination of which lies precisely in this progress and the 
descendants would be fully justified in rejecting those decrees as having been made in 
an unwarranted and malicious manner.

The touchstone of everything that can be concluded as a law for a people lies in the 
question whether the people could have imposed such a law on itself. Now such 
religious compact might be possible for a short and definitely limited time, as it were, 
in expectation of a better. One might let every citizen, and especially the clergyman, in 
the role of scholar, make his comments freely and publicly, i.e. through writing, on the 
erroneous aspects of the present institution. The newly introduced order might last 
until insight into the nature of these things had become so general and widely 
approved that through uniting their voices (even if not unanimously) they could bring 
a proposal to the throne to take those congregations under protection which had 
united into a changed religious organization according to their better ideas, without, 
however hindering others who wish to remain in the order. But to unite in a permanent 
religious institution which is not to be subject to doubt before the public even in the 
lifetime of one man, and thereby to make a period of time fruitless in the progress of 
mankind toward improvement, thus working to the disadvantage of posterity - that is 
absolutely forbidden. For himself (and only for a short time) a man may postpone 
enlightenment in what he ought to know, but to renounce it for posterity is to injure 
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and trample on the rights of mankind. And what a people may not decree for itself can 
even less be decreed for them by a monarch, for his lawgiving authority rests on his 
uniting the general public will in his own. If he only sees to it that all true or alleged 
improvement stands together with civil order, he can leave it to his subjects to do what 
they find necessary for their spiritual welfare. This is not his concern, though it is 
incumbent on him to prevent one of them from violently hindering another in 
determining and promoting this welfare to the best of his ability. To meddle in these 
matters lowers his own majesty, since by the writings in which his own subjects seek to 
present their views he may evaluate his own governance. He can do this when, with 
deepest understanding, he lays upon himself the reproach, Caesar non est supra 
grammaticos. Far more does he injure his own majesty when he degrades his supreme 
power by supporting the ecclesiastical despotism of some tyrants in his state over his 
other subjects.

If we are asked, "Do we now live in an enlightened age?" the answer is, "No," but we 
do live in an age of enlightenment. As things now stand, much is lacking which 
prevents men from being, or easily becoming, capable of correctly using their own 
reason in religious matters with assurance and free from outside direction. But on the 
other hand, we have clear indications that the field has now been opened wherein men 
may freely deal with these things and that the obstacles to general enlightenment or the 
release from self-imposed tutelage are gradually being reduced. In this respect, this is 
the age of enlightenment, or the century of Frederick.

A prince who does not find it unworthy of himself to say that he holds it to be his duty 
to prescribe nothing to men in religious matters but to give them complete freedom 
while renouncing the haughty name of tolerance, is himself enlightened and deserves 
to be esteemed by the grateful world and posterity as the first, at least from the side of 
government, who divested the human race of its tutelage and left each man free to 
make use of his reason in matters of conscience. Under him venerable ecclesiastics are 
allowed, in the role of scholar, and without infringing on their official duties, freely to 
submit for public testing their judgments and views which here and there diverge from 
the established symbol. And an even greater freedom is enjoyed by those who are 
restricted by no official duties. This spirit of freedom spreads beyond this land, even to 
those in which it must struggle with external obstacles erected by a government which 
misunderstands its own interest. For an example gives evidence to such a government 
that in freedom there is not the least cause for concern about public peace and the 
stability of the community. Men work themselves gradually out of barbarity if only 
intentional artifices are not made to hold them in it.

I have placed the main point of enlightenment - the escape of men from their self-
incurred tutelage - chiefly in matters of religion because our rulers have no interest in 
playing guardian with respect to the arts and sciences and also because religious 
incompetence is not only the most harmful but also the most degrading of all. But the 
manner of thinking of the head of a state who favors religious enlightenment goes 
further, and he sees that there is no danger to his lawgiving in allowing his subjects to 
make public use of their reason and to publish their thoughts on a better formulation of 
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his legislation and even their open-minded criticisms of the laws already made. Of this 
we have a shining example wherein no monarch is superior to him we honor.

But only one who is himself enlightened, is not afraid of shadows, and has a numerous 
and well-disciplined army to assure public peace, can say: "Argue as much as you will, 
and about what you will, only obey!" A republic could not dare say such a thing. Here 
is shown a strange and unexpected trend in human affairs in which almost everything, 
looked at in the large, is paradoxical. A greater degree of civil freedom appears 
advantageous to the freedom of mind of the people, and yet it places inescapable 
limitations upon it. A lower degree of civil freedom, on the contrary, provides the mind 
with room for each man to extend himself to his full capacity. As nature has uncovered 
from under this hard shell the seed for which she most tenderly cares - the propensity 
and vocation to free thinking - this gradually works back upon the character of the 
people, who thereby gradually become capable of managing freedom; finally, it affects 
the principles of government, which finds it to its advantage to treat men, who are now 
more than machines, in accordance with their dignity.

Lecture 3.5 — ROUSSEAU 
ASSIGNMENT: Complete Exam #3. 
1. Explain the phrase Ideas Have Consequences in the context of the 

Enlightenment.
2. For what reason(s) was Prometheus the symbol of the Enlightenment?
3. List and define the "Trinity of Unbelief" in the Enlightenment.
4. Define the philosophy of Nominalism which William of Ockham proposed.
5. List in detail the argument of René Descartes concerning doubt and his 

own existence.
6. Define the philosophy of Baruch Spinoza.
7. Define the philosophy of either Thomas Hobbes or John Locke.
8. Define the philosophy of either David Hume or Francois Voltaire.
9. How was the life and thinking of Jean-Jacques Rousseau the crowning 

achievement of the Enlightenment? Define his beliefs and life and explain 
how he was the natural result of the previous thinkers.

10. How can a Christian pursue knowledge without making the same mistakes 
as did Enlightenment philosophers?
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Lesson 4 
THE SACRED & THE SECULAR: EMPIRES, PIRATES, 

AND RULERS

Lecture 4.1 — THE PRINCIPLE 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the following selection from Book I of Jean-Jacques 
Rousseau’s The Social Contract. What is the role of the state and society 
according to Rousseau? Why must some men be forced to be free? 

SELECTION: From Book I of The Social Contract by Jean-Jacques Rousseau. 

I suppose men to have reached the point at which the obstacles in the way of their 
preservation in the state of nature show their power of resistance to be greater than the 
resources at the disposal of each individual for his maintenance in that state. That 
primitive condition can then subsist no longer; and the human race would perish unless 
it changed its manner of existence.

But, as men cannot engender new forces, but only unite and direct existing ones, they 
have no other means of preserving themselves than the formation, by aggregation, of a 
sum of forces great enough to overcome the resistance. These they have to bring into 
play by means of a single motive power, and cause to act in concert.

This sum of forces can arise only where several persons come together: but, as the 
force and liberty of each man are the chief instruments of his self-preservation, how 
can he pledge them without harming his own interests, and neglecting the care he owes 
to himself? This difficulty, in its bearing on my present subject, may be stated in the 
following terms:

"The problem is to find a form of association which will defend and protect with the whole common 
force the person and goods of each associate, and in which each, while uniting himself with all, may 
still obey himself alone, and remain as free as before." This is the fundamental problem of 
which the Social Contract provides the solution.

The clauses of this contract are so determined by the nature of the act that the slightest 
modification would make them vain and ineffective; so that, although they have 
perhaps never been formally set forth, they are everywhere the same and everywhere 
tacitly admitted and recognised, until, on the violation of the social compact, each 
regains his original rights and resumes his natural liberty, while losing the conventional 
liberty in favour of which he renounced it.

These clauses, properly understood, may be reduced to one—the total alienation of 
each associate, together with all his rights, to the whole community; for, in the first 
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place, as each gives himself absolutely, the conditions are the same for all; and, this 
being so, no one has any interest in making them burdensome to others.

Moreover, the alienation being without reserve, the union is as perfect as it can be, and 
no associate has anything more to demand: for, if the individuals retained certain 
rights, as there would be no common superior to decide between them and the public, 
each, being on one point his own judge, would ask to be so on all; the state of nature 
would thus continue, and the association would necessarily become inoperative or 
tyrannical.

Finally, each man, in giving himself to all, gives himself to nobody; and as there is no 
associate over whom he does not acquire the same right as he yields others over 
himself, he gains an equivalent for everything he loses, and an increase of force for the 
preservation of what he has.

If then we discard from the social compact what is not of its essence, we shall find that 
it reduces itself to the following terms:

"Each of us puts his person and all his power in common under the supreme direction of the general 
will, and, in our corporate capacity, we receive each member as an indivisible part of the whole."

At once, in place of the individual personality of each contracting party, this act of 
association creates a moral and collective body, composed of as many members as the 
assembly contains votes, and receiving from this act its unity, its common identity, its 
life and its will. This public person, so formed by the union of all other persons 
formerly took the name of city, and now takes that of Republic or body politic; it is called 
by its members State when passive. Sovereign when active, and Power when compared 
with others like itself. Those who are associated in it take collectively the name of 
people, and severally are called citizens, as sharing in the sovereign power, and subjects, as 
being under the laws of the State. But these terms are often confused and taken one for 
another: it is enough to know how to distinguish them when they are being used with 
precision.

This formula shows us that the act of association comprises a mutual undertaking 
between the public and the individuals, and that each individual, in making a contract, 
as we may say, with himself, is bound in a double capacity; as a member of the 
Sovereign he is bound to the individuals, and as a member of the State to the 
Sovereign. But the maxim of civil right, that no one is bound by undertakings made to 
himself, does not apply in this case; for there is a great difference between incurring an 
obligation to yourself and incurring one to a whole of which you form a part.

Attention must further be called to the fact that public deliberation, while competent to 
bind all the subjects to the Sovereign, because of the two different capacities in which 
each of them may be regarded, cannot, for the opposite reason, bind the Sovereign to 
itself; and that it is consequently against the nature of the body politic for the 
Sovereign to impose on itself a law which it cannot infringe. Being able to regard itself 
in only one capacity, it is in the position of an individual who makes a contract with 
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himself; and this makes it clear that there neither is nor can be any kind of 
fundamental law binding on the body of the people—not even the social contract itself. 
This does not mean that the body politic cannot enter into undertakings with others, 
provided the contract is not infringed by them; for in relation to what is external to it, 
it becomes a simple being, an individual.

But the body politic or the Sovereign, drawing its being wholly from the sanctity of the 
contract, can never bind itself, even to an outsider, to do anything derogatory to the 
original act, for instance, to alienate any part of itself, or to submit to another 
Sovereign. Violation of the act by which it exists would be self-annihilation; and that 
which is itself nothing can create nothing.

As soon as this multitude is so united in one body, it is impossible to offend against one 
of the members without attacking the body, and still more to offend against the body 
without the members resenting it. Duty and interest therefore equally oblige the two 
contracting parties to give each other help; and the same men should seek to combine, 
in their double capacity, all the advantages dependent upon that capacity.

Again, the Sovereign, being formed wholly of the individuals who compose it, neither 
has nor can have any interest contrary to theirs; and consequently the sovereign power 
need give no guarantee to its subjects, because it is impossible for the body to wish to 
hurt all its members. We shall also see later on that it cannot hurt any in particular. 
The Sovereign, merely by virtue of what it is, is always what it should be.

This, however, is not the case with the relation of the subjects to the Sovereign, which, 
despite the common interest, would have no security that they would fulfill their 
undertakings, unless it found means to assure itself of their fidelity.

In fact, each individual, as a man, may have a particular will contrary or dissimilar to 
the general will which he has as a citizen. His particular interest may speak to him 
quite differently from the common interest: his absolute and naturally independent 
existence may make him look upon what he owes to the common cause as a gratuitous 
contribution, the loss of which will do less harm to others than the payment of it is 
burdensome to himself; and, regarding the moral person which constitutes the State as 
a persona ficta, because not a man, he may wish to enjoy the rights of citizenship 
without being ready to fulfill the duties of a subject. The continuance of such an 
injustice could not but prove the undoing of the body politic.

In order then that the social compact may not be an empty formula, it tacitly includes 
the undertaking, which alone can give force to the rest, that whoever refuses to obey 
the general will shall be compelled to do so by the whole body. This means nothing less 
than that he will be forced to be free; for this is the condition which, by giving each 
citizen to his country, secures him against all personal dependence. In this lies the key 
to the working of the political machine; this alone legitimizes civil undertakings, which, 
without it, would be absurd, tyrannical, and liable to the most frightful abuses.
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Lecture 4.2 — EXPLORERS & EMPIRES 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the selection from The History of the Indies by 
Bartolomé de Las Casas giving an account of the 1511 sermon of Antonio 
Montesinos. How, specifically, is his rhetoric and imagery powerful? What is 
he trying to communicate to the hardened Spaniards? 

SELECTION: From The History of the Indies by Bartolomé de Las Casas. 

When Sunday and the hour to preach arrived…Father Fray Antonio de Montesinos 
ascended the pulpit and took as the text and foundation of his sermon, which he 
carried written out and signed by the other friars: "I am the voice of one crying in the 
desert." After he completed his introduction and said something concerning the subject 
of Advent, he began to emphasize the aridity in the desert of Spanish consciences in 
this island, and the ignorance in which they lived; also, in what danger of eternal 
damnation they were, from taking no notice of the grave sins in which, with such 
apathy, they were immersed and dying.

Then he returned to his text, speaking thus: "I have ascended here to cause you to 
know those sins, I who am the voice of Christ in the desert of this island. Therefore it 
is fitting that you listen to this voice, not with careless attention, but with all your heart 
and senses. For this voice will be the strangest you ever heard, the harshest and 
hardest, most fearful and most dangerous you ever thought to hear."

This voice cried out for some time, with very combative and terrible words, so that it 
made their flesh tremble, and they seemed already standing before the divine 
judgment. Then, in a grand manner, the voice…declared what it was, or what that 
divine inspiration consisted of: "This voice," he said, "declares that you are all in mortal 
sin, and live and die in it, because of the cruelty and tyranny you practice among these 
innocent peoples.

 "Tell me, by what right or justice do you hold these Indians in such a cruel and 
horrible servitude? On what authority have you waged such detestable wars against 
these peoples, who dwelt quietly and peacefully on their own land? Wars in which you 
have destroyed such infinite numbers of them by homicides and slaughters never 
before heard of? 

Why do you keep them so oppressed and exhausted, without giving them enough to 
eat or curing them of the sicknesses they incur from the excessive labor you give them, 
and they die, or rather, you kill them, in order to extract and acquire gold every day?

 "And what care do you take that they should be instructed in religion, so that they 
may know their God and creator, may be baptized, may hear Mass, and may keep 
Sundays and feast days? Are these not men? Do they not have rational souls? Are you 
not bound to love them as you love yourselves? Don't you understand this? Don't you 
feel this. Why are you sleeping in such a profound and lethargic slumber? Be assured 
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that in your present state you can no more be saved than the Moors or Turks, who lack 
the faith of Jesus Christ and do not desire it."

 In brief, the voice explained what it had emphasized before in such a way that it left 
them astonished—many numb as if without feeling. others more hardened than before, 
some somewhat penitent, but none, as I afterward understood, converted.

 When the sermon was concluded, Antonio de Montesinos descended from the pulpit 
with his head not at all low, for he was not a man who would want to show fear—as he 
felt none—if he displeased his hearers by doing and saying what seemed fitting to him, 
according to God. With his companion he goes to his thatch house where perhaps, 
they had nothing to eat but cabbage broth without olive oil, as sometimes happened. 
But after he departed, the church remains full of murmurs so that, as I believe, they 
scarcely permitted the mass to be finished….

Lecture 4.3 — THE MUSLIM THREAT & CATHOLIC MISSIONS 
ASSIGNMENT: Read "Lepanto" by G. K. Chesterton. Why was the Battle of 
Lepanto a pivotal event? 

SELECTION: "Lepanto" by G. K. Chesterton. 
White founts falling in the courts of the sun,
And the Soldan of Byzantium is smiling as they run;
There is laughter like the fountains in that face of all men feared,
It stirs the forest darkness, the darkness of his beard,
It curls the blood-red crescent, the crescent of his lips,
For the inmost sea of all the earth is shaken with his ships.
They have dared the white republics up the capes of Italy,
They have dashed the Adriatic round the Lion of the Sea,
And the Pope has cast his arms abroad for agony and loss,
And called the kings of Christendom for swords about the Cross,
The cold queen of England is looking in the glass;
The shadow of the Valois is yawning at the Mass;
From evening isles fantastical rings faint the Spanish gun,
And the Lord upon the Golden Horn is laughing in the sun.

Dim drums throbbing, in the hills half heard,
Where only on a nameless throne a crownless prince has stirred,
Where, risen from a doubtful seat and half attainted stall,
The last knight of Europe takes weapons from the wall,
The last and lingering troubadour to whom the bird has sung,
That once went singing southward when all the world was young,
In that enormous silence, tiny and unafraid,
Comes up along a winding road the noise of the Crusade.
Strong gongs groaning as the guns boom far,
Don John of Austria is going to the war,
Stiff flags straining in the night-blasts cold
In the gloom black-purple, in the glint old-gold,
Torchlight crimson on the copper kettle-drums,
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Then the tuckets, then the trumpets, then the cannon, and he comes.
Don John laughing in the brave beard curled,
Spurning of his stirrups like the thrones of all the world,
Holding his head up for a flag of all the free.
Love-light of Spain—hurrah!
Death-light of Africa!
Don John of Austria
Is riding to the sea.

Mahound is in his paradise above the evening star,
(Don John of Austria is going to the war.)
He moves a mighty turban on the timeless houri’s knees,
His turban that is woven of the sunset and the seas.
He shakes the peacock gardens as he rises from his ease,
And he strides among the tree-tops and is taller than the trees,
And his voice through all the garden is a thunder sent to bring
Black Azrael and Ariel and Ammon on the wing.
Giants and the Genii,
Multiplex of wing and eye,
Whose strong obedience broke the sky
When Solomon was king.

They rush in red and purple from the red clouds of the morn,
From temples where the yellow gods shut up their eyes in scorn;
They rise in green robes roaring from the green hells of the sea
Where fallen skies and evil hues and eyeless creatures be;
On them the sea-valves cluster and the grey sea-forests curl,
Splashed with a splendid sickness, the sickness of the pearl;
They swell in sapphire smoke out of the blue cracks of the ground,
They gather and they wonder and give worship to Mahound.
And he saith, "Break up the mountains where the hermit-folk can hide,
And sift the red and silver sands lest bone of saint abide,
And chase the Giaours flying night and day, not giving rest,
For that which was our trouble comes again out of the west.
We have set the seal of Solomon on all things under sun,
Of knowledge and of sorrow and endurance of things done,
But a noise is in the mountains, in the mountains, and I know
The voice that shook our palaces—four hundred years ago:
It is he that saith not ‘Kismet’; it is he that knows not Fate ;
It is Richard, it is Raymond, it is Godfrey in the gate!
It is he whose loss is laughter when he counts the wager worth,
Put down your feet upon him, that our peace be on the earth."
For he heard drums groaning and he heard guns jar,
(Don John of Austria is going to the war.)
Sudden and still—hurrah!
Bolt from Iberia!
Don John of Austria
Is gone by Alcalar.

St. Michael’s on his mountain in the sea-roads of the north
(Don John of Austria is girt and going forth.)
Where the grey seas glitter and the sharp tides shift
And the sea folk labour and the red sails lift.
He shakes his lance of iron and he claps his wings of stone;
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The noise is gone through Normandy; the noise is gone alone;
The North is full of tangled things and texts and aching eyes
And dead is all the innocence of anger and surprise,
And Christian killeth Christian in a narrow dusty room,
And Christian dreadeth Christ that hath a newer face of doom,
And Christian hateth Mary that God kissed in Galilee,
But Don John of Austria is riding to the sea.
Don John calling through the blast and the eclipse
Crying with the trumpet, with the trumpet of his lips,
Trumpet that sayeth ha!
      Domino gloria!
Don John of Austria
Is shouting to the ships.

King Philip’s in his closet with the Fleece about his neck
(Don John of Austria is armed upon the deck.)
The walls are hung with velvet that, is black and soft as sin,
And little dwarfs creep out of it and little dwarfs creep in.
He holds a crystal phial that has colours like the moon,
He touches, and it tingles, and he trembles very soon,
And his face is as a fungus of a leprous white and grey
Like plants in the high houses that are shuttered from the day,
And death is in the phial, and the end of noble work,
But Don John of Austria has fired upon the Turk.
Don John’s hunting, and his hounds have bayed—
Booms away past Italy the rumour of his raid
Gun upon gun, ha! ha!
Gun upon gun, hurrah!
Don John of Austria
Has loosed the cannonade.

The Pope was in his chapel before day or battle broke,
(Don John of Austria is hidden in the smoke.)
The hidden room in man’s house where God sits all the year,
The secret window whence the world looks small and very dear.
He sees as in a mirror on the monstrous twilight sea
The crescent of his cruel ships whose name is mystery;
They fling great shadows foe-wards, making Cross and Castle dark,
They veil the plumèd lions on the galleys of St. Mark;
And above the ships are palaces of brown, black-bearded chiefs,
And below the ships are prisons, where with multitudinous griefs,
Christian captives sick and sunless, all a labouring race repines
Like a race in sunken cities, like a nation in the mines.
They are lost like slaves that sweat, and in the skies of morning hung
The stair-ways of the tallest gods when tyranny was young.
They are countless, voiceless, hopeless as those fallen or fleeing on
Before the high Kings’ horses in the granite of Babylon.
And many a one grows witless in his quiet room in hell
Where a yellow face looks inward through the lattice of his cell,
And he finds his God forgotten, and he seeks no more a sign—
(But Don John of Austria has burst the battle-line!)
Don John pounding from the slaughter-painted poop,
Purpling all the ocean like a bloody pirate’s sloop,
Scarlet running over on the silvers and the golds,
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Breaking of the hatches up and bursting of the holds,
Thronging of the thousands up that labour under sea
White for bliss and blind for sun and stunned for liberty.
Vivat Hispania!
Domino Gloria!
Don John of Austria
Has set his people free!

Cervantes on his galley sets the sword back in the sheath
(Don John of Austria rides homeward with a wreath.)
And he sees across a weary land a straggling road in Spain,
Up which a lean and foolish knight forever rides in vain,
And he smiles, but not as Sultans smile, and settles back the blade....
(But Don John of Austria rides home from the Crusade.)

ASSIGNMENT: Read the 1543 letter of Francis Xavier to the Society of Jesus 
at Rome. What opportunities did he see for evangelism in India? How did 
the Indians react to the gospel according to Xavier? 

SELECTION: From a letter of Francis Xavier. 

May the grace and charity of Christ our Lord always help and favor us! Amen.

It is now the third year since I left Portugal. I am writing to you for the third time, 
having as yet received only one letter from you, dated February 1542. God is my 
witness what joy it caused me. I only received it two months ago, later than is usual for 
letters to reach India, because the vessel which brought it had passed the winter at 
Mozambique.

I and Francis Mancias are now living amongst the Christians of Comorin. They are 
very numerous, and increase largely every day. When I first came I asked them, if they 
knew anything about our Lord Jesus Christ? but when I came to the points of faith in 
detail and asked them what they thought of them, and what more they believed now 
than when they were Infidels, they only replied that they were Christians, but that as 
they are ignorant of Portuguese, they know nothing of the precepts and mysteries of 
our holy religion. We could not understand one another, as I spoke Castilian and they 
Malabar; so I picked out the most intelligent and well-read of them, and then sought 
out with the greatest diligence men who knew both languages. We held meetings for 
several days, and by our joint efforts and with infinite difficulty we translated the 
Catechism into the Malabar tongue. This I learnt by heart, and then I began to go 
through all the villages of the coast, calling around me by the sound of a bell as many 
as I could, children and men. I assembled them twice a day and taught them the 
Christian doctrine: and thus, in the space of a month, the children had it well by heart. 
And all the time I kept telling them to go on teaching in their turn whatever they had 
learnt to their parents, family, and neighbors.
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Every Sunday I collected them all, men and women, boys and girls, in the church. 
They came with great readiness and with a great desire for instruction. Then, in the 
hearing of all, I began by calling on the name of the most holy Trinity, Father, Son, and 
Holy Ghost, and I recited aloud the Lord's Prayer, the Hail Mary, and the Creed in the 
language of the country: they all followed me in the same words, and delighted in it 
wonderfully. Then I repeated the Creed by myself, dwelling upon each article singly. 
Then I asked them as to each article, whether they believed it unhesitatingly; and all, 
with a loud voice and their hands crossed over their breasts, professed aloud that they 
truly believed it. I take care to make them repeat the Creed oftener than the other 
prayers; and I tell them that those who believe all that is contained therein are called 
Christians. After explaining the Creed I go on to the Commandments, teaching them 
that the Christian law is contained in those ten precepts, and that every one who 
observes them all faithfully is a good and true Christian and is certain of eternal 
salvation, and that, on the other hand, whoever neglects a single one of them is a bad 
Christian, and will be cast into hell unless he is truly penitent for his sin. Converts and 
heathen alike are astonished at all this, which shows them the holiness of the Christian 
law, its perfect consistency with itself, and its agreement with reason.

As to the numbers who become Christians, you may understand them from this, that it 
often happens to me to be hardly able to use my hands from the fatigue of baptizing: 
often in a single day I have baptized whole villages. Sometimes I have lost my voice 
and strength altogether with repeating again and again the Credo and the other forms. 
The fruit that is reaped by the baptism of infants, as well as by the instruction of 
children and others, is quite incredible. These children, I trust heartily, by the grace of 
God, will be much better than their fathers. They show an ardent love for the Divine 
law, and an extraordinary zeal for learning our holy religion and imparting it to others. 
Their hatred for idolatry is marvellous. They get into feuds with the heathen about it, 
and whenever their own parents practise it, they reproach them and come off to tell me 
at once. Whenever I hear of any act of idolatrous worship, I go to the place with a 
large band of these children, who very soon load the devil with a greater amount of 
insult and abuse than he has lately received of honor and worship from their parents, 
relations, and acquaintances. The children run at the idols, upset them, dash them 
down, break them to pieces, spit on them, trample on them, kick them about, and in 
short heap on them every possible outrage.

I had been living for nearly four months in a Christian village, occupied in translating 
the Catechism. A great number of natives came from all parts to entreat me to take the 
trouble to go to their houses and call on God by the bedsides of their sick relatives. 
Such numbers also of sick made their own way to us, that I had enough to do to read a 
Gospel over each of them. At the same time we kept on with our daily work, 
instructing the children, baptizing converts, translating the Catechism, answering 
difficulties, and burying the dead. For my part I desired to satisfy all, both the sick 
who came to me themselves, and those who came to beg on the part of others, lest if I 
did not, their confidence in, and zeal for, our holy religion should relax, and I thought 
it wrong not to do what I could in answer to their prayers. But the thing grew to such 
a pitch that it was impossible for me myself to satisfy all, and at the same time to avoid 
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their quarrelling among themselves, every one striving to be the first to get me to his 
own house; so I hit on a way of serving all at once. As I could not go myself, I sent 
round children whom I could trust in my place. They went to the sick persons, 
assembled their families and neighbours, recited the Creed with them, and encouraged 
the sufferers to conceive a certain and well-founded confidence of their restoration. 
Then after all this, they recited the prayers of the Church. To make my tale short, God 
was moved by the faith and piety of these children and of the others, and restored to a 
great number of sick persons health both of body and soul. How good He was to 
them! He made the very disease of their bodies the occasion of calling them to 
salvation, and drew them to the Christian faith almost by force!

I have also charged these children to teach the rudiments of Christian doctrine to the 
ignorant in private houses, in the streets, and the crossways. As soon as I see that this 
has been well started in one village, I go on to another and give the same instructions 
and the same commission to the children, and so I go through in order the whole 
number of their villages. When I have done this and am going away, I leave in each 
place a copy of the Christian doctrine, and tell all those who know how to write to 
copy it out, and all the others are to learn it by heart and to recite it from memory 
every day. Every feast day I bid them meet in one place and sing all together the 
elements of the faith. For this purpose I have appointed in each of the thirty Christian 
villages men of intelligence and character who are to preside over these meetings, and 
the Governor, Don Martin Alfonso, who is so full of love for our Society and of zeal 
for religion, has been good enough at our request to allot a yearly revenue of 4000 gold 
farlams for the salary of these catechists. He has an immense friendship for ours, and 
desires with all his heart that some of them should be sent hither, for which he is 
always asking in his letters to the King.

There is now in these parts a very large number of persons who have only one reason 
for not becoming Christian, and that is that there is no one to make them Christians. It 
often comes into my mind to go round all the Universities of Europe, and especially 
that of Paris, crying out everywhere like a madman, and saying to all the learned men 
there whose learning is so much greater than their charity, "Ah! what a multitude of 
souls is through your fault shut out of heaven and falling into hell!"

Would to God that these men who labor so much in gaining knowledge would give as 
much thought to the account they must one day give to God of the use they have made 
of their learning and of the talents entrusted to them!…

Lecture 4.4 — THE GOLDEN AGE OF PIRACY 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the actual, unedited transcript of the Spanish captain, 
Don Lewes, who survived the defeat and the ill-fated voyage of the Spanish 
Armada. How does he describe the fight and engagement with the English? 
What challenges did the Spanish face besides the English ships? 
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SELECTION: Transcript of Captain Don Lewes. 

The examinac[i]on of Don Lewes de Cordua in Andolozia

Don Lewse de Cordua in Andolozia: Capten of the Companie cast on shoare in S[i]r 
Morogh ne doe his Contry, saieth upon his examinac[i]on, that when the Spanishe 
fleete came before Plymouthe they were 140 Saile of all sorts whereof iiijxx and xvj 
were greate shippes for the fight, and the rest were patasses and small vessells for 
carriage, At which place they mett w[ith] 70 of the Quenes shippes or there abouts. 
The Quenes shippes gatt into the winde of them and shott at them, they kepeing on 
theire marche towards Callice, answeared the shott which continewed about ij or iij 
hower, In which skirmishe Don Pedro and his shipp were taken, being throwen 
behinde his companie, by reason of a shott that brake his maine mast.

The next day was calme & therefore nothing don betwene them, but a shipp of 700 
tonne was burned by negligence among the Spaniards, but most of her men saved. The 
3[rd] daie they skirmished 5 or 6 howers w[ith]out any shipp lost. The 4[th] day they 
fought 4 howres w[ith[out any shipp lost. The 5[th] day they came before Callis, and 
there anchored & cheyned them selves, at which tyme there came to succor of the 
Quenes shippes 25 more: And in the night they perceaved 6 shippes falling upon them 
fired: by reason whererof they were dryven to cutt theire Cables and sett saile: att 
which tyme a greate shipp was burned among them, and a Galleas cast awaie on the 
sands. After which thenglishe shippes entred into a sharpe fyght w[i]t[h] them 
wherein 2 of theire greatest Galleons were so beaten, that they were dryven to come a 
shore upon fflaunders, or those parts havinge disburdened theire men in theire other 
shippes.

That day if the fire had not broken them they had determined to have putt 7000 men 
on shoare att Callis to have gon to the prince of Parma to have knowen further his 
pleasure, for that they were from thence to be directed by him and had some 
Com[m]ission unto him not opened att all but lost in the shipp that was there burnt, 
but being p[re]vented by the saide fire they were broken, and so fought w[ith] all and 
followed 3 dayes after that out of sight of the Coast, and that the Quenes shippes left 
them, & retorned shoteing off a greate vollue of ordinaunce for ioye. After this the 
Duke of Medina assembled all his forc[e]s that were lefte, and founde that he had lost 
but six shippes of all sorts. And then gave order for them to retorne to Spaine: But 
about Norway the greate tempest tooke them, & beate those men nowe prisoners to 
this Coaste, of which Coast the Duke had before geven them greate charge to take 
heede.
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Lecture 4.5 — ENLIGHTENED DESPOTS 
ASSIGNMENT: Complete Exam #4. 
1. Define the Sacred and Secular realms from a Biblical understanding.
2. Why did Modernity divorce these two realms?
3. How does Tradition prevent the separation of the Sacred from the Secular?
4. How did the piracy of early Modernity illustrate the divorce between the 

Sacred and the Secular?
5. Name 1 unique trait about each of the following pirates/privateers: Sir 

Francis Drake, William Kidd, Edward Teach.
6. Name 3 unique traits about the rule of the Enlightened Despots Maria 

Theresa and Joseph II.
7. Name 3 unique traits about the rule of one of the following Enlightened 

Despots: Frederick the Great or Catherine the Great.
8. How did the rulers in questions 6 & 7 further divorce the Sacred from the 

Secular?
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Lesson 5 
ROYAL SCIENCE: THE SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION 

Lecture 5.1 — THE PRINCIPLE 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the selection from Book III of Isaac Newton’s Principia. 
How and why does he move from the natural laws of creation to a Creator? 

SELECTION: Selection from Book III of Principia by Isaac Newton. 

Bodies projected in our air suffer no resistance but from the air. Withdraw the air, as is 
done in Mr. Boyle's vacuum, and the resistance ceases; for in this void a bit of line 
down and a piece of solid gold descend with equal velocity. And the parity of reason 
must take place in the celestial spaces above the earth's atmosphere; in which spaces, 
where there is no air to resist their motions, all bodies will move with the greatest 
freedom; and the planets and comets will constantly pursue their revolutions in orbits 
given in kind and position, according to the laws above explained; but though these 
bodies may, indeed, persevere in their orbits by the mere laws of gravity, yet they could 
by no means have at first derived the regular position of the orbits themselves from 
those laws.

The six primary planets are revolved about the sun in circles concentric with the sun, 
and with motions directed towards the same parts, and almost in the same plane. Ten 
moons are revolved about the earth, Jupiter and Saturn, in circles concentric with 
them, with the same direction of motion, and nearly in the planes of the orbits of those 
planets; but it is not to be conceived that mere mechanical causes could give birth to so 
many regular motions, since the comets range over all parts of the heavens in very 
eccentric orbits; for by that kind of motion they pass easily through the orbs of the 
planets, and with great rapidity; and in their aphelions, where they move the slowest, 
and are detained the longest, they recede to the greatest distances from each other, and 
thence suffer the least disturbance from their mutual attractions. This most beautiful 
system of the sun, planets, and comets, could only proceed from the counsel and 
dominion of an intelligent and powerful Being. And if the fixed stars are the centres of 
other like systems, these, being formed by the like wise counsel, must be all subject to 
the dominion of One; especially since the light of the fixed stars is of the same nature 
with the light of the sun, and from every system light passes into all the other systems: 
and lest the systems of the fixed stars should, by their gravity, fall on each other 
mutually, he hath placed those systems at immense distances one from another.

This Being governs all things, not as the soul of the world, but as Lord over all; and on 
account of his dominion he is wont to be called Lord God παντοκράτωρ, or Universal 
Ruler; for God is a relative word, and has a respect to servants; and Deity is the 
dominion of God not over his own body, as those imagine who fancy God to be the 
soul of the world, but over servants. The Supreme God is a Being eternal, infinite, 
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absolutely perfect; but a being, however perfect, without dominion, cannot be said to 
be Lord God; for we say, my God, your God, the God of Israel, the God of Gods, and 
Lord of Lords; but we do not say, my Eternal, your Eternal, the Eternal of Israel, the 
Eternal of Gods; we do not say, my Infinite, or my Perfect: these are titles which have 
no respect to servants. The word God usually signifies Lord; but every lord is not a 
God. It is the dominion of a spiritual being which constitutes a God: a true, supreme, 
or imaginary dominion makes a true, supreme, or imaginary God. And from his true 
dominion it follows that the true God is a living, intelligent, and powerful Being; and, 
from his other perfections, that he is supreme, or most perfect. He is eternal and 
infinite, omnipotent and omniscient; that is, his duration reaches from eternity to 
eternity; his presence from infinity to infinity; he governs all things, and knows all 
things that are or can be done. He is not eternity or infinity, but eternal and infinite; he 
is not duration or space, but he endures and is present. He endures for ever, and is 
every where present; and by existing always and every where, he constitutes duration 
and space. Since every particle of space is always, and every indivisible moment of 
duration is every where, certainly the Maker and Lord of all things cannot be never 
and no where. Every soul that has perception is, though in different times and in 
different organs of sense and motion, still the same indivisible person. There are given 
successive parts in duration, co-existent parts in space, but neither the one nor the 
other in the person of a man, or his thinking principle; and much less can they be 
found in the thinking substance of God. Every man, so far as he is a thing that has 
perception, is one and the same man during his whole life, in all and each of his organs 
of sense. God is the same God, always and every where. He is omnipresent not 
virtually only, but also substantially; for virtue cannot subsist without substance. In 
him are all things contained and moved; yet neither affects the other: God suffers 
nothing from the motion of bodies; bodies find no resistance from the omnipresence of 
God. It is allowed by all that the Supreme God exists necessarily; and by the same 
necessity he exists always and every where. Whence also he is all similar, all eye, all 
ear, all brain, all arm, all power to perceive, to understand, and to act; but in a manner 
not at all human, in a manner not at all corporeal, in a manner utterly unknown to us. 
As a blind mail has no idea of colours, so have we no idea of the manner by which the 
all-wise God perceives and understands all things. He is utterly void of all body and 
bodily figure, and can therefore neither be seen, nor heard, nor touched; nor ought he 
to be worshipped under the representation of any corporeal thing. We have ideas of his 
attributes, but what the real substance of any thing is we know not. In bodies, we see 
only their figures and colours, we hear only the sounds, we touch only their outward 
surfaces, we smell only the smells, and taste the savours; but their inward substances 
are not to be known either by our senses, or by any reflex act of our minds: much less, 
then, have we any idea of the substance of God. We know him only by his most wise 
and excellent contrivances of things, and final causes: we admire him for his 
perfections; but we reverence and adore him on account of his dominion: for we adore 
him as his servants; and a god without dominion, providence, and final causes, is 
nothing else but Fate and Nature. Blind metaphysical necessity, which is certainly the 
same always and every where, could produce no variety of things. All that diversity of 
natural things which we find suited to different times and places could arise from 
nothing but the ideas and will of a Being necessarily existing. But, by way of allegory, 
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God is said to see, to speak, to laugh, to love, to hate, to desire, to give, to receive, to 
rejoice, to be angry, to fight, to frame, to work, to build; for all our notions of God are 
taken from the ways of mankind by a certain similitude, which, though not perfect, has 
some likeness, however. And thus much concerning God; to discourse of whom from 
the appearances of things, does certainly belong to Natural Philosophy.

Lecture 5.2 — THE SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION  
ASSIGNMENT: Read the letter of Antonie van Leeuwenhoek from January 
24, 1721, on his observations concerning wood vessels and muscle fibers. 
What does he observe though the microscope? How do you witness his 
sense of wonder in his descriptions of his discoveries? 

SELECTION: Letter from Antonie van Leeuwenhoek. 

III. Observations upon the Vessels in several forts of Wood, and upon the Muscular 
Fibres of different Animals. By the same Curious and Inquisitive Person.

Delft, Jan. 24, 1721.

Seeing some reddish Boards carry'd into a House in my Neighbourhood, and 
enquiring what use they were design'd for, I was answer'd that they were bought of the 
India Company to make Cabinets of, and that they came from the Island Amboina.

I procured a piece of that Wood saw'd off at the end of a Board, as likewise some of 
the Chips, in order to observe the Vessels therein; and, cutting the Wood through all 
manner of ways, I found that in one place the Wood appear'd whitish, that at a small 
distance it was red, and in another place blackish. Upon cutting it transversly, 1 saw 
the Orifices of the ascending Vessels, which ran along the length of the Wood, and 
which appear'd of such a size in the Microscope, that one would have judged a Pea 
might pass thro' them. Where the Wood look'd reddish, I found these great Vessels 
fill'd with a Substance of a fine red colour, so that I imagin'd, that these great Vessels 
carried a red Sap into the Horizontal Vessels, which appear'd so very numerous, and 
so thick together, that they caus'd the Wood to appear of the same colour with the red 
Substance, which was contain'd in those Vessels likewise.

I afterwards cut off some very thin slices transversly from this Wood, and putting them 
into a Chinas Cup, I pour'd some hot Water upon them, and suffered them to lie in it 
for some time; then viewing them with a Microscope, I observ'd that the red Substance 
was extracted by the Water, and no red colour was now to be found in any of the 
Vessels.

What seem'd the strangest to me in this Wood, was that cutting thro' the Wood 
lengthways, as I frequently did, I observ'd it to be of a fine red colour for one Hair's 
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breadth, and a Hair's breadth farther it appear'd white; and the ascending Vessels 
seem'd to be smaller, where the Wood was red, than where it was white; which 
narrowness of the red Vessels I judged to proceed from the Sap contain'd in them.

I made several other Remarks upon this Wood, which I shall pass by at this time, and 
shall proceed to some Observations I have made upon the ascending Vessels in Oak, 
and other Wood.

In viewing the ascending Vessels in Oak, I found some other Vessels, which enter'd 
into their sides, and appear'd to me like so many small round holes, especially where 
the Horizontal Vessels lay, which I judged to be united to the ascending Vessels, by 
means of those small Orifices, and thereby to discharge part of their Sap into them.

Taking a small Twig of an Oak, which in seven Years growth was grown to about the 
thickness of one's singer, I cut it thro' according to the length both of the ascending 
and horizontal Vessels, which last I saw lying in great Numbers very close together, 
and proceeding directly from the Pith of the Twig.

I have likewise made some Observations upon Fir Wood, in which the ascending 
Vessels consist of so very fine and thin a Substance, that they exhibit a very delightful 
Spectacle in the Microscope. In these ascending Vessels I imagin'd that I saw some 
Globules, with a small opening in their middle, which seem'd to be of a closer and 
denser Substance than the rest of the Wood. But I afterwards found myself mistaken, 
and that these supposed Globules were nothing else but the Orifices, whereby the 
ascending and horizontal Vessels were united together, and through which the Sap was 
carry'd from the one to the other.

From these Observations I turn'd my Thoughts to the fleshy fibres of Animals, and 
began to consider with my self, that, since the Author of Nature usually observes the 
same Frame and Structure in a great variety of his Creatures, perhaps the fine 
Membranes, with which every Muscular Fibre is inverted, and which are provided 
with an innumerable multitude of small Vessels, might carry Nourishment in the same 
manner, thro' every carnous Fibre in a healthful Body.

In this view I cut off some very small thin Slices from the flesh of an Ox, directly 
across the length of the fibres, and having placed them upon Glasses, and moistned 
them with clean Rain-water, I observ'd them with a very good Microscope, and 
continued viewing them so long, that the fleshy Fibres began to grow dry. I then saw, 
that in some Places the exceeding small and fine Vessels, which compounded the 
Membranes, wherewith the fleshy Fibres were enclosed, were broken off from the 
fleshy Fibres, by the unequal shrinking of the thin slice of flesh upon the Plate of the 
Microscope. I saw at the same time some other of these small Vessels, which were 
something stronger than the former, and were not broken off from the fleshy Fibres, 
but yet were stretched and drawn from them to the distance of the Diameter of a 
Blood Globule. I saw likewise some fleshy Fibres, which adhered so close to other 
Fibres, that the small Vessels of Communication were not broken off or stretched, so 
that nothing was to be seen there, but only the Membrane encompassing the Fibres.
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I likewise placed before the same Microscope several other carnous Fibres, which I 
had separated according to their length from the flesh of an Ox. In each of these I 
observ'd a great number of extremely small Apertures, by which I judged that the 
small Vessels of the Membranes had enter'd the Fibres; which Vessels having been 
moistened with Water, as soon as the little moisture which had been left in those 
Apertures, was evaporated, I could see them very plain and distinct.

Now since of late there have been two Persons of note, who have maintain'd, that the 
Blood circulated thro' the carnous Fibres; in order to examine into the Truth of this 
Hypothesis, I prick'd my Thumb with a fine Needle, and placed a little Blood upon the 
Glass, where the carnous Fibres lay, with design to observe with my Microscope, what 
was the proportion between the Diameters of a Globule of Blood, and of the abovesaid 
Apertures, which I had seen in a Fibre.

While I was employ'd in these Observations, in came my Painter, who for these many 
Years has drawn all my Discoveries,and not being willing to trust too much to my own 
Eyes, he being much younger and better sighted than I, I placed besore him the small 
Apertures, in the Fibres, which he said were plain enough to be seen, and when he had 
view'd them to his satisfaction, I placed besore him likewise the Globules of Blood, 
which lay together in great numbers, and yet so distinct and separate one from another, 
as one shall seldom see them. I then ask'd Him, what he thought to be the proportion 
between the Diameter of a Globule of Blood, and the Diameter of one of those 
Apertures in a fleshy Fibre. Aster a little pause, he gave me for answer, that the 
Diameter of a Blood-Globule, was four times as large as the Diameter of one of those 
Apertures. If so, then according to the known Rule, a Globule of Blood must be 
divided into 64 parts, before it cart enter through one of these Apertures into a fleshly 
Fibre.

This discovery appear'd to me very wonderful; and I am apt to think, that it will be 
very difficult to penetrate any deeper into the hidden Structure of the muscular Fibres, 
and the manner by which they receive their Nourishment. I must confess that this 
Observation gave me an inward pleasure and satisfaction, which made me amends for 
some Reflections lately thrown upon me by a certain foreign Gentleman, who, if this 
should come to his knowledge, would perhaps write to me again, as he did once before, 
that I related things which no Eye had ever seen.

Lecture 5.3 — REVOLUTIONS IN ASTRONOMY 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the following selection from the letter of Galileo Galilei 
to Father Castelli, a student of his. How does Galileo view the relationship 
between Scripture and science? 

SELECTION: Portion of a letter by Galileo Galilei. 

"The Holy Scripture can neither lie nor err, but it needs to be interpreted; for, were we 
to insist upon the literal sense of the words, we should find not only contradictions, but 
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heresies and blasphemies; we should have to give to God hands, feet, ears, to suppose 
him subject to like passions with men—to anger, remorse, hatred; and, again, to hold 
that he forgets the past and is ignorant of the future…Inasmuch as the Bible constantly 
requires interpretation to explain how very different the true sense of the words is 
from their apparent signification, it appears to me that it should be quoted in scientific 
discussions only as the last resort. In truth, Holy Scripture and Nature both come from 
the Divine Word, the one being the dictation of the Holy Ghost, while the other is the 
executor of God's decrees; but it was fitting that, in the Scriptures, the language should 
be adapted to the people's understanding in many things where the appearance differs 
widely from the reality. Nature, on the other hand, is inexorable and immutable; she is 
not at all concerned whether the hidden reasons and means through which she works 
are or are not intelligible to man, because she never oversteps the limit of the laws 
imposed upon her. Hence it appears that when we have to do with natural effects 
brought under our eyes by the experience of our senses, or deduced from absolute 
demonstrations, these can in no wise be called in question on the strength of Scripture 
texts that are susceptible of a thousand different interpretations, for the words of 
Scripture are not so strictly limited in their significance as the phenomena of Nature…
I therefore think it would be wise to forbid persons from using texts of Holy Scripture, 
and from forcing them, as it were, to support as true certain propositions in natural 
science, whereof the contrary may to-morrow be demonstrated by the senses or by 
mathematical reasoning."

Lecture 5.4 — THE ROYAL SOCIETY 
ASSIGNMENT: Read Christopher Wren’s first draft of the preamble for the 
Royal Society’s charter. According to the preamble, for what reasons was the 
Royal Society formed? 

SELECTION: Draft of founding charter for the Royal Society by Christopher 
Wren. 

Whereas amongst our regal hereditary Titles (to which by divine Providence, and the 
Loyalty of our good Subjects, We are now happily restored) nothing appears to Us 
more august, or more suitable to our pious Disposition, than that of Father of our 
Country, a Name of Indulgence as well as Dominion; wherein we would imitate the 
Benignity of Heaven, which in the same Shower yields Thunder and Violets, and no 
sooner shakes the Cedars, but dissolving the Clouds, drops Fatness. We therefore, out 
of a paternal Care of our People, resolve, together with those Laws which tend to the 
well Administration of Government, and the People's Allegiance to us, inseparably to 
join the supreme Law of Salus Populi, that Obedience maybe manifestly not only the 
publick but private Felicity of every Subject, and the great Concern of his Satisfactions 
& Enjoyments in this Life. — The Way to so happy a Government, we are sensible is 
in no Manner more facilitated than by the promoting of useful Arts and Sciences, 
which, upon mature Inspection, are found to be the Basis of civil Communities and 
free Governments, and which gather Multitudes, by an Orphean Charm, into Cities, 
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and connect them in Companies; that so, by laying in a Stock, as it were, of several 
Arts, and Methods of Industry, the whole Body may be supplied by a mutual 
Commerce of each others peculiar Faculties; and consequently that the various 
Miseries, and Toils of this frail Life, may, by as many various Expedients, ready at 
Hand, be remedied, or alleviated; and Wealth and Plenty diffused in just Proportion to 
every one's Industry, that is, to every one's Deserts. 

And there is no Question but the same Policy that founds a City, doth nourish and 
increase it; since these mentioned Allurements to a Desire of Cohabitation, do not only 
occasion Populosity of a Country, but render it more potent and wealthy than a more 
populous, but more barbarous Nation; it being the same Thing, to add more Hands, or 
by the Assistance of Art to facilitate Labour, and bring it within the Power of the few. 

Wherefore our Reason hath suggested to us, and our own Experience in our Travels in 
foreign Kingdoms and States, hath abundantly confirmed, that we prosecute 
effectually the Advancement of Natural Experimental Philosophy, especially those 
Parts of it which concern the Encrease of Commerce, by the Addition of useful 
Inventions tending to the Ease, Profit, or Health of our Subjects; which will best be 
accomplished, by a Company of ingenious and learned Persons, well qualified for this 
sort of Knowledge, to make it their principal Care and Study, and to be constituted a 
regular Society for this Purpose, endowed with all proper Privileges and Immunities. 

Not that herein, we would withdraw the least Ray of our Influence from the present 
established Nurseries of good Literature, and Education, founded by the Piety of our 
Royal Ancestors, and others, to be the perpetual Fountains of Religion, and Laws; that 
Religion, and those Laws, which, as we are obliged to defend, so the holy Blood of our 
martyr'd Father hath inseparably endear'd to us; but, that we purpose to make further 
Provision for this Branch of Knowledge likewise. Natural Experimental Philosophy; 
which comprehends all that is required towards those Intentions we have recited; 
taking care in the first Place for Religion, so next,for the Riches and Ornament of our 
Kingdoms; as we wear an Imperial Crown, in which Flowers are alternately 
intermixed with the Ensigns of Christianity. 

And whereas we are well informed, that a competent Number of Persons of eminent 
Learning, Ingenuity, and Honour, concording in their Inclinations and Studies towards 
this Employment, have for some Time, accustomed themselves to meet weekly, and 
orderly to confer about the hidden Causes of Things; with a Design to establish 
certain, and correct uncertain Theories in Philosophy; and by their Labours in the 
Disquisition of Nature, to approve themselves real Benefactors to Mankind: And, that 
they have already made a considerable Progress, by divers useful and remarkable 
Discoveries, Inventions, and Experiments, in the Improvement of Mathematicks, 
Mechanicks, Astronomy, Navigation, ‘Physick, and Chymistry; we have determin'd to 
grant our Royal Favour, Patronage, and all due Encouragement, to this illustrious 
Assembly, and so beneficial and laudable an Enterprise. — Know therefore, &c.
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Lecture 5.5 — TWO ROYAL GIANTS: LEIBNIZ & NEWTON 
ASSIGNMENT: Complete Exam #5. 
1. Define the use of the title: "Royal Science." How is science a matter for 

kings? 
2. Why does the writer of Ecclesiastes say: "There is nothing better for a 

person than that he should eat and drink and find enjoyment in his toil?" 
What does this statement say about work?

3. How did the scientists of the 17th century typically view creation and the 
universe?

4. What is the connection between science and humility?
5. List and define 3 results of a biblical worldview of science.
6. What did the invention of the microscope and the work of Antonie van 

Leeuwenhoek do specifically for our knowledge and wisdom?
7. What were the principle accomplishments of Nicolaus Copernicus?
8. What were two chief inventions/advances of either Robert Hooke or 

Christopher Wren?
9. What were the principle accomplishments of Gottfried Leibniz?
10. What were the principle accomplishments of Isaac Newton?
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Lesson 6 
THE CREATORS: PASCAL, VERMEER, JOHNSON, 

AND BACH 

Lecture 6.1 — THE PRINCIPLE 
ASSIGNMENT: Read Exodus 31:1-11. Who is Bezalel? How is described as 
an artist? What skills and qualities does he possess? What type of art is he 
creating? 

Lecture 6.2 — BLAISE PASCAL 
ASSIGNMENT: Explore Blaise Pascal’s triangle and its many patterns and 
uses at http://www.mathsisfun.com/pascals-triangle.html. 

ASSIGNMENT: Read the selection from Blaise Pascal’s Pensées on infinity. 
How does he use probability to explore God’s existence? What is his 
wager? 

SELECTION: From Pensées by Blaise Pascal. 

Infinity. Nothingness. Our soul has been cast into the body, where it finds number, 
time and dimension. It reasons thereupon, and calls it nature, necessity, and can 
believe nothing else.

Unity added to infinity adds nothing to it, any more than does one foot added to 
infinite length. The finite is annihilated in presence of the infinite, and becomes pure 
nothingness. So does our mind before God; so does our justice before divine justice.

There is not so great a disproportion between human and divine justice as between 
unity and infinity.

The justice of God must be as vast as His mercy. But his justice done upon the 
reprobate is not so vast as, and should shock us less than, His mercy shown towards 
the elect.

We know that the infinite exists, but we are ignorant of its nature. Since we know it is 
false to say that number is finite, it must be true that there is infinity in number. But we 
do not know what it is. We cannot say that it is even, or that it is odd. Yet it is a 
number, and every number is either even or odd (this is certainly true of every finite 
number). So we may perfectly well know that God exists, without knowing what He 
is.
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Is there not one substantial truth, seeing that there are so many things which are not 
truth itself?

We know then the existence and nature of the finite, because we too are finite and have 
extension. We know the existence of the infinite, but not its nature; for, like us, it has 
extension but no limits such as we have. But we know neither the existence nor the 
nature of God, because He has neither extension or limits.

But by faith we know His existence; in the light of glory we shall know His nature. I 
have already shown that there is nothing to prevent our knowing the existence of a 
thing, without knowing its nature.

Let us speak now according to natural lights.

If there is a God, He is infinitely incomprehensible, since, having neither parts nor 
limits, He has no affinity with us. We are incapable, therefore, of knowing either what 
He is or if He is. That being so, who will dare undertake to decide this question? Not 
we, who have no affinity with Him.

Who then can blame the Christians for not being able to give reasons for their belief, 
professing as they do a religion which they cannot explain by reason. They declare, 
when expounding to the world, that it is foolishness, stultitiam; and then you complain 
that they do not prove it! If they proved it they would give the lie to their own worlds; 
it is in lacking proofs that they do not lack sense.

‘Yes, but while this is an excuse for those who offer it as such, and frees them from 
blame for not basing their beliefs upon reason, it does not excuse those who accept 
what they say.’

Let us examine this point of view and declare: ‘Either God exists, or He does not.’ To 
which view shall we incline? Reason cannot decide for us one way or the other: we are 
separated by an infinite gulf. At the extremity of this infinite distance a game is in 
progress, where either heads or tails may turn up. What will you wager? According to 
reason you cannot bet either way; according to reason you can defend neither 
proposition.

So do not attribute error to those who have made a choice; for you know nothing 
about it.

‘No; I will not blame them for having made this choice, but for having made one at all; 
for since he who calls heads and he who calls tails are equally at fault, both are in the 
wrong. The right thing is not to wager at all.’ Yes; but a bet must be laid. There is no 
option: you have joined the game. Which will you choose, then? Since a choice has to 
be made, let us see which is of least moment to you. You have two things to lose, the 
true and the good; and two things to wager, your reason and your will, your 
knowledge and your happiness; and your nature has two things to shun, error and 
unhappiness. Your reason suffers no more violence in choosing one rather than 
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another, since you must of necessity make a choice. That is one point cleared up. But 
what about your happiness? Let us weigh the gain and the loss involved in wagering 
that God exists. Let us estimate these two probabilities; if you win, you win all; if you 
lose, you lose nothing. Wager then, without hesitation, that He does exist.

‘That is all very fine. Yes, I must wager, but maybe I am wagering too much.’

Let us see. Since there is an equal risk of winning and of losing, if you had only two 
lives to win you might still wager; but if there were three lives to win, you would still 
have to play (since you are under the necessity of playing); and being thus obliged to 
play, you would be imprudent not to risk your life to win three in a game where there 
is an equal chance of winning and losing. But there is an eternity of life and happiness. 
That being so, if there were an infinity of chances of which only one was in your 
favour, you would still do right to stake one to win two, and you would act unwisely in 
refusing to play one life against three, in a game where you had only one chance out of 
an infinite number, if there were an infinity of an infinitely happy life to win. But here 
there is an infinity of infinitely happy life to win, one chance of winning against a finite 
number of chances of losing, and what you stake is finite. That removes all doubt as to 
choice; wherever the infinite is, and there is not an infinity of chances of loss against 
the chance of winning, there are no two ways about it, all must be given. And so, when 
a man is obliged to play, he must renounce reason to preserve his life, rather than risk 
it for infinite gain which is just as likely to occur as loss of nothing.

For it is no use alleging the uncertainty of winning and the certainty of risk, or to say 
that the infinite distance between the certainty of what one risks and the uncertainty of 
what one will win equals that between the finite good, which one certainly risks, and 
the infinite, which is uncertain. That is not so; every player risks a certainty to win an 
uncertainty, and yet he risks a finite certainty to win a finite uncertainty, without 
offending reason. There is no infinite distance between the certainty risked and the 
uncertainty of the gain; it is not true. There is, indeed, infinity between the certainty of 
winning and the certainty of losing, but the uncertainty of winning is proportionate to 
the certainty of what is risked, according to the proportion of the chances of gain and 
loss. Hence, if there are many risks on one side as on the other, the right course is to 
play even; and then the certainty of the risk is equal to the uncertainty of the gain, so 
far are they from being infinitely distant. Thus our proposition is of infinite force, when 
there is the infinite at stake in a game where there are equal chances of winning and 
losing, but the infinite to gain. This is conclusive, and if men are capable of truth at all, 
there it is.

‘I agree, I admit it; but is there no way of getting a look behind the scenes?’ Yes, 
Scripture and the rest, etc.

‘Quite; but my hands are tied and my mouth is gagged; I am forced to wager, and am 
not free; no one frees me from these bonds, and I am so made that I cannot believe. 
What then do you wish me to do?’
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That is true. But understand at least that your ability to believe is the result of your 
passions; for, although reason inclines you to believe, you cannot do so. Try therefore 
to convince yourself, not by piling up proofs of God, but by subduing your passions. 
You desire to attain faith, but do not know the way. You would like to cure yourself of 
unbelief, and you ask for remedies. Learn of those who were bound and gagged like 
you, and who now stake all they possess. They are men who know the road you desire 
to follow, and who have been cured of a sickness of which you desire to be cured. 
Follow the way by which they set out, acting as if they already believed, taking holy 
water, having masses said, etc. Even this will naturally cause you to believe and bunt 
your cleverness.

‘But that is what I fear.’ Why? What have you to lose?

But to show that such practices lead you to belief, it is those things which will curtail 
your passions which are your main obstacles.

End of this discourse. Now, to what harm will you come by making this choice? You 
will be faithful, honest, humble, grateful, generous, a sincere friend, truthful. Certainly 
you will not enjoy these pernicious delights—glory and luxury; but will you not 
experience others?

I tell you, you will thereby profit in this life; and at every step you take along this road 
you will see so great an assurance of gain, and so little in what you risk, that you will 
come to recognize your stake to have been laid for something certain, infinite, which 
has cost you nothing.

‘Oh, your discourse delights me, carries me away!’

If it pleases you and appears convincing, know it has been uttered by a man who has 
knelt, both before and after its delivery, in prayer to that Being, infinite and without 
parts, before whom he submits all that is his, begging Him to subject to Himself all that 
is yours, for your own good and for His glory; and thus strength is made consistent 
with lowliness.

Lecture 6.3 — JAN VERMEER 
ASSIGNMENT: Explore the life and works of artist Jan Vermeer at http://
www.artble.com/artists/johannes_vermeer. 

Lecture 6.4 — SAMUEL JOHNSON 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the first essay of The Idler by Samuel Johnson. How is 
Johnson’s wit and love of life seen in this essay? 
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SELECTION: Essay No. 1 from The Idler, April 15, 1758, by Samuel Johnson. 

Vacui sub umbra Lusimus. — Hor. Lib. i. Ode xxxii. 

Those who attempt periodical essays seem to be often stopped in the beginning, by the 
difficulty of finding a proper title. Two writers, since the time of the Spectator, have 
assumed his name without any pretensions to lawful inheritance; an effort was once 
made to revive the Tatler, and the strange appellations, by which other papers have 
been called, show that the authors were distressed, like the natives of America, who 
come to the Europeans to beg a name.

It will be easily believed of the Idler, that if his title had required any search, he never 
would have found it. Every mode of life has its conveniencies. The Idler, who 
habituates himself to be satisfied with what he can most easily obtain, not only escapes 
labours which are often fruitless, but sometimes succeeds better than those who 
despise all that is within their reach, and think every thing more valuable as it is harder 
to be acquired.

If similitude of manners be a motive to kindness, the Idler may flatter himself with 
universal patronage. There is no single character under which such numbers are 
comprised. Every man is, or hopes to be, an Idler. Even those who seem to differ most 
from us are hastening to increase our fraternity; as peace is the end of war, so to be idle 
is the ultimate purpose of the busy.

There is perhaps no appellation by which a writer can better denote his kindred to the 
human species. It has been found hard to describe man by an adequate definition. 
Some philosophers have called him a reasonable animal; but others have considered 
reason as a quality of which many creatures partake. He has been termed likewise a 
laughing animal; but it is said that some men have never laughed. Perhaps man may be 
more properly distinguished as an idle animal; for there is no man who is not 
sometimes idle. It is at least a definition from which none that shall find it in this paper 
can be excepted; for who can be more idle than the reader of the Idler?

That the definition may be complete, idleness must be not only the general, but the 
peculiar characteristick of man; and perhaps man is the only being that can properly 
be called idle, that does by others what he might do himself, or sacrifices duty or 
pleasure to the love of ease.

Scarcely any name can be imagined from which less envy or competition is to be 
dreaded. The Idler has no rivals or enemies. The man of business forgets him; the man 
of enterprise despises him; and though such as tread the same track of life fall 
commonly into jealousy and discord, Idlers are always found to associate in peace; and 
he who is most famed for doing nothing, is glad to meet another as idle as himself.

What is to be expected from this paper, whether it will be uniform or various, learned 
or familiar, serious or gay, political or moral, continued or interrupted, it is hoped that 
no reader will inquire. That the Idler has some scheme, cannot be doubted, for to form 
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schemes is the Idler's privilege. But though he has many projects in his head, he is now 
grown sparing of communication, having observed, that his hearers are apt to 
remember what he forgets himself; that his tardiness of execution exposes him to the 
encroachments of those who catch a hint and fall to work; and that very specious 
plans, after long contrivance and pompous displays, have subsided in weariness 
without a trial, and without miscarriage have been blasted by derision.

Something the Idler's character may be supposed to promise. Those that are curious 
after diminutive history, who watch the revolutions of families, and the rise and fall of 
characters either male or female, will hope to be gratified by this paper; for the Idler is 
always inquisitive and seldom retentive. He that delights in obloquy and satire, and 
wishes to see clouds gathering over any reputation that dazzles him with its brightness, 
will snatch up the Idler's essays with a beating heart. The Idler is naturally censorious; 
those who attempt nothing themselves, think every thing easily performed, and 
consider the unsuccessful always as criminal.

I think it necessary to give notice, that I make no contract, nor incur any obligation. If 
those who depend on the Idler for intelligence and entertainment, should suffer the 
disappointment which commonly follows ill-placed expectations, they are to lay the 
blame only on themselves.

Yet hope is not wholly to be cast away. The Idler, though sluggish, is yet alive, and may 
sometimes be stimulated to vigour and activity. He may descend into profoundness, or 
tower into sublimity; for the diligence of an Idler is rapid and impetuous, as ponderous 
bodies forced into velocity move with violence proportionate to their weight.

But these vehement exertions of intellect cannot be frequent, and he will therefore 
gladly receive help from any correspondent, who shall enable him to please without his 
own labour. He excludes no style, he prohibits no subject; only let him that writes to 
the Idler remember, that his letters must not be long; no words are to be squandered in 
declarations of esteem, or confessions of inability; conscious dulness has little right to 
be prolix, and praise is not so welcome to the Idler as quiet.
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Lecture 6.5 — JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH 
ASSIGNMENT: Listen to a few of the following selected works of Johann 
Sebastian Bach: 

• Brandenburg Concertos 

• Musical Offering (referenced in lecture) 

• "Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring" (German version) 

• "O Sacred Head Now Wounded" 

• Well-Tempered Clavier 

• Goldberg Variations 

Students or parents may substitute a cantata, a fugue, or part of either his 
St. John’s Passion or St. Matthew’s Passion. You may use your own music 
library, an online collection, or a streaming service such as Pandora. Bach 
compositions may also be found at http://www.wgbh.org/audioPlayers/
Bach.cfm and at http://www.bachplayer.net. 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Lesson 7 
THE DEVIL HAS NO STORIES: THE FRENCH 

REVOLUTION 

Lecture 7.1 — THE PRINCIPLE 
ASSIGNMENT: Read Maximilien Robespierre’s speech at the Festival of the 
Supreme Being, a Deistic replacement for the Triune God, in July 1794. 
Who is the Supreme Being? How is he like the Triune God? How is he 
different? How must the people—the Republicans and Revolutionaries—earn 
the favor of the Supreme Being? How is this different from the Gospel? 

SELECTION: Speech at the Festival of the Supreme Being July 1794, by 
Maximilien Robespierre. 

The day forever fortunate has arrived, which the French people have consecrated to 
the Supreme Being. Never has the world which He created offered to Him a spectacle 
so worthy of His notice. He has seen reigning on the earth tyranny, crime, and 
imposture. He sees at this moment a whole nation, grappling with all the oppressions 
of the human race, suspend the course of its heroic labors to elevate its thoughts and 
vows toward the great Being who has given it the mission it has undertaken and the 
strength to accomplish it.

Is it not He whose immortal hand, engraving on the heart of man the code of justice 
and equality, has written there the death sentence of tyrants? Is it not He who, from 
the beginning of time, decreed for all the ages and for all peoples liberty, good faith, 
and justice?

He did not create kings to devour the human race. He did not create priests to harness 
us, like vile animals, to the chariots of kings and to give to the world examples of 
baseness, pride, perfidy, avarice, debauchery, and falsehood. He created the universe 
to proclaim His power. He created men to help each other, to love each other mutually, 
and to attain to happiness by the way of virtue.

It is He who implanted in the breast of the triumphant oppressor remorse and terror, 
and in the heart of the oppressed and innocent calmness and fortitude. It is He who 
impels the just man to hate the evil one, and the evil man to respect the just one. It is 
He who adorns with modesty the brow of beauty, to make it yet more beautiful. It is 
He who makes the mother's heart beat with tenderness and joy. It is He who bathes 
with delicious tears the eyes of the son pressed to the bosom of his mother. It is He 
who silences the most imperious and tender passions before the sublime love of the 
fatherland. It is He who has covered nature with charms, riches, and majesty. All that 
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is good is His work, or is Himself. Evil belongs to the depraved man who oppresses his 
fellow man or suffers him to be oppressed.

The Author of Nature has bound all mortals by a boundless chain of love and 
happiness. Perish the tyrants who have dared to break it!

Republican Frenchmen, it is yours to purify the earth which they have soiled, and to 
recall to it the justice that they have banished! Liberty and virtue together came from 
the breast of Divinity. Neither can abide with mankind without the other.

O generous People, would you triumph over all your enemies? Practice justice, and 
render the Divinity the only worship worthy of Him. O People, let us deliver ourselves 
today, under His auspices, to the just transports of a pure festivity. Tomorrow we shall 
return to the combat with vice and tyrants. We shall give to the world the example of 
republican virtues. And that will be to honor Him still.

The monster which the genius of kings had vomited over France has gone back into 
nothingness. May all the crimes and all the misfortunes of the world disappear with it! 
Armed in turn with the daggers of fanaticism and the poisons of atheism, kings have 
always conspired to assassinate humanity. If they are able no longer to disfigure 
Divinity by superstition, to associate it with their crimes, they try to banish it from the 
earth, so that they may reign there alone with crime.

O People, fear no more their sacrilegious plots! They can no more snatch the world 
from the breast of its Author than remorse from their own hearts. Unfortunate ones, 
uplift your eyes toward heaven! Heroes of the fatherland, your generous devotion is 
not a brilliant madness. If the satellites of tyranny can assassinate you, it is not in their 
power entirely to destroy you. Man, whoever thou mayest be, thou canst still conceive 
high thoughts for thyself. 

Thou canst bind thy fleeting life to God, and to immortality. Let nature seize again all 
her splendor, and wisdom all her empire! The Supreme Being has not been 
annihilated.

It is wisdom above all that our guilty enemies would drive from the republic. To 
wisdom alone it is given to strengthen the prosperity of empires. It is for her to 
guarantee to us the rewards of our courage. Let us associate wisdom, then, with all our 
enterprises. Let us be grave and discreet in all our deliberations, as men who are 
providing for the interests of the world. Let us be ardent and obstinate in our anger 
against conspiring tyrants, imperturbable in dangers, patient in labors, terrible in 
striking back, modest and vigilant in successes. Let us be generous toward the good, 
compassionate with the unfortunate, inexorable with the evil, just toward every one. 
Let us not count on an unmixed prosperity, and on triumphs without attacks, nor on 
all that depends on fortune or the perversity of others. Sole, but infallible guarantors of 
our independence, let us crush the impious league of kings by the grandeur of our 
character, even more than by the strength of our arms.
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Frenchmen, you war against kings; you are therefore worthy to honor Divinity. Being 
of Beings, Author of Nature, the brutalized slave, the vile instrument of despotism, the 
perfidious and cruel aristocrat, outrages Thee by his very invocation of Thy name. But 
the defenders of liberty can give themselves up to Thee, and rest with confidence upon 
Thy paternal bosom. Being of Beings, we need not offer to Thee unjust prayers. Thou 
knowest Thy creatures, proceeding from Thy hands. Their needs do not escape Thy 
notice, more than their secret thoughts. Hatred of bad faith and tyranny burns in our 
hearts, with love of justice and the fatherland. Our blood flows for the cause of 
humanity. Behold our prayer. Behold our sacrifices. Behold the worship we offer Thee.

Lecture 7.2 — THE SETTING OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION & THE 
REIGN OF THE SUN KING 

ASSIGNMENT: Read the selection from Louis XIV’s memoir, written to his 
son in 1661. How do you see the principles of the Enlightenment in the 
words of Louis XIV, especially with regard to acting from "good sense"? 
How do you see the absolutism of Louis XIV in his need to know as much as 
possible about what everyone else is doing, thinking, etc.? 

SELECTION: From the memoir of King Louis XIV. 

Many reasons, all very important, my son, have decided me, at some labour to myself, 
but one which I regard as forming one of my greatest concerns, to leave you these 
Memoirs of my reign and of my principal actions. I have never considered that kings, 
feeling in themselves, as they do, all paternal affection, are dispensed from the 
obligation common to fathers of instructing their children by example and by precept. 

I have even hoped that in this purpose I might be able to be more helpful to you, and 
consequently to my subjects, than any one else in the world; for there cannot be men 
who have reigned of more talents and greater experience than I, nor who have reigned 
in France; and I do not fear to tell you that the higher the position the greater are the 
number of things which cannot be viewed or understood save by one who is occupying 
that position. 

I have considered, too, what I have so often experienced myself—the throng who will 
press round you, each for his own ends, the trouble you will have in finding 
disinterested advice, and the entire confidence you will be able to feel in that of a 
father who has no other interest but your own, no ardent wish but for your greatness. 

I have given, therefore, some consideration to the condition of Kings—hard and 
rigorous in this respect—who owe, as it were, a public account of their actions to the 
whole world and to all succeeding centuries, and who, nevertheless, are unable to do 
so to all and sundry at the time without injury to their greatest interests, and without 
divulging the secret reasons of their conduct…
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Two things without doubt were absolutely necessary: very hard work on my part, and 
a wise choice of persons capable of seconding it. 

As for work, it may be, my son, that you will begin to read these Memoirs at an age 
when one is far more in the habit of dreading than loving it, only too happy to have 
escaped subjection to tutors and to have your hours regulated no longer, nor lengthy 
and prescribed study laid down for you. 

There is something more, my son, and I hope that your own experience will never 
teach it to you: nothing could be more laborious to you than a great amount of idleness 
if you were to have the misfortune to fall into it through beginning by being disgusted 
with public affairs, then with pleasure, then with idleness itself, seeking everywhere 
fruitlessly for what can never be found, that is to say, the sweetness of repose and 
leisure without having the preceding fatigue and occupation. 

I laid a rule on myself to work regularly twice every day, and for two or three hours 
each time with different persons, without counting the hours which I passed privately 
and alone, nor the time which I was able to give on particular occasions to any special 
affairs that might arise. There was no moment when I did not permit people to talk to 
me about them, provided that they were urgent; with the exception of foreign ministers 
who sometimes find too favourable moments in the familiarity allowed to them, either 
to obtain or to discover something, and whom one should not hear without being 
previously prepared. 

I cannot tell you what fruit I gathered immediately I had taken this resolution. I felt 
myself, as it were, uplifted in thought and courage; I found myself quite another man, 
and with joy reproached myself for having been too long unaware of it. This first 
timidity, which a little self-judgment always produces and which at the beginning gave 
me pain, especially on occasions when I had to speak in public, disappeared in less 
than no time. The only thing I felt then was that I was King, and born to be one. I 
experienced next a delicious feeling, hard to express, and which you will not know 
yourself except by tasting it as I have done. For you must not imagine, my son, that the 
affairs of State are like some obscure and thorny path of learning which may possibly 
have already wearied you, wherein the mind strives to raise itself with effort above its 
purview, more often to arrive at no conclusion, and whose utility or apparent utility is 
repugnant to us as much as its difficulty. The function of Kings consists principally in 
allowing good sense to act, which always acts naturally and without effort. What we 
apply ourselves to is sometimes less difficult than what we do only for our amusement. 
Its usefulness always follows. A King, however skillful and enlightened be his 
ministers, cannot put his own hand to the work without its effect being seen. Success, 
which is agreeable in everything, even in the smallest matters, gratifies us in these as 
well as in the greatest, and there is no satisfaction to equal that of noting every day 
some progress in glorious and lofty enterprises, and in the happiness of the people 
which has been planned and thought out by oneself. All that is most necessary to this 
work is at the same time agreeable; for, in a word, my son, it is to have one's eyes open 
to the whole earth; to learn each hour the news concerning every province and every 
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nation, the secrets of every court, the mood and the weaknesses of each Prince and of 
every foreign minister; to be well-informed on an infinite number of matters about 
which we are supposed to know nothing; to elicit from our subjects what they hide 
from us with the greatest care; to discover the most remote opinions of our own 
courtiers and the most hidden interests of those who come to us with quite contrary 
professions. I do not know of any other pleasure we would not renounce for that, even 
if curiosity alone gave us the opportunity. 

I have dwelt on this important subject longer than I had intended, and far more for 
your sake than for my own; for while I am disclosing to you these methods and these 
alleviations attending the greatest cares of royalty I am not unaware that I am likewise 
depreciating almost the sole merit which I can hope for in the eyes of the world. But in 
this matter, my son, your honour is dearer to me than my own; and if it should happen 
that God call you to govern before you have yet taken to this spirit of application and 
to public affairs of which I am speaking, the least deference you can pay to the advice 
of a father, to whom I make bold to say you owe much in every kind of way, is to begin 
to do and to continue to do for some time, even under constraint and dislike, for love of 
me who beg it of you, what you will do all your life from love of yourself, if once you 
have made a beginning.

Lecture 7.3 — THE FRENCH REVOLUTION I 
ASSIGNMENT: Read "The Declaration of the Rights of Man & of the Citizen," 
written by the Marquis de Lafayette in 1789. What similarities and 
differences to the ideas found in the Declaration of Independence and the 
Constitution can you see? What is law and how is it determined? To what 
status is society elevated? How is this an outworking of the Enlightenment? 

SELECTION: "The Declaration of the Rights of Man & of the Citizen" by the 
Marquis de Lafayette in 1789. 

The representatives of the French people, organized as a National Assembly, believing 
that the ignorance, neglect, or contempt of the rights of man are the sole cause of 
public calamities and of the corruption of governments, have determined to set forth in 
a solemn declaration the natural, unalienable, and sacred rights of man, in order that 
this declaration, being constantly before all the members of the Social body, shall 
remind them continually of their rights and duties; in order that the acts of the 
legislative power, as well as those of the executive power, may be compared at any 
moment with the objects and purposes of all political institutions and may thus be more 
respected, and, lastly, in order that the grievances of the citizens, based hereafter upon 
simple and incontestable principles, shall tend to the maintenance of the constitution 
and redound to the happiness of all.

Therefore the National Assembly recognizes and proclaims, in the presence and under 
the auspices of the Supreme Being, the following rights of man and of the citizen:
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Articles:

1. Men are born and remain free and equal in rights. Social distinctions may be 
founded only upon the general good.

2. The aim of all political association is the preservation of the natural and 
imprescriptible rights of man. These rights are liberty, property, security, and 
resistance to oppression.

3. The principle of all sovereignty resides essentially in the nation. No body nor 
individual may exercise any authority which does not proceed directly from the 
nation.

4. Liberty consists in the freedom to do everything which injures no one else; 
hence the exercise of the natural rights of each man has no limits except those 
which assure to the other members of the society the enjoyment of the same 
rights. These limits can only be determined by law.

5. Law can only prohibit such actions as are hurtful to society. Nothing may be 
prevented which is not forbidden by law, and no one may be forced to do 
anything not provided for by law.

6. Law is the expression of the general will. Every citizen has a right to participate 
personally, or through his representative, in its foundation. It must be the same 
for all, whether it protects or punishes. All citizens, being equal in the eyes of 
the law, are equally eligible to all dignities and to all public positions and 
occupations, according to their abilities, and without distinction except that of 
their virtues and talents.

7. No person shall be accused, arrested, or imprisoned except in the cases and 
according to the forms prescribed by law. Any one soliciting, transmitting, 
executing, or causing to be executed, any arbitrary order, shall be punished. 
But any citizen summoned or arrested in virtue of the law shall submit without 
delay, as resistance constitutes an offense.

8. The law shall provide for such punishments only as are strictly and obviously 
necessary, and no one shall suffer punishment except it be legally inflicted in 
virtue of a law passed and promulgated before the commission of the offense.

9. As all persons are held innocent until they shall have been declared guilty, if 
arrest shall be deemed indispensable, all harshness not essential to the securing 
of the prisoner's person shall be severely repressed by law.

10. No one shall be disquieted on account of his opinions, including his religious 
views, provided their manifestation does not disturb the public order 
established by law.
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11. The free communication of ideas and opinions is one of the most precious of the 
rights of man. Every citizen may, accordingly, speak, write, and print with 
freedom, but shall be responsible for such abuses of this freedom as shall be 
defined by law.

12. The security of the rights of man and of the citizen requires public military 
forces. These forces are, therefore, established for the good of all and not for 
the personal advantage of those to whom they shall be intrusted.

13. A common contribution is essential for the maintenance of the public forces and 
for the cost of administration. This should be equitably distributed among all 
the citizens in proportion to their means.

14. All the citizens have a right to decide, either personally or by their 
representatives, as to the necessity of the public contribution; to grant this 
freely; to know to what uses it is put; and to fix the proportion, the mode of 
assessment and of collection and the duration of the taxes.

15. Society has the right to require of every public agent an account of his 
administration.

16. A society in which the observance of the law is not assured, nor the separation 
of powers defined, has no constitution at all.

17. Since property is an inviolable and sacred right, no one shall be deprived 
thereof except where public necessity, legally determined, shall clearly demand 
it, and then only on condition that the owner shall have been previously and 
equitably indemnified.

Lecture 7.4 — THE FRENCH REVOLUTION II 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the speech of Maximilien Robespierre from February 5, 
1794. How does he defend the violence of the Revolution? 

SELECTION: Speech by Maximilien Robespierre on February 5, 1794. 

But, to found and consolidate democracy, to achieve the peaceable reign of the 
constitutional laws, we must end the war of liberty against tyranny and pass safely 
across the storms of the revolution: such is the aim of the revolutionary system that 
you have enacted. Your conduct, then, ought also to be regulated by the stormy 
circumstances in which the republic is placed; and the plan of your administration 
must result from the spirit of the revolutionary government combined with the general 
principles of democracy.

Now, what is the fundamental principle of the democratic or popular government-that 
is, the essential spring which makes it move? It is virtue; I am speaking of the public 
virtue which effected so many prodigies in Greece and Rome and which ought to 
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produce much more surprising ones in republican France; of that virtue which is 
nothing other than the love of country and of its laws.

But as the essence of the republic or of democracy is equality, it follows that the love of 
country necessarily includes the love of equality.

It is also true that this sublime sentiment assumes a preference for the public interest 
over every particular interest; hence the love of country presupposes or produces all 
the virtues: for what are they other than that spiritual strength which renders one 
capable of those sacrifices? And how could the slave of avarice or ambition, for 
example, sacrifice his idol to his country?

Not only is virtue the soul of democracy; it can exist only in that government. …

Republican virtue can be considered in relation to the people and in relation to the 
government; it is necessary in both. When only the government lacks virtue, there 
remains a resource in the people's virtue; but when the people itself is corrupted, 
liberty is already lost.

Fortunately virtue is natural to the people, notwithstanding aristocratic prejudices. A 
nation is truly corrupted when, having by degrees lost its character and its liberty, it 
passes from democracy to aristocracy or to monarchy; that is the decrepitude and 
death of the body politic. …

But when, by prodigious efforts of courage and reason, a people breaks the chains of 
despotism to make them into trophies of liberty; when by the force of its moral 
temperament it comes, as it were, out of the arms of the death, to recapture all the 
vigor of youth; when by arms it is sensitive and proud, intrepid and docile, and can be 
stopped neither by impregnable ramparts nor by the innumerable armies of the tyrants 
armed against it, but stops of itself upon confronting the law's image; then if it does not 
climb rapidly to the summit of its destinies, this can only be the fault of those who 
govern it.

From all this let us deduce a great truth: the characteristic of popular government is 
confidence in the people and severity towards itself.

The whole development of our theory would end here if you had only to pilot the 
vessel of the Republic through calm waters; but the tempest roars, and the revolution 
imposes on you another task.

This great purity of the French revolution's basis, the very sublimity of its objective, is 
precisely what causes both our strength and our weakness. Our strength, because it 
gives to us truth's ascendancy over imposture, and the rights of the public interest over 
private interests; our weakness, because it rallies all vicious men against us, all those 
who in their hearts contemplated despoiling the people and all those who intend to let 
it be despoiled with impunity, both those who have rejected freedom as a personal 
calamity and those who have embraced the revolution as a career and the Republic as 
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prey. Hence the defection of so many ambitious or greedy men who since the point of 
departure have abandoned us along the way because they did not begin the journey 
with the same destination in view. The two opposing spirits that have been represented 
in a struggle to rule nature might be said to be fighting in this great period of human 
history to fix irrevocably the world's destinies, and France is the scene of this fearful 
combat. Without, all the tyrants encircle you; within, all tyranny's friends conspire; 
they will conspire until hope is wrested from crime. We must smother the internal and 
external enemies of the Republic or perish with it; now in this situation, the first 
maxim of your policy ought to be to lead the people by reason and the people's enemies 
by terror.

If the spring of popular government in time of peace is virtue, the springs of popular 
government in revolution are at once virtue and terror: virtue, without which terror is 
fatal; terror, without which virtue is powerless. Terror is nothing other than justice, 
prompt, severe, inflexible; it is therefore an emanation of virtue; it is not so much a 
special principle as it is a consequence of the general principle of democracy applied to 
our country's most urgent needs.

It has been said that terror is the principle of despotic government. Does your 
government therefore resemble despotism? Yes, as the sword that gleams in the hands 
of the heroes of liberty resembles that with which the henchmen of tyranny are armed. 
Let the despot govern by terror his brutalized subjects; he is right, as a despot. Subdue 
by terror the enemies of liberty, and you will be right, as founders of the Republic. The 
government of the revolution is liberty's despotism against tyranny. Is force made only 
to protect crime? And is the thunderbolt not destined to strike the heads of the proud?

…Indulgence for the royalists, cry certain men, mercy for the villains! No! mercy for 
the innocent, mercy for the weak, mercy for the unfortunate, mercy for humanity.

Society owes protection only to peaceable citizens; the only citizens in the Republic are 
the republicans. For it, the royalists, the conspirators are only strangers or, rather, 
enemies. This terrible war waged by liberty against tyranny- is it not indivisible? Are 
the enemies within not the allies of the enemies without? The assassins who tear our 
country apart, the intriguers who buy the consciences that hold the people's mandate; 
the traitors who sell them; the mercenary pamphleteers hired to dishonor the people's 
cause, to kill public virtue, to stir up the fire of civil discord, and to prepare political 
counterrevolution by moral counterrevolution-are all those men less guilty or less 
dangerous than the tyrants whom they serve?
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Lecture 7.5 — THE FRENCH REVOLUTION III 
ASSIGNMENT: Complete Exam #7. 
1. Explain the lesson’s title: "The Devil Has No Stories."
2. Why was the French Revolution ultimately a religious revolt?
3. What is mercy? 
4. How are mercy and the French Revolution connected?
5. How are revolutions and reformations different?
6. What is the Estates General?
7. What did Louis XIV mean by "the state is myself?"
8. How did the French Revolutionary calendar attempt to obliterate 

Christianity?
9. Define the characters of Georges Danton or Jean Paul Marat by listing two 

traits about one of them.
10. How was Robespierre the height of folly in the French Revolution? Give a 

thoughtful answer with details.
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Lesson 8 
I AM THE REVOLUTION: NAPOLEON BONAPARTE 

Lecture 8.1 — THE PRINCIPLE 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the following quotes attributed to Arthur Wellesley, the 
Duke of Wellington and one of Napoleon’s greatest opponents. How do 
you see honor in the character of the Duke? 

SELECTION: Quotations about Arthur Wellesley. 
"Hard pounding this, gentlemen; let's see who will pound longest."

(From the Battle of Waterloo, June 18, 1815. Quoted by Sir Walter Scott in Paul's Letters to His 
Kinsfolk).

"My heart is broken by the terrible loss I have sustained in my old friends and companions and 
my poor soldiers. Believe me, nothing except a battle lost can be half so melancholy as a battle 
won."
(Letter after the Battle of Waterloo. Quoted by Edward Shepherd Creasy in Decisive Battles of the 

World.)

"All the business of war, and indeed all the business of life, is to endeavour to find out what you 
don't know by what you do; that's what I called "guessing what was at the other side of the hill."

(From a conversation with Mr. and Mrs. John Croker on September 4, 1852. Quoted in The 
Croker Papers: The Correspondence and Diaries of the Late Right Honourable John Wilson Croker.)

"Sir Winston Churchill once told me of a reply made by the Duke of Wellington, in his last years, 
when a friend asked him: "If you had your life over again, is there any way in which you could 
have done better?" The old Duke replied: "Yes, I should have given more praise."

(Quoted by Bernard Montgomery in A History of Warfare.)

Lecture 8.2 — THE AGE & CHARACTER OF NAPOLEON 
ASSIGNMENT: In 1794, Napoleon was arrested by orders of some 
representatives in the Revolutionary government of France. Below is his 
response from August 20, 1794. In what ways do you see his persuasion in 
arguing for his own life? 

SELECTION: Letter by Napoleon Bonaparte, dated August 20, 1794. 

To the Representatives Albitte and Salicetti:

You have suspended me from my duties, put me under arrest, and declared me 
to be suspected.

Thus I am disgraced before being judged, or indeed judged before being heard.
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In a revolutionary state there are two classes, the suspected and the patriots.

When the first are aroused, general measures are adopted towards them for the 
sake of security.

The oppression of the second class is a blow to public liberty. The magistrate 
cannot condemn until after the fullest evidence and a succession of facts. This 
leaves nothing to arbitrary decision.

To declare a patriot suspected is to deprive him of all that he most highly values
—confidence and esteem.

In what class am I placed?

Since the commencement of the Revolution, have I not always been attached to 
its principles?

Have I not always been contending either with domestic enemies or foreign 
foes?

I sacrificed my home, abandoned my property, and lost everything for the 
Republic?

I have since served with some distinction at Toulon, and earned a part of the 
laurels of the army of Italy at the taking of Saorgio, Oneille, and Tanaro.

On the discovery of Robespierre's conspiracy, my conduct was that of a man 
accustomed to look only to principles.

My claim to the title of patriot, therefore cannot be disputed.

Why, then, am I declared suspected without being heard, and arrested eight 
days after I heard the news of the tyrant's death.

I am declared suspected, and my papers are placed under seal.

The reverse of this course ought to have been adopted. My papers should first 
have been sealed; then I should have been called on for my explanation; and, 
lastly, declared suspected, if there was reason for coming to, such a decision.

It is wished that I should go to Paris with an order which declares me 
suspected. It will naturally be presumed that the representatives did not draw 
up this decree without accurate information, and I shall be judged with the bias 
which a man of that class merits.

Though a patriot and an innocent and calumniated man, yet whatever measures 
may be adopted by the Committee I cannot complain.
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If three men declare that I have committed a crime, I cannot complain of the 
jury who condemns me.

Salicetti, you know me; and I ask whether you have observed anything in my 
conduct for the last five years which can afford ground of suspicion?

Albitte, you do not know me; but you have received proof of no fact against me; 
you have not heard me, and you know how artfully the tongue of calumny 
sometimes works.

Must I then be confounded with the enemies of my country and ought the 
patriots inconsiderately to sacrifice a general who has not been useless to the 
Republic? Ought the representatives to reduce the Government to the necessity 
of being unjust and impolitic?

Hear me; destroy the oppression that overwhelms me, and restore me to the 
esteem of the patriots.

An hour after, if my enemies wish for my life, let them take it. I have often given 
proofs how little I value it. Nothing but the thought that I may yet be useful to 
my country makes me bear the burden of existence with courage.

Lecture 8.3 — THE MAN OF AMBITION 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the address of Napoleon to his army embarking for 
Egypt in June, 1798, and his proclamation to the Egyptian people in July, 
1798. How does Napoleon communicate a sense of grandeur and destiny 
to his own army and to the conquered people of Egypt? 

SELECTION: Address and proclamation of Napoleon Bonaparte to the 
conquered Egyptians in the summer of 1798. 

Bonaparte, Member of the National Institute, General-in-Chief.

Soldiers: You are about to undertake a conquest the effects of which, on civilization 
and commerce, are incalculable. The blow you are about to give to England will be the 
best aimed, the most sensibly felt, she can receive until the time arrives when you can 
give her her death-blow.

We must make some fatiguing marches; we must fight several battles; we shall succeed 
in all we undertake. The destinies are with us. The Mameluke beys, who favor 
exclusively English commerce, whose extortions oppress our merchants, and who 
tyrannize over the unfortunate inhabitants of the Nile, a few days after our arrival will 
no longer exist.
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The people amongst whom we are going to live are Mahometans. The first article of 
their faith is this: 'There is but one God and Mahomet is His prophet.' Do not 
contradict them, Behave to them as you behaved to the Jews—to the Italians. Pay 
respect to their muftis and their imams, as you did to the rabbis and the bishops. 
Extend to the ceremonies prescribed by the Koran and the mosques the same 
toleration which you showed to the synagogues, to the religion of Moses and of Jesus 
Christ.

The Roman legions protect all religions. You will here find customs different from 
those of Europe. You must accommodate yourselves to them. The people amongst 
whom we are about to mix differ from us in the treatment of women; but in all 
countries he who violates is a monster. Pillage only enriches a small number of men; it 
dishonors us; it destroys our resources; it converts into enemies the people whom it is 
our interest to have for friends.

The first town we shall come to was built by Alexander. At every step we shall meet 
with grand recollections, worthy of exciting the emulation of Frenchmen.

Proclamation to the Egyptians

People of Egypt: You will be told by our enemies, that I am come to destroy your 
religion. Believe them not. Tell them that I am come to restore your rights, punish your 
usurpers, and raise the true worship of Mahomet. Tell them that I venerate, more than 
I do the Mamelukes, God, His prophet, and the Koran. Tell them that all men are 
equal in the sight of God; that wisdom, talents, and virtue alone constitute the 
difference between them. And what are the virtues which distinguish the Mamelukes, 
that entitle them to appropriate all the enjoyments of life to themselves? If Egypt is 
their farm, let them show their lease, from God, by which they hold it. Is there a fine 
estate? It belongs to the Mamelukes. Is there a beautiful slave, a fine horse, a good 
house? All belong to the Mamelukes. But God is just and merciful, and He hath 
ordained that the Empire of the Mamelukes shall come to an end. Thrice happy those 
who shall side with us; they shall prosper in their fortune and their rank. Happy they 
who shall be neutral; they will have time to become acquainted with us, and will range 
themselves upon our side. But woe, threefold woe, to those who shall arm for the 
Mamelukes and fight against us! For them there will be no hope; they shall perish.

Lecture 8.4 — THE MAN AS EMPEROR I 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the following selections ranging from a letter written to 
the Pope to proclamations and addresses given in regards to the great 
battle of Austerlitz. How was Napoleon a magnificent and persuasive 
speaker? How did he inspire others to do what he wanted? How were his 
soldiers almost like his family? 
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SELECTION: Writings and addresses of Napoleon Bonaparte from 1804 and 
1805. 

Letter to the Pope, 1804.

Most Holy Father: The happy effect produced upon the character and morality of my 
people by the reestablishment of religion induces me to beg your Holiness to give me a 
new proof of your interest in my destiny, and in that of this great nation, in one of the 
most important conjunctures presented in the annals of the world. I beg you to come 
and give, to the highest degree, a religious character to the anointing and coronation of 
the first Emperor of the French. That ceremony will acquire a new luster by being 
performed by your Holiness in person. It will bring down upon our people, and 
yourself, the blessing of God, whose decrees rule the destiny of Empires and families. 
Your Holiness is aware of the affectionate sentiments I have long borne towards you, 
and can thence judge of the pleasure that this occurrence will afford me of testifying 
them anew. We pray God that He may preserve you, most Holy Father, for many 
years, to rule and govern our mother, the Holy Church.

Your dutiful son,

Napoleon

Proclamation to the Soldiers before the Battle of Austerlitz, Dec. 1, 1805.

Soldiers: The Russian army has presented itself before you to revenge the disasters of 
the Austrians at Ulm. They are the same men that you conquered at Hollabrunn, and 
on whose flying trails you have followed. The positions which we occupy are 
formidable. While they are marching to turn my right, they must present their flank to 
your blows.

Soldiers: I will myself direct all your battalions. I will keep myself at a distance from 
the fire, if, with your accustomed valor, you carry disorder and confusion into the 
enemies' ranks. But should victory appear for a moment uncertain, you will see your 
Emperor expose himself to the first strokes. Victory must not be doubtful on this 
occasion.

Proclamation after the Battle of Austerlitz, Dec. 3, 1805.

Soldiers: I am satisfied with you. In the Battle of Austerlitz you have justified all that I 
expected from your intrepidity. You have decorated your eagles with immortal glory. 
An army of one hundred thousand men, commanded by the Emperors of Russia and 
Austria, has been, in less than four hours, either cut in pieces or dispersed. Thus in two 
months the third coalition has been vanquished and dissolved. Peace can not now be 
far distant. But I will make only such a peace as gives us guarantee for the future, and 
secures rewards to our allies. When everything necessary to secure the happiness and 
prosperity of our country is obtained, I will lead you back to France. My people will 
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behold you again with joy. It will be enough for one of you to say, 'I was at the battle of 
Austerlitz;' for all your fellow citizens to exclaim, 'There is a brave man.'"

Address to the Soldiers on the Signing of Peace with Austria, Dec. 26, 1805.

Peace has just been signed by the Emperor of Austria. You have in the last autumn 
made two campaigns. You have seen your Emperor share your dangers and your 
fatigues. I wish also that you should see him surrounded by the grandeur and splendor 
which belong to the sovereign of the first people in. the world. You shall all be there. 
We will celebrate the names of those who have died in these two campaigns in the field 
of honor. The world shall ever see us ready to follow their example. We will even do 
more than we have yet done, if necessary to vindicate our national honor, or to resist 
the efforts of those who are the eternal enemies of peace upon the continent. During 
the three months which are necessary to effect your return to France, prove the 
example for all armies. You have now to give testimonies, not of courage and 
intrepidity, but of strict discipline. Conduct yourselves like children in the bosom of 
their family.

Lecture 8.5 — THE MAN AS EMPEROR II 
ASSIGNMENT: Complete Exam #8. 
1. Define apotheosis and explain how Napoleon viewed himself in this way.
2. Explain what C. S. Lewis meant by "men without chests."
3. How was Napoleon Bonaparte lacking in honor? List at least 3 examples.
4. Narrate the early life and rise to prominence of Napoleon.
5. How did Napoleon motivate his soldiers?
6. For what reasons did Napoleon attempt to invade Jerusalem and what did 

his expedition to Egypt accomplish?
7. How did Napoleon initially seize power as First Consul?
8. What is significant about the Battle of Trafalgar?
9. How did Napoleon reorganize the structure and government of Europe? 

Why did he do this?
10. Why did Napoleon fail in Russia in 1812?
11. How was Napoleon finally defeated at the Battle of Waterloo?
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Lesson 9 
DEUS EX MACHINA: THE INDUSTRIAL 

REVOLUTION 

Lecture 9.1 — THE PRINCIPLE 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the selection from Observations on the Loss of Woolen 
Spinning of 1794. How did the advances of the Industrial Revolution in 
spinning wool affect workers, families, children, and widows? 

SELECTION: From Observations on the Loss of Woolen Spinning of 1794. 

The Combers being men and boys may possibly turn to some other work, but it is not 
so with the wife and daughters of the day-labourers, whose occupation in a country 
parish where no particular manufactory is carried on, must be within their own 
dwelling; who deprived of Woollen Spinning have no other employment, (except when 
they can go into the fields) to bring in any money towards the support of the Family. 
To tell a poor woman with three, four or five children, all under the age at which 
farmers will employ them to set her children to work, where no Wool is to be had is a 
mockery of misery, and if it is in a neighborhood distant from Machines, where some 
hand-work is still put out, the low price that is paid for her unwearied labour, of 
running with her children all day at the Wheel, disheartens her. The scanty fare it 
enables them to eat when the day's work is done, with want of firing makes her at 
length prefer breaking a hedge for her own fuel, and often for sale to the Village 
Tradesman, and bringing up her children to the same idle habits.

Many things combine to make the Hand Spinning of Wool, the most desirable work 
for the cottager's wife and children. - A Wooden Wheel costing 2s. for each person, 
with one Reel costing 3s. set up the family. The Wool-man either supplies them with 
Wool by the pound or more at a time, as he can depend on their care, or they take it on 
his account from the chandler's shop, where they buy their food and raiment. No stock 
is required, and when they carry back their pound of Wool spun, they have no further 
concern in it. Children from five years old can run at the Wheel, it is a very wholesome 
employment for them, keeps them in constant exercise, and upright: persons can work 
at it till a very advanced age.

But from the establishment of the Spinning Machines in many Counties where I was 
last Summer, no Hand Work could be had, the consequence of which is the whole 
maintenance of the family devolves on the father, and instead of six or seven shillings a 
week, which a wife and four children could add by their wheels, his weekly pay is all 
they have to depend upon…
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. . . another advantage of this work was, that until these Machines were introduced, it 
was equally to be obtained in every County, unlike every manufactory, a child with a 
Wheel was never thrown absolutely out of bread, by change of place when grown up. - 
But all this is altered….

I then walked to the Machines, and with some difficulty gained admittance: there I saw 
both the Combing Machine and Spinning Jenny. The Combing Machine was put in 
motion by a Wheel turned by four men, but which I am sure could be turned either by 
water or steam. The frames were supplied by a child with Wool, and as the wheel 
turned, flakes of ready combed Wool dropped off a cylinder into a trough, these were 
taken up by a girl of about fourteen years old, who placed them on the Spinning 
Jenny, which has a number of horizontal beams of wood, on each of which may be 
fifty bobbins. One such girl sets these bobbins all in motion by turning a wheel at the 
end of the beam, a wire then catches up a flake of Wool, spins it, and gathers it upon 
each bobbin. The girl again turns the wheel, and another fifty flakes are taken up and 
Spun. This is done every minute without intermission, so that probably one girl 
turning that wheel, may do the work of One Hundred Hand Wheels at the least. 
About twenty of these sets of bobbins, were I judge at work in one room. Most of these 
Manufactories are many stories high, and the rooms much larger than this I was in. 
Struck with the impropriety of even so many as the twenty girls I saw, without any 
woman presiding over them, I enquired of the Master if he was married, why his Wife 
was not present? He said he was not a married man, and that many parents did object 
to send their girls, but that the poverty of others, and not having any work to set them 
to, left him not at any loss for hands. I must do all the parties the justice to say, that 
these girls appeared neat and orderly: yet at best, I cannot but fear the taking such 
young persons from the eyes of their parents, and thus herding them together with 
only men and boys, must bring up a dissolute race of poor.

These Machines then once set up, and the expense of them does not appear very great, 
20 Girls do the work of 2,000 Women and Children, and when these Girls are of age to 
go into a Farmer's Service, how can they endure the fatigue and exposure to weather, 
necessary to their situation. Numbers confined together in one room cannot make 
them so hardy and strong, as running at the wheel in a cold cottage, and frequently at 
the outside of their door in the open air. - If they marry, they can neither teach their 
children to work, or spin, or bring in any earnings to maintain them. Who then shall 
patch the clothes, mend the shoes, and economize their little store?

Shut up from morning till night, except when they are sent home for their meals, these 
girls are ignorant of, and unhandy at every domestic employment, whereas if at her 
wheel in her mother's cottage, the girl assists in every occupation of the family. She 
lights the faggot, nurses the young children, gleans in the harvest, takes charge of the 
house in her mother's necessary absence to the shop, or when she can get work at 
neighbouring houses, becoming an assistant to her parents in sickness and old age, and 
in her turn a good wife to a day labourer, a fit mother for his family she lives with those 
to whom she ought to be attached, and therefore will feel an affection towards them: 
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but a girl taken from six years old to sixteen, and employed at the machines, can know 
none of these habits….

If these are the miseries that result from the Machines to the day labourer's wife and 
children during his life, what must be their lot when deprived by his death of all 
support, but the pittance their own industry affords them. A widow could assist to 
maintain herself and her children by her spinning when she was paid Id. for every 
skein; but now, she must become a parish pauper, a wretched inhabitant of a 
Workhouse…

The manufacturing of Cotton and Wool by Machines bear no resemblance as to the 
detriment to the poor. Wool being in its raw state the produce of every parish, Wool-
staplers were consequently to be found in every Market Town; Combers were set to 
work by them, to prepare it for every Cottager, who was glad at the expense of 2s. to 
find a wholesome employment within her own house for herself, and all those children 
who were able to stand to the wheel, and whom she could not place out. Thus from 
time immemorial the Hand or Jazey Wheel, has been the pride of the English 
Housewife. In bad and good weather it equally was a resource, and a better fated 
neighbour, would lend her a trifle on a sick or lying-in bed, she mortgaging the next 
hand-work her children should carry to the shop. But now the Wheel must be laid 
aside as a useless thing! - No Yarn is spun out of the ends to mend or knit a stocking, 
or darn a woollen garment, all is bought ready made at the shop, worn while it will 
hang together, and a lifeless slatternly race of young people will swarm in every 
village....

The assistance women and girls may be of in husbandry is sometimes proposed as a 
remedy for the loss of spinning: but for the mothers of families, common humanity will 
point without need of much argument, how frequently they must be unfit for working 
in the fields either when big with child, or with an infant at the breast. If from dire 
necessity they are thus obliged to expose themselves and infants in all the seasons of 
our varying year, what must be the consequence to their domestic happiness?

Lecture 9.2 — REVOLUTIONARY CHANGE I 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the selection from William Radcliffe’s Origin of the New 
System of Manufacture, Commonly Called Power Loom Weaving (1828). 
What positive effects of the Industrial Revolution does he note? What 
negative effects does he mention? 

SELECTION: From William Radcliffe’s Origin of the New System of Manufacture, 
Commonly Called Power Loom Weaving in 1828. 

. . . The principal estates being gone from the family, my father resorted to the common 
but never-failing resource for subsistence at that period, viz.—the loom for men, and 
the cards and hand-wheel for women and boys. He married a spinster, (in my 
etymology of the word) and my mother taught me (while too young to weave) to earn 
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my bread by carding and spinning cotton, winding linen or cotton weft for my father 
and elder brothers at the loom, until I became of sufficient age and strength for my 
father to put me into a loom. After the practical experience of a few years, any young 
man who was industrious and careful, might then from his earnings as a weaver, lay by 
sufficient to set him up as a manufacturer, and though but few of the great body of 
weavers had the courage to embark in the attempt, I was one of those few. Availing 
myself of the improvements that came out while I was in my teens, by the time I was 
married, (at the age of 24, in 1785,) with my little savings, and a practical knowledge 
of every process from the cotton-bag to the piece of cloth, such as carding by hand or 
by the engine, spinning by the hand-wheel or jenny, winding, warping, sizing, looming 
the web, and weaving either by hand or fly-shuttle, I was ready to commence business 
for myself; and by the year 1789,I was well established, and employed many hands 
both in spinning and weaving, as a master manufacturer.

From 1789 to 1794, my chief business was the sale of muslin warps, sized and ready 
for the loom, (being the first who sold cotton twist in that state, chiefly to Mr 
Oldknow, the father of the muslin trade in our country.) Some warps I sent to 
Glasgow and Paisley. I also manufactured a few muslins myself, and had a warehouse 
in Manchester for my general business….

In the year 1770, the land in our township was occupied by between fifty to sixty 
farmers; rents, to the best of my recollection, did not exceed 10s. per statute acre, and 
out of these fifty or sixty farmers, there were only six or seven who raised their rents 
directly from the produce of their farms; all the rest got their rent partly in some 
branch of trade, such as spinning and weaving woollen, linen, or cotton. The cottagers 
were employed entirely in this manner, except for a few weeks in the harvest. Being 
one of those cottagers, and intimately acquainted with all the rest, as well as every 
farmer, I am the better able to relate particularly how the change from the old system 
of hand-labour to the new one of machinery operated in raising the price of land in the 
subdivision I am speaking of. Cottage rents at that time, with convenient loom-shop 
and a small garden attached, were from one and a-half to two guineas per annum. The 
father of a family would earn from eight shillings to half a guinea at his loom, and his 
sons, if he had one, two or three along side of him, six or eight shillings each per week; 
but the great sheet anchor of all cottages and small farms, was the labour attached to 
the hand-wheel, and when it is considered that it required six to eight hands to prepare 
and spin yarn, of any of the three materials I have mentioned, sufficient for the 
consumption of one weaver, - this shows clearly the inexhaustible source there was for 
labour for every person from the age of seven to eighty years (who retained their sight 
and could move their hands) to earn their bread, say one to three shillings per week 
without going to the parish. The better class of cottagers and even small farmers also 
helped to earn what might aid in making up their rents, and supporting their families 
respectably….

From the year 1770 to 1788 a complete change had gradually been effected in the 
spinning of yarns, - that of wool had disappeared altogether, and that of linen was also 
nearly gone, - cotton, cotton, cotton, was become the almost universal material for 
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employment, the hand wheels, with the exception of one establishment were all thrown 
into lumber-rooms, the yarn was all spun on common jennies, the carding for all 
numbers, up to 40 hanks in the pound, was done on carding engines; but the finer 
numbers of 60 to 80 were still carded by hand, it being a general opinion at that time 
that machine-carding would never answer for fine numbers. In weaving no great 
alteration had taken place during these 18 years, save the introduction of the fly-
shuttle, a change in the woollen looms to fustians and calico, and the linen nearly gone, 
except the few fabrics in which there was a mixture of cotton. To the best of my 
recollection there was no increase of looms during this period, - but rather a decrease. 
Although our family and some others in the neighbourhood during the latter half of the 
time, earned from three to four fold-wages to what the same families had heretofore 
done, yet, upon the whole, the district was not much benefited by the change; for what 
was gained by some families who had the advantage of machinery, might, in a great 
measure, be said to be lost to the others, who had been compelled to throw their old 
cards and hand-wheels aside as lumber.

One of the formidable consequences of this change now began to make its appearance, 
the poor's rate, which previous to this change had only been known in a comparatively 
nominal way by an annual meeting at Easter to appoint a new overseer, and the old 
one to make up his accounts which nobody thought it worth while to look into, as they 
only contained the expenses of his journey to a petty sessions at a distance, and a few 
cases of very old persons, 70 to 90 years of age, (whose eyes or hands failed them) 
having had a weekly allowance. Relief to persons who could not get employment, or 
bastardy, were alike unknown on their books, - this I state partly traditionally, and 
partly from many years under my own observance. There was no material advance in 
the rent of land or cottages during this period, but in the articles of butcher's meat, 
butter, cheese, and sundry necessaries of life, there had been some increase of price. 
The next fifteen years, viz. from 1788 to 1803, which fifteen years I will call the golden 
age of this great trade, which has been ever since in a gradual decline….

. . . I shall confine myself to the families in my own neighbourhood. These families, up 
to the time I have been speaking of, whether as cottagers or small farmers, had 
supported themselves by the different occupations I have mentioned in spinning and 
manufacturing, as their progenitors from the earliest institutions of society had done 
before them. But the mule-twist now coming into vogue, for the warp, as well as weft, 
added to the water-twist and common jenny yarns, with an in creasing demand for 
every fabric the loom could produce, put all hands in request of every age and 
description. The fabrics made from wool or linen vanished, while the old loom-shops 
being insufficient, every lumber-room, even old barns, cart-houses, and outbuildings of 
any description were repaired, windows broke through the old blank walls, and all 
fitted up for loom-shops. This source of making room being at length exhausted, new 
weavers' cottages with loom-shops rose up in every direction; all immediately filled, 
and when in full work the weekly circulation of money as the price of labour only rose 
to five times the amount ever before experienced in this sub-division, every family 
bringing home weekly 40, 60, 80, 100, or even 120 shillings per week! . . .
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. . . the operative weavers on machine yarns, both as cottagers and small farmers, even 
with three times their former rents, they might be truly said to be placed in a higher 
state of "wealth, peace, and godliness," by the great demand for, and high price of, their 
labour, than they had ever before experienced. Their dwellings and small gardens clean 
and neat,—all the family well clad,—the men with each a watch in his pocket, and the 
women dressed to their own fancy,—the church crowded to excess every Sunday,—
every house well furnished with a clock in elegant mahogany or fancy case,—
handsome tea services in Staffordshire ware, with silver or plated sugar-tongs and 
spoons,—Birmingham, Potteries, and Sheffield wares for necessary use and ornament, 
wherever a corner cupboard or shelf could be placed to show them off,—many cottage 
families had their cow, paying so much for the summer's grass, and about a statute acre 
of land laid out for them in some croft or corner, which they dressed up as a meadow 
for hay in the winter.

Lecture 9.3 — REVOLUTIONARY CHANGE II 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the selection from Observations on the Effect of the 
Manufacturing System by Robert Owen (1815). What effects of the Industrial 
Revolution does he note? What are his concerns? What laws does he 
propose? Why does he propose these changes? 

SELECTION: From Robert Owen’s Observations on the Effect of the 
Manufacturing System in 1815. 

Those who were engaged in the trade, manufactures, and commerce of this country 
thirty or forty years ago, formed but a very insignificant portion of the knowledge, 
wealth, influence, or population of the Empire.

Prior to that period, Britain was essentially agricultural. But, from that time to the 
present, the home and foreign trade have increased in a manner so rapid and 
extraordinary as to have raised commerce to an importance, which it never previously 
attained in any country possessing so much political power and influence.

(By the returns to the Population Act in 1811, it appears that in England, Scotland and 
Wales, there are 895,998 families chiefly employed in agriculture—1,129,049 families 
chiefly employed in trade and manufactures—640,500 individuals in the army and 
navy—and 519,168 families not engaged in any of these employments. It follows that 
nearly half as many more persons are engaged in trade as in agriculture—and that of 
the whole population the agriculturists are about 1 to 3.)

This change has been owing chiefly to the mechanical inventions which introduced the 
cotton trade into this country, and to the cultivation of the cotton tree in America. The 
wants which this trade created for the various materials requisite to forward its 
multiplied operations, caused an extraordinary demand for almost all the manufactures 
previously established, and, Of course, for human labour. The numerous fanciful and 
useful fabrics manufactured from cotton soon became objects of desire in Europe and 
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America: and the consequent extension of the British foreign trade was such as to 
astonish and confound the most enlightened statesmen both at home and abroad.

The immediate effects of this manufacturing phenomenon were a rapid increase of the 
wealth, industry, population, and political influence of the British Empire; and by the 
aid of which it has been enabled to contend for five-and-twenty years against the most 
formidable military and immoral power that the world perhaps ever contained.

These important results, however, great as they really are, have not been obtained 
without accompanying evils of such a magnitude as to raise a doubt whether the latter 
do not preponderate over the former.

Hitherto, legislators have appeared to regard manufactures only in one point of view, 
as a source of national wealth.

The other mighty consequences which proceed from extended manufactures when left 
to their natural progress, have never yet engaged the attention of any legislature. Yet 
the political and moral effects to which we allude, well deserve to occupy the best 
faculties of the greatest and the wisest statesmen.

The general diffusion of manufactures throughout a country generates a new character 
in its inhabitants; and as this character is formed upon a principle quite unfavourable 
to individual or general happiness, it will produce the most lamentable and permanent 
evils, unless its tendency be counteracted by legislative interference and direction.

The manufacturing system has already so far extended its influence over the British 
Empire, as to effect an essential change in the general character of the mass of the 
people. This alteration is still in rapid progress; and ere long, the comparatively happy 
simplicity of the agricultural peasant will be wholly lost amongst us. It is even now 
scarcely anywhere to be found without a mixture of those habits which are the 
offspring of trade, manufactures, and commerce.

The acquisition of wealth, and the desire which it naturally creates for a continued 
increase, have introduced a fondness for essentially injurious luxuries among a 
numerous class of individuals who formerly never thought of them, and they have also 
generated a disposition which strongly impels its possessors to sacrifice the best 
feelings of human nature to this love of accumulation. To succeed in this career, the 
industry of the lower orders, from whose labour this wealth is now drawn, has been 
carried by new competitors striving against those of longer standing, to a point of real 
oppression, reducing them by successive changes, as the spirit of competition increased 
and the ease of acquiring wealth diminished, to a state more wretched than can be 
imagined by those who have not attentively observed the changes as they have 
gradually occurred. In consequence, they are at present in a situation infinitely more 
degraded and miserable than they were before the introduction of these manufactories, 
upon the success of which their bare subsistence now depends.
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To support the additional population which this increased demand for labour has 
produced, it now becomes necessary to maintain the present extent of our foreign 
trade, or, under the existing circumstances of our population, it will become a serious 
and alarming evil.

It is highly probable, however, that the export trade of this country has attained its 
utmost height, and that by the competition of other states, it will now gradually 
diminish.

The direct effect of the Corn-bill lately passed will be to hasten this decline and 
prematurely to destroy that trade. In this view it is deeply to be regretted that the bill 
passed into a law; and I am persuaded its promoters will ere long discover the absolute 
necessity for its repeal, to prevent the misery which must ensue to the great mass of the 
people.

The inhabitants of every country are trained and formed by its great leading existing 
circumstances, and the character of the lower orders in Britain, is now formed chiefly 
by circumstances arising from trade, manufactures, and commerce; and the governing 
principle of trade, manufactures, and commerce, is immediate pecuniary gain, to which 
on the great scale every other is made to give way. All are sedulously trained to buy 
cheap and to sell dear; and to succeed in this art, the parties must be taught to acquire 
strong powers Of deception; and thus a spirit is generated through every class of 
traders, destructive of that open, honest sincerity, without which man cannot make 
others happy, not enjoy happiness himself.

Strictly speaking, however, this defect of character ought not to be attributed to the 
individuals possessing it, but to the overwhelming effect of the system under which 
they have been trained.

But the effects of this principle of gain, unrestrained, are still more lamentable on the 
working classes, those who are employed in the operative parts of the manufactures; 
for most of these branches are more or less unfavourable to the health and morals of 
adults. Yet parents do not hesitate to sacrifice the well-being of their children by 
putting them to occupations by which the constitution of their minds and bodies is 
rendered greatly inferior to what it might and ought to be under a system of common 
foresight and humanity.

Not more than thirty years since, the poorest parents thought the age of fourteen 
sufficiently early for their children to commence regular labour: and they judged well; 
for by that period of their lives they had acquired by play and exercise in the open air, 
the foundation of a sound robust constitution; and if they were not all initiated in book 
learning, they had been taught the far more useful knowledge of domestic life, which 
could not but be familiar to them at the age of fourteen, and which, as they grew up 
and became heads of families, was of more value to them (as it taught them economy in 
the expenditure of their earnings) than one half of their wages under the present 
circumstances. It should be remembered also that twelve hours per day including the 
time for regular rest and meals, were then thought sufficient to extract all the working 
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strength of the most robust adult; when it may be remarked local holidays were much 
more frequent than at present in most parts of the kingdom.

At this period, too, they were generally trained by the example of some landed 
proprietor, and in such habits as created a mutual interest between the parties, by 
which means even the lowest peasant was generally considered as belonging to, and 
forming somewhat of a member of, a respectable family. Under these circumstances 
the lower orders experienced not only a considerable degree of comfort, but they had 
also frequent opportunities of enjoying healthy rational sports and amusements; and in 
consequence they became strongly attached to those on whom they depended; their 
services were willingly performed; and mutual good offices bound the parties by the 
strongest ties of human nature to consider each other as friends in somewhat different 
situations; the servant indeed often enjoying more solid comfort and ease than his 
master.

Contrast this state of matters with that of the lower orders of the present day;—with 
human nature trained as it now is, under the new manufacturing system.

In the manufacturing districts it is common for parents to send their children of both 
sexes at seven or eight years of age, in winter as well as summer, at six o clock in the 
morning, sometimes of course in the dark, and occasionally amidst frost and snow, to 
enter the manufactories, which are often heated to a high temperature, and contain an 
atmosphere far from being the most favourable to human life, and in which all those 
employed in them very frequently continue until twelve o'clock at noon, when an hour 
is allowed for dinner, after which they return to remain, in a majority of cases, till eight 
o'clock at night.

The children now find they must labour incessantly for their bare subsistence: they 
have not been used to innocent, healthy, and rational amusements; they are not 
permitted the requisite time, if they had been previously accustomed to enjoy them. 
They know not what relaxation means, except by the actual cessation from labour. 
They are surrounded by others similarly circumstanced with themselves; and thus 
passing on from childhood to youth, they become gradually initiated, the young men in 
particular, but often the young females also, in the seductive pleasures of the pot-house 
and inebriation: for which their daily hard labour, want of better habits, and the 
general vacuity Of their minds, tend to prepare them.

Such a system of training cannot be expected to produce any other than a population 
weak in bodily and mental faculties, and with habits generally destructive of their own 
comforts, of the well-being of those around them, and strongly calculated to subdue all 
the social affections. Man so circumstanced sees all around him hurrying forward, at a 
mail-coach speed, to acquire individual wealth, regardless of him, his comforts, his 
wants, or even his sufferings, except by way of a degrading parish charity, fitted only 
to steel the heart of man against his fellows, or to form the tyrant and the slave. To-day 
he labours for one master, tomorrow for a second, then for a third, and a fourth, until 
all ties between employers and employed are frittered down to the consideration of 
what immediate gain each can derive from the other.
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The employer regards the employed as mere instruments of gain, while these acquire a 
gross ferocity of character, which, if legislative measures shall not be judiciously 
devised to prevent its increase, and ameliorate the condition of this class, will sooner or 
later plunge the country into a formidable and perhaps inextricable state of danger.

The direct object of these observations is to effect the amelioration and avert the 
danger. The only mode by which these objects can be accomplished is to obtain an Act 
of Parliament,

lst. To limit the regular hours of labour in mills of machinery to twelve per 
day, including one hour and a half for meals.

2nd. To prevent children from being employed in mills of machinery until 
they shall be ten years old, or that they shall not be employed more than six 
hours per day until they shall be twelve years old.

3rd. That children of either sex shall not be admitted into any manufactory,
—after a time to be named,—until they can read and write in an useful manner, 
understand the first four rules Of arithmetic, and the girls be likewise 
competent to sew their common garments of clothing.

Lecture 9.4 — INVENTORS I 
ASSIGNMENT: Research an invention from the Industrial Revolution from 
such inventors as Charles Babbage, James Neilson, Jethro Tull, Eli Whitney, 
John Deere, Cyrus McCormick, John Kay, Edmund Cartwright, James 
Hargreaves, Samuel Crompton, Josiah Wedgewood, Richard Arkwright, 
James Watt, Robert Fulton, and Samuel Morse. Make a drawing of your 
chosen invention and record a few notes explaining how it works. 

Lecture 9.5 — INVENTORS II 
ASSIGNMENT: Complete Exam #9. 
1. What is the theological basis for technology used in dominion?
2. How did the Industrial Revolution negatively affect Western Culture? Give 

3 examples.
3. Why was chivalry needed wherever the Industrial Revolution occurred?
4. Define chivalry’s traits according to the lessons given in class.
5. From what class or rank came the typical inventor of the Industrial 

Revolution?
6. How was science turned into a quasi-religion during the Industrial 

Revolution?
7. In what ways did the Industrial Revolution radically change society 

between 1800 and 1900? Give at least 3 examples.
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8. Name an inventor of the Industrial Revolution, describe his invention, and 
explain what benefit this brought to the masses.

9. Name another inventor of the Industrial Revolution, describe his invention, 
and explain what benefit this brought to the masses.

10. Name a third inventor of the Industrial Revolution, describe his invention, 
and explain what benefit this brought to the masses.
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Lesson 10 
THE ANTIQUARY & THE MUSE: SCOTT, AUSTEN, 

AND THE ROMANTIC POETS 

Lecture 10.1 — THE PRINCIPLE 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the selection from Sir Walter Scott’s The Antiquary 
(1816). How is the value of the past and things of the past evident in the 
description of Oldbuck’s study? 

SELECTION: From Chapter 3 of The Antiquary by Sir Walter Scott. 

It was indeed some time before Lovel could, through the thick atmosphere, perceive in 
what sort of den his friend had constructed his retreat. It was a lofty room of middling 
size, obscurely lighted by high narrow latticed windows. One end was entirely 
occupied by book-shelves, greatly too limited in space for the number of volumes 
placed upon them, which were, therefore, drawn up in ranks of two or three files deep, 
while numberless others littered the floor and the tables, amid a chaos of maps, 
engraving, scraps of parchment, bundles of papers, pieces of old armour, swords, dirks, 
helmets, and Highland targets. Behind Mr. Oldbuck's seat (which was an ancient 
leathern-covered easy-chair, worn smooth by constant use) was a huge oaken cabinet, 
decorated at each corner with Dutch cherubs, having their little duck-wings displayed, 
and great jolter-headed visages placed between them. The top of this cabinet was 
covered with busts, and Roman lamps and paterae, intermingled with one or two 
bronze figures. The walls of the apartment were partly clothed with grim old tapestry, 
representing the memorable story of Sir Gawaine's wedding, in which full justice was 
done to the ugliness of the Lothely Lady; although, to judge from his own looks, the 
gentle knight had less reason to be disgusted with the match on account of disparity of 
outward favour, than the romancer has given us to understand. The rest of the room 
was panelled, or wainscotted, with black oak, against which hung two or three 
portraits in armour, being characters in Scottish history, favourites of Mr. Oldbuck, 
and as many in tie-wigs and laced coats, staring representatives of his own ancestors. A 
large old-fashioned oaken table was covered with a profusion of papers, parchments, 
books, and nondescript trinkets and gewgaws, which seemed to have little to 
recommend them, besides rust and the antiquity which it indicates. In the midst of this 
wreck of ancient books and utensils, with a gravity equal to Marius among the ruins of 
Carthage, sat a large black cat, which, to a superstitious eye, might have presented the 
genius loci, the tutelar demon of the apartment. The floor, as well as the table and 
chairs, was overflowed by the same mare magnum of miscellaneous trumpery, where it 
would have been as impossible to find any individual article wanted, as to put it to any 
use when discovered.
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Amid this medley, it was no easy matter to find one's way to a chair, without stumbling 
over a prostrate folio, or the still more awkward mischance of overturning some piece 
of Roman or ancient British pottery. And, when the chair was attained, it had to be 
disencumbered, with a careful hand, of engravings which might have received damage, 
and of antique spurs and buckles, which would certainly have occasioned it to any 
sudden occupant. Of this the Antiquary made Lovel particularly aware, adding, that 
his friend, the Rev. Doctor Heavysterne from the Low Countries, had sustained much 
injury by sitting down suddenly and incautiously on three ancient calthrops, or craw-
taes, which had been lately dug up in the bog near Bannockburn, and which, dispersed 
by Robert Bruce to lacerate the feet of the English chargers, came thus in process of 
time to endamage the sitting part of a learned professor of Utrecht.

Having at length fairly settled himself, and being nothing loath to make inquiry 
concerning the strange objects around him, which his host was equally ready, as far as 
possible, to explain, Lovel was introduced to a large club, or bludgeon, with an iron 
spike at the end of it, which, it seems, had been lately found in a field on the 
Monkbarns property, adjacent to an old burying-ground. It had mightily the air of 
such a stick as the Highland reapers use to walk with on their annual peregrinations 
from their mountains; but Mr. Oldbuck was strongly tempted to believe, that, as its 
shape was singular, it might have been one of the clubs with which the monks armed 
their peasants in lieu of more martial weapons,—whence, he observed, the villains 
were called Colve-carles, or Kolb-kerls, that is, Clavigeri, or club-bearers. For the 
truth of this custom, he quoted the chronicle of Antwerp and that of St. Martin; 
against which authorities Lovel had nothing to oppose, having never heard of them till 
that moment.

Mr. Oldbuck next exhibited thumb-screws, which had given the Covenanters of 
former days the cramp in their joints, and a collar with the name of a fellow convicted 
of theft, whose services, as the inscription bore, had been adjudged to a neighbouring 
baron, in lieu of the modern Scottish punishment, which, as Oldbuck said, sends such 
culprits to enrich England by their labour, and themselves by their dexterity. Many 
and various were the other curiosities which he showed;—but it was chiefly upon his 
books that he prided himself, repeating, with a complacent air, as he led the way to the 
crowded and dusty shelves, the verses of old Chaucer—

For he would rather have, at his bed-head,
A twenty books, clothed in black or red,
Of Aristotle, or his philosophy,
Than robes rich, rebeck, or saltery.

This pithy motto he delivered, shaking his head, and giving each guttural the true 
Anglo-Saxon enunciation, which is now forgotten in the southern parts of this realm…

…Lovel was not a little amused at hearing the old gentleman run on in this manner, 
and, however incapable of entering into the full merits of what he beheld, he admired, 
as much as could have been expected, the various treasures which Oldbuck exhibited. 
Here were editions esteemed as being the first, and there stood those scarcely less 
regarded as being the last and best; here was a book valued because it had the author's 
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final improvements, and there another which (strange to tell!) was in request because 
it had them not. One was precious because it was a folio, another because it was a 
duodecimo; some because they were tall, some because they were short; the merit of 
this lay in the title-page—of that in the arrangement of the letters in the word Finis. 
There was, it seemed, no peculiar distinction, however trifling or minute, which might 
not give value to a volume, providing the indispensable quality of scarcity, or rare 
occurrence, was attached to it.

Lecture 10.2 — THE HISTORY OF THE NOVEL & SIR WALTER 
SCOTT 

ASSIGNMENT: Read Sir Walter Scott’s "The Bard’s Incantation," written in 
1804, when Napoleon threatened to invade Britain. How is Scott’s love of 
past deeds and bravery witnessed in this work? How does he convey a 
sense of nobility in the events of past heroes? 

SELECTION: "The Bard’s Incantation" by Sir Walter Scott. 
The Forest of Glenmore is drear,

It is all of black pine, and the dark oak-tree;
And the midnight wind to the mountain deer,

Is whistling the forest lullaby:
The moon looks through the drifting storm,
But the troubled lake reflects not her form,
For the waves roll whitening to the land,
And dash against the shelvy strand.

There is a voice among the trees, 
That mingles with the groaning oak—

That mingles with the stormy breeze,
And the lake-waves dashing against the rock;—

There is a voice within the wood,
The voice of the Bard in fitful mood;
His song was louder than the blast,
As the Bard of Glenmore through the forest past. 

"Wake ye from your sleep of death,
Minstrels and bards of other days!

For the midnight wind is on the heath,
And the midnight meteors dimly blaze:

The Spectre with the Bloody Hand,
Is wandering through the wild woodland;
The owl and the raven are mute for dread,
And the time is meet to awake the dead!

"Souls of the mighty, wake, and say
To what high strain your harps were strung

When Lochlin plough'd her billowy way,
And on your shores her Norsemen flung?

Her Norsemen train'd to spoil and blood,
Skill'd to prepare the Raven's food,
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All, by your harpings, doom'd to die
On bloody Largs and Loncarty.

"Mute are ye all? No murmurs strange
Upon the midnight breeze sail by;

Nor through the pines, with whistling change
Mimic the harp's wild harmony!

Mute are ye now? — Ye ne'er were mute,
When Murder with his bloody foot,
And Rapine with his iron hand,
Were hovering near yon mountain strand.

"O, yet awake, the strain to tell,
By every deed in song enrolled,

By every chief who fought or fell
For Albion's weal in battle bold:—

From Coilgach, first, who rolled his car
Through the deep ranks of Roman war,
To him, of veteran memory dear,
Who, victor, died on Aboukir.

"By all their swords, by all their scars,
By all their names, a mighty spell!

By all their wounds, by all their wars,
Arise the mighty strain to tell!

For, fiercer than fierce Hengist’s strain,
More impious than the heathen Dane,
More grasping than all grasping Rome,
Gaul’s ravening legions hither come!"

The wind is hush'd, and still the lake—
Strange murmurs fill my tinkling ears,

Bristles my hair, my sinews quake
At the dread voice of other years—

"When targets clash'd and bugles rung,
And blades round warriors' heads were flung,
The foremost of the band were we,
And hymned the joys of liberty!"

Lecture 10.3 — THE ARTS OF DOMESTICITY & JANE AUSTEN 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the following chapter from Jane Austen’s Pride and 
Prejudice (1813). How does Austen create realistic characters through their 
simple, everyday actions and their choice of words? How does she present 
the nature of each character through what they say and do? How does she 
demonstrate the roles of pride and prejudice through the characters of 
Darcy and Elizabeth in this scene? 
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SELECTION: Chapter 11 of Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen. 

When the ladies removed after dinner, Elizabeth ran up to her sister, and seeing her 
well guarded from cold, attended her into the drawing-room, where she was welcomed 
by her two friends with many professions of pleasure; and Elizabeth had never seen 
them so agreeable as they were during the hour which passed before the gentlemen 
appeared. Their powers of conversation were considerable. They could describe an 
entertainment with accuracy, relate an anecdote with humour, and laugh at their 
acquaintance with spirit.

But when the gentlemen entered, Jane was no longer the first object; Miss Bingley's 
eyes were instantly turned toward Darcy, and she had something to say to him before 
he had advanced many steps. He addressed himself to Miss Bennet, with a polite 
congratulation; Mr. Hurst also made her a slight bow, and said he was "very glad"; but 
diffuseness and warmth remained for Bingley's salutation. He was full of joy and 
attention. The first half-hour was spent in piling up the fire, lest she should suffer from 
the change of room; and she removed at his desire to the other side of the fireplace, 
that she might be further from the door. He then sat down by her, and talked scarcely 
to anyone else. Elizabeth, at work in the opposite corner, saw it all with great delight.

When tea was over, Mr. Hurst reminded his sister-in-law of the card-table—but in 
vain. She had obtained private intelligence that Mr. Darcy did not wish for cards; and 
Mr. Hurst soon found even his open petition rejected. She assured him that no one 
intended to play, and the silence of the whole party on the subject seemed to justify 
her. Mr. Hurst had therefore nothing to do, but to stretch himself on one of the sofas 
and go to sleep. Darcy took up a book; Miss Bingley did the same; and Mrs. Hurst, 
principally occupied in playing with her bracelets and rings, joined now and then in 
her brother's conversation with Miss Bennet.

Miss Bingley's attention was quite as much engaged in watching Mr. Darcy's progress 
through his book, as in reading her own; and she was perpetually either making some 
inquiry, or looking at his page. She could not win him, however, to any conversation; 
he merely answered her question, and read on. At length, quite exhausted by the 
attempt to be amused with her own book, which she had only chosen because it was 
the second volume of his, she gave a great yawn and said, "How pleasant it is to spend 
an evening in this way! I declare after all there is no enjoyment like reading! How 
much sooner one tires of anything than of a book! When I have a house of my own, I 
shall be miserable if I have not an excellent library."

No one made any reply. She then yawned again, threw aside her book, and cast her 
eyes round the room in quest for some amusement; when hearing her brother 
mentioning a ball to Miss Bennet, she turned suddenly towards him and said:

"By the bye, Charles, are you really serious in meditating a dance at Netherfield? I 
would advise you, before you determine on it, to consult the wishes of the present 
party; I am much mistaken if there are not some among us to whom a ball would be 
rather a punishment than a pleasure."
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"If you mean Darcy," cried her brother, "he may go to bed, if he chooses, before it 
begins—but as for the ball, it is quite a settled thing; and as soon as Nicholls has made 
white soup enough, I shall send round my cards."

"I should like balls infinitely better," she replied, "if they were carried on in a different 
manner; but there is something insufferably tedious in the usual process of such a 
meeting. It would surely be much more rational if conversation instead of dancing 
were made the order of the day."

"Much more rational, my dear Caroline, I dare say, but it would not be near so much 
like a ball."

Miss Bingley made no answer, and soon afterwards she got up and walked about the 
room. Her figure was elegant, and she walked well; but Darcy, at whom it was all 
aimed, was still inflexibly studious. In the desperation of her feelings, she resolved on 
one effort more, and, turning to Elizabeth, said:

"Miss Eliza Bennet, let me persuade you to follow my example, and take a turn about 
the room. I assure you it is very refreshing after sitting so long in one attitude."

Elizabeth was surprised, but agreed to it immediately. Miss Bingley succeeded no less 
in the real object of her civility; Mr. Darcy looked up. He was as much awake to the 
novelty of attention in that quarter as Elizabeth herself could be, and unconsciously 
closed his book. He was directly invited to join their party, but he declined it, 
observing that he could imagine but two motives for their choosing to walk up and 
down the room together, with either of which motives his joining them would interfere. 
"What could he mean? She was dying to know what could be his meaning?"—and 
asked Elizabeth whether she could at all understand him?

"Not at all," was her answer; "but depend upon it, he means to be severe on us, and our 
surest way of disappointing him will be to ask nothing about it."

Miss Bingley, however, was incapable of disappointing Mr. Darcy in anything, and 
persevered therefore in requiring an explanation of his two motives.

"I have not the smallest objection to explaining them," said he, as soon as she allowed 
him to speak. "You either choose this method of passing the evening because you are in 
each other's confidence, and have secret affairs to discuss, or because you are 
conscious that your figures appear to the greatest advantage in walking; if the first, I 
would be completely in your way, and if the second, I can admire you much better as I 
sit by the fire."

"Oh! shocking!" cried Miss Bingley. "I never heard anything so abominable. How shall 
we punish him for such a speech?"
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"Nothing so easy, if you have but the inclination," said Elizabeth. "We can all plague 
and punish one another. Tease him—laugh at him. Intimate as you are, you must know 
how it is to be done."

"But upon my honour, I do not. I do assure you that my intimacy has not yet taught me 
that. Tease calmness of manner and presence of mind! No, no; I feel he may defy us 
there. And as to laughter, we will not expose ourselves, if you please, by attempting to 
laugh without a subject. Mr. Darcy may hug himself."

"Mr. Darcy is not to be laughed at!" cried Elizabeth. "That is an uncommon advantage, 
and uncommon I hope it will continue, for it would be a great loss to me to have many 
such acquaintances. I dearly love a laugh."

"Miss Bingley," said he, "has given me more credit than can be. The wisest and the best 
of men—nay, the wisest and best of their actions—may be rendered ridiculous by a 
person whose first object in life is a joke."

"Certainly," replied Elizabeth—"there are such people, but I hope I am not one of 
them. I hope I never ridicule what is wise and good. Follies and nonsense, whims and 
inconsistencies, do divert me, I own, and I laugh at them whenever I can. But these, I 
suppose, are precisely what you are without."

"Perhaps that is not possible for anyone. But it has been the study of my life to avoid 
those weaknesses which often expose a strong understanding to ridicule."

"Such as vanity and pride."

"Yes, vanity is a weakness indeed. But pride—where there is a real superiority of mind, 
pride will be always under good regulation."

Elizabeth turned away to hide a smile.

"Your examination of Mr. Darcy is over, I presume," said Miss Bingley; "and pray what 
is the result?"

"I am perfectly convinced by it that Mr. Darcy has no defect. He owns it himself 
without disguise."

"No," said Darcy, "I have made no such pretension. I have faults enough, but they are 
not, I hope, of understanding. My temper I dare not vouch for. It is, I believe, too little 
yielding—certainly too little for the convenience of the world. I cannot forget the 
follies and vices of others so soon as I ought, nor their offenses against myself. My 
feelings are not puffed about with every attempt to move them. My temper would 
perhaps be called resentful. My good opinion once lost, is lost forever."

"That is a failing indeed!" cried Elizabeth. "Implacable resentment is a shade in a 
character. But you have chosen your fault well. I really cannot laugh at it. You are safe 
from me."
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"There is, I believe, in every disposition a tendency to some particular evil—a natural 
defect, which not even the best education can overcome."

"And your defect is to hate everybody."

"And yours," he replied with a smile, "is willfully to misunderstand them."

"Do let us have a little music," cried Miss Bingley, tired of a conversation in which she 
had no share. "Louisa, you will not mind my waking Mr. Hurst?"

Her sister had not the smallest objection, and the pianoforte was opened; and Darcy, 
after a few moments' recollection, was not sorry for it. He began to feel the danger of 
paying Elizabeth too much attention.

Lecture 10.4 — THE ROMANTIC POETS I 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the following poems by Samuel Taylor Coleridge and 
William Wordsworth. What common themes or elements do you notice in 
these selections? What emotions or images do they evoke? 

SELECTION: "Frost at Midnight" by Samuel Taylor Coleridge. 
The Frost performs its secret ministry,
Unhelped by any wind. The owlet's cry
Came loud—and hark, again! loud as before.
The inmates of my cottage, all at rest,
Have left me to that solitude, which suits
Abstruser musings: save that at my side
My cradled infant slumbers peacefully.
'Tis calm indeed! so calm, that it disturbs
And vexes meditation with its strange
And extreme silentness. Sea, hill, and wood,
This populous village! Sea, and hill, and wood,
With all the numberless goings-on of life,
Inaudible as dreams! the thin blue flame
Lies on my low-burnt fire, and quivers not;
Only that film, which fluttered on the grate,

Still flutters there, the sole unquiet thing.
Methinks, its motion in this hush of nature
Gives it dim sympathies with me who live,
Making it a companionable form,
Whose puny flaps and freaks the idling Spirit
By its own moods interprets, every where
Echo or mirror seeking of itself,
And makes a toy of Thought.

                     But O! how oft,
How oft, at school, with most believing mind,
Presageful, have I gazed upon the bars,
To watch that fluttering stranger ! and as oft
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With unclosed lids, already had I dreamt
Of my sweet birth-place, and the old church-tower,
Whose bells, the poor man's only music, rang
From morn to evening, all the hot Fair-day,
So sweetly, that they stirred and haunted me
With a wild pleasure, falling on mine ear
Most like articulate sounds of things to come!
So gazed I, till the soothing things, I dreamt,
Lulled me to sleep, and sleep prolonged my dreams!
And so I brooded all the following morn,
Awed by the stern preceptor's face, mine eye
Fixed with mock study on my swimming book:
Save if the door half opened, and I snatched
A hasty glance, and still my heart leaped up,
For still I hoped to see the stranger's face,
Townsman, or aunt, or sister more beloved,
My play-mate when we both were clothed alike!

       Dear Babe, that sleepest cradled by my side,
Whose gentle breathings, heard in this deep calm,
Fill up the intersperséd vacancies
And momentary pauses of the thought!
My babe so beautiful! it thrills my heart
With tender gladness, thus to look at thee,
And think that thou shalt learn far other lore,
And in far other scenes! For I was reared
In the great city, pent 'mid cloisters dim,
And saw nought lovely but the sky and stars.
But thou, my babe! shalt wander like a breeze
By lakes and sandy shores, beneath the crags
Of ancient mountain, and beneath the clouds,
Which image in their bulk both lakes and shores
And mountain crags: so shalt thou see and hear
The lovely shapes and sounds intelligible
Of that eternal language, which thy God
Utters, who from eternity doth teach
Himself in all, and all things in himself.
Great universal Teacher! he shall mould
Thy spirit, and by giving make it ask.

       Therefore all seasons shall be sweet to thee,
Whether the summer clothe the general earth
With greenness, or the redbreast sit and sing
Betwixt the tufts of snow on the bare branch
Of mossy apple-tree, while the nigh thatch
Smokes in the sun-thaw; whether the eave-drops fall
Heard only in the trances of the blast,
Or if the secret ministry of frost
Shall hang them up in silent icicles,
Quietly shining to the quiet Moon.
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SELECTION: "It is a beauteous evening, calm and free" by William Wordsworth. 
It is a beauteous evening, calm and free,
The holy time is quiet as a Nun
Breathless with adoration; the broad sun
Is sinking down in its tranquility;
The gentleness of heaven broods o'er the Sea;
Listen! the mighty Being is awake,
And doth with his eternal motion make
A sound like thunder—everlastingly.
Dear child! dear Girl! that walkest with me here,
If thou appear untouched by solemn thought,
Thy nature is not therefore less divine:
Thou liest in Abraham's bosom all the year;
And worshipp'st at the Temple's inner shrine,
God being with thee when we know it not.

SELECTION: "The world is too much with us" by William Wordsworth. 
The world is too much with us; late and soon,
Getting and spending, we lay waste our powers;—
Little we see in Nature that is ours;
We have given our hearts away, a sordid boon!
This Sea that bares her bosom to the moon;
The winds that will be howling at all hours,
And are up-gathered now like sleeping flowers;
For this, for everything, we are out of tune;
It moves us not. Great God! I’d rather be
A Pagan suckled in a creed outworn;
So might I, standing on this pleasant lea,
Have glimpses that would make me less forlorn;
Have sight of Proteus rising from the sea;
Or hear old Triton blow his wreathèd horn.

Lecture 10.5 — THE ROMANTIC POETS II 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the following poems by Lord Byron, Percy Shelley, and 
John Keats. What common themes or elements do you notice in these 
selections? What emotions or images do they evoke? 

SELECTION: "And thou art dead, as young and fair" by Lord Byron. 
And thou art dead, as young and fair

       As aught of mortal birth;
And form so soft, and charms so rare,

       Too soon return'd to Earth!
Though Earth receiv'd them in her bed,
And o'er the spot the crowd may tread       
In carelessness or mirth,
There is an eye which could not brook
A moment on that grave to look.
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I will not ask where thou liest low,
       Nor gaze upon the spot;

There flowers or weeds at will may grow,
So I behold them not:
It is enough for me to prove
That what I lov'd, and long must love,

       Like common earth can rot;
To me there needs no stone to tell,
'T is Nothing that I lov'd so well.

Yet did I love thee to the last
        As fervently as thou,

Who didst not change through all the past,
        And canst not alter now.

The love where Death has set his seal,
Nor age can chill, nor rival steal,

       Nor falsehood disavow:
And, what were worse, thou canst not see
Or wrong, or change, or fault in me.

The better days of life were ours;
The worst can be but mine:
The sun that cheers, the storm that lowers,
Shall never more be thine.
The silence of that dreamless sleep
I envy now too much to weep;
Nor need I to repine
That all those charms have pass'd away,
I might have watch'd through long decay.

The flower in ripen'd bloom unmatch'd
 Must fall the earliest prey;
Though by no hand untimely snatch'd,
The leaves must drop away:
And yet it were a greater grief
To watch it withering, leaf by leaf,
Than see it pluck'd to-day;
Since earthly eye but ill can bear
To trace the change to foul from fair.

I know not if I could have borne
To see thy beauties fade;
The night that follow'd such a morn
Had worn a deeper shade:
Thy day without a cloud hath pass'd,
And thou wert lovely to the last,
Extinguish'd, not decay’d;
As stars that shoot along the sky
Shine brightest as they fall from high.

As once I wept, if I could weep,
        My tears might well be shed,

To think I was not near to keep
One vigil o'er thy bed;
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To gaze, how fondly! on thy face,
To fold thee in a faint embrace,
Uphold thy drooping head;
And show that love, however vain,
Nor thou nor I can feel again.

Yet how much less it were to gain,
Though thou hast left me free,
The loveliest things that still remain,
Than thus remember thee!
The all of thine that cannot die
Through dark and dread Eternity
Returns again to me,
And more thy buried love endears
Than aught except its living years.

SELECTION: "To Night" by Percy Bysshe Shelley. 
Swiftly walk o'er the western wave,
Spirit of Night!
Out of the misty eastern cave,
Where, all the long and lone daylight,
Thou wovest dreams of joy and fear,
Which make thee terrible and dear,—
Swift be thy flight!

Wrap thy form in a mantle gray,
Star-inwrought!
Blind with thine hair the eyes of Day;
Kiss her until she be wearied out,
Then wander o'er city, and sea, and land,
Touching all with thine opiate wand—
Come, long-sought!

When I arose and saw the dawn,
I sighed for thee;
When light rode high, and the dew was gone,
And noon lay heavy on flower and tree,
And the weary Day turned to his rest,
Lingering like an unloved guest.
I sighed for thee.

Thy brother Death came, and cried,
Wouldst thou me?
Thy sweet child Sleep, the filmy-eyed,
Murmured like a noontide bee,
Shall I nestle near thy side?
Wouldst thou me?—And I replied,
No, not thee!

Death will come when thou art dead,
Soon, too soon—
Sleep will come when thou art fled;
Of neither would I ask the boon
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I ask of thee, belovèd Night—
Swift be thine approaching flight,
Come soon, soon!

SELECTION: "La Belle Dame sans Merci" by John Keats. 
O what can ail thee, knight-at-arms,
     Alone and palely loitering?
The sedge has withered from the lake,
      And no birds sing.

O what can ail thee, knight-at-arms,
      So haggard and so woe-begone?
The squirrel’s granary is full,
      And the harvest’s done.

I see a lily on thy brow,
      With anguish moist and fever-dew,
And on thy cheeks a fading rose
      Fast withereth too.

I met a lady in the meads,
      Full beautiful—a faery’s child,
Her hair was long, her foot was light,
      And her eyes were wild.

I made a garland for her head,
      And bracelets too, and fragrant zone;
She looked at me as she did love,
      And made sweet moan

I set her on my pacing steed,
      And nothing else saw all day long,
For sidelong would she bend, and sing
      A faery’s song.

She found me roots of relish sweet,
      And honey wild, and manna-dew,
And sure in language strange she said—
      ‘I love thee true’.

She took me to her Elfin grot,
      And there she wept and sighed full sore,
And there I shut her wild wild eyes
      With kisses four.

And there she lullèd me asleep,
      And there I dreamed—Ah! woe betide!—
The latest dream I ever dreamt
      On the cold hill side.

I saw pale kings and princes too,
      Pale warriors, death-pale were they all;
They cried—‘La Belle Dame sans Merci
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      Thee hath in thrall!’

I saw their starved lips in the gloam,
      With horrid warning gapèd wide,
And I awoke and found me here,
      On the cold hill’s side.

And this is why I sojourn here,
      Alone and palely loitering,
Though the sedge is withered from the lake,
      And no birds sing.

SELECTION: "Ode on a Grecian Urn" by John Keats. 
Thou still unravish'd bride of quietness,
      Thou foster-child of silence and slow time,
Sylvan historian, who canst thus express
      A flowery tale more sweetly than our rhyme:
What leaf-fring'd legend haunts about thy shape
      Of deities or mortals, or of both,
               In Tempe or the dales of Arcady?
      What men or gods are these? What maidens loth?
What mad pursuit? What struggle to escape?
               What pipes and timbrels? What wild ecstasy?

Heard melodies are sweet, but those unheard
      Are sweeter; therefore, ye soft pipes, play on;
Not to the sensual ear, but, more endear'd,
      Pipe to the spirit ditties of no tone:
Fair youth, beneath the trees, thou canst not leave
      Thy song, nor ever can those trees be bare;
               Bold Lover, never, never canst thou kiss,
Though winning near the goal yet, do not grieve;
      She cannot fade, though thou hast not thy bliss,
               For ever wilt thou love, and she be fair!

Ah, happy, happy boughs! that cannot shed
         Your leaves, nor ever bid the Spring adieu;
And, happy melodist, unwearied,
         For ever piping songs for ever new;
More happy love! more happy, happy love!
         For ever warm and still to be enjoy'd,
               For ever panting, and for ever young;
All breathing human passion far above,
         That leaves a heart high-sorrowful and cloy'd,
               A burning forehead, and a parching tongue.

Who are these coming to the sacrifice?
         To what green altar, O mysterious priest,
Lead'st thou that heifer lowing at the skies,
         And all her silken flanks with garlands drest?
What little town by river or sea shore,
         Or mountain-built with peaceful citadel,
               Is emptied of this folk, this pious morn?
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And, little town, thy streets for evermore
         Will silent be; and not a soul to tell
               Why thou art desolate, can e'er return.

O Attic shape! Fair attitude! with brede
         Of marble men and maidens overwrought,
With forest branches and the trodden weed;
         Thou, silent form, dost tease us out of thought
As doth eternity: Cold Pastoral!
         When old age shall this generation waste,
               Thou shalt remain, in midst of other woe
Than ours, a friend to man, to whom thou say'st,
         "Beauty is truth, truth beauty,—that is all
               Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know."

Lecture 10.5 — THE ROMANTIC POETS II 
ASSIGNMENT: Complete Exam #10. 
1. How do the characters of the muse and the antiquary relate to the purpose of 

studying history?
2. Using details from his life, support the claim that Sir Walter Scott wrote 

"manly romances."
3. Characterize the writing of Jane Austen.
4. What were the key themes of the Romantic Poets’ worldview? Name and 

define all three.
5. Describe the life and work of Samuel Taylor Coleridge or William 

Wordsworth.
6. Describe the life and work of Lord Byron, Percy Bysshe Shelley or John 

Keats.
7. To what extent were the Romantic poets searching for something which 

they never found?
8. How should the Christian artist recover the significant contribution of the 

Romantics without falling prey to their melancholy?
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Lesson 11 
NO VISION TOO LARGE: WILBERFORCE & 

CHALMERS 

Lecture 11.1 — THE PRINCIPLE 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the selection from Robert Southey’s 1807 Letters from 
England on his conversation with a cotton factory manager. What is the 
attitude of the manager towards the use of child labor? What are the 
concerns of Southey regarding the use of such labor? 

SELECTION: From Letters from England by Robert Southey in 1807. 

Mr. -------- remarked that nothing could be so beneficial to a country as manufacture. 
'You see these children, sir,' said he. 'In most parts of England poor children are a 
burthen to their parents and to the parish; here the parish, which would else have to 
support them, is rid of all expense; they get their bread almost as soon as they can run 
about, and by the time they are seven or eight years old bring in money. There is no 
idleness among us: they come at five in the morning; we allow them half an hour for 
breakfast, and an hour for dinner; they leave work at six, and another set relieves them 
for the night; the wheels never stand still.'

I was looking, while he spoke, at the unnatural dexterity with which the fingers of 
these little creatures were playing in the machinery, half giddy myself with the noise 
and the endless motion; and when he told me there was no rest in these walls, day or 
night, I thought that if Dante had peopled one of his hells with children, here was a 
scene worthy to have supplied him with new images of torment.

'These children then,' said I, 'have no time to receive instruction.' 'That, sir,' he replied 
'is the evil which we have found. Girls are employed here from the age you see them 
till they marry, and then they know nothing about domestic work, not even how to 
mend a stocking or boil a potato. But we are remedying this now, and send the 
children to school for an hour after they have done work.' I asked if so much 
confinement did not injure their health. 'No' he replied, 'they are as healthy as any 
children in the world could be. To be sure, many of them as they grew up went off in 
consumptions, but consumption was the disease of the English. …'

'We are well off for hands in Manchester,' said Mr. ------; 'manufacturers are 
favourable to population, the poor are not afraid of having a family here, the parishes 
therefore have always plenty to apprentice, and we take them as fast as they can 
supply us. In new manufacturing towns they find it difficult to get a supply. Their only 
method is to send people round the country to get children from their parents. Women 
usually undertake this business; they promise the parents to provide for the children; 
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one party is glad to be eased of a burden; and it answers well to the other to find the 
young ones in food, lodging and clothes, and receive their wages.' 'But if these children 
should be ill-used', said I. 'Sir,' he replied, 'it never can be the interest of the women to 
use them ill, nor of the manufacturers to permit it.’

It would have been in vain to argue had I been disposed to it. Mr. ------- was a man of 
humane and kindly nature, who would not himself use any thing cruelly, and judged of 
others by his own feelings. I thought of the cities in Arabian romance, where all the 
inhabitants were enchanted: here Commerce is the Queen witch, and I had no talisman 
strong enough to disenchant those who were daily drinking of the golden cup of her 
charms.

Lectures 11.2 & 11.3 — WILLIAM WILBERFORCE I & II 
ASSIGNMENT: Read William Wilberforce’s speech, "On the Horrors of the 
Slave Trade," given before the House of Commons on May 12, 1789. How 
does he build his case for action? 

SELECTION: "On the Horrors of the Slave Trade" by William Wilberforce. 

In opening, concerning the nature of the slave trade, I need only observe that it is 
found by experience to be just such as every man who uses his reason would infallibly 
conclude it to be. For my own part, so clearly am I convinced of the mischiefs 
inseparable from it, that I should hardly want any further evidence than my own mind 
would furnish, by the most simple deductions. Facts, however, are now laid before the 
House. A report has been made by his majesty’s privy council, which, I trust, every 
gentleman has read, and which ascertains the slave trade to be just as we know. What 
should we suppose must naturally be the consequence of our carrying on a slave trade 
with Africa? With a country vast in its extent, not utterly barbarous, but civilized in a 
very small degree? Does any one suppose a slave trade would help their civilization? Is 
it not plain that she must suffer from it; that civilization must be checked; that her 
barbarous manners must be made more barbarous; and that the happiness of her 
millions of inhabitants must be prejudiced with her intercourse with Britain? Does not 
every one see that a slave trade carried on around her coasts must carry violence and 
desolation to her very center? That in a continent just emerging from barbarism, if a 
trade in men is established, if her men are all converted into goods, and become 
commodities that can be bartered, it follows they must be subject to ravage just as 
goods are; and this, too, at a period of civilization, when there is no protecting 
legislature to defend this, their only sort of property, in the same manner as the rights 
of property are maintained by the legislature of every civilized country.

We see then, in the nature of things, how easily the practices of Africa are to be 
accounted for. Her kings are never compelled to war, that we can hear of, by public 
principles, by national glory, still less by the love of their people. In Europe it is the 
extension of commerce, the maintenance of national honor, or some great public object, 
that is ever the motive to war with every monarch; but, in Africa, it is the personal 
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avarice and sensuality of their kings. These two vices of avarice and sensuality, the 
most powerful and predominant in natures thus corrupt, we tempt, we stimulate in all 
these African princes, and we depend upon these vices for the very maintenance of the 
slave trade. Does the king of Barbessin want brandy? He has only to send his troops, 
in the night-time, to burn and desolate a village; the captives will serve as commodities, 
that may be bartered with the British trader.

The slave trade, in its very nature, is the source of such kind of tragedies; nor has there 
been a single person, almost, before the privy council, who does not add something by 
his testimony to the mass of evidence upon this point. Some, indeed, of these 
gentlemen, and particularly the delegates from Liverpool, have endeavored to reason 
down this plain principle; some have palliated it; but there is not one, I believe, who 
does not more or less admit it. Some, nay most, I believe, have admitted the slave trade 
to be the chief cause of wars in Africa.

Having now disposed of the first part of this subject, I must speak of the transit of the 
slaves to the West Indies. This, I confess, in my own opinion, is the most wretched part 
of the whole subject. So much misery condensed in so little room is more than the 
human imagination had ever before conceived. I will not accuse the Liverpool 
merchants. I will allow them, nay, I will believe them, to be men of humanity; and I 
will therefore believe, if it were not for the multitude of these wretched objects, if it 
were not for the enormous magnitude and extent of the evil which distracts their 
attention from individual cases, and makes them think generally, and therefore less 
feelingly on the subject, they never would have persisted in the trade. I verily believe, 
therefore, if the wretchedness of any one of the many hundred negroes stowed in each 
ship could be brought before their view, and remain within the sight of the African 
merchant, that there is no one among them whose heart would bear it.

Let any one imagine to himself six or seven hundred of these wretches chained two 
and two, surrounded with every object that is nauseous and disgusting, diseased, and 
struggling under every kind of wretchedness! How can we bear to think of such a 
scene as this? One would think it had been determined to heap on them all the 
varieties of bodily pain, for the purpose of blunting the feelings of the mind; and yet, in 
this very point (to show the power of human prejudice), the situation of the slaves has 
been described by Mr. Norris, one of the Liverpool delegates, in a manner which I am 
sure will convince the House how interest can draw a film over the eyes, so thick that 
total blindness could do no more; and how it is our duty therefore to trust not to the 
reasonings of interested men, nor to their way of coloring a transaction.

"Their apartments," says Mr. Norris, "are fitted up as much for their advantage as 
circumstances will admit. The right ankle of one, indeed, is connected with the left 
ankle of another by a small iron fetter, and if they are turbulent, by another on their 
wrists. They have several meals a day—some of their own country provisions, with the 
best sauces of African cookery; and by the way of variety, another meal of pulse, etc., 
according to European taste. After breakfast they have water to wash themselves, 
while their apartments are perfumed with frankincense and lime juice. Before dinner 
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they are amused after the manner of their country. The song and the dance are 
promoted," and, as if the whole were really a scene of pleasure and dissipation, it is 
added that games of chance are furnished. "The men play and sing, while the women 
and girls make fanciful ornaments with beads, with which they are plentifully 
supplied." Such is the sort of strain in which the Liverpool delegates, and particularly 
Mr. Norris, gave evidence before the privy council. What will the House think when, 
by the concurring testimony of other witnesses, the true history is laid open? The 
slaves, who are sometimes described as rejoicing at their captivity, are so wrung with 
misery at leaving their country, that it is the constant practice to set sail in the night, 
lest they should be sensible of their departure. The pulse which Mr. Norris talks of are 
horse beans; and the scantiness of both water and provision was suggested by the very 
legislature of Jamaica, in the report of their committee, to be a subject that called for 
the interference of Parliament.

Mr. Norris talks of frankincense and lime juice: when the surgeons tell you the slaves 
are stored so close that there is not room to tread among them; and when you have it in 
evidence from Sir George Young, that even in a ship which wanted two hundred of her 
complement, the stench was intolerable. The song and the dance are promoted, says 
Mr. Norris. It had been more fair, perhaps, if he had explained that word "promoted." 
The truth is, that for the sake of exercise, these miserable wretches, loaded with chains, 
oppressed with disease and wretchedness, are forced to dance by the terror of the lash, 
and sometimes by the actual use of it. "I," says one of the other evidences, "was 
employed to dance the men, while another person danced the women." Such, then, is 
the meaning of the word "promoted"; and it may be observed, too, with respect to food, 
that an instrument is sometimes carried out in order to force them to eat, which is the 
same sort of proof how much they enjoy themselves in that instance also.

As to their singing, what shall we say when we are told that their songs are songs of 
lamentation upon their departure which, while they sing, are always in tears, insomuch 
that one captain (more humane as I should conceive him, therefore, than the rest) 
threatened one of the women with a flogging, because the mournfulness of her song 
was too painful for his feelings. In order, however, not to trust too much to any sort of 
description, I will call the attention of the House to one species of evidence, which is 
absolutely infallible. Death, at least, is a sure ground of evidence, and the proportion of 
deaths will not only confirm, but, if possible, will even aggravate our suspicion of their 
misery in the transit. It will be found, upon an average of all ships of which evidence 
has been given at the privy council, that exclusive of those who perish before they sail, 
not less than twelve and one-half per cent perish in the passage. Besides these, the 
Jamaica report tells you that not less than four and one-half per cent die on shore 
before the day of sale, which is only a week or two from the time of landing. One-third 
more die in the seasoning, and this in a country exactly like their own, where they are 
healthy and happy, as some of the evidences would pretend. The diseases, however, 
which they contract on shipboard, the astringent washes which are to hide their 
wounds, and the mischievous tricks used to make them up for sale, are, as the Jamaica 
report says—a most precious and valuable report, which I shall often have to advert to
—one principal cause of this mortality. Upon the whole, however, here is a mortality of 
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about fifty per cent, and this among negroes who are not bought unless quite healthy at 
first, and unless (as the phrase is with cattle) they are sound in wind and limb.

When we consider the vastness of the continent of Africa; when we reflect how all 
other countries have for some centuries past been advancing in happiness and 
civilization; when we think how in this same period all improvement in Africa has been 
defeated by her intercourse with Britain; when we reflect that it is we ourselves that 
have degraded them to that wretched brutishness and barbarity which we now plead 
as the justification of our guilt; how the slave trade has enslaved their minds, blackened 
their character, and sunk them so low in the scale of animal beings that some think the 
apes are of a higher class, and fancy the orangutang has given them the go-by. What a 
mortification must we feel at having so long neglected to think of our guilt, or attempt 
any reparation! It seems, indeed, as if we had determined to forbear from all 
interference until the measure of our folly and wickedness was so full and complete; 
until the impolicy which eventually belongs to vice was become so plain and glaring 
that not an individual in the country should refuse to join in the abolition; it seems as if 
we had waited until the persons most interested should be tired out with the folly and 
nefariousness of the trade, and should unite in petitioning against it.

Let us then make such amends as we can for the mischiefs we have done to the 
unhappy continent; let us recollect what Europe itself was no longer ago than three or 
four centuries. What if I should be able to show this House that in a civilized part of 
Europe, in the time of our Henry VII., there were people who actually sold their own 
children? What if I should tell them that England itself was that country? What if I 
should point out to them that the very place where this inhuman traffic was carried on 
was the city of Bristol? Ireland at that time used to drive a considerable trade in slaves 
with these neighboring barbarians; but a great plague having infested the country, the 
Irish were struck with a panic, suspected (I am sure very properly) that the plague was 
a punishment sent from heaven for the sin of the slave trade, and therefore abolished it. 
All I ask, therefore, of the people of Bristol is, that they would become as civilized now 
as Irishmen were four hundred years ago. Let us put an end at once to this inhuman 
traffic—let us stop this effusion of human blood.

The true way to virtue is by withdrawing from temptation; let us then withdraw from 
these wretched Africans those temptations to fraud, violence, cruelty, and injustice, 
which the slave trade furnishes. Wherever the sun shines, let us go round the world 
with him, diffusing our benevolence; but let us not traffic, only that we may set kings 
against their subjects, subjects against their kings, sowing discord in every village, fear 
and terror in every family, setting millions of our fellow creatures a-hunting each other 
for slaves, creating fairs and markets for human flesh through one whole continent of 
the world, and, under the name of policy, concealing from ourselves all the baseness 
and iniquity of such a traffic.

It will appear from everything which I have said, that it is not regulation, it is not mere 
palliatives, that can cure this enormous evil. Total abolition is the only possible cure for 
it. The Jamaica report, indeed, admits much of the evil, but recommends it to us so to 
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regulate the trade that no persons should be kidnapped or made slaves contrary to the 
custom of Africa. But may they not be made slaves unjustly, and yet by no means 
contrary to the custom of Africa? I have shown they may, for all the customs of Africa 
are rendered savage and unjust through the influence of this trade; besides, how can 
we discriminate between the slaves justly and unjustly made? Or, if we could, does any 
man believe that the British captains can, by any regulation in this country, be 
prevailed upon to refuse all such slaves as have not been fairly, honestly, and uprightly 
enslaved? But granting even that they should do this, yet how would the rejected 
slaves be recompensed? They are brought, as we are told, from three or four thousand 
miles off, and exchanged like cattle from one hand to another, until they reach the 
coast. We see then that it is the existence of the slave trade that is the spring of all this 
infernal traffic, and that the remedy can not be applied without abolition.

And, sir, when we think of eternity, and of the future consequences of all human 
conduct, what is there in this life that should make any man contradict the dictates of 
his conscience, the principles of justice, the laws of religion, and of God? Sir, the 
nature and all the circumstances of this trade are now laid open to us; we can no longer 
plead ignorance, we can not evade it; it is now an object placed before us, we can not 
pass it; we may spurn it, we may kick it out of our way, but we can not turn aside so as 
to avoid seeing it; for it is brought now so directly before our eyes that this House must 
decide, and must justify to all the world, and to their own consciences, the rectitude of 
the grounds and principles of their decision.

Lecture 11.4 — THOMAS CHALMERS I 
ASSIGNMENT: Read Thomas Chalmers’ "The Expulsive Power of a New 
Affection." How does Chalmers illustrate the gospel in this sermon? How 
should sin and temptation be combatted according to Chalmers? 

SELECTION: "The Expulsive Power of a New Affection" by Thomas Chalmers. 

"Love not the world, neither the things that are in the world. If any man loves the 
world, the love of the Father is not in him." — 1 John 2:15

A Moralist Will be Unsuccessful in Trying to Displace His Love of the World by Reviewing the Ills 
of the World. Misplaced Affections Need to be Replaced by the Far Greater Power of the Affection of 
the Gospel.

There are two ways in which a practical moralist may attempt to displace from the 
human heart its love of the world—either by a demonstration of the world’s vanity, so 
as that the heart shall be prevailed upon simply to withdraw its regards from an object 
that is not worthy of it; or, by setting forth another object, even God, as more worthy 
of its attachment, so as that the heart shall be prevailed upon not to resign an old 
affection, which shall have nothing to succeed it, but to exchange an old affection for a 
new one.
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My purpose is to show, that from the constitution of our nature, the former method is 
altogether incompetent and ineffectual and that the latter method will alone suffice for 
the rescue and recovery of the heart from the wrong affection that domineers over it. 
After having accomplished this purpose, I shall attempt a few practical observations.

Love may be regarded in two different conditions.

The first is, when its object is at a distance, and then it becomes love in a state of 
desire.

The second is, when its object is in possession, and then it becomes love in a state of 
indulgence.

Under the impulse of desire, man feels himself urged onward in some path or pursuit 
of activity for its gratification. The faculties of his mind are put into busy exercise. In 
the steady direction of one great and engrossing interest, his attention is recalled from 
the many reveries into which it might otherwise have wandered; and the powers of his 
body are forced away from an indolence in which it else might have languished; and 
that time is crowded with occupation, which but for some object of keen and devoted 
ambition, might have driveled along in successive hours of weariness and distaste—
and though hope does not always enliven, and success does not always crown this 
career of exertion, yet in the midst of this very variety, and with the alternations of 
occasional disappointment, is the machinery of the whole man kept in a sort of 
congenial play, and upholden in that tone and temper which are most agreeable to it.

Insomuch, that if, through the extirpation of that desire which forms the originating 
principle of all this movement, the machinery were to stop, and to receive no impulse 
from another desire substituted in its place, the man would be left with all his 
propensities to action in a state of most painful and unnatural abandonment. A 
sensitive being suffers, and is in violence, if, after having thoroughly rested from his 
fatigue, or been relieved from his pain, he continue in possession of powers without 
any excitement to these powers; if he possess a capacity of desire without having an 
object of desire; or if he have a spare energy upon his person, without a counterpart, 
and without a stimulus to call it into operation.

The misery of such a condition is often realized by him who is retired from business, or 
who is retired from law, or who is even retired from the occupations of the chase, and 
of the gaming table. Such is the demand of our nature for an object in pursuit, that no 
accumulation of previous success can extinguish it—and thus it is, that the most 
prosperous merchant, and the most victorious general, and the most fortunate 
gamester, when the labour of their respective vocations has come to a close, are often 
found to languish in the midst of all their acquisitions, as if out of their kindred and 
rejoicing element. It is quite in vain with such a constitutional appetite for employment 
in man, to attempt cutting away from him the spring or the principle of one 
employment, without providing him with another. The whole heart and habit will rise 
in resistance against such an undertaking. The else unoccupied female who spends the 
hours of every evening at some play of hazard, knows as well as you, that the 
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pecuniary gain, or the honourable triumph of a successful contest, are altogether 
paltry. It is not such a demonstration of vanity as this that will force her away from her 
dear and delightful occupation. The habit cannot so be displaced, as to leave nothing 
but a negative and cheerless vacancy behind it—though it may so be supplanted as to 
be followed up by another habit of employment, to which the power of some new 
affection has constrained her. It is willingly suspended, for example, on any single 
evening, should the time that won’t to be allotted to gaining, require to be spent on the 
preparations of an approaching assembly.

A New Affection is More Successful in Replacing an Old Affection than Simply Trying to End it 
Without Supplanting it With Something Better.

The ascendant power of a second affection will do, what no exposition however 
forcible, of the folly and worthlessness of the first, ever could effectuate. And it is the 
same in the great world. We shall never be able to arrest any of its leading pursuits, by 
a naked demonstration of their vanity. It is quite in vain to think of stopping one of 
these pursuits in any way else, but by stimulating to another. In attempting to bring a 
worldly man intent and busied with the prosecution of his objects to a dead stand, we 
have not merely to encounter the charm which he annexes to these objects—but we 
have to encounter the pleasure which he feels in the very prosecution of them. It is not 
enough, then, that we dissipate the charm, by a moral, and eloquent, and affecting 
exposure of its illusiveness. We must address to the eye of his mind another object, 
with a charm powerful enough to dispossess the first of its influences, and to engage 
him in some other prosecution as full of interest, and hope, and congenial activity, as 
the former.

It is this which stamps an impotency on all moral and pathetic declamation about the 
insignificance of the world. A man will no more consent to the misery of being without 
an object, because that object is a trifle, or of being without a pursuit, because that 
pursuit terminates in some frivolous or fugitive acquirement, than he will voluntarily 
submit himself to the torture, because that torture is to be of short duration. If to be 
without desire and without exertion altogether, is a state of violence and discomfort, 
then the present desire, with its correspondent train of exertion, is not to be got rid of 
simply by destroying it. It must be by substituting another desire, and another line or 
habit of exertion in its place—and the most effectual way of withdrawing the mind 
from one object, is not by turning it away upon desolate and unpeopled vacancy—but 
by presenting to its regards another object still more alluring.

These remarks apply not merely to love considered in its state of desire for an object 
not yet obtained. They apply also to love considered in its state of indulgence, or placid 
gratification, with an object already in possession. It is seldom that any of our tastes 
are made to disappear by a mere process of natural extinction. At least, it is very 
seldom, that this is done through the instrumentality of reasoning. It may be done by 
excessive pampering—but it is almost never done by the mere force of mental 
determination. But what cannot be destroyed may be dispossessed and one taste may 
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be made to give way to another, and to lose its, power entirely as the reigning affection 
of the mind.

It is thus, that the boy ceases, at length, to be the slave of his appetite, but it is because 
a manlier taste has now brought it into subordination—and that the youth ceases to 
idolize pleasure, but it is because the idol of wealth has become the stronger and gotten 
the ascendancy and that even the love of money ceases to have the mastery over the 
heart of many a thriving citizen, but it is because drawn into, the whirl of city polities, 
another affection has been wrought into his moral system, and he is now lorded over 
by the love of power. There is not one of these transformations in which the heart is 
left without an object. Its desire for one particular object may be conquered; but as to 
its desire for having some one object or other, this is unconquerable. Its adhesion to 
that on which it has fastened the preference of its regards, cannot willingly be 
overcome by the rending away of a simple separation. It can be done only by the 
application of something else, to which it may feel the adhesion of a still stronger and 
more powerful preference. Such is the grasping tendency of the human heart, that it 
must have a something to lay hold of—and which, if wrested away without the 
substitution of another something in its place, would leave a void and a vacancy as 
painful to the mind, as hunger is to the natural system. It may be dispossessed of one 
object, or of any, but it cannot be desolated of all. Let there be a breathing and a 
sensitive heart, but without a liking and without affinity to any of the things that are 
around it; and, in a state of cheerless abandonment, it would be alive to nothing but the 
burden of its own consciousness, and feel it to be intolerable. It would make no 
difference to its owner, whether he dwelt in the midst of a gay and goodly world; or, 
placed afar beyond the outskirts of creation, he dwelt a solitary unit in dark and 
unpeopled nothingness. The heart must have something to cling to—and never, by its 
own voluntary consent, will it so denude itself of its attachments, that there shall not be 
one remaining object that can draw or solicit it.

The Overindulgence of Affections Produces Weariness of the World.

The misery of a heart thus bereft of all relish for that which wont to minister 
enjoyment, is strikingly exemplified in those, who, satiated with indulgence, have been 
so belaboured, as it were, with the variety and the poignancy of the pleasurable 
sensations they have experienced, that they are at length fatigued out of all capacity for 
sensation whatever. The disease of ennui is more frequent in the French metropolis, 
where amusement is more exclusively the occupation of the higher classes, than it is in 
the British metropolis, where the longings of the heart are more diversified by the 
resources of business and politics. There are the votaries of fashion, who, in this way, 
have at length become the victims of fashionable excess—in whom the very multitude 
of their enjoyments, has at last extinguished their power of enjoyment—who, with the 
gratifications of art and nature at command, now look upon all that is around them 
with an eye of tastelessness—who, plied with the delights of sense and of splendour 
even to weariness, and incapable of higher delights, have come to the end of all their 
perfection, and like Solomon of old, found it to be vanity and vexation. 
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The man whose heart has thus been turned into a desert, can vouch for the 
insupportable languor which must ensue, when one affection is thus plucked away 
from the bosom, without another to replace it. It is not necessary that a man receive 
pain from anything, in order to become miserable. It is barely enough that he looks 
with distaste to every thing—and in that asylum which is the repository of minds out 
of joint, and where the organ of feeling as well as the organ of intellect, has been 
impaired, it is not in the cell of loud and frantic outcries, where we shall meet with the 
acme of mental suffering. But that is the individual who outpours in wretchedness all 
his fellows, who, throughout the whole expanse of nature and society, meets not an 
object that has at all the power to detain or to interest him; who, neither in earth 
beneath nor in heaven above, knows of a single charm to which his heart can send 
forth one desirous or responding movement; to whom the world, in his eye a vast and 
empty desolation, has left him nothing but his own consciousness to feed upon dead to 
all that is without him, and alive to nothing but to the load of his own torpid and 
useless existence.

Even the Strongest Resolve is Not Enough to Dislodge an Affection by Leaving a Void.

It will now be seen, perhaps, why it is that the heart keeps by its present affections 
with so much tenacity—when the attempt is, to do them away by a mere process of 
extirpation. It will not consent to be so desolated. The strong man, whose dwelling-
place is there, may be compelled to give way to another occupier—but unless another 
stronger than he, has power to dispossess and to succeed him, he will keep his present 
lodgment inviolable. The heart would revolt against its own emptiness. It could not 
bear to be so left in a state of waste and cheerless insipidity. The moralist who tries 
such a process of dispossession as this upon the heart, is thwarted at every step by the 
recoil of its own mechanism. You have all heard that Nature abhors a vacuum. Such at 
least is the nature of the heart, that though the room which is in it may change one 
inmate for another, it cannot be left void without the pain of most intolerable suffering. 
It is not enough then to argue the folly of an existing affection. It is not enough, in the 
terms of a forcible or an affecting demonstration, to make good the evanescence of its 
object. It may not even be enough to associate the threats and the terrors of some 
coming vengeance, with the indulgence of it. The heart may still resist the every 
application, by obedience to which, it would finally be conducted to a state so much at 
war with all its appetites as that of downright inanition. So to tear away an affection 
from the heart, as to leave it bare of all its regards and of all its preferences, were a 
hard and hopeless undertaking—and it would appear, as if the alone powerful engine 
of dispossession were to bring the mastery of another affection to bear upon it.

We know not a more sweeping interdict upon the affections of Nature, than that which 
is delivered by the Apostle in the verse before us. To bid a man into whom there has 
not yet entered the great and ascendant influence of the principle of regeneration, to 
bid him withdraw his love from all the things that are in the world, is to bid him give 
up all the affections that are in his heart. The world is the all of a natural man. He has 
not a taste nor a desire that points not to a something placed within the confines of its 
visible horizon. He loves nothing above it, and he cares for nothing beyond it; and to 
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bid him love not the world, is to pass a sentence of expulsion on all the inmates of his 
bosom. To estimate the magnitude and the difficulty of such a surrender, let us only 
think that it were just as arduous to prevail on him not to love wealth, which is but one 
of the things in the world, as to prevail on him to set willful fire to his own property. 
This he might do with sore and painful reluctance, if he saw that the salvation of his 
life hung upon it. But this he would do willingly, if he saw that a new property of 
tenfold value was instantly to emerge from the wreck of the old one.

In this case there is something more than the mere displacement of an affection. There 
is the overbearing of one affection by another. But to desolate his heart of all love for 
the things of the world, without the substitution of any love in its place, were to him a 
process of as unnatural violence, as to destroy all the things that he has in the world, 
and give him nothing in their room. So that, if to love not the world be indispensable to 
one’s Christianity, then the crucifixion of the old man is not too strong a term to mark 
that transition in his history, when all old things are done away and all things become 
new. We hope that by this time, you understand the impotency of a mere 
demonstration of this world’s insignificance. Its sole practical effect, if it had any, 
would be to leave the heart in a state which to even heart is insupportable, and that is a 
mere state of nakedness and negation. You may remember the fond and unbroken 
tenacity with which your heart has often recurred to pursuits, over the utter frivolity of 
which it sighed and wept but yesterday. The arithmetic of your short-lived days, may 
on Sabbath make the clearest impression upon your understanding—and from his 
fancied bed of death, may the preacher cause a voice to descend in rebuke and 
mockery on all the pursuits of earthliness—and as he pictures before you the fleeting 
generations of men, with the absorbing grave, whither all the joys and interests of the 
world hasten to their sure and speedy oblivion, may you, touched and solemnized by 
his argument, feel for a moment as if on the eve of a practical and permanent 
emancipation from a scene of so much vanity.

But the morrow comes, and the business of the world, and the objects of the world, 
and the moving forces of the world come along with it—and the machinery of the 
heart, in virtue of which it must have something to grasp, or something to adhere to, 
brings it under a kind of moral necessity to be actuated just as before—and in utter 
repulsion to wards a state so unkindly as that of being frozen out both of delight and of 
desire, does it feel all the warmth and the urgency of its wonted solicitations—nor in 
the habit and history of the whole man, can we detect so much as one symptom of the 
new creature—so that the church, instead of being to him a school of obedience, has 
been a mere sauntering place for the luxury of a passing and theatrical emotion; and 
the preaching which is mighty to compel the attendance of multitudes, which is mighty 
to still and to solemnize the hearers into a kind of tragic sensibility, which is mighty in 
the play of variety and vigour that it can keep up around the imagination, is not mighty 
to the pulling down of strong holds.

It is Not Enough to Understand the Worthlessness of the World; One Must Value the Worth of the 
Things of God.
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The love of the world cannot be expunged by a mere demonstration of the world’s 
worthlessness. But may it not be supplanted by the love of that which is more worthy 
than itself? The heart cannot be prevailed upon to part with the world, by a simple act 
of resignation. But may not the heart be prevailed upon to admit into its preference 
another, who shall subordinate the world, and bring it down from its wonted 
ascendancy? If the throne which is placed there must have an occupier, and the tyrant 
that now reigns has occupied it wrongfully, he may not leave a bosom which would 
rather detain him than be left in desolation. But may he not give way to the lawful 
sovereign, appearing with every charm that can secure His willing admittance, and 
taking unto himself His great power to subdue the moral nature of man, and to reign 
over it? In a word, if the way to disengage the heart from the positive love of one great 
and ascendant object, is to fasten it in positive love to another, then it is not by 
exposing the worthlessness of the former, but by addressing to the mental eye the 
worth and excellence of the latter, that all old things are to be done away and all things 
are to become new. To obliterate all our present affections by simply expunging them, 
and so as to leave the seat of them unoccupied, would be to destroy the old

character, and to substitute no new character in its place. But when they take their 
departure upon the ingress of other visitors; when they resign their sway to the power 
and the predominance of new affections; when, abandoning the heart to solitude, they 
merely give place to a successor who turns it into as busy a residence of desire and 
interest and expectation as before— there is nothing in all this to thwart or to overbear 
any of the laws of our sentient nature—and we see how, in fullest accordance with the 
mechanism of the heart, a great moral revolution may be made to take place upon it.

The Love of God and the Love of the World are Irreconcilable.

This, we trust, will explain the operation of that charm which accompanies the 
effectual preaching of the gospel. The love of God and the love of the world, are two 
affections, not merely in a state of rivalship, but in a state of enmity—and that so 
irreconcilable, that they cannot dwell together in the same bosom. We have already 
affirmed how impossible it were for the heart, by any innate elasticity of its own, to 
cast the world away from it; and thus reduce itself to a wilderness. The heart is not so 
constituted; and the only way to dispossess it of an old affection, is by the expulsive 
power of a new one. Nothing can exceed the magnitude of the required change in a 
man’s character—when bidden as he is in the New Testament, to love not the world; 
no, nor any of the things that are in the world for this so comprehends all that is dear 
to him in existence, as to be equivalent to a command of self-annihilation.

But the same revelation which dictates so mighty an obedience, places within our 
reach as mighty an instrument of obedience. It brings for admittance to the very door 
of our heart, an affection which once seated upon its throne, will either subordinate 
every previous inmate, or bid it away. Beside the world, it places before the eye of the 
mind Him who made the world and with this peculiarity, which is all its own—that in 
the Gospel do we so behold God, as that we may love God. It is there, and there only, 
where God stands revealed as an object of confidence to sinners and where our desire 
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after Him is not chilled into apathy, by that barrier of human guilt which intercepts 
every approach that is not made to Him through the appointed Mediator. It is the 
bringing in of this better hope, whereby we draw nigh unto God—and to live without 
hope, is to live without God; and if the heart be without God, then world will then 
have all the ascendancy. It is God apprehended by the believer as God in Christ, who 
alone can dispost it from this ascendancy. It is when He stands dismantled of the 
terrors which belong to Him as an offended lawgiver and when we are enabled by 
faith, which is His own gift, to see His glory in the face of Jesus Christ, and to hear 
His beseeching voice, as it protests good will to men, and entreats the return of all who 
will to a full pardon and a gracious acceptance. It is then, that a love paramount to the 
love of the world, and at length expulsive of it, first arises in the regenerated bosom. It 
is when released from the spirit of bondage with which love cannot dwell, and when 
admitted into the number of God’s children through the faith that is in Christ Jesus, 
the spirit of adoption is poured upon us—it is then that the heart, brought under the 
mastery of one great and predominant affection, is delivered from the tyranny of its 
former desires, in the only way in which deliverance is possible. And that faith which is 
revealed to us from heaven, as indispensable to a sinner’s justification in the sight of 
God, is also the instrument of the greatest of all moral and spiritual achievements on a 
nature dead to the influence, and beyond the reach of every other application.

It is Far Easier to Point out the Faults of the World, Than it is to Offer the Gospel.

Thus may we come to perceive what it is that makes the most effective kind of 
preaching. It is not enough to hold out to the world’s eye the mirror of its own 
imperfections. It is not enough to come forth with a demonstration, however pathetic, 
of the evanescent character of all its enjoyments. It is not enough to travel the walk of 
experience along with you, and speak to your own conscience and your own 
recollection, of the deceitfulness of the heart, and the deceitfulness of all that the heart 
is set upon. There is many a bearer of the Gospel message, who has not shrewdness of 
natural discernment enough, and who has not power of characteristic description 
enough, and who has not the talent of moral delineation enough, to present you with a 
vivid and faithful sketch of the existing follies of society. But that very corruption 
which he has not the faculty of representing in its visible details, he may practically be 
the instrument of eradicating in its principle. Let him be but a faithful expounder of 
the gospel testimony unable as he may be to apply a descriptive hand to the character 
of the present world, let him but report with accuracy the matter which revelation has 
brought to him from a distant world—unskilled as he is in the work of so anatomizing 
the heart, as with the power of a novelist to create a graphical or impressive exhibition 
of the worthlessness of its many affections—let him only deal in those mysteries of 
peculiar doctrine, on which the best of novelists have thrown the wantonness of their 
derision. He may not be able, with the eye of shrewd and satirical observation, to 
expose to the ready recognition of his hearers, the desires of worldliness but with the 
tidings of the gospel in commission, he may wield the only engine that can extirpate 
them. He cannot do what some have done, when, as if by the hand of a magician, they 
have brought out to view, from the hidden recesses of our nature, the foibles and 
lurking appetites which belong to it.—But he has a truth in his possession, which into 
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whatever heart it enters, will, like the rod of Aaron, swallow up them all—and 
unqualified as he may be, to describe the old man in all the nicer shading of his natural 
and constitutional varieties, with him is deposited that ascendant influence under 
which the leading tastes and tendencies of the old man are destroyed, and he becomes 
a new creature in Jesus Christ our Lord.

Let us not cease then to ply the only instrument of powerful and positive operation, to 
do away from you the love of the world. Let us try every legitimate method of finding 
access to your hearts for the love of Him who is greater than the world. For this 
purpose, let us, if possible, clear away that shroud of unbelief which so hides and 
darkens the face of the Deity. Let us insist on His claims to your affection—and 
whether in the shape of gratitude, or in the shape of esteem, let us never cease to 
affirm, that in the whole of that wondrous economy, the purpose of which is to reclaim 
a sinful world unto Himself—he, the God of love, so sets Himself forth in characters of 
endearment, that nought but faith, and nought but understanding, are wanting, on 
your part, to call forth the love of your hearts back again. 

And here let us advert to the incredulity of a worldly man; when he brings his own 
sound and secular experience to bear upon the high doctrines of Christianity—when 
he looks on regeneration as a thing impossible—when feeling as he does, the 
obstinacies of his own heart on the side of things present, and casting an intelligent 
eye, much exercised perhaps in the observation of human life, on the equal obstinacies 
of all who are around him, he pronounces this whole matter about the crucifixion of 
the old man, and the resurrection of a new man in his place, to be in downright 
opposition to all that is known and witnessed of the real nature of humanity. We think 
that we have seen such men, who, firmly trenched in their own vigorous and homebred 
sagacity, and shrewdly regardful of all that passes before them through the week, and 
upon the scenes of ordinary business, look on that transition of the heart by which it 
gradually dies unto time, and awakens in all the life of a new-felt and ever-growing 
desire towards God, as a mere Sabbath speculation; and who thus, with all their 
attention engrossed upon the concerns of earthliness, continue unmoved, to the end of 
their days, amongst the feelings, and the appetites, and the pursuits of earthliness. If 
the thought of death, and another state of being after it, comes across them at all, it is 
not with a change so radical as that of being born again, that they ever connect the idea 
of preparation. They have some vague conception of its being quite enough that they 
acquit themselves in some decent and tolerable way of their relative obligations; and 
that, upon the strength of some such social and domestic moralities as are often 
realized by him into whose heart the love of God has never entered, they will be 
transplanted in safety from this world, where God is the Being with whom it may 
almost be said that they have had nothing to do, to that world where God is the Being 
with whom they will have mainly and immediately to do throughout all eternity. They 
admit all that is said of the utter vanity of time, when taken up with as a resting place. 
But they resist every application made upon the heart of man, with the view of so 
shifting its tendencies, that it shall not henceforth find in the interests of time, all its 
rest and all its refreshment. They, in fact, regard such an attempt as an enterprise that 
is altogether aerial—and with a tone of secular wisdom, caught from the familiarities of 
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every-day experience, do they see a visionary character in all that is said of setting our 
affections on the things that are above; and of walking by faith; and of keeping our 
hearts—in such a love of God as shall shut out from them the love of the world; and of 
having no confidence in the flesh; and of so renouncing earthly things as to have our 
conversation in heaven.

The Gospel is Foolishness to Those Who View it Through Mortal Eyes and Reason.

Now, it is altogether worthy of being remarked of those men who thus disrelish 
spiritual Christianity, and, in fact, deem it an impracticable acquirement, how much of 
a piece their incredulity about the demands of Christianity, and their incredulity about 
the doctrines of Christianity, are with one another. No wonder that they feel the work 
of the New Testament to be beyond their strength, so long as they hold the words of 
the New Testament to be beneath their attention. Neither they nor any one else can 
dispossess the heart of an old affection, but by the expulsive power of a new one—and, 
if that new affection be the love of God, neither they nor any one else can be made to 
entertain it, but on such a representation of the Deity, as shall draw the heart of the 
sinner towards Him.

Now it is just their unbelief which screens from the discernment of their minds this 
representation. They do not see the love of God in sending His Son unto the world. 
They do not see the expression of His tenderness to men, in sparing Him not, but 
giving Him up unto the death for us all. They do not see the sufficiency of the 
atonement, or the sufferings that were endured by Him who bore the burden that 
sinners should have borne. They do not see the blended holiness and compassion of the 
Godhead, in that He passed by the transgressions of His creatures, yet could not pass 
them by without an expiation. It is a mystery to them, how a man should pass to the 
state of godliness from a state of nature—but had they only a believing view of God 
manifest in the flesh, this would resolve for them the whole mystery of godliness. As it 
is, they cannot get quit of their old affections, because they are out of sight from all 
those truths which have influence to raise a new one. They are like the children of 
Israel in the land of Egypt, when required to make bricks without straw—they cannot 
love God, while they want the only food which can ailment this affection in a sinner’s 
bosom—and however great their errors may be both in resisting the demands of the 
Gospel as impracticable, and in rejecting the doctrines of the Gospel as inadmissible, 
yet there is not a spiritual man (and it is the prerogative of him who is spiritual to 
judge all men) who will not perceive that there is a, consistency in these errors.

The Truth of the Gospel Makes the Demands of the Gospel Our Heart’s Desire.

But if there be a consistency in the errors, in like manner is there a consistency in the 
truths which are opposite to them. The man who believes in the peculiar doctrines, will 
readily bow to the peculiar demands of Christianity. When he is told to love God 
supremely, this may startle another; but it will not startle him to whom God has been 
revealed in peace, and in pardon, and in all the freeness of an offered reconciliation. 
When told to shut out the world from his heart, this may be impossible with him who 
has nothing to replace it—but not impossible with him, who has found in God a sure 
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and a satisfying portion. When told to withdraw his affections from the things that are 
beneath, this were laying an order of self extinetic upon the man, who knows not 
another quarter in the whole sphere of his contemplation, to which he could transfer 
them—but it were not grievous to him whose view has been opened up to the 
loveliness and glory of the things that are above, and can there find for every feeling of 
his soul, a most ample and delighted occupation. When told to look not to the things 
that are seen and temporal, this were blotting out the light of all that is visible from the 
prospect of him in whose eye there is a wall of partition between guilty nature and the 
joys of eternity—but he who believes that Christ hath broken down this wall, finds a 
gathering radiance upon his soul, as he looks onwards in faith to the things that are 
unseen and eternal. Tell a man to be holy and how can he compass such a performance, 
when his alone fellowship with holiness is a fellowship of despair? It is the atonement 
of the cross reconciling the holiness of the lawgiver with- the safety of the offender, 
that hath opened the way for a sanctifying influence into the sinner’s heart; and he can 
take a kindred impression from the character of God now brought nigh, and now at 
peace with him.—Separate the demand from the doctrine; and you have either a 
system of righteousness that is impracticable, or a barren orthodoxy. Bring the demand 
and the doctrine together—and the true disciple of Christ is able to do the one, 
through the other strengthening him. The motive is adequate to the movement; and the 
bidden obedience of the Gospel is not beyond the measure of his strength, just because 
the doctrine of the Gospel is not beyond the measure of his acceptance. The shield of 
faith; and the hope of salvation, and the Word of God, and the girdle of truth—these 
are the armour that he has put on; and with these the battle is won, and the eminence 
is reached, and the man stands on the vantage ground of a new field, and a new 
prospect. The effect is great, but the cause is equal to it—and stupendous as this moral 
resurrection to the precepts of Christianity undoubtedly is, there is an element of 
strength enough to give it being and continuance in the principles of Christianity.

The Application of the Gospel is Surest Means of Suitability for the Gospel.

The object of the Gospel is both to pacify the sinner’s conscience, and to purify his 
heart; and it is of importance to observe, that what mars the one of these objects, mars 
the other also. The best way of casting out an impure affection is to admit a pure one; 
and by the love of what is good, to expel the love of what is evil. Thus it is, that the 
freer the Gospel, the more sanctifying is the Gospel; and the more it is received as a 
doctrine of grace, the more will it be felt as a doctrine according to godliness. This is 
one of the secrets of the Christian life, that the more a man holds of God as a 
pensioner, the greater is the payment of service that he renders back again. On the 
tenure of "Do this and live," a spirit of fearfulness is sure to enter; and the jealousies of 
a legal bargain chase away all confidence from the intercourse between God and man; 
and the creature striving to be square and even with his Creator, is, in fact, pursuing all 
the while his own selfishness, instead of God’s glory; and with all the conformities 
which he labours to accomplish, the soul of obedience is not there, the mind is not 
subject to the law of God, nor indeed under such an economy ever can be. It is only 
when, as in the Gospel, acceptance is bestowed as a present, without money and 
without price, that the security which man feels in God is placed beyond the reach of 
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disturbance—or, that he can repose in Him, as one friend reposes in another—or, that 
any liberal and generous understanding can be established betwixt them—the one 
party rejoicing over the other to do him good—the other finding that the truest 
gladness of his heart lies in the impulse of a gratitude, by which it is awakened to the 
charms of a new moral existence.

Salvation by grace—salvation by free grace—salvation not of works, but according to 
the mercy of God—salvation on such a footing is not more indispensable to the 
deliverance of our persons from the hand of justice, than it is to the deliverance of our 
hearts from the chill and the weight of ungodliness. Retain a single shred or fragment 
of legality with the Gospel, and we raise a topic of distrust between man and God. We 
take away from the power of the Gospel to melt and to conciliate. For this purpose, the 
freer it is, the better it is. That very peculiarity which so many dread as the germ of 
antinomianism, is, in fact, the germ of a new spirit, and a new inclination against it. 
Along with the light of a free Gospel, does there enter the love of the Gospel, which, in 
proportion as we impair the freeness, we are sure to chase away. And never does the 
sinner find within himself so mighty a moral transformation, as when under the belief 
that he is saved by grace, he feels constrained thereby to offer his heart a devoted 
thing, and to deny ungodliness. To do any work in the best manner, we should make 
use of the fittest tools for it.

And we trust, that what has been said may serve in some degree, for the practical 
guidance of those who would like to reach the great moral achievement of our text—
but feel that the tendencies and desires of Nature are too strong for them. We know of 
no other way by which to keep the love of the world out of our heart, than to keep in 
our hearts the love of God—and no other way by which to keep our hearts in the love 
of God, than building ourselves up on our most holy faith. That denial of the world 
which is not possible to him that dissents from the Gospel testimony, is possible even 
as all things are possible, to him that believeth. To try this without faith, is to work 
without the right tool of the right instrument. But faith worketh by love; and the way 
of expelling from the heart the love which transgresseth the law, is to admit into its 
receptacles the love which fulfilleth the law.

Conceive a man to be standing on the margin of this green world; and that, when he 
looked towards it, he saw abundance smiling upon every field, and all the blessings 
which earth can afford scattered in profusion throughout every family, and the light of 
the sun sweetly resting upon all the pleasant habitations, and the joys of human 
companionship brightening many a happy circle of society—conceive this to be the 
general character of the scene upon one side of his contemplation; and that on the 
other, beyond the verge of the godly planet on which he was situated, he could descry 
nothing but a dark and fathomless unknown. Think you that he would bid a voluntary 
adieu to all the brightness and all the beauty that were before him upon earth, and 
commit himself to the frightful solitude away from it? Would he leave its peopled 
dwelling places, and become a solitary wanderer through the fields of nonentity? If 
space offered him nothing but a wilderness, would he for it abandon the homebred 
scenes of life and of cheerfulness that lay so near, and exerted such a power of urgency 
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to detain him? Would not he cling to the regions of sense, and of life, and of society ?
—and shrinking away from the desolation that was beyond it, would not he be glad to 
keep his firm footing on the territory of this world, and to take shelter under the silver 
canopy that was stretched over it? But if, during the time of his contemplation, some 
happy island of the blest had floated by; and there had burst upon his senses the light 
of its surpassing glories, and its sounds of sweeter melody;—and he clearly saw, that 
there, a purer beauty rested upon every field, and a more heartfelt joy spread itself 
among all the families; and he could discern there, a peace, and a piety, and a 
benevolence, which put a moral gladness into every bosom, and united the whole 
society in one rejoicing sympathy with each other, and with the beneficent Father of 
them all.—Could he further see, that pain and mortality were there unknown; and 
above all, that signals of welcome were hung out, and an avenue of communication was 
made for him—perceive you not, that what was before the wilderness, would become 
the land of invitation; and that now the world would be the wilderness?

What unpeopled space could not do, can be done by space teeming with beatific 
scenes, and beatific society. And let the existing tendencies of the heart be what they 
may to the scene that is near and visibly around us, still if another stood revealed to the 
prospect of man, either through the channel of faith, or through the channel of his 
senses—then, without violence done to the constitution of his moral nature, may he die 
unto the present world, and live to the lovelier world that stands in the distance away 
from it.

Lecture 11.5 — THOMAS CHALMERS II 
ASSIGNMENT: Complete Exam #11. 
1. How did Modernity change the world for good and ill? Give two examples 

of each.
2. By what two and opposing means may someone change the negative aspects 

of Modernity?
3. Paraphrase and explain this week’s principle in your own words.
4. What were the "two great objects" which Wilberforce believed God set 

before him?
5. Narrate the life change of William Wilberforce and his eventual decision to 

pursue the end of slavery in all the British domains.
6. What is the primary lesson of William Wilberforce’s pursuit of abolition 

over 50 years?
7. How was Thomas Chalmers lukewarm over much of his early life and early 

pastorate? How did he change?
8. How did Thomas Chalmers conduct a great work of reform through the 

Astronomical Discourses and at St. John’s Parish? Give at least 3 examples.
9. Describe the impact on missions as a result of the work of either William 

Wilberforce or Thomas Chalmers.
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10. Choose one contemporary issue and discuss how a Christian reformer might 
apply the gospel to our fallen world. Be sure to contrast this approach to 
that of a revolutionary.
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Lesson 12 
CULTURE = STATE: NATIONALISM 

Lecture 12.1 — THE PRINCIPLE 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the 1813 song, "The German Fatherland," by Ernst 
Moritz Arndt. How do you see nationalism at work in this popular German 
anthem? 

SELECTION: "The German Fatherland" by Ernst Moritz Arndt. 
Where is the German's fatherland?
The Prussian land? The Swabian land?
Where Rhine the vine-clad mountain laves?
Where skims the gull the Baltic waves?
Ah, no, no, no!
His fatherland 's not bounded so!

Where is the German's fatherland?
Bavarian land? or Stygian land?
Where sturdy peasants plough the plain?
Where mountain-sons bright metal gain?
Ah, no, no, no!
His fatherland's not bounded so!

Where is the German's fatherland?
The Saxon hills? The Zuyder strand?
Where sweep wild winds the sandy shores
Where loud the rolling Danube roars?
Ah, no, no, no!
His fatherland 's not bounded so!

Where is the German's fatherland?
Then name, then name the mighty land!
The Austrian land in fight renowned?
The Kaiser's land with honors crowned?
Ah, no, no, no!
His fatherland 's not bounded so!

Where is the German's fatherland?
Then name, then name the mighty land!
The land of Hofer? land of Tell?
This land I know, and love it well;
But, no, no, no!
His fatherland 's not bounded so!

Where is the German's fatherland?
Is his the pieced and parceled land
Where pirate-princes rule? A gem
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Torn from the empire's diadem?
Ah, no, no, no!
Such is no German's fatherland.

Where is the German's fatherland?
Then name, oh, name the mighty land!
Wherever is heard the German tongue,
And German hymns to God are sung!
This is the land, thy Hermann's land;
This, German, is thy fatherland.

This is the German's fatherland,
Where faith is in the plighted hand,
Where truth lives in each eye of blue,
And every heart is staunch and true.
This is the land, the honest land,
The honest German's fatherland.

This is the land, the one true land,
O God, to aid be thou at hand!
And fire each heart, and nerve each arm,
To shield our German homes from harm,
To shield the land, the one true land,
One Deutschland and one fatherland!

Lecture 12.2 — SIMÓN BOLÍVAR & THE NARRATIVE OF 
NATIONALISM I 

ASSIGNMENT: Read Simón Bolívar’s proclamation of June 15, 1813 to the 
people of Venezuela. How do you see a nationalistic division between 
Americans and Spaniards in Bolivar’s proclamation? What choice does he 
offer the Spaniards? 

SELECTION: Proclamation by Simón Bolívar. 

An army of our brothers, sent by the Sovereign Congress of New Granada, has come 
to liberate you. Having expelled the oppressors from the provinces of Merida and 
Trujillo, it is now among you. We are sent to destroy the Spaniards, to protect the 
Americans, and to reestablish the republican governments that once formed the 
Confederation of Venezuela. The states defended by our arms are again governed by 
their former constitutions and tribunals, in full enjoyment of their liberty and 
independence, for our mission is designed only to break the chains of servitude which 
shackle some of our towns, and not to impose laws or exercise acts of dominion to 
which the rules of war might entitle us. Moved by your misfortunes, we have been 
unable to observe with indifference the afflictions you were forced to experience by the 
barbarous Spaniards, who have ravished you, plundered you, and brought you death 
and destruction. They have violated the sacred rights of nations.
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 They have broken the most solemn agreements and treaties. In fact, they have 
committed every manner of crime, reducing the Republic of Venezuela to the most 
frightful desolation. Justice therefore demands vengeance, and necessity compels us to 
exact it. Let the monsters who infest Colombian soil, who have drenched it in blood, be 
cast out forever; may their punishment be equal to the enormity of their perfidy, so that 
we my eradicate the stain of our ignominy and demonstrate to the nations of the world 
that the sons of America cannot be offended with impunity.

Despite our just resentment toward the ubiquitous Spaniards, our magnanimous heart 
still commands us to open to them for the last time a path to reconciliation and 
friendship; they are invited to live peacefully among us, if they will abjure their crimes, 
honestly change their ways, and cooperate with us in destroying the intruding Spanish 
government and the reestablishment of the Republic of Venezuela. Any Spaniard who 
does not, by every active and effective means, work against tyranny in behalf of this 
just cause, will be considered an enemy and punished; as a traitor to the nation, he will 
inevitably be shot by a firing squad.

On the other hand, general and absolute amnesty is granted to those who come over to 
our army with or without their arms, as well as to those who render aid to the good 
citizens who are endeavoring to throw off the yoke of tyranny. Army officers and civil 
magistrates who proclaim the government of Venezuela and join us shall retain their 
posts and positions; in a word, those Spaniards who render outstanding service to the 
State shall be regarded and treated as Americans.

And you Americans who, by error or treachery, have been lured from the paths of 
justice, are informed that your brothers, deeply regretting the error of your ways, have 
pardoned you as we are profoundly convinced that you cannot be truly to blame, for 
only the blindness and ignorance in which you have been kept up to now by those 
responsible for your crimes could have induced you to commit them. Fear not the 
sword that comes to avenge you and to sever the ignoble ties with which your 
executioners have bound you to their own fate. You are hereby assured, with absolute 
impunity, of your honor, lives, and property. The single title, "Americans," shall be your 
safeguard and guarantee. Our arms have come to protect you, and they shall never be 
raised against a single one of you, our brothers.

This amnesty is extended even to the very traitors who most recently have committed 
felonious acts, and it shall be so religiously applied that no reason, cause, or pretext 
will be sufficient to oblige us to violate our offer, however extraordinary and extreme 
the occasion you may give to provoke our wrath. Spaniards and Canary Islanders, you 
will die, though you be neutral, unless you actively espouse the cause of America’s 
liberation. Americans, you will live, even if you have trespassed.
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Lecture 12.3 — THE NARRATIVE OF NATIONALISM II 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the following excerpt from Giuseppe Mazzini’s Europe: 
Its Condition and Prospects of 1852. What does he propose for creating 
unity in Europe? What does he propose to do regarding the European map 
and the system of nations and principalities from old? 

SELECTION: From Europe: Its Condition and Prospects by Giuseppe Mazzini. 

Europe no longer possesses unity of faith, of mission, or of aim. Such unity is a 
necessity in the world. Here, then, is the secret of the crisis. It is the duty of every one 
to examine and analyze calmly and carefully the probable elements of this new unity. 
But those who persist in perpetuating, by violence or by Jesuitical compromise, the 
external observance of the old unity, only perpetuate the crisis, and render its issue 
more violent.

There are in Europe two great questions; or, rather, the question of the transformation 
of authority, that is to say, of the Revolution, has assumed two forms; the question 
which all have agreed to call social, and the question of nationalities. The first is more 
exclusively agitated in France, the second in the heart of the other peoples of Europe. I 
say, which all have agreed to call social, because, generally speaking, every great 
revolution is so far social, that it cannot be accomplished either in the religious, 
political, or any other sphere, without affecting social relations, the sources and the 
distribution of wealth; but that which is only a secondary consequence in political 
revolutions is now the cause and the banner of the movement in France. The question 
there is now, above all, to establish better relations between labour and capital, 
between production and consumption, between the workman and the employer.

It is probable that the European initiative, that which will give a new impulse to 
intelligence and to events, will spring from the question of nationalities. The social 
question may, in effect, although with difficulty, be partly resolved by a single people; 
it is an internal question for each, and the French Republicans of 1848 so understood 
it, when, determinately abandoning the European initiative, they placed Lamartine's 
[Note: A French poet and politician] manifesto by the side of their aspirations towards 
the organisation of labour. The question of nationality can only be resolved by 
destroying the treaties of 1815, and changing the map of Europe and its public Law. 
The question of Nationalities, rightly understood, is the Alliance of the Peoples; the 
balance of powers based upon new foundations; the organisation of the work that 
Europe has to accomplish…

…It was not for a material interest that the people of Vienna fought in 1848; in 
weakening the empire they could only lose power. It was not for an increase of wealth 
that the people of Lombardy fought in the same year; the Austrian Government had 
endeavoured in the year preceding to excite the peasants against the landed 
proprietors, as they had done in Gallicia; but everywhere they had failed. They 
struggled, they still struggle, as do Poland, Germany, and Hungary, for country and 
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liberty; for a word inscribed upon a banner, proclaiming to the world that they also 
live, think, love, and labour for the benefit of all. They speak the same language, they 
bear about them the impress of consanguinity, they kneel beside the same tombs, they 
glory in the same tradition; and they demand to associate freely, without obstacles, 
without foreign domination, in order to elaborate and express their idea; to contribute 
their stone also to the great pyramid of history. It is something moral which they are 
seeking; and this moral something is in fact, even politically speaking, the most 
important question in the present state of things. It is the organisation of the European 
task. It is no longer the savage, hostile, quarrelsome nationality of two hundred years 
ago which is invoked by these peoples. The nationality . . . founded upon the following 
principle:-Whichever people, by its superiority of strength, and by its geographical 
position, can do us an injury, is our natural enemy; whichever cannot do us an injury, 
but can by the amount of its force and by its position injure our enemy, is our natural 
ally, -is the princely nationality of aristocracies or royal races. The nationality of the 
peoples has not these dangers; it can only be founded by a common effort and a 
common movement; sympathy and alliance will be its result. In principle, as in the 
ideas formerly laid down by the men influencing every national party, nationality 
ought only to be to humanity that which the division of labour is in a workshop-the 
recognised symbol of association; the assertion of the individuality of a human group 
called by its geographical position, its traditions, and its language, to fulfill a special 
function in the European work of civilisation.

The map of Europe has to be remade. This is the key to the present movement; herein 
lies the initiative. Before acting, the instrument for action must be organised; before 
building, the ground must be one's own. The social idea cannot be realised under any 
form whatsoever before this reorganisation of Europe is effected; before the peoples 
are free to interrogate themselves; to express their vocation, and to assure its 
accomplishment by an alliance capable of substituting itself for the absolutist league 
which now reigns supreme.

Lecture 12.4 — MAKING NATIONALISM INTERNATIONAL: 
COMMUNISM 

ASSIGNMENT: Read the 1847 draft of "The Communist Confession of Faith" 
written by Friedrich Engels. What are the goals of the communists? How do 
they wish to change society? How do the view religion? What means are 
they willing to use in order to progress their aims? 

SELECTION: Draft of "The Communist Confession of Faith" by Friedrich Engels. 

Question 1: Are you a Communist?

Answer: Yes.

Question 2: What is the aim of the Communists?
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Answer: To organise society in such a way that every member of it can develop 
and use all his capabilities and powers in complete freedom and without 
thereby infringing the basic conditions of this society.

Question 3: How do you wish to achieve this aim?

Answer: By the elimination of private property and its replacement by 
community of property.

Question 4: On what do you base your community of property?

Answer: Firstly, on the mass of productive forces and means of subsistence 
resulting from the development of industry, agriculture, trade and colonisation, 
and on the possibility inherent in machinery, chemical and other resources of 
their infinite extension.

Secondly, on the fact that in the consciousness or feeling of every individual 
there exist certain irrefutable basic principles which, being the result of the 
whole of historical development, require no proof.

Question 5: What are such principles?

Answer: For example, every individual strives to be happy. The happiness of 
the individual is inseparable from the happiness of all, etc.

Question 6: How do you wish to prepare the way for your community of property?

Answer: By enlightening and uniting the proletariat.

Question 7: What is the proletariat?

Answer: The proletariat is that class of society which lives exclusively by its 
labour and not on the profit from any kind of capital; that class whose weal and 
woe, whose life and death, therefore, depend on the alternation of times of good 
and bad business;. in a word, on the fluctuations of competition.

Question 8: Then there have not always been proletarians?

Answer: No. There have always been poor and working classes; and those who 
worked were almost always the poor. But there have not always been 
proletarians, just as competition has not always been free.

Question 9: How did the proletariat arise?

Answer: The proletariat came into being as a result of the introduction of the 
machines which have been invented since the middle of the last century and the 
most important of which are: the steam-engine, the spinning machine and the 
power loom. These machines, which were very expensive and could therefore 
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only be purchased by rich people, supplanted the workers of the time, because 
by the use of machinery it was possible to produce commodities more quickly 
and cheaply than could the workers with their imperfect spinning wheels and 
hand-looms. The machines thus delivered industry entirely into the hands of the 
big capitalists and rendered the workers’ scanty property which consisted 
mainly of their tools, looms, etc., quite worthless, so that the capitalist was left 
with everything, the worker with nothing. In this way the factory system was 
introduced. Once the capitalists saw how advantageous this was for them, they 
sought to extend it to more and more branches of labour. They divided work 
more and more between the workers so that workers who formerly had made a 
whole article now produced only a part of it. Labour simplified in this way 
produced goods more quickly and therefore more cheaply and only now was it 
found in almost every branch of labour that here also machines could be used. 
As soon as any branch of labour went over to factory production it ended up, 
just as in the case of spinning and weaving. in the hands of the big capitalists, 
and the workers were deprived of the last remnants of their independence. We 
have gradually arrived at the position where almost all branches of labour are 
run on a factory basis. This has increasingly brought about the ruin of the 
previously existing middle class, especially of the small master craftsmen, 
completely transformed the previous position of the workers, and two new 
classes which are gradually swallowing up all other classes have come into 
being, namely:

I. The, class of the big capitalists, who in all advanced countries are in 
almost exclusive possession of the means of subsistence and those means 
(machines, factories, workshops, etc.) by which these means of 
subsistence are produced. This is the bourgeois class, or the bourgeoisie.

II. The class of the completely propertyless, who are compelled to sell 
their labour to the first class, the bourgeois, simply to obtain from them 
in return their means of subsistence. Since the parties to this trading in 
labour are not equal, but the bourgeois have the advantage, the 
propertyless must submit to the bad conditions laid down by the 
bourgeois. This class, dependent on the bourgeois, is called the class of 
the proletarians or the proletariat.

Question 10: In what way does the proletarian differ from the slave?

Answer: The slave is sold once and for all, the proletarian has to sell himself by 
the day and by the hour. The slave is the property of one master and for that 
very reason has a guaranteed subsistence, however wretched it may be. The 
proletarian is, so to speak, the slave of the entire bourgeois class, not of one 
master, and therefore has no guaranteed subsistence, since nobody buys his 
labour if he does not need it. The slave is accounted a thing and not a member 
of civil society. The proletarian is recognised as a person, as a member of civil 
society. The slave may, therefore, have a better subsistence than the proletarian 
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but the latter stands at a higher stage of development. The slave frees himself 
by becoming a proletarian, abolishing from the totality of property relationships 
only the relationship of slavery. The proletarian can free himself only by 
abolishing property in general.

Question 11: In what way does the proletarian differ from the serf?

Answer: The serf has the use of a piece of land, that is, of an instrument of 
production, in return for handing over a greater or lesser portion of the yield. 
The proletarian works with instruments of production which belong to 
someone else who, in return for his labour, hands over to him a portion, 
determined by competition, of the products. In the case of the serf, the share of 
the labourer is determined by his own labour, that is, by himself. In the case of 
the proletarian it is determined by competition, therefore in the first place by 
the bourgeois. The serf has guaranteed subsistence, the proletarian has not. The 
serf frees himself by driving out his feudal lord and becoming a property owner 
himself, thus entering into competition and joining for the time being the 
possessing class, the privileged class. The proletarian frees himself by doing 
away with property, competition, and all class differences.

Question 12: In what way does the proletarian differ from the handicraftsman?

Answer: As opposed to the proletarian, the so-called handicraftsman, who still 
existed nearly everywhere during the last century and still exists here and 
there, is at most a temporary proletarian. His aim is to acquire capital himself 
and so to exploit other workers. He can often achieve this aim where the craft 
guilds still exist or where freedom to follow a trade has not yet led to the 
organisation of handwork on a factory basis and to intense competition. But as 
soon as the factory system is introduced into handwork and competition is in 
full swing, this prospect is eliminated and the handicraftsman becomes more 
and more a proletarian. The handicraftsman therefore frees himself either by 
becoming a bourgeois or in general passing over into the middle class, or, by 
becoming a proletarian as a result of competition (as now happens in most 
cases) and joining the movement of the proletariat — i. e., the more or less 
conscious communist movement.

Question 13: Then you do not believe that community of property has been possible at 
any time?

Answer: No. communism has only arisen since machinery and other inventions 
made it possible to hold out the prospect of an all-sided development, a happy 
existence, for all members of society. communism is the theory of a liberation 
which was not possible for the slaves, the serfs, or the handicraftsmen, but only 
for the proletarians and hence it belongs of necessity to the 19th century and 
was not possible in any earlier period.
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Question 14: Let me go back to the sixth question. As you wish to prepare for 
community of property by the enlightening and uniting of the proletariat, then you 
reject revolution?

Answer: We are convinced not only of the uselessness but even of the 
harmfulness of all conspiracies. We are also aware that revolutions are not 
made deliberately and arbitrarily but that everywhere and at all times they are 
the necessary consequence of circumstances which are not in any way whatever 
dependent either on the will or on the leadership of individual parties or of 
whole classes. But we also see that the development of the proletariat in almost 
all countries of the world is forcibly repressed by the possessing classes and 
that thus a revolution is being forcibly worked for by the opponents of 
communism. If, in the end, the oppressed proletariat is thus driven into a 
revolution, then we will defend the cause of the proletariat just as well by our 
deeds as now by our words.

Question 15: Do you intend to replace the existing social order by community of 
Property at one stroke?

Answer: We have no such intention. The development of the masses cannot he 
ordered by decree. It is determined by the development of the conditions in 
which these masses live, and therefore proceeds gradually.

Question 16: How do you think the transition from the present situation to 
community of Property is to be effected?

Answer: The first, fundamental condition for the introduction of community of 
property is the political liberation of the proletariat through a democratic 
constitution.

Question 17: What will be your first measure once you have established democracy?

Answer: Guaranteeing the subsistence of the proletariat.

Question 18: How will you do this?

Answer. I. By limiting private property in such a way that it gradually prepares 
the way for its transformation into social property, e. g., by progressive 
taxation, limitation of the right of inheritance in favour of the state, etc., etc.

II. By employing workers in national workshops and factories and on national 
estates.

III. By educating all children at the expense of the state.

Question 19: How will you arrange this kind of education during the period of 
transition?
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Answer: All children will be educated in state establishments from the time 
when they can do without the first maternal care.

Question 20: Will not the introduction of community of property be accompanied by 
the proclamation of the community of women?

Answer: By no means. We will only interfere in the personal relationship 
between men and women or with the family in general to the extent that the 
maintenance of the existing institution would disturb the new social order. 
Besides, we are well aware that the family relationship has been modified in the 
course of history by the property relationships and by periods of development, 
and that consequently the ending of private property will also have a most 
important influence on it.

Question 21: Will nationalities continue to exist under communism?

Answer: The nationalities of the peoples who join together according to the 
principle of community will be just as much compelled by this union to merge 
with one another and thereby supersede themselves as the various differences 
between estates and classes disappear through the superseding of their basis — 
private property.

Question 22. Do Communists reject existing religions?

Answer: All religions which have existed hitherto were expressions of historical 
stages of development of individual peoples or groups of peoples. But 
communism is that stage of historical development which makes all existing 
religions superfluous and supersedes them.

In the name and on the mandate of the Congress.

Secretary: Heide [Alias of Wilhelm Wolff in the League of the Just]

President: Karl Schill [Alias of Karl Schapper in the League of the Just]

London, June 9, 1847

Lecture 12.5 — THE COMMUNIST MANIFESTO 
ASSIGNMENT: Complete Exam #12. 
1. Explain how this week’s principle describes a sharp contrast with the 

feudalism of Medieval Christendom.
2. List and briefly describe the four characteristics of nationalism.
3. Evaluate the claim that Simón Bolívar is "the South American Washington."
4. How do Bolívar’s own words provide a serious critique of nationalism?
5. Describe the rise of nationalism in either Italy or Germany.
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6. How was the Otto von Bismarck key to the unification of Germany?
7. Why is it fair to say that the main project of Friedrich Engels was to 

redefine history?
8. Narrate the life of either Friedrich Engels or Karl Marx.
9. What are the ten demands of communism?
10. How must a Christian reformer reject the evils present in both communism 

and Capitalism?
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Lesson 13 
EMINENT CULTURE: VICTORIANISM 

Lecture 13.1 — THE PRINCIPLE 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the following letters of Queen Victoria from 1839 and 
1844. What values do you see present in Queen Victoria? How does she 
approach the coming marriage with Albert and hows does she later 
comment on their private life together? 

SELECTION: Letters of Queen Victoria from 1839 and 1844. 

Windsor Castle, 15th October 1839.

My dearest Uncle,

This letter will, I am sure, give you pleasure, for you have always shown and taken so 
warm an interest in all that concerns me. My mind is quite made up—and I told Albert 
this morning of it; the warm affection he showed me on learning this gave me great 
pleasure. He seems perfection, and I think that I have the prospect of very great 
happiness before me. I love him more than I can say, and I shall do everything in my 
power to render the sacrifice he has made (for a sacrifice in my opinion it is) as small 
as I can. He seems to have a very great tact—a very necessary thing in his position. 
These last few days have passed like a dream to me, and I am so much bewildered by it 
all that I know hardly how to write; but I do feel very, very happy.

It is absolutely necessary that this determination of mine should be known to no one 
but yourself, and Uncle Ernest—till the meeting of Parliament—as it would be 
considered otherwise neglectful on my part not to have assembled Parliament at once 
to have informed them of it.... Lord Melbourne, whom I of course have consulted 
about the whole affair, quite approves my choice, and expresses great satisfaction at 
the event, which he thinks in every way highly desirable. Lord Melbourne has acted in 
this business, as he has always done towards me, with the greatest kindness and 
affection.

We also think it better, and Albert quite approves of it, that we should be married very 
soon after Parliament meets, about the beginning of February; and indeed, loving 
Albert as I do, I cannot wish it should be delayed. My feelings are a little changed, I 
must say, since last Spring, when I said I couldn't think of marrying for three or four 
years; but seeing Albert has changed all this.

Pray, dearest Uncle, forward these two letters to Uncle Ernest (to whom I beg you will 
enjoin strict secrecy, and explain these details, which I have not time to do) and to 
faithful Stockmar.
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I think you might tell Louise of it, but none of her family. I should wish to keep the 
dear young gentlemen here till the end of next month. Ernest's sincere pleasure gave 
me great delight. He does so adore dearest Albert. 

Ever, dearest Uncle, your devoted Niece,

Victoria R.

Claremont, 16th January 1844.

My dearest Uncle,

Many thanks for your kind letter of the 11th. Louise can give you the details of the 
little upset I and Lady Douro had, and which I did not think worth while to mention. 
It was the strangest thing possible to happen, and the most unlikely, for we were going 
quite quietly, not at all in a narrow lane, with very quiet ponies and my usual postillion; 
the fact was that the boy looked the wrong way, and therefore did not perceive the 
ditch which he so cleverly got us into.

We leave dear Claremont, as usual, with the greatest regret; we are so peaceable here; 
Windsor is beautiful and comfortable, but it is a palace, and God knows how willingly 
I would always live with my beloved Albert and our children in the quiet and 
retirement of private life, and not be the constant object of observation, and of 
newspaper articles. The children (Pussette and Bertie) have been most remarkably 
well, and so have we, in spite of the very bad weather we had most days. I am truly 
and really grieved that good excellent Nemours is again not to get his dotation. Really 
we constitutional countries are too shabby.

Now, dearest Uncle, I must bid you adieu, begging you to believe me, ever your 
devoted Niece,

Victoria R.

Lecture 13.2 — THE EMPIRE & EMINENT VICTORIANS I 
ASSIGNMENT: Read Queen Victoria’s proclamation to the princes, chiefs, 
and people of India of November 1, 1858. According to this proclamation, 
how did Queen Victoria intend for India to be ruled? 

SELECTION: Proclamation by Queen Victoria on November 1, 1858. 

And we, reposing especial trust and confidence in the loyalty, ability, and judgement of 
our right trusty and well-beloved cousin and councillor, Charles John Viscount 
Canning, do hereby constitute and appoint him, the said Viscount Canning, to be our 
first Viceroy and Governor-General in and over our said territories, and to administer 
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the government thereof in our name, and generally to act in our name and on our 
behalf, subject to such orders and regulations as he shall, from time to time, receive 
from us through one of our Principal Secretaries of State.

And we do hereby confirm in their several offices, civil and military, all persons now 
employed in the service of the Honourable East India Company, subject to our future 
pleasure, and to such laws and regulations as may hereafter be enacted.

We hereby announce to the native Princes of India that all treaties and engagements 
made with them by or under the authority of the Honourable East India Company are 
by us accepted, and will be scrupulously maintained, and we look for the like 
observance on their part.

We desire no extension of our present territorial possessions; and, while we will permit 
no aggression upon our dominions or our rights to be attempted with impunity, we 
shall sanction no encroachment on those of others. We shall respect the rights, dignity 
and honour of native Princes as our own; and we desire that they, as well as our own 
subjects, should enjoy the prosperity and that social advancement which can only be 
secured by internal peace and good government.

We hold ourselves bound to the natives of our Indian territories by the same 
obligations of duty which bind us to all our other subjects, and those obligations, by 
the blessings of Almighty God, we shall faithfully and conscientiously fulfill.

Firmly relying ourselves on the truth of Christianity, and acknowledging with 
gratitude the solace of religion, we disclaim alike the right and desire to impose our 
convictions on any of our subjects. We declare it to be our royal will and pleasure that 
none be in anywise favoured, none molested or disquieted, by reason of their religious 
faith or observances, but that all alike shall enjoy the equal and impartial protection of 
the law; and we do strictly charge and enjoin all those who may be in authority under 
us that they abstain from all interference with the religious belief or worship of any of 
our subjects on pain of our highest displeasure.

And it is our further will that, so far as may be, our subjects, of whatever race or creed, 
be freely and impartially admitted to offices in our service, the duties of which they 
may be qualified, by their education, ability, and integrity, duly to discharge.

We know, and respect, the feelings of attachment with which the natives of India 
regard the lands inherited by them from their ancestors, and we desire to protect them 
in all rights connected therewith, subject to the equitable demands of the State; and we 
will that generally, in framing and administering the law, due regard be paid to the 
ancient rights, usages, and customs of India.

Our clemency will be extended to all offenders, save and except those who have been, 
or shall be, convicted of having directly taken part in the murder of British subjects. 
With regard to such the demands of justice forbid the exercise of mercy.
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When, by the blessing of Providence, internal tranquility shall be restored, it is our 
earnest duty to stimulate the peaceful industry of India, to promote works of public 
utility and improvement, and to administer its government for the benefit of all our 
subjects resident therein. In their prosperity will be our strength; in their contentment 
our security, and in their gratitude our best reward. And may the God of all power 
grant to us, and to those in authority under us, strength to carry out our wishes for the 
good of our people.

Lecture 13.3 — EMINENT VICTORIANS II 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the "Two Lovers" by George Eliot and "The Charge of 
the Light Brigade" by Alfred, Lord Tennyson. What affections and values of 
the Victorians do you see in these two selections? 

SELECTION: "Two Lovers" by George Eliot. 
Two lovers by a moss-grown spring:
They leaned soft cheeks together there,
Mingled the dark and sunny hair,
And heard the wooing thrushes sing.
O budding time!
O love's blest prime!

Two wedded from the portal stept:
The bells made happy carolings,
The air was soft as fanning wings,
White petals on the pathway slept.
O pure-eyed bride!
O tender pride!

Two faces o'er a cradle bent:
Two hands above the head were locked:
These pressed each other while they rocked,
Those watched a life that love had sent.
O solemn hour!
O hidden power!

Two parents by the evening fire:
The red light fell about their knees
On heads that rose by slow degrees
Like buds upon the lily spire.
O patient life!
O tender strife!

The two still sat together there,
The red light shone about their knees;
But all the heads by slow degrees
Had gone and left that lonely pair.
O voyage fast!
O vanished past!
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The red light shone upon the floor
And made the space between them wide;
They drew their chairs up side by side,
Their pale cheeks joined, and said, "Once more!"
O memories!
O past that is!

SELECTION: "The Charge of the Light Brigade" by Alfred, Lord Tennyson. 
I
Half a league, half a league,
Half a league onward,
All in the valley of Death
   Rode the six hundred.
"Forward, the Light Brigade!
Charge for the guns!" he said.
Into the valley of Death
   Rode the six hundred.

II
"Forward, the Light Brigade!"
Was there a man dismayed?
Not though the soldier knew
   Someone had blundered.
   Theirs not to make reply,
   Theirs not to reason why,
   Theirs but to do and die.
   Into the valley of Death
   Rode the six hundred.

III
Cannon to right of them,
Cannon to left of them,
Cannon in front of them
   Volleyed and thundered;
Stormed at with shot and shell,
Boldly they rode and well,
Into the jaws of Death,
Into the mouth of hell
   Rode the six hundred.

IV
Flashed all their sabres bare,
Flashed as they turned in air
Sabring the gunners there,
Charging an army, while
   All the world wondered.
Plunged in the battery-smoke
Right through the line they broke;
Cossack and Russian
Reeled from the sabre stroke
   Shattered and sundered.
Then they rode back, but not
   Not the six hundred.
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V
Cannon to right of them,
Cannon to left of them,
Cannon behind them
   Volleyed and thundered;
Stormed at with shot and shell,
While horse and hero fell.
They that had fought so well
Came through the jaws of Death,
Back from the mouth of hell,
All that was left of them,
   Left of six hundred.

VI
When can their glory fade?
O the wild charge they made!
   All the world wondered.
Honour the charge they made!
Honour the Light Brigade,
   Noble six hundred!

Lecture 13.4 — EMINENT VICTORIANS III 
ASSIGNMENT: Read Florence Nightingale’s letter to Alice Hepworth about 
her work at St. Thomas’ hospital. What are her concerns? What work or 
calling is she pursuing? How is she specifically seeking to exercise her 
calling? 

SELECTION: Letter of 1886 by Florence Nightingale. 

10 South St. Park Lane W

March 9, 1886

Dear Alice Hepworth,

Please accept the (Revised) Bible which has been waiting for you so long; not but what 
I sent for it for you as soon as ever I heard from you, but I have been almost unfit to do 
anything—and am still—but what was absolutely necessary—from illness.

I need not tell you again, my dear child, to whom I wish all the highest blessings of that 
book which tells us how Christ loves us so much that He will even come & dwell in us 
& make us live & love like Himself. And you will be a little mother to your very large 
infant family.

I need not tell you how pleased we were at the School being worked up so nicely, to a 
good standard of usefulness—nor how we feel sure that this year will show a still 
higher standard. And perhaps that very gain of a certain assured progress in essentials 
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will enable the nice lessons practised in Thomas St. to be introduced, if there is time 
for them. e. g. the little moral tales which you used to give your scholars once a week at 
Thomas St., tho' they do not 'tell' directly on the Examination.

You told me last summer that there was no time then for these & other things, which I 
could easily believe then. But now perhaps Mr. Butler & you might think that there 
might be time—and e. g. for drawing maps on the floor—that nice plan that you told 
me of in Thomas St. & without which I do not think the children, even when they are 
grown up, ever really understand what a map means, do you? 

I was reading the other day the account by a Russian Prince who in his exile had 
become a famous Professor of Geography, that he feels quite sure no Collegians even 
ever understand maps & plans, or what they represent, or what Geography represents, 
if they have not drawn their garden, their house, their village or their district to scale 
on the floor or wall or the big slate.

It is curious that this Russian who writes in French & who is one of the greatest 
teachers of Geography should find the same things as we do. And would there be time 
now for giving the religious morning instruction in talk? Perhaps you always do this. 

I do not know exactly what the Infants’ religious instruction is. It may be necessary to 
give a good deal of learning Scripture by heart But then if Scripture is really to tell on 
the children's lives—the only thing that Christ cares about & that Christ came to live & 
die for—& still lives for—the little ‘mother' must explain a good deal by little tales & 
illustrations.

We have a little boy of 6 years old in one of the Male Surgical Wards of our St. 
Thomas' Hospital—we often have such children—it was brought in cursing & 
swearing—[it had never heard a good word in all its life.] with an abscess in its back—
about a year ago. It can only just stand now—it will never be well, tho' it is much 
better. The 'Sister' of the Ward (Head Nurse) did not scold or preach to Bobby—he 
goes by the name of Bobby, for no one knows its name. She was very gentle with 
Bobby—& very loving—but he must obey (he soon found that).

By degrees she taught him his little prayers. And now if she is busy, he calls: 'Sister, 
Sister, I have not said my prayers. And it is a real speaking to God with him. And the 
new Patients stop & listen to hear him. And now he has his real little mission in the 
Ward—tho’ he never preaches—he is not goody—he is quite a little "elf"--but it is as 
Christ meant when he said that the little child might be the best preacher of us all.

So he is a little Missionary & quite an influence among the rough men Patients. And 
his little cot is run in at night between two of the men Patients. And they take care of 
him. And never a word is spoken now to him which a little child ought not to hear. 
And one of the poor men who had to be taken into a Medical ward where he died, sent 
a message to Bobby from his death bed—and the dying man's brother made some 
playthings for him (He was a joiner). Bobby has the real thing in his heart, the true 
religion.
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I hope some Bobbies will come out of Lea Infant School—with the talking classes—
tho’ they, your Bobbies, will not have to come out of the moral mire that our Bobbies 
have.

Pray give my kindest regards to Mr. Butler. And I beg him not to think that we are not 
careful for the "three Rs" first & foremost—or that we want to judge ourselves, instead 
of him & you, whether there is time now to introduce the nice lessons of Thomas St. or 
not.

My kindest regards to Mr. & Mrs. Butler—I hope she is pretty well. The winter has 
been so very severe. Ask him whether any books are wanted for the boys' or girls' 
Library. I shall be writing to him soon. Miss Dexter will think I have forgotten her. 
Tell her why I have not written—& that I will write. Never was any one less forgotten.

God bless you all—& all your children.

Ever yours sincerely,

Florence Nightingale

Do the "Infants" know that Christ loved little children & that He was always meek & 
gentle? and are they more (or less) gentle & loving with each other? or do they tell 
tales of each other, instead of themselves?

F N

How are Mrs. Butler’s own children? Pray tell her I asked particularly after them.

Lecture 13.5 — THE PRINCE OF PREACHERS: SPURGEON 
ASSIGNMENT: Complete Exam #13. 
1. Why did Lytton Strachey attack the Victorians? For what just reasons did 

he critique them?
2. Define biblical manliness according the discussion on the principle and the 

quotation of John Buchan.
3. Explain and give examples of the Victorian value of domesticity and its art.
4. Explain and give examples of another Victorian value.
5. In what ways did Queen Victoria and Prince Albert set a model by which 

the rest of Victorian culture could live?
6. Contrast the worldviews of William Gladstone and Benjamin Disraeli.
7. Briefly narrate the reforming work of either the Earl of Shaftesbury or 

Florence Nightingale.
8. Who was Alfred, Lord Tennyson and how does his life and work portray a 
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Christian virtue without Christ?
9. Why is Charles Haddon Spurgeon remembered and what can we learn 

from him? Give at least 3 remarkable details about his life.
10. How is the Birkenhead Drill both a reminder of the problems of 

Victorianism and also of its heroism and nobility?
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Lesson 14 
THE WEST AND THE REST: VICTORIAN MISSIONS 

Lecture 14.1 — THE PRINCIPLE 
ASSIGNMENT: Read Thomas Hardy’s poem "God’s Funeral." How does 
Hardy view God and faith? What does he lament? 

SELECTION: "God’s Funeral" by Thomas Hardy. 
I 
I saw a slowly-stepping train—
Lined on the brows, scoop-eyed and bent and hoar—
Following in files across a twilit plain
A strange and mystic form the foremost bore.

II 
And by contagious throbs of thought
Or latent knowledge that within me lay
And had already stirred me, I was wrought
To consciousness of sorrow even as they.

III 
The fore-borne shape, to my blurred eyes,
At first seemed man-like, and anon to change
To an amorphous cloud of marvellous size,
At times endowed with wings of glorious range.

IV 
And this phantasmal variousness
Ever possessed it as they drew along:
Yet throughout all it symboled none the less
Potency vast and loving-kindness strong.

V 
Almost before I knew I bent
Towards the moving columns without a word;
They, growing in bulk and numbers as they went,
Struck out sick thoughts that could be overheard:—

VI 
'O man-projected Figure, of late
Imaged as we, thy knell who shall survive?
Whence came it we were tempted to create
One whom we can no longer keep alive?

VII 
'Framing him jealous, fierce, at first,
We gave him justice as the ages rolled,
Will to bless those by circumstance accurst,
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And longsuffering, and mercies manifold.

VIII 
'And, tricked by our own early dream
And need of solace, we grew self-deceived,
Our making soon our maker did we deem,
And what we had imagined we believed,

IX 
'Till, in Time's stayless stealthy swing,
Uncompromising rude reality
Mangled the Monarch of our fashioning,
Who quavered, sank; and now has ceased to be.

X 
'So, toward our myth's oblivion,
Darkling, and languid-lipped, we creep and grope
Sadlier than those who wept in Babylon,
Whose Zion was a still abiding hope.

XI 
'How sweet it was in years far hied
To start the wheels of day with trustful prayer,
To lie down liegely at the eventide
And feel a blest assurance he was there!

XII 
'And who or what shall fill his place?
Whither will wanderers turn distracted eyes
For some fixed star to stimulate their pace
Towards the goal of their enterprise?’…

XIII 
Some in the background then I saw,
Sweet women, youths, men, all incredulous,
Who chimed as one: 'This is figure is of straw,
This requiem mockery! Still he lives to us!'

XIV 
I could not prop their faith: and yet
Many I had known: with all I sympathized;
And though struck speechless, I did not forget
That what was mourned for, I, too, once had prized.

XV 
Still, how to bear such loss I deemed
The insistent question for each animate mind,
And gazing, to my growing sight there seemed
A pale yet positive gleam low down behind,

XVI 
Whereof, to lift the general night,
A certain few who stood aloof had said,
'See you upon the horizon that small light—
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Swelling somewhat?' Each mourner shook his head.

XVII 
And they composed a crowd of whom
Some were right good, and many nigh the best.…
Thus dazed and puzzled 'twixt the gleam and gloom
Mechanically I followed with the rest.

Lecture 14.2 — THE SCOPE OF MISSIONS 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the journal entries from January 1st through 9th, 1807, 
by Henry Martyn, a missionary to India and Persia (present day Iran). What 
works is he pursing? How would you describe his attitude and hope in 
these works? 

SELECTION: Journal entries by Henry Martyn, dated January 1-9, 1807. 

January 1, 1807. Seven years passed away, &c. See Memoir, p. 226. And since this 
year will determine whether Lydia shall be given to me or no, let the Lord order it, so 
that whatever the event be, it may be finally good for our souls! Received this day a 
truly Christian letter from Mr. H. and was greatly delighted by it, especially by an 
extract which he sent me, from the Company's charter, authorizing and even requiring 
me to teach the natives. Writing on the parables.

2. Again changed my quarters, and employed as before. Visited the place of the school 
to see how the building was going on, and in my way met many of the Europeans 
taking their evening exercise. They seem to hate to see me associating at all with the 
natives, and ------- gave me a hint a few days ago, about taking my exercise on foot. 
But if our Lord had always travelled about in his palanquin, the poor woman, who was 
healed by touching the hem of his garment, might have perished. Happily I am freed 
from the shackles of custom; and the fear of man, though not extirpated, does not 
prevail. In the morning in prayer breathed fervently after a submissive spirit. Alas! 
when any measure of it is given to me, how seldom do I maintain it.

3. In heaviness through manifold temptations. Passed the morning in reading a work, 
of which a package had been sent here for distribution. Was grieved, and rather 
stumbled, that the cause of God and truth should be so oppressed by the wit and 
learning of the world. But at intervals my soul, triumphing, exulted that the gates of 
hell should never prevail against Zion, and consequently that the most formidable 
attacks shall do it no lasting harm.

4. (Sunday.) Preached on 1 Cor. vii. 29, 30 to a small congregation. In the afternoon, 
read as usual at the hospital. Felt extremely weak and languid in body all day, and the 
thoughts of my heart exhibited sad proofs of native corruption. Less in pain about the 
outward opportunities of the enemies of the people of God. When shall I live in the 
spirit of my Lord, and, instead of calling down fire from heaven, learn to overcome evil 
with good?
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5. Employed in exposition of parables; the parables themselves the moonshee this day 
finished. ------called in the afternoon. I mentioned having seen L------'s books at Major 
Young's. He was in the greatest confusion, and so I forebore to say any thing further; 
though I do not see that he was much to blame. My mind chiefly interested about my 
awful work, but no more profit in it than on other days.

6. Employed in parables. Some time with pundit, to know the most common words in 
the vocabulary. Received a letter from dear Corrie from Aldeen, and exulted with 
thankfulness and joy that Dr. Kerr was preaching the gospel. Eight such chaplains in 
India! This is precious news indeed. In my evening walk felt my life in danger from 
some buffaloes. Began a review of Daubeny in the Christian Observer.

7. Employed as usual. Finished Acts x. with moonshee. Mr. Smith, a young officer, 
called.

8. Pundit was telling me to-day that there was a prophecy in their books, that the 
English should remain one hundred years in India, and that forty years were now 
elapsed of that period. That there should be a great change and they should be driven 
out by a king’s son, who should then be born. Telling this to moonshee, he said: that 
about the same time the Mussulmans expected some great events, such as the coming 
of Dujjel, and the spread of Islamism over the earth. The singular coincidence of the 
period of the accomplishment of these things, with the time at which, according to 
some, the millennium will begin, struck me very much, and kept that glorious day 
before my mind all the day. In the evening a letter came from Mr. Brown, which filled 
me with joy. How richly our God is blessing us! By thus causing his face to shine on 
those his ministering servants, let us hope that he is preparing joy for the benighted 
heathen.

9. Finished the exposition of the last of the parables. I feel great hope from this little 
work. The Lord graciously be pleased to grant his blessing to it. In the evening 
moonshee renewed the dispute about the Son of Man. He said one of the titles of Jesus 
in the Koran was, Kookoollah, whereas the name of the Son of Man was the most 
contemptible and base, and he said that he did not believe that Jesus meant to speak of 
himself under that name. I was much encouraged by the ease with which I was enabled 
to speak to him; we went on with the epistle of St. John.

Lecture 14.3 — INDIA & WILLIAM CAREY 
ASSIGNMENT: Read section IV from William Carey’s An Inquiry into the 
Obligations of Christians to Use Means for the Conversion of the Heathens. 
What concerns does Carey raise for foreign missions and how does he 
address them? 
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SELECTION: Section IV of An Inquiry into the Obligations of Christians to Use 
Means for the Conversion of the Heathens by William Carey. 

The Practicability of something being done, more than what is done, for the Conversion of the 
Heathen.

The impediments in the way of carrying the gospel among the heathen must arise, I 
think, from one or other of the following things; —either their distance from us, their 
barbarous and savage manner of living, the danger of being killed by them, the 
difficulty of procuring the necessaries of life, or the unintelligibleness of their 
languages.

First, as to their distance from us, whatever objections might have been made on that 
account before the invention of the mariner's compass, nothing can be alleged for it, 
with any colour of plausibility in the present age. Men can now sail with as much 
certainty through the Great South Sea, as they can through the Mediterranean, or any 
lesser Sea. Yea, and providence seems in a manner to invite us to the trial, as there are 
to our knowledge trading companies, whose commerce lies in many of the places 
where, these barbarians dwell. At one time or other ships are sent to visit places of 
more recent discovery, and to explore parts the most unknown; and every fresh 
account of their ignorance, or cruelty, should call forth our pity, and excite us to 
concur with providence in seeking their eternal good. Scripture likewise seems to point 
out this method, Surely the Isles shall wait for me; the ships of Tarshish first, to bring my sons 
from far, their silver, and their gold with them, unto the name of the Lord, thy God. Isai. lx. 9. 
This seems to imply that in the time of the glorious increase of the church, in the latter 
days, (of which the whole chapter is undoubtedly a prophecy,) commerce shall 
subserve the spread of the gospel. The ships of Tarshish were trading vessels, which 
made voyages for traffic to various parts; thus much therefore must be meant by it, 
that navigation, especially that which is commercial, shall be one great mean of 
carrying on the work of God; and perhaps it may imply that there shall be a very 
considerable appropriation of wealth to that purpose.

Secondly, as to their uncivilized, and barbarous way of living, this can be no objection 
to any, except those whose love of ease renders them unwilling to expose themselves to 
inconveniences for the good of others.

It was no objection to the apostles and their successors, who went among the 
barbarous Germans and Gauls, and still more barbarous Britons! They did not wait for 
the ancient inhabitants of these countries, to be civilized, before they could be 
Christianized, but went simply with the doctrine of the cross; and Tertullian could 
boast that "those parts of Britain which were proof against the Roman armies, were 
conquered by the gospel of Christ"—It was no objection to an Elliot, or a Brainerd, in 
later times. They went forth, and encountered every difficulty of the kind, and found 
that a cordial reception of the gospel produced those happy effects which the longest 
intercourse with Europeans, without it could never accomplish. It is no objection to 
commercial men. It only requires that we should have as much love to the souls of our 
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fellow-creatures, and fellow sinners, as they have for the profits arising from a few 
otter-skins, and all these difficulties would be easily surmounted.

After all, the uncivilized state of the heathen, instead of affording an objection against 
preaching the gospel to them, ought to furnish an argument for it. Can we as men, or as 
Christians, hear that a great part of our fellow creatures, whose souls are as immortal 
as ours, and who are as capable as ourselves, of adorning the gospel, and contributing 
by their preaching, writings, or practices to the glory of our Redeemer's name, and the 
good of his church, are enveloped in ignorance and barbarism? Can we hear that they 
are without the gospel, without government, without laws, and without arts, and 
sciences; and not exert ourselves to introduce amongst them the sentiments of men, 
and of Christians? Would not the spread of the gospel be the most effectual mean of 
their civilization? Would not that make them useful members of society? We know 
that such effects did in a measure follow the afore-mentioned efforts of Elliot, Brainerd, 
and others amongst the American Indians; and if similar attempts were made in other 
parts of the world, and succeeded with a divine blessing (which we have every reason 
to think they would) might we not expect to see able Divines, or read well-conducted 
treatises in defence of the truth, even amongst those who at present seem to be scarcely 
human?

Thirdly, In respect to the danger of being killed by them, it is true that whoever does go must 
put his life in his hand, and not consult with flesh and blood; but do not the goodness 
of the cause, the duties incumbent on us as the creatures of God, and Christians, and 
the perishing state of our fellow men, loudly call upon us to venture all and use every 
warrantable exertion for their benefit? Paul and Barnabas, who hazarded their lives 
for the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, were not blamed as being rash, but commended 
for so doing, while John Mark who through timidity of mind deserted them in their 
perilous undertaking, was branded with censure. After all, as has been already 
observed, I greatly question whether most of the barbarities practiced by the savages 
upon those who have visited them, have not originated in some real or supposed 
affront, and were therefore, more properly, acts of self-defence, than proofs of 
ferocious dispositions. No wonder if the imprudence of sailors should prompt them to 
offend the simple savage, and the offence be resented; but Elliot, Brainerd, and the 
Moravian missionaries, have been very seldom molested. Nay, in general the heathen 
have shewed a willingness to hear the word; and have principally expressed their 
hatred of Christianity on account of the vices of nominal Christians.

Fourthly, As to the difficulty of procuring the necessaries of life, this would not be so great as 
may appear at first sight; for though we could not procure European food, yet we 
might procure such as the natives of those countries which we visit, subsist upon 
themselves. And this would only be passing through what we have virtually engaged, 
in by entering on the ministerial office. A Christian minister is a person who in a 
peculiar sense is not his own; he is the servant of God, and therefore ought to be wholly 
devoted to him. By entering on that sacred office he solemnly undertakes to be always 
engaged, as much as possible, in the Lord's work, and not to choose his own pleasure, 
or employment, or pursue the ministry as a something that is to subserve his own ends, 
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or interests, or as a kind of bye-work. He engages to go where God pleases, and to do, 
or endure what he sees fit to command, or call him to, in the exercise of his function. 
He virtually bids farewell to friends, pleasures, and comforts, and stands in readiness 
to endure the greatest sufferings in the work of his Lord, and Master. It is inconsistent 
for ministers to please themselves with thoughts of a numerous auditory, cordial 
friends, a civilized country, legal protection, affluence, splendor, or even a competency. 
The flights, and hatred of men, and even pretended friends, gloomy prisons, and 
tortures, the society of barbarians of uncouth speech, miserable accommodations in 
wretched wildernesses, hunger, and thirst, nakedness, weariness, and painfulness, hard 
work, and but little worldly encouragement, should rather be the objects of their 
expectation. Thus the apostles acted, in the primitive times, and endured hardness, as 
good soldiers of Jesus Christ; and though we living in a civilized country where 
Christianity is protected by law, are not called to suffer these things while we continue 
here, yet I question whether all are justified in staying here, while so many are 
perishing without means of grace in other lands. Sure I am that it is entirely contrary 
to the spirit of the gospel, for its ministers to enter upon it from interested motives, or 
with great worldly expectations. On the contrary the commission is a sufficient call to 
them to venture all, and, like the primitive Christians, go every where preaching the 
gospel.

It might be necessary, however, for two, at least, to go together, and in general I should 
think it best that they should be married men, and to prevent their time from being 
employed in procuring necessaries, two, or more, other persons, with their wives and 
families, might also accompany them, who should be wholly employed in providing for 
them. In most countries it would be necessary for them to cultivate a little spot of 
ground just for their support, which would be a resource to them, whenever their 
supplies failed. Not to mention the advantages they would reap from each others 
company, it would take off the enormous expence which has always attended 
undertakings of this kind, the first expence being the whole; for though a large colony 
needs support for a considerable time, yet so small a number would, upon receiving the 
first crop, maintain themselves. They would have the advantage of choosing their 
situation, their wants would be few; the women, and even the children, would be 
necessary for domestic purposes; and a few articles of stock, as a cow or two, and a 
bull, and a few other cattle of both sexes, a very few utensils of husbandry, and some 
corn to sow their land, would be sufficient. Those who attend the missionaries should 
understand husbandry, fishing, fowling, &c. and be provided with the necessary 
implements for these purposes. Indeed a variety of methods may be thought of, and 
when once the work is undertaken, many things will suggest themselves to us, of 
which we at present can form no idea.

Fifthly, As to learning their languages, the same means would be found necessary here as 
in trade between different nations. In some cases interpreters might be obtained, who 
might be employed for a time; and where these were not to be found, the missionaries 
must have patience, and mingle with the people, till they have learned so much of their 
language as to be able to communicate their ideas to them in it. It is well known to 
require no very extraordinary talents to learn, in the space of a year, or two at most, 
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the language of any people upon earth, so much of it at least, as to be able to convey 
any sentiments we wish to their understandings.

The Missionaries must be men of great piety, prudence, courage, and forbearance; of 
undoubted orthodoxy in their sentiments, and must enter with all their hearts into the 
spirit of their mission; they must be willing to leave all the comforts of life behind them, 
and to encounter all the hardships of a torrid, or a frigid climate, an uncomfortable 
manner of living, and every other inconvenience that can attend this undertaking. 
Clothing, a few knives, powder and shot, fishing-tackle, and the articles of husbandry 
above-mentioned, must be provided for them; and when arrived at the place of their 
destination, their first business must be to gain some acquaintance with the language of 
the natives, (for which purpose two would be better than one,) and by all lawful means 
to endeavour to cultivate a friendship with them, and as soon as possible let them know 
the errand for which they were sent. They must endeavour to convince them that it 
was their good alone, which induced them to forsake their friends, and all the comforts 
of their native country. They must be very careful not to resent injuries which may be 
offered to them, nor to think highly of themselves, so as to despise the poor heathens, 
and by those means lay a foundation for their resentment, or rejection of the gospel. 
They must take every opportunity of doing them good, and labouring, and travelling, 
night and day, they must instruct, exhort, and rebuke, with all long suffering, and 
anxious desire for them, and, above all, must be instant in prayer for the effusion of the 
Holy Spirit upon the people of their charge. Let but missionaries of the above 
description engage in the work, and we shall see that it is not impracticable.

It might likewise be of importance, if God should bless their labours, for them to 
encourage any appearances of gifts amongst the people of their charge; if such should 
be raised up many advantages would be derived from their knowledge of the language, 
and customs of their countrymen; and their change of conduct would give great weight 
to their ministrations.

Lecture 14.4 — CHINA & HUDSON TAYLOR 
ASSIGNMENT: Read Charles Haddon Spurgeon’s account of his meeting 
with Hudson Taylor in 1879. How does Spurgeon describe the missionary? 
What are Taylor's chief concerns and objectives? 

SELECTION: Description of meeting Hudson Taylor by Charles Haddon 
Spurgeon. 

A Christian man is the noblest work of God, especially a Christian man who has 
attained to fullness of stature, and has done eminent service for his Master. As in the 
presence of sublime scenery the renewed heart adores the Creator, and never dreams 
of worshipping nature itself, so in communion with a truly consecrated man the 
spiritual mind rises to a reverent acknowledgment of the Holy Spirit, whose 
workmanship is seen in all the saints, and the idea of hero-worship is banished from 
the mind. Within the last few days it has been our joyful privilege to meet with several 
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of the excellent of the earth, and among them with three of "the King's mighties," 
worthy to be placed in the first rank.

First, we found a card upon our table bearing the name of J. HUDSON TAYLOR, 
and we were sorry to have been out, and so to have missed seeing him; but another 
opportunity occurred, and the last hour which this beloved brother spent at Mentone 
was consecrated by holy conference and earnest prayer for China in our pleasant 
parlor at Hotel de la Paix. Mr. Taylor is not a man of commanding presence or of 
striking modes of speech. He is not in outward appearance an individual who would be 
selected from among others as the leader of a gigantic enterprise; in fact, he is lame in 
gait, and little in stature: but the Lord seeth not as man seeth, his glance reacheth to 
the heart. In his spiritual manhood Mr. Taylor is of noble proportions: his spirit is quiet 
and meek, yet strong and intense; there is not an atom of self-assertion about him, but 
a firm confidence in God and in the call which he has himself received to carry the 
gospel to China. He is hampered by no doubts as to the inspiration of the Scriptures, 
or the truth of Christianity, or the ultimate conquest of China for the Lord Jesus; his 
faith is that of a child-man, too conscious of consecration to the living God, and too 
certain of his presence and help to turn aside to answer the useless quibbles of the 
hour. Affectionate in manner, and gentile in tone, our brother has nevertheless about 
him a firmness which achieves its purpose without noise. Simple as a child in his spirit, 
he pursues his design with prudent perseverance and determination; he provokes no 
hostility, but he almost unconsciously arouses hearty sympathy, though he is evidently 
independent of it, and would go on with his great work even if no one countenanced 
him in it.

Our conversation was confined to China, the work in China, and the workers in 
China. The word China, China, China is now ringing in our ears in that special, 
peculiar, musical, forcible, unique way in which Mr. Taylor utters it. He could not very 
readily be made to speak upon any other theme for long together; he would be sure to 
fly back to China. We believe that he dreams of chop-sticks, mandarins, and poor 
Chinese. We expressed our conviction that he was already growing a pigtail, and he 
did not deny the fact, but added further that he hoped soon to have on the Chinaman's 
silk petticoat, and he seemed quite pleased to tell us that he was so like a Chinaman 
when fully arrayed that he was often taken for a native. Dear, good brother, this is one 
reason of your success, you become a Chinaman to the Chinese, and you will gain the 
Chinese. Your concentration of thought upon your one grand object shall, under the 
divine blessing, be your strength.

How greatly has the Lord blest this man in his apostolic labors for China! We admire 
the great goodness of God therein, for what hope is there for that vast empire, unless it 
be laid upon the hearts of chosen servants of the Lord. Mr. Taylor has gathered round 
him men and women of the right order. Some of them would certainly have been 
refused by the missionary societies, as below their standard of education; but Mr. 
Taylor has seen in them precious qualifications which abundantly compensate for the 
absence of classical attainments. These, with holy daring, born of childlike faith in 
God, have penetrated the interior of China, and are planting churches as the Lord 
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enables them. We like our friend's plans and ideas, and, without making invidious 
comparisons, we feel free to say that no other missionary enterprise is so completely to 
our mind as the China Inland Mission. It is a great honor to the Tabernacle that the 
missionaries connected with Mr. Taylor almost always come to our prayer-meeting for 
a valedictory service, and it is one of the choicest pleasures of our life that their 
beloved President is to us as a dear and familiar friend. He is on his road to China, may 
the Lord preserve him and prosper his way, and may the Christian churches at home 
provide all the means for this apostolic service without the necessity of the leader's 
coming back to England for some time to come, for his presence on the actual scene of 
labor must be invaluable.

Lecture 14.5 — AFRICA & DAVID LIVINGSTONE 
ASSIGNMENT: Complete Exam #14. 
1. What does Samuel Johnson rebuke and call for in his quote serving as this 

week’s principle?
2. How is justification related to the word "come" in the New Testament?
3. How is sanctification related to the word "go" in the New Testament?
4. Describe the worldview of "God’s Funeral" by giving examples of the lives 

and thoughts of famous atheists like Thomas Hardy, Morrison Swift, and 
Leslie Stephen.

5. Give at least 3 specific examples showing how the 19th century was the 
"greatest century of missions."

6. Define Latitudinarianism and explain its impact on Victorian missions.
7. What particular skills and motivations did William Carey possess which, in 

turn, made him well-suited for the mission field?
8. How did William Carey reform the culture of India? Give at least 4 

examples.
9. How did Hudson Taylor impact Chinese culture? Give at least 2 examples.
10. How did David Livingstone impact African culture? Give at least 3 

examples.
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Lesson 15 
THE NEW PRIESTHOOD: SCIENTISM AND 

DARWINISM 

Lecture 15.1 — THE PRINCIPLE 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the following selection from H.G. Wells’ What Is 
Coming? A Forecast of Things After the War. What is Wells’ view of the past, 
present, and future? How do you see the themes of scientism in this 
selection? 

SELECTION: What Is Coming? A Forecast of Things After the War by H.G. Wells. 

Prophecy may vary between being an intellectual amusement and a serious occupation; 
serious not only in its intentions, but in its consequences. For it is the lot of prophets 
who frighten or disappoint to be stoned. But for some of us moderns, who have been 
touched with the spirit of science, prophesying is almost a habit of mind.

Science is very largely analysis aimed at forecasting. The test of any scientific law is 
our verification of its anticipations. The scientific training develops the idea that 
whatever is going to happen is really here now—if only one could see it. And when one 
is taken by surprise the tendency is not to say with the untrained man, "Now, who'd 
ha' thought it?" but "Now, what was it we overlooked?"

Everything that has ever existed or that will ever exist is here—for anyone who has 
eyes to see. But some of it demands eyes of superhuman penetration. Some of it is 
patent; we are almost as certain of next Christmas and the tides of the year 1960 and 
the death before 3000 A.D. [sic] of everybody now alive as if these things had already 
happened. Below that level of certainty, but still at a very high level of certainty, there 
are such things as that men will probably be making aeroplanes of an improved pattern 
in 1950, or that there will be a through railway connection between Constantinople 
and Bombay and between Baku and Bombay in the next half-century. From such 
grades of certainty as this, one may come down the scale until the most obscure 
mystery of all is reached: the mystery of the individual. Will England presently 
produce a military genius? or what will Mr. Belloc say the day after to-morrow? The 
most accessible field for the prophet is the heavens; the least is the secret of the 
jumping cat within the human skull. How will so-and-so behave, and how will the 
nation take it? For such questions as that we need the subtlest guesses of all.

Yet, even to such questions as these the sharp, observant man may risk an answer with 
something rather better than an even chance of being right.
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The present writer is a prophet by use and wont. He is more interested in to-morrow 
than he is in to-day, and the past is just material for future guessing. "Think of the men 
who have walked here!" said a tourist in the Roman Coliseum. It was a Futurist mind 
that answered: "Think of the men who will." It is surely as interesting that presently 
some founder of the World Republic, some obstinate opponent of militarism or 
legalism, or the man who will first release atomic energy for human use, will walk 
along the Via Sacra as that Cicero or Giordano Bruno or Shelley have walked there in 
the past. To the prophetic mind all history is and will continue to be a prelude. The 
prophetic type will steadfastly refuse to see the world as a museum; it will insist that 
here is a stage set for a drama that perpetually begins.

Lecture 15.2 — FIGURES OF SCIENTISM I 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the first chapter of Thomas Malthus’ An Essay on the 
Principles of Population. What is his argument and concern? Why do you 
think this influenced the theories of natural selection by Charles Darwin and 
Alfred Wallace? 

SELECTION: An Essay on the Principles of Population by Thomas Malthus. 

The great and unlooked for discoveries that have taken place of late years in natural 
philosophy; the increasing diffusion of general knowledge from the extension of the art 
of printing; the ardent and unshackled spirit of inquiry that prevails throughout the 
lettered, and even unlettered world; the new and extraordinary lights that have been 
thrown on political subjects, which dazzle, and astonish the understanding; and 
particularly that tremendous phenomenon in the political horizon the French 
Revolution, which, like a blazing comet, seems destined either to inspire with fresh life 
and vigour, or to scorch up and destroy the shrinking inhabitants of the earth, have all 
concurred to lead many able men into the opinion, that we were touching on a period 
big with the most important changes, changes that would in some measure be decisive 
of the future fate of mankind.

It has been said, that the great question is now at issue, whether man shall henceforth 
start forwards with accelerated velocity towards illimitable, and hitherto unconceived 
improvement; or be condemned to a perpetual oscillation between happiness and 
misery, and after every effort remain still at an immeasurable distance from the wished-
for goal.

Yet, anxiously as every friend of mankind must look forwards to the termination of this 
painful suspense; and, eagerly as the inquiring mind would hail every ray of light that 
might assist its view into futurity, it is much to be lamented, that the writers on each 
side of this momentous question still keep far aloof from each other. Their mutual 
arguments do not meet with a candid examination. The question is not brought to rest 
on fewer points; and even in theory scarcely seems to be approaching to a decision.
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The advocate for the present order of things is apt to treat the sect of speculative 
philosophers, either as a set of artful and designing knaves, who preach up ardent 
benevolence, and draw captivating pictures of a happier state of society, only the better 
to enable them to destroy the present establishments, and to forward their own deep-
laid schemes of ambition: or, as wild and mad-headed enthusiasts, whose silly 
speculations, and absurd paradoxes, are not worthy the attention of any reasonable 
man.

The advocate for the perfectibility of man, and of society, retorts on the defender of 
establishments a more than equal contempt. He brands him as the slave of the most 
miserable and narrow prejudices; or, as the defender of the abuses of civil society, only 
because he profits by them. He paints him either as a character who prostitutes his 
understanding to his interest; or as one whose powers of mind are not of a size to grasp 
any thing great and noble; who cannot see above five yards before him; and who must 
therefore be utterly unable to take in the views of the enlightened benefactor of 
mankind.

In this unamicable contest, the cause of truth cannot but suffer. The really good 
arguments on each side of the question are not allowed to have their proper weight. 
Each pursues his own theory, little solicitous to correct, or improve it, by an attention 
to what is advanced by his opponents.

The friend of the present order of things condemns all political speculations in the 
gross. He will not even condescend to examine the grounds from which the 
perfectibility of society is inferred. Much less will he give himself the trouble in a fair 
and candid manner to attempt an exposition of their fallacy.

The speculative philosopher equally offends against the cause of truth. With eyes fixed 
on a happier state of society, the blessings of which he paints in the most captivating 
colours, he allows himself to indulge in the most bitter invectives against every present 
establishment, without applying his talents to consider the best and safest means of 
removing abuses, and without seeming to be aware of the tremendous obstacles that 
threaten, even in theory, to oppose the progress of man towards perfection.

It is an acknowledged truth in philosophy, that a just theory will always be confirmed 
by experiment. Yet so much friction, and so many minute circumstances occur in 
practice, which it is next to impossible for the most enlarged and penetrating mind to 
foresee, that on few subjects can any theory be pronounced just, that has not stood the 
test of experience. But an untried argument cannot fairly be advanced as probable, 
much less as just, till all the arguments against it have been maturely weighed, and 
clearly and consistently refuted.

I have read some of the speculations on the perfectibility of man and of society, with 
great pleasure. I have been warmed and delighted with the enchanting picture which 
they hold forth. I ardently wish for such happy improvements. But I see great, and, to 
my understanding, unconquerable difficulties in the way to them. These difficulties it is 
my present purpose to state; declaring, at the same time, that so far from exulting in 
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them, as a cause of triumph over the friends of innovation, nothing would give me 
greater pleasure than to see them completely removed.

The most important argument that I shall adduce is certainly not new. The principles 
on which it depends have been explained in part by Hume, and more at large by Dr. 
Adam Smith. It has been advanced and applied to the present subject, though not with 
its proper weight, or in the most forcible point of view, by Mr. Wallace: and it may 
probably have been stated by many writers that I have never met with. I should 
certainly therefore not think of advancing it again, though I mean to place it in a point 
of view in some degree different from any that I have hitherto seen, if it had ever been 
fairly and satisfactorily answered.

The cause of this neglect on the part of the advocates for the perfectibility of mankind 
is not easily accounted for. I cannot doubt the talents of such men as Godwin and 
Condorcet. I am unwilling to doubt their candour. To my understanding, and probably 
to that of most others, the difficulty appears insurmountable. Yet these men of 
acknowledged ability and penetration, scarcely deign to notice it, and hold on their 
course in such speculations, with unabated ardour, and undiminished confidence. I 
have certainly no right to say that they purposely shut their eyes to such arguments. I 
ought rather to doubt the validity of them, when neglected by such men, however 
forcibly their truth may strike my own mind. Yet in this respect it must be 
acknowledged that we are all of us too prone to err. If I saw a glass of wine repeatedly 
presented to a man, and he took no notice of it, I should be apt to think that he was 
blind or uncivil. A juster philosophy might teach me rather to think that my eyes 
deceived me, and that the offer was not really what I conceived it to be.

In entering upon the argument I must premise that I put out of the question, at 
present, all mere conjectures: that is, all suppositions, the probable realization of which 
cannot be inferred upon any just philosophical grounds. A writer may tell me that he 
thinks man will ultimately become an ostrich. I cannot properly contradict him. But 
before he can expect to bring any reasonable person over to his opinion, he ought to 
shew, that the necks of mankind have been gradually elongating; that the lips have 
grown harder and more prominent; that the legs and feet are daily altering their shape; 
and that the hair is beginning to change into stubs of feathers. And till the probability 
of so wonderful a conversion can be shewn, it is surely lost time and lost eloquence to 
expatiate on the happiness of man in such a state; to describe his powers, both of 
running and flying; to paint him in a condition where all narrow luxuries would be 
contemned; where he would be employed only in collecting the necessaries of life; and 
where, consequently, each man's share of labour would be light, and his portion of 
leisure ample.

I think I may fairly make two postulata.

First, That food is necessary to the existence of man.

Secondly, That the passion between the sexes is necessary, and will remain nearly 
in its present state.
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These two laws ever since we have had any knowledge of mankind, appear to have 
been fixed laws of our nature; and, as we have not hitherto seen any alteration in them, 
we have no right to conclude that they will ever cease to be what they now are, 
without an immediate act of power in that Being who first arranged the system of the 
universe; and for the advantage of his creatures, still executes, according to fixed laws, 
all its various operations.

I do not know that any writer has supposed that on this earth man will ultimately be 
able to live without food. But Mr Godwin has conjectured that the passion between 
the sexes may in time be extinguished. As, however, he calls this part of his work, a 
deviation into the land of conjecture, I will not dwell longer upon it at present, than to 
say, that the best arguments for the perfectibility of man, are drawn from a 
contemplation of the great progress that he has already made from the savage state, 
and the difficulty of saying where he is to stop. But towards the extinction of the 
passion between the sexes, no progress whatever has hitherto been made. It appears to 
exist in as much force at present as it did two thousand or four thousand years ago. 
There are individual exceptions now as there always have been. But, as these 
exceptions do not appear to increase in number, it would surely be a very 
unphilosophical mode of arguing, to infer merely from the existence of an exception, 
that the exception would, in time, become the rule, and the rule the exception.

Assuming then my postulata as granted, I say, that the power of population is 
indefinitely greater than the power in the earth to produce subsistence for man.

Population, when unchecked, increases in a geometrical ratio. Subsistence increases 
only in an arithmetical ratio. A slight acquaintance with numbers will shew the 
immensity of the first power in comparison of the second.

By that law of our nature which makes food necessary to the life of man, the effects of 
these two unequal powers must be kept equal.

This implies a strong and constantly operating check on population from the difficulty 
of subsistence. This difficulty must fall somewhere; and must necessarily be severely 
felt by a large portion of mankind.

Through the animal and vegetable kingdoms, nature has scattered the seeds of life 
abroad with the most profuse and liberal hand. She has been comparatively sparing in 
the room, and the nourishment necessary to rear them. The germs of existence 
contained in this spot of earth, with ample food, and ample room to expand in, would 
fill millions of worlds in the course of a few thousand years. Necessity, that imperious 
all pervading law of nature, restrains them within the prescribed bounds. The race of 
plants and the race of animals shrink under this great restrictive law. And the race of 
man cannot, by any efforts of reason, escape from it. Among plants and animals its 
effects are waste of seed, sickness, and premature death. Among mankind, misery and 
vice. The former, misery, is an absolutely necessary consequence of it. Vice is a highly 
probable consequence, and we therefore see it abundantly prevail; but it ought not, 
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perhaps, to be called an absolutely necessary consequence. The ordeal of virtue is to 
resist all temptation to evil.

This natural inequality of the two powers of population, and of production in the earth, 
and that great law of our nature which must constantly keep their effects equal, form 
the great difficulty that to me appears insurmountable in the way to the perfectibility of 
society. All other arguments are of slight and subordinate consideration in comparison 
of this. I see no way by which man can escape from the weight of this law which 
pervades all animated nature. No fancied equality, no agrarian regulations in their 
utmost extent, could remove the pressure of it even for a single century. And it 
appears, therefore, to be decisive against the possible existence of a society, all the 
members of which, should live in ease, happiness, and comparative leisure; and feel no 
anxiety about providing the means of subsistence for themselves and families.

Consequently, if the premises are just, the argument is conclusive against the 
perfectibility of the mass of mankind.

I have thus sketched the general outline of the argument, but I will examine it more 
particularly; and I think it will be found that experience, the true source and 
foundation of all knowledge, invariably confirms its truth.

Lecture 15.3 — FIGURES OF SCIENTISM II 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the following selection from Charles Darwin’s The 
Descent of Man. What are Darwin’s evidences for a common descent of 
man from primates and other animals? In what ways do these observations 
explain who man is? In what ways do they not explain who man is? 

SELECTION: The Descent of Man by Charles Darwin. 

He who wishes to decide whether man is the modified descendant of some pre-existing 
form, would probably first enquire whether man varies, however slightly, in bodily 
structure and in mental faculties; and if so, whether the variations are transmitted to 
his offspring in accordance with the laws which prevail with the lower animals. Again, 
are the variations the result, as far as our ignorance permits us to judge, of the same 
general causes, and are they governed by the same general laws, as in the case of other 
organisms; for instance, by correlation, the inherited effects of use and disuse, &c.? Is 
man subject to similar malconformations, the result of arrested development, of 
reduplication of parts, &c., and does he display in any of his anomalies reversion to 
some former and ancient type of structure? It might also naturally be enquired 
whether man, like so many other animals, has given rise to varieties and sub-races, 
differing but slightly from each other, or to races differing so much that they must be 
classed as doubtful species? How are such races distributed over the world; and how, 
when crossed, do they react on each other in the first and succeeding generations? And 
so with many other points.
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The enquirer would next come to the important point, whether man tends to increase 
at so rapid a rate, as to lead to occasional severe struggles for existence; and 
consequently to beneficial variations, whether in body or mind, being preserved, and 
injurious ones eliminated. Do the races or species of men, whichever term may be 
applied, encroach on and replace one another, so that some finally become extinct? We 
shall see that all these questions, as indeed is obvious in respect to most of them, must 
be answered in the affirmative, in the same manner as with the lower animals. But the 
several considerations just referred to may be conveniently deferred for a time: and we 
will first see how far the bodily structure of man shows traces, more or less plain, of his 
descent from some lower form. In succeeding chapters the mental powers of man, in 
comparison with those of the lower animals, will be considered.

The Bodily Structure of Man.—It is notorious that man is constructed on the same general 
type or model as other mammals. All the bones in his skeleton can be compared with 
corresponding bones in a monkey, bat, or seal. So it is with his muscles, nerves, blood-
vessels and internal viscera. The brain, the most important of all the organs, follows 
the same law, as shewn by Huxley and other anatomists. Bischoff, who is a hostile 
witness, admits that every chief fissure and fold in the brain of man has its analogy in 
that of the orang; but he adds that at no period of development do their brains 
perfectly agree; nor could perfect agreement be expected, for otherwise their mental 
powers would have been the same. Vulpian remarks: "Les différences réelles qui existent 
entre l'encéphale de l'homme et celui des singes supérieurs, sont bien minimes. It ne faut pas se faire 
d'illusions à cet égard. L'homme est bien plus près des singes anthropomorphes par les caractères 
anatomiques de son cerveau que ceux-ci ne le sont non seulement des autres mammifères, mais 
même de certains quadrumanes, des guenons et des macaques." But it would be superfluous 
here to give further details on the correspondence between man and the higher 
mammals in the structure of the brain and all other parts of the body.

It may, however, be worth while to specify a few points, not directly or obviously 
connected with structure, by which this correspondence or relationship is well shewn.

Man is liable to receive from the lower animals, and to communicate to them, certain 
diseases, as hydrophobia, variola, the glanders, syphilis, cholera, herpes, &c.; and this 
fact proves the close similarity of their tissues and blood, both in minute structure and 
composition, far more plainly than does their comparison under the best microscope, 
or by the aid of the best chemical analysis. Monkeys are liable to many of the same 
non-contagious diseases as we are; thus Rengger, who carefully observed for a long 
time the Cebus azaræ in its native land, found it liable to catarrh, with the usual 
symptoms, and which, when often recurrent, led to consumption. These monkeys 
suffered also from apoplexy, inflammation of the bowels, and cataract in the eye.The 
younger ones when shedding their milk-teeth often died from fever. Medicines 
produced the same effect on them as on us. Many kinds of monkeys have a strong taste 
for tea, coffee, and spirituous liquors: they will also, as I have myself seen, smoke 
tobacco with pleasure. Brehm asserts that the natives of north-eastern Africa catch the 
wild baboons by exposing vessels with strong beer, by which they are made drunk. He 
has seen some of these animals, which he kept in confinement, in this state; and he 
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gives a laughable account of their behaviour and strange grimaces. On the following 
morning they were very cross and dismal; they held their aching heads with both 
hands, and wore a most pitiable expression: when beer or wine was offered them, they 
turned away with disgust, but relished the juice of lemons. An American monkey, an 
Ateles, after getting drunk on brandy, would never touch it again, and thus was wiser 
than many men. These trifling facts prove how similar the nerves of taste must be in 
monkeys and man, and how similarly their whole nervous system is affected.

Man is infested with internal parasites, sometimes causing fatal effects; and is plagued 
by external parasites, all of which belong to the same genera or families as those 
infesting other mammals, and in the case of scabies to the same species. Man is subject, 
like other mammals, birds, and even insects, to that mysterious law, which causes 
certain normal processes, such as gestation, as well as the maturation and duration of 
various diseases, to follow lunar periods. His wounds are repaired by the same process 
of healing; and the stumps left after the amputation of his limbs, especially during an 
early embryonic period, occasionally possess some power of regeneration, as in the 
lowest animals.

The whole process of that most important function, the reproduction of the species, is 
strikingly the same in all mammals, from the first act of courtship by the male, to the 
birth and nurturing of the young. Monkeys are born in almost as helpless a condition 
as our own infants; and in certain genera the young differ fully as much in appearance 
from the adults, as do our children from their full-grown parents. It has been urged by 
some writers, as an important distinction, that with man the young arrive at maturity 
at a much later age than with any other animal: but if we look to the races of mankind 
which inhabit tropical countries the difference is not great, for the orang is believed 
not to be adult till the age of from ten to fifteen years. Man differs from woman in size, 
bodily strength, hairiness, &c., as well as in mind, in the same manner as do the two 
sexes of many mammals. So that the correspondence in general structure, in the 
minute structure of the tissues, in chemical composition and in constitution, between 
man and the higher animals, especially the anthropomorphous apes, is extremely close.

Embryonic Development.—Man is developed from an ovule, about the 125th of an inch in 
diameter, which differs in no respect from the ovules of other animals. The embryo 
itself at a very early period can hardly be distinguished from that of other members of 
the vertebrate kingdom. At this period the arteries run in arch-like branches, as if to 
carry the blood to branchiæ which are not present in the higher Vertebrata, though the 
slits on the sides of the neck still remain (f, g, Fig. 1), marking their former position. At 
a somewhat later period, when the extremities are developed, "the feet of lizards and 
mammals," as the illustrious von Baer remarks, "the wings and feet of birds, no less 
than the hands and feet of man, all arise from the same fundamental form." It is, says 
Prof. Huxley, "quite in the later stages of development that the young human being 
presents marked differences from the young ape, while the latter departs as much from 
the dog in its developments, as the man does. Startling as this last assertion may appear 
to be, it is demonstrably true."
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As some of my readers may never have seen a drawing of an embryo, I have given one 
of man and another of a dog, at about the same early stage of development, carefully 
copied from two works of undoubted accuracy.

After the foregoing statements made by such high authorities, it would be superfluous 
on my part to give a number of borrowed details, shewing that the embryo of man 
closely resembles that of other mammals. It may, however, be added, that the human 
embryo likewise resembles certain low forms when adult in various points of structure. 
For instance, the heart at first exists as a simple pulsating vessel; the excreta are voided 
through a cloacal passage; and the os coccyx projects like a true tail "extending 
considerably beyond the rudimentary legs." In the embryos of all air-breathing 
vertebrates, certain glands, called the corpora Wolffiana, correspond with, and act like 
the kidneys of mature fishes. Even at a later embryonic period, some striking 
resemblances between man and the lower animals may be observed. Bischoff says "that 
the convolutions of the brain in a human fœtus at the end of the seventh month reach 
about the same stage of development as in a baboon when adult." The great toe, as 
Professor Owen remarks, "which forms the fulcrum when standing or walking, is 
perhaps the most characteristic peculiarity in the human structure"; but in an embryo, 
about an inch in length, Prof. Wyman found "that the great toe was shorter than the 
others; and, instead of being parallel to them, projected at an angle from the side of the 
foot, thus corresponding with the permanent condition of this part in the Quadrumana." 
I will conclude with a quotation from Huxley, who, after asking does man originate in 
a different way from a dog, bird, frog or fish, says, "The reply is not doubtful for a 
moment; without question, the mode of origin, and the early stages of the development 
of man, are identical with those of the animals immediately below him in the scale: 
without a doubt in these respects, he is far nearer to apes than the apes are to the dog."
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Fig. 1. Upper figure human 
embryo, from Ecker. Lower 
figure that of a dog, from 

Bischoff.

a. Fore-brain, cerebral 
hemispheres, &c.

b. Mid-brain, corpora 
quadrigemina.

c. Hind-brain, cerebellum, 
medulla oblongata.

d. Eye.

e. Ear.

f. First visceral arch.

g. Second visceral arch.

h. Vertebral columns and 
muscles process of 
development.

i. Anterior extremities.

j. Posterior.

k. Tail or os coccyx.
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Rudiments.—This subject, though not intrinsically more important than the two last, 
will for several reasons be treated here more fully. Not one of the higher animals can 
be named which does not bear some part in a rudimentary condition; and man forms 
no exception to the rule. Rudimentary organs must be distinguished from those that 
are nascent; though in some cases the distinction is not easy. The former are either 
absolutely useless, such as the mammæ of male quadrupeds, or the incisor teeth of 
ruminants which never cut through the gums; or they are of such slight service to their 
present possessors, that we can hardly suppose that they were developed under the 
conditions which now exist. Organs in this latter state are not strictly rudimentary, but 
they are tending in this direction. Nascent organs, on the other hand, though not fully 
developed, are of high service to their possessors, and are capable of further 
development. Rudimentary organs are eminently variable; and this is partly intelligible, 
as they are useless, or nearly useless, and consequently are no longer subjected to 
natural selection. They often become wholly suppressed. When this occurs, they are 
nevertheless liable to occasional reappearance through reversion—a circumstance well 
worthy of attention.

The chief agents in causing organs to become rudimentary seem to have been disuse at 
that period of life when the organ is chiefly used (and this is generally during 
maturity), and also inheritance at a corresponding period of life. The term "disuse" 
does not relate merely to the lessened action of muscles, but includes a diminished flow 
of blood to a part or organ, from being subjected to fewer alternations of pressure, or 
from becoming in any way less habitually active. Rudiments, however, may occur in 
one sex of those parts which are normally present in the other sex; and such rudiments, 
as we shall hereafter see, have often originated in a way distinct from those here 
referred to. In some cases, organs have been reduced by means of natural selection, 
from having become injurious to the species under changed habits of life. The process 
of reduction is probably often aided through the two principles of compensation and 
economy of growth; but the later stages of reduction, after disuse has done all that can 
fairly be attributed to it, and when the saving to be effected by the economy of growth 
would be very small, are difficult to understand. The final and complete suppression of 
a part, already useless and much reduced in size, in which case neither compensation 
or economy can come into play, is perhaps intelligible by the aid of the hypothesis of 
pangenesis. But as the whole subject of rudimentary organs has been discussed and 
illustrated in my former works, I need here say no more on this head.

Rudiments of various muscles have been observed in many parts of the human body; 
and not a few muscles, which are regularly present in some of the lower animals can 
occasionally be detected in man in a greatly reduced condition. Every one must have 
noticed the power which many animals, especially horses, possess of moving or 
twitching their skin; and this is effected by the panniculus carnosus. Remnants of this 
muscle in an efficient state are found in various parts of our bodies; for instance, the 
muscle on the forehead, by which the eyebrows are raised. The platysma myoides, which 
is well developed on the neck, belongs to this system. Prof. Turner, of Edinburgh, has 
occasionally detected, as he informs me, muscular fasciculi in five different situations, 
namely in the axillæ, near the scapulæ, &c., all of which must be referred to the system 
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of the panniculus. He has also shewn that the musculus sternalis or sternalis brutorum, 
which is not an extension of the rectus abdominalis, but is closely allied to the panniculus, 
occurred in the proportion of about three per cent. in upward of 600 bodies: he adds, 
that this muscle affords "an excellent illustration of the statement that occasional and 
rudimentary structures are especially liable to variation in arrangement."

Some few persons have the power of contracting the superficial muscles on their 
scalps; and these muscles are in a variable and partially rudimentary condition. M.A. 
de Candolle has communicated to me a curious instance of the long-continued 
persistence or inheritance of this power, as well as of its unusual development. He 
knows a family, in which one member, the present head of the family, could, when a 
youth, pitch several heavy books from his head by the movement of the scalp alone; 
and he won wagers by performing this feat. His father, uncle, grandfather, and his 
three children possess the same power to the same unusual degree. This family became 
divided eight generations ago into two branches; so that the head of the above-
mentioned branch is cousin in the seventh degree to the head of the other branch. This 
distant cousin resides in another part of France; and on being asked whether he 
possessed the same faculty, immediately exhibited his power. This case offers a good 
illustration how persistent may be the transmission of an absolutely useless faculty, 
probably derived from our remote semi-human progenitors; since many monkeys have, 
and frequently use the power, of largely moving their scalps up and down.

The extrinsic muscles which serve to move the external ear, and the intrinsic muscles 
which move the different parts, are in a rudimentary condition in man, and they all 
belong to the system of the panniculus; they are also variable in development, or at least 
in function. I have seen one man who could draw the whole ear forwards; other men 
can draw it upwards; another who could draw it backwards; and from what one of 
these persons told me, it is probable that most of us, by often touching our ears, and 
thus directing our attention towards them, could recover some power of movement by 
repeated trials. The power of erecting and directing the shell of the ears to the various 
points of the compass, is no doubt of the highest service to many animals, as they thus 
perceive the direction of danger; but I have never heard, on sufficient evidence, of a 
man who possessed this power, the one which might be of use to him. The whole 
external shell may be considered a rudiment, together with the various folds and 
prominences (helix and anti-helix, tragus and anti-tragus, &c.) which in the lower 
animals strengthen and support the ear when erect, without adding much to its weight. 
Some authors, however, suppose that the cartilage of the shell serves to transmit 
vibrations to the acoustic nerve; but Mr. Toynbee, after collecting all the known 
evidence on this head, concludes that the external shell is of no distinct use. The ears of 
the chimpanzee and orang are curiously like those of man, and the proper muscles are 
likewise but very slightly developed. I am also assured by the keepers in the Zoological 
Gardens that these animals never move or erect their ears; so that they are in an 
equally rudimentary condition with those of man, as far as function is concerned. Why 
these animals, as well as the progenitors of man, should have lost the power of erecting 
their ears, we can not say. It may be, though I am not satisfied with this view, that 
owing to their arboreal habits and great strength they were but little exposed to 
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danger, and so during a lengthened period moved their ears but little, and thus 
gradually lost the power of moving them. This would be a parallel case with that of 
those large and heavy birds, which, from inhabiting oceanic islands, have not been 
exposed to the attacks of beasts of prey, and have consequently lost the power of using 
their wings for flight. The inability to move the ears in man and several apes is, 
however, partly compensated by the freedom with which they can move the head in a 
horizontal plane, so as to catch sounds from all directions. It has been asserted that the 
ear of man alone possesses a lobule; but "a rudiment of it is found in the gorilla"; and, 
as I hear from Prof. Preyer, it is not rarely absent in the negro.

The celebrated sculptor, Mr. Woolner, informs me of one little peculiarity in the 
external ear, which he has often observed both in men and women, and of which he 
perceived the full significance. His attention was first called to the subject whilst at 
work on his figure of Puck, to which he had given pointed ears. He was thus led to 
examine the ears of various monkeys, and subsequently more carefully those of man. 
The peculiarity consists in a little blunt point, projecting from the inwardly folded 
margin, or helix. When present, it is developed at birth, and according to Prof. Ludwig 
Meyer, more frequently in man than in woman. Mr. Woolner made an exact model of 
one such case, and sent me the accompanying drawing (see Fig. 2).

Fig 2. Human Ear, modelled and drawn by 
Mr. Woolner. 

a. The projecting point.

These points not only project inwards towards the centre of the ear, but often a little 
outwards from its plane, so as to be visible when the head is viewed from directly in 
front or behind. They are variable in size, and somewhat in position, standing either a 
little higher or lower; and they sometimes occur on one ear and not on the other. They 
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are not confined to mankind, for I observed a case in one of the spider-monkeys (Ateles 
beelzebuth) in our Zoological Gardens; and Mr. E. Ray Lankester informs me of 
another case in a chimpanzee in the gardens at Hamburg. The helix obviously consists 
of the extreme margin of the ear folded inwards; and this folding appears to be in some 
manner connected with the whole external ear being permanently pressed backwards. 
In many monkeys, which do not stand high in the order, as baboons and some species 
of Macacus, the upper portion of the ear is slightly pointed, and the margin is not at all 
folded inwards; but if the margin were to be thus folded, a slight point would 
necessarily project inwards towards the centre, and probably a little outwards from the 
plane of the ear; and this I believe to be their origin in many cases. On the other hand, 
Prof. L. Meyer, in an able paper recently published, maintains that the whole case is 
one of mere variability; and that the projections are not real ones, but are due to the 
internal cartilage on each side of the points not having been fully developed. I am quite 
ready to admit that this is the correct explanation in many instances, as in those figured 
by Prof. Meyer, in which there are several minute points, or the whole margin is 
sinuous. I have myself seen, through the kindness of Dr. L. Down, the ear of a 
microcephalus idiot, on which there is a projection on the outside of the helix, and not 
on the inward folded edge, so that this point can have no relation to a former apex of 
the ear. Nevertheless in some cases, my original view, that the points are vestiges of the 
tips of formerly erect and pointed ears, still seems to me probable. I think so from the 
frequency of their occurrence, and from the general correspondence in position with 
that of the tip of a pointed ear. In one case, of which a photograph has been sent me, 
the projection is so large, that supposing, in accordance with Prof. Meyer's view, the 
ear to be made perfect by the equal development of the cartilage throughout the whole 
extent of the margin, it would have covered fully one-third of the whole ear. Two cases 
have been communicated to me, one in North America, and the other in England, in 
which the upper margin is not at all folded inwards, but is pointed, so that it closely 
resembles the pointed ear of an ordinary quadruped in outline. In one of these cases, 
which was that of a young child, the father compared the ear with the drawing which I 
have given of the ear of a monkey, the Cynopithecus niger, and says that their outlines are 
closely similar. If, in these two cases, the margin had been folded inwards in the normal 
manner, an inward projection must have been formed. I may add that in two other 
cases the outline still remains somewhat pointed, although the margin of the upper part 
of the ear is normally folded inwards—in one of them, however, very narrowly. The 
following woodcut (see Fig. 3) is an accurate copy of a photograph of the fœtus of an 
orang (kindly sent me by Dr. Nitsche), in which it may be seen how different the 
pointed outline of the ear is at this period from its adult condition, when it bears a close 
general resemblance to that of man. It is evident that the folding over of the tip of such 
an ear, unless it changed greatly during its further development, would give rise to a 
point projecting inwards. On the whole, it still seems to me probable that the points in 
question are in some cases, both in man and apes, vestiges of a former condition.
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Fig. 3. Fœtus of an Orang. Exact copy of a photograph, shewing the form of the ear at this early age.

The nictitating membrane, or third eyelid, with its accessory muscles and other 
structures, is especially well developed in birds, and is of much functional importance 
to them, as it can be rapidly drawn across the whole eyeball. It is found in some 
reptiles and amphibians, and in certain fishes, as in sharks. It is fairly well developed in 
the two lower divisions of the mammalian series, namely, in the Monotremata and 
marsupials, and in some few of the higher mammals, as in the walrus. But in man, the 
Quadrumana, and most other mammals, it exists, as is admitted by all anatomists, as a 
mere rudiment, called the semilunar fold.

The sense of smell is of the highest importance to the greater number of mammals—to 
some, as the ruminants, in warning them of danger; to others, as the Carnivora, in 
finding their prey; to others, again, as the wild boar, for both purposes combined. But 
the sense of smell is of extremely slight service, if any, even to the dark coloured races 
of men, in whom it is much more highly developed than in the white and civilised 
races. Nevertheless it does not warn them of danger, nor guide them to their food; nor 
does it prevent the Esquimaux from sleeping in the most fetid atmosphere, nor many 
savages from eating half-putrid meat. In Europeans the power differs greatly in 
different individuals, as I am assured by an eminent naturalist who possesses this sense 
highly developed, and who has attended to the subject. Those who believe in the 
principle of gradual evolution, will not readily admit that the sense of smell in its 
present state was originally acquired by man, as he now exists. He inherits the power 
in an enfeebled and so far rudimentary condition, from some early progenitor, to whom 
it was highly serviceable, and by whom it was continually used. In those animals which 
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have this sense highly developed, such as dogs and horses, the recollection of persons 
and of places is strongly associated with their odour; and we can thus perhaps 
understand how it is, as Dr. Maudsley has truly remarked, that the sense of smell in 
man "is singularly effective in recalling vividly the ideas and images of forgotten scenes 
and places."

Man differs conspicuously from all the other primates in being almost naked. But a 
few short straggling hairs are found over the greater part of the body in the man, and 
fine down on that of a woman. The different races differ much in hairiness; and in the 
individuals of the same race the hairs are highly variable, not only in abundance, but 
likewise in position: thus in some Europeans the shoulders are quite naked, whilst in 
others they bear thick tufts of hair. There can be little doubt that the hairs thus 
scattered over the body are the rudiments of the uniform hairy coat of the lower 
animals. This view is rendered all the more probable, as it is known that fine, short, 
and pale-coloured hairs on the limbs and other parts of the body, occasionally become 
developed into "thickset, long, and rather coarse dark hairs," when abnormally 
nourished near old-standing inflamed surfaces.

I am informed by Sir James Paget that often several members of a family have a few 
hairs in their eyebrows much longer than the others; so that even this slight peculiarity 
seems to be inherited. These hairs, too, seem to have their representatives; for in the 
chimpanzee, and in certain species of Macacus, there are scattered hairs of 
considerable length rising from the naked skin above the eyes, and corresponding to 
our eyebrows; similar long hairs project from the hairy covering of the superciliary 
ridges in some baboons.

The fine wool-like hair, or so-called lanugo, with which the human fœtus during the 
sixth month is thickly covered, offers a more curious case. It is first developed, during 
the fifth month, on the eyebrows and face, and especially round the mouth, where it is 
much longer than that on the head. A moustache of this kind was observed by 
Eschricht on a female fœtus; but this is not so surprising a circumstance as it may at 
first appear, for the two sexes generally resemble each other in all external characters 
during an early period of growth. The direction and arrangement of the hairs on all 
parts of the fœtal body are the same as in the adult, but are subject to much variability. 
The whole surface, including even the forehead and ears, is thus thickly clothed; but it 
is a significant fact that the palms of the hands and the soles of the feet are quite naked, 
like the inferior surfaces of all four extremities in most of the lower animals. As this 
can hardly be an accidental coincidence, the woolly covering of the fœtus probably 
represents the first permanent coat of hair in those mammals which are born hairy. 
Three or four cases have been recorded of persons born with their whole bodies and 
faces thickly covered with fine long hairs; and this strange condition is strongly 
inherited, and is correlated with an abnormal condition of the teeth. Prof. Alex. Brandt 
informs me that he has compared the hair from the face of a man thus characterised, 
aged thirty-five, with the lanugo of a fœtus, and finds it quite similar in texture; 
therefore, as he remarks, the case may be attributed to an arrest of development in the 
hair, together with its continued growth. Many delicate children, as I have been 
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assured by a surgeon to a hospital for children, have their backs covered by rather long 
silky hairs; and such cases probably come under the same head.

It appears as if the posterior molar or wisdom-teeth were tending to become 
rudimentary in the more civilised races of man. These teeth are rather smaller than the 
other molars, as is likewise the case with the corresponding teeth in the chimpanzee 
and orang; and they have only two separate fangs. They do not cut through the gums 
till about the seventeenth year, and I have been assured that they are much more liable 
to decay, and are earlier lost than the other teeth; but this is denied by some eminent 
dentists. They are also much more liable to vary, both in structure and in the period of 
their development, than the other teeth. In the Melanian races, on the other hand, the 
wisdom-teeth are usually furnished with three separate fangs, and are generally sound; 
they also differ from the other molars in size, less than in the Caucasian races. Prof. 
Schaaffhausen accounts for this difference between the races by "the posterior dental 
portion of the jaw being always shortened" in those that are civilised, and this 
shortening may, I presume, be attributed to civilised men habitually feeding on soft, 
cooked food, and thus using their jaws less. I am informed by Mr. Brace that it is 
becoming quite a common practice in the United States to remove some of the molar 
teeth of children, as the jaw does not grow large enough for the perfect development of 
the normal number.

With respect to the alimentary canal, I have met with an account of only a single 
rudiment, namely the vermiform appendage of the cæcum. The cæcum is a branch or 
diverticulum of the intestine, ending in a cul-de-sac, and is extremely long in many of 
the lower vegetable-feeding mammals. In the marsupial koala it is actually more than 
thrice as long as the whole body. It is sometimes produced into a long gradually-
tapering point, and is sometimes constricted in parts. It appears as if, in consequence 
of changed diet or habits, the cæcum had become much shortened in various animals, 
the vermiform appendage being left as a rudiment of the shortened part. That this 
appendage is a rudiment, we may infer from its small size, and from the evidence 
which Prof. Canestrini has collected of its variability in man. It is occasionally quite 
absent, or again is largely developed. The passage is sometimes completely closed for 
half or two-thirds of its length, with the terminal part consisting of a flattened solid 
expansion. In the orang this appendage is long and convoluted: in man it arises from 
the end of the short cæcum, and is commonly from four to five inches in length, being 
only about the third of an inch in diameter. Not only is it useless, but it is sometimes 
the cause of death, of which fact I have lately heard two instances: this is due to small 
hard bodies, such as seeds, entering the passage, and causing inflammation.

In some of the lower Quadrumana, in the Lemuridæ and Carnivora, as well as in many 
marsupials, there is a passage near the lower end of the humerus, called the supra-
condyloid foramen, through which the great nerve of the fore limb and often the great 
artery pass. Now in the humerus of man, there is generally a trace of this passage, 
which is sometimes fairly well developed, being formed by a depending hook-like 
process of bone, completed by a band of ligament. Dr. Struthers, who has closely 
attended to the subject, has now shewn that this peculiarity is sometimes inherited, as 
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it has occurred in a father, and in no less than four out of his seven children. When 
present, the great nerve invariably passes through it; and this clearly indicates that it is 
the homologue and rudiment of the supra-condyloid foramen of the lower animals. 
Prof. Turner estimates, as he informs me, that it occurs in about one per cent. of recent 
skeletons. But if the occasional development of this structure in man is, as seems 
probable, due to reversion, it is a return to a very ancient state of things, because in the 
higher Quadrumana it is absent.

There is another foramen or perforation in the humerus, occasionally present in man, 
which may be called the inter-condyloid. This occurs, but not constantly, in various 
anthropoid and other apes, and likewise in many of the lower animals. It is remarkable 
that this perforation seems to have been present in man much more frequently during 
ancient times than recently. Mr. Busk has collected the following evidence on this 
head: Prof. Broca "noticed the perforation in four and a half per cent of the arm-bones 
collected in the 'Cimetiere, du Sud,' at Paris; and in the Grotto of Orrony, the contents 
of which are referred to the Bronze period, as many as eight humeri out of thirty-two 
were perforated; but this extraordinary proportion, he thinks, might be due to the 
cavern having been a sort of 'family vault.' Again, M. Dupont found thirty per cent of 
perforated bones in the caves of the Valley of the Lesse, belonging to the Reindeer 
period; whilst M. Leguay, in a sort of dolmen at Argenteuil, observed twenty-five per 
cent to be perforated; and M. Pruner-Bey found twenty-six per cent in the same 
condition in bones from Vaureal. Nor should it be left unnoticed that M. Pruner-Bey 
states that this condition is common in Guanche skeletons." It is an interesting fact that 
ancient races, in this and several other cases, more frequently present structures which 
resemble those of the lower animals than do the modern. One chief cause seems to be 
that the ancient races stand somewhat nearer in the long line of descent to their remote 
animal-like progenitors.

In man, the os coccyx, together with certain other vertebræ hereafter to be described, 
though functionless as a tail, plainly represent this part in other vertebrate animals. At 
an early embryonic period it is free, and projects beyond the lower extremities; as may 
be seen in the drawing (Fig. 1) of a human embryo. Even after birth it has been 
known, in certain rare and anomalous cases, to form a small external rudiment of a tail. 
The os coccyx is short, usually including only four vertebræ, all anchylosed together: 
and these are in a rudimentary condition, for they consist, with the exception of the 
basal one, of the centrum alone. They are furnished with some small muscles; one of 
which, as I am informed by Prof. Turner, has been expressly described by Theile as a 
rudimentary repetition of the extensor of the tail, a muscle which is so largely 
developed in many mammals.

The spinal cord in man extends only as far downwards as the last dorsal or first lumbar 
vertebra; but a thread-like structure (the filum terminale) runs down the axis of the 
sacral part of the spinal canal, and even along the back of the coccygeal bones. The 
upper part of this filament, as Prof. Turner informs me, is undoubtedly homologous 
with the spinal cord; but the lower part apparently consists merely of the pia mater, or 
vascular investing membrane. Even in this case the os coccyx may be said to possess a 
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vestige of so important a structure as the spinal cord, though no longer enclosed within 
a bony canal. The following fact, for which I am also indebted to Prof. Turner, shews 
how closely the os coccyx corresponds with the true tail in the lower animals: Luschka 
has recently discovered at the extremity of the coccygeal bones a very peculiar 
convoluted body, which is continuous with the middle sacral artery; and this discovery 
led Krause and Meyer to examine the tail of a monkey (Macacus), and of a cat, in both 
of which they found a similarly convoluted body, though not at the extremity.

The reproductive system offers various rudimentary structures; but these differ in one 
important respect from the foregoing cases. Here we are not concerned with the 
vestige of a part which does not belong to the species in an efficient state, but with a 
part efficient in the one sex, and represented in the other by a mere rudiment. 
Nevertheless, the occurrence of such rudiments is as difficult to explain, on the belief 
of the separate creation of each species, as in the foregoing cases. Hereafter I shall 
have to recur to these rudiments, and shall shew that their presence generally depends 
merely on inheritance, that is, on parts acquired by one sex having been partially 
transmitted to the other. I will in this place only give some instances of such rudiments. 
It is well known that in the males of all mammals, including man, rudimentary mammæ 
exist. These in several instances have become well developed, and have yielded a 
copious supply of milk. Their essential identity in the two sexes is likewise shewn by 
their occasional sympathetic enlargement in both during an attack of the measles. The 
vesicula prostatica, which has been observed in many male mammals, is now universally 
acknowledged to be the homologue of the female uterus, together with the connected 
passage. It is impossible to read Leuckart's able description of this organ, and his 
reasoning, without admitting the justness of his conclusion. This is especially clear in 
the case of those mammals in which the true female uterus bifurcates, for in the males 
of these the vesicula likewise bifurcates. Some other rudimentary structures belonging 
to the reproductive system might have been here adduced.

The bearing of the three great classes of facts now given is unmistakeable. But it would 
be superfluous fully to recapitulate the line of argument given in detail in my Origin of 
Species. The homological construction of the whole frame in the members of the same 
class is intelligible, if we admit their descent from a common progenitor, together with 
their subsequent adaptation to diversified conditions. On any other view, the similarity 
of pattern between the hand of a man or monkey, the foot of a horse, the flipper of a 
seal, the wing of a bat, &c., is utterly inexplicable. It is no scientific explanation to 
assert that they have all been formed on the same ideal plan. With respect to 
development, we can clearly understand, on the principle of variation supervening at a 
rather late embryonic period, and being inherited at a corresponding period, how it is 
that the embryos of wonderfully different forms should still retain, more or less 
perfectly, the structure of their common progenitor. No other explanation has ever 
been given of the marvellous fact that the embryos of a man, dog, seal, bat, reptile, &c., 
can at first hardly be distinguished from each other. In order to understand the 
existence of rudimentary organs, we have only to suppose that a former progenitor 
possessed the parts in question in a perfect state, and that under changed habits of life 
they became greatly reduced, either from simple disuse, or through the natural 
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selection of those individuals which were least encumbered with a superfluous part, 
aided by the other means previously indicated.

Thus we can understand how it has come to pass that man and all other vertebrate 
animals have been constructed on the same general model, why they pass through the 
same early stages of development, and why they retain certain rudiments in common. 
Consequently we ought frankly to admit their community of descent: to take any other 
view, is to admit that our own structure, and that of all the animals around us, is a 
mere snare laid to entrap our judgment. This conclusion is greatly strengthened, if we 
look to the members of the whole animal series, and consider the evidence derived 
from their affinities or classification, their geographical distribution and geological 
succession. It is only our natural prejudice, and that arrogance which made our 
forefathers declare that they were descended from demigods, which leads us to demur 
to this conclusion. But the time will before long come, when it will be thought 
wonderful that naturalists, who were well acquainted with the comparative structure 
and development of man, and other mammals, should have believed that each was the 
work of a separate act of creation.

Lecture 15.4 — THE REALITIES OF SCIENTISM I 
ASSIGNMENT: Read "The Great Lesson" by the Duke of Argyll (George 
John Douglas Campbell) written for Popular Science Monthly in December, 
1887. How does the Duke of Argyll appreciate Darwin’s work? How does he 
oppose it? How does he note the eagerness of the scientific community of 
his time to accept Darwin’s hypothesis despite a lack of evidence? 

SELECTION: "The Great Lesson" by the Duke of Argyll (1887). 

The most delightful of all Mr. Darwin's works is the first he ever wrote. It is his 
"Journal" as the Naturalist of H.M.S. Beagle in her exploring voyage round the world 
from the beginning of 1832 to nearly the end of 1836. It was published in 1842, and a 
later edition appeared in 1845. Celebrated as this book once was, few probably read it 
now. Yet in many respects it exhibits Darwin at his best, and if we are ever inclined to 
rest our opinions upon authority, and to accept without doubt what a remarkable man 
has taught, I do not know any work better calculated to inspire confidence than 
Darwin's "Journal." It records the observations of a mind singularly candid and 
unprejudiced — fixing upon Nature: gaze keen, penetrating, and curious, but yet 
cautious, reflective, and almost reverent. The thought of how little we know — of how 
much there is to be known, and of how hardly we can learn it — is the thought which 
inspires the narrative as with an abiding presence. There is, too, an intense love of 
Nature and an intense admiration of it, the expression of which is carefully restrained 
and measured, but which seems often to overflow the limits which are self-imposed. 
And when man, the highest work of Nature, but not always its happiest or its best, 
comes across his path, Darwin's observations are always noble. "A kindly man moving 
among his kind" seems to express his spirit. He appreciates every high calling, every 
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good work, however far removed it may be from that to which he was himself devoted. 
His language about the missionaries of Christianity is a signal example, in striking 
contrast with the too common language of lesser men. His indignant denunciation of 
slavery presents the same high characteristics of a mind eminently gentle and humane. 
In following him we feel that not merely the intellectual but the moral atmosphere in 
which we move is high and pure. And then, besides these great recommendations, 
there is another which must not be overlooked. We have Darwin here before he was a 
Darwinian. He embarked on that famous voyage with no preconceived theories to 
maintain. Yet he was the grandson of Dr. Erasmus Darwin — a man very famous in his 
day, who was the earliest popular exponent of evolution as explaining the creative 
work, and who, both in prose and verse, had made it familiar as at least a dream and a 
poetic speculation. Charles Darwin in his "Journal" seems as unconscious of that 
speculation as if he had never heard of it, or was as desirous to forget it as if he 
concurred in the ridicule of it which had amused the readers of the "Anti-Jacobin." 
Only once in the "Journal" is there any allusion to such speculations, and then only to 
the form in which they had been more scientifically clothed by the French naturalist 
Lamarck. This is all the more curious and interesting, since here and there Charles 
Darwin records some facts, and enters upon some reasoning, in which we can now see 
the undeveloped germs of the theory which ultimately took entire possession of his 
mind. But that theory was, beyond all question, the later growth of independent 
observation and of independent thought. He started free—free at least, so far as his 
own consciousness was concerned. The attitude of his mind was at that time receptive, 
not constructive. It was gathering material, but it had not begun to build. It was 
watching, arranging, and classifying facts. But it was not selecting from among them 
such as would fit a plan. Still less was it setting aside any that did not appear to suit. 
He might have said with truth that which was said by a greater man before him, 
"Hypotheses non fingo." This is one of the many great charms of the book.

And yet there was one remarkable exception. Like every other voyager who has 
traversed the vast Southern Ocean, he was struck, impressed, and puzzled by its 
wonderful coral reefs, its thousands of coral islands, and its still more curious coral 
"atolls." Why is it that so many of the continents and of the great continental islands 
whose coasts front or are surrounded by the waters of the Pacific, are fringed and 
protected by barrier-reefs of coral? The curious question that arises is not why the 
coral should grow at all, or how it grows. All this, no doubt, is full of wonder—wonder 
all the greater the more we know of its structure and of the nature of its builder. But let 
the growth of corals in seas of a certain depth and temperature be assumed and passed 
over, as we do assume and pass over a thousand other things with which we are 
familiar. The puzzle here is, why it should grow in the form of a linear barrier along a 
coast, and yet not touching it, but at a distance more or less great—sometimes very 
great—and always leaving between it and the land an inclosed and protected space of 
water which, once they have found an entrance through the reef, ships can navigate for 
hundreds of miles. Why should this same curious phenomenon be repeated on a 
smaller scale throughout the thousands of islands and islets which dot the immense 
surfaces of the Pacific? Why should these islands so often be the center of a double 
ring—first a ring of calm and as it were inland water, then a ring of coral reef fronting 
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the outer sea, and lastly the ocean-depths out of which the coral reef rises like a wall? 
Why should this curious arrangement repeat itself in every variety of form over 
thousands of miles until we come to that extreme case when there is no island at all 
except the outer ring of the coral reef and an inner pool or lake of shallower water 
which is thus secluded from the ocean, with nothing to break its surface—shining with 
a calm, splendid, and luminous green, set off against the deep purple blues of the 
surrounding sea? For effects so uniform or so analogous, repeated and multiplied over 
an area so immense, there must be some physical cause as peculiar as its effects. 
Moreover, this cause must be one affecting not merely or only the peculiarities of the 
animal which builds up the coral, but some cause affecting also the solid rocks and 
crust of the earth. The coral animals must build on some foundation. They must begin 
by attaching themselves to something solid. Every coral reef, therefore, whatever be its 
form—every line of barrier-reef however long—every ring however small or however 
wide, must indicate some corresponding arrangement of subjacent rock. What cause 
can have arranged the rocky foundations of the coral in such curious shapes? Extreme 
cases of any peculiar phenomenon are always those which most attract attention, and 
sometimes they are the cases which most readily suggest an explanation. Ring-shaped 
islands of such moderate dimensions that the whole of them can be taken in by the eye, 
supply such cases. There are atoll-islands where ships can enter, through some break 
in the ring, into the inner circle. They find themselves in a perfect harbor, in a 
sheltered lake which no wave can ever enter, yet deep enough and wide enough to hold 
all the navies of the world. Round about on every side there are the dazzling beaches 
which are composed of coral sand, and crowning these there is the peaceful cocoanut-
palm, and a lower jungle of dense tropical vegetation. On landing and exploring the 
woods and shores, nothing can be seen but coral. The whole island is a ring of this 
purely marine product; with the exception of an occasional fragment of pumice-stone, 
which having been floated over the sea from some distant volcanic eruption, like that 
of Krakatoa, here disintegrates and furnishes clay, the most essential element of a soil. 
But reason tells us that there must be something else underground, however deeply 
buried. When the corals first began to grow, they must have found some rock to build 
upon, and the shape of these walls must be the shape which was thus determined. One 
suggestion is obvious. Elsewhere all over the globe there is only one physical cause 
which determines rocky matter into such ring-like forms as these, and which 
determines also an included space of depth more or less profound. This physical cause 
is the eruptive action of volcanic force. When anchored in the central lagoon of a coral 
atoll, are we not simply anchored in the crater of an extinct volcano—its walls 
represented by the corals which have grown upon it, its crater represented by the 
harbor in which our ship is lying? The vegetation is not difficult to account for. The 
coral grows until it reaches the surface. It is known to flourish best in the foaming 
breakers. These, although confronted and in the main resisted by the wondrous tubes 
and cells, are able here and there in violent storms to break off the weaker or 
overhanging portions of the coral and dash them in fragments upon the top of the reef. 
Often the waves are loaded with battering-rams in the shape of immense quantities of 
drift-timber. These bring with them innumerable seeds and hard nuts able to retain 
their vitality while traversing leagues of ocean. Such seeds again find lodgment among 
the broken corals, and among the decaying pumice. Under tropical heat and moisture, 
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they soon spring to life. The moment a palm-tree rears its fronds, it is visited by birds
—especially by fruit-eating pigeons—bringing with them other seeds, which are 
deposited with convenient guano. These in turn take root and live. Each new accession 
to the incipient forest attracts more and more numerous winged messengers from 
interminable archipelagoes, until the result is attained which so excites our admiration 
and our wonder, in the atoll-islands of the Pacific. All this is simple. But here as 
elsewhere it is the first step that costs. Are all atolls nothing more than the cup-like 
rings of volcanic vents? And if they are, can a like explanation be given for the barrier-
reefs which lie off continental coasts, and where the crater-like lagoon of an atoll is 
represented only by a vast linear expanse of included and protected sea?

Here were problems eminently attractive to such a mind as that of Darwin. Vast in the 
regions they affect, complicated in the results which are presented, most beautiful and 
most valuable to man in the products which are concerned, the facts do nevertheless 
suggest some physical cause which would be simple if only it could be discovered. All 
his faculties were set to work. Analysis must begin every work of reason. Its function is 
to destroy—to pull to pieces. Darwin had to deal with some theories already formed. 
With some of these he had no difficulty. "The earlier voyagers fancied that the coral-
building animals instinctively built up these great circles to afford themselves 
protection in the inner parts." To this Darwin's answer was complete. So far is this 
explanation from being true, that it is founded on an assumption which is the reverse 
of the truth. These massive kinds of coral which build up reefs, so far from wanting the 
shelter of a lagoon, are unable to live within it. They can only live and thrive fronting 
the open ocean, and in the highly aerated foam of its resisted billows. Moreover, on 
this view, many species of distinct genera and families are supposed instinctively to 
combine for one end; and of such a combination Darwin declares "not a single instance 
can be found in the whole of Nature." This is rather a sweeping assertion. In the sense 
in which Darwin meant it, and in the case to which he applied it, the assertion is 
probably, if not certainly, true. The weapon of analysis, however, if employed upon it, 
would limit and curtail it much. We can not, indeed, suppose that any of the lower 
animals, even those much higher than the coral-builders, have any consciousness of the 
ends or purposes which they or their work subserve in the great plan of Nature. But 
Darwin has himself shown us, in later years, how all their toil is co-operant to ends, 
and how not only different species and families, but creatures belonging to different 
kingdoms, work together most directly, however unconsciously, to results on which 
their common life and propagation absolutely depend. In the case before us, however, 
this second objection of Darwin is superfluous. The first was in itself conclusive. If the 
reef-building corals can not live in a lagoon, or in a protected sea, it is needless to 
argue further against a theory which credits them with working on a plan to insure not 
their own life and well-being, but their own destruction.

But next, Darwin had to encounter the theory that atoll-islands were built upon 
extinct volcanoes, and represented nothing but the walls and craters of these well-
known structures. This he encountered not with a sweeping assertion, but with a 
sweeping survey of the vast Pacific. Had those who believed in this theory ever 
considered how vast that island-bearing ocean was, and how enormous its supposed 
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craters must have been? It was all very well to apply some known cause to effects 
comparable in magnitude to its effects elsewhere. The smaller atolls might possibly 
represent volcanic craters. But what of the larger? And what of the grouping? Could 
any volcanic region of the terrestrial globe show such and so many craters as could 
correspond at all to the coral islands? One group of them occupies an irregular square 
five hundred miles long by two hundred and forty broad. Another group is eight 
hundred and forty miles in one direction, and four hundred and twenty miles in 
another. Between these two groups there are other smaller groups, making a linear 
space of more than four thousand miles of ocean in which not a single island rises 
above the level of true atolls—that is to say, the level up to which the surf can break 
and heap up the coral masses, and to which the winds can drift the resulting sands. 
Some atolls seem to have been again partially submerged—"half-drowned atolls," as 
they were called by Captain Moresby. One of these is of enormous size—ninety 
nautical miles along one axis, and seventy miles along another. No such volcanic 
craters or mountains exist anywhere else in our world. We should have to go to the 
airless and waterless moon, with its vast vents and cinder-heaps, to meet with anything 
to be compared either in size or in distribution. And then, the linear barrier-reefs lying 
off continental coasts and the coasts of the great islands are essentially the same in 
character as the encircling reefs round the smaller islands. They can not possibly 
represent the walls of craters, nor can the long and broad sheltered seas inside them 
represent by any possibility the cup-like hollows of volcanic vents.

These theories being disposed of, the work of synthesis began in Darwin's mind. He 
sorted and arranged all the facts, such as he knew them to be in some cases, such as he 
assumed them to be in other cases. Above all, like "stout Cortes and his men," from 
their peak in Darien, "he stared at the Pacific." The actual seeing of any great natural 
phenomenon is often fruitful. It may not be true in a literal sense that, as Wordsworth 
tells us, "Nature never did betray the heart that loved her." But it is true that sometimes 
she discloses her secrets to an earnest and inquiring gaze. Sometimes things actually 
are what they look to be. Outwardly they are what their image on the retina directly 
paints them ; and in their history and causes they may be what that image suggests not 
less directly to the intellect and the imagination. So Darwin, one day, standing on a 
mountain from which he commanded a wide space of sea, looked down upon an atoll 
with its curious ring of walled-in water, calm, green, and gleaming in the middle of the 
oceanic depths of blue. Did it not look as if there had once been an island in the 
middle? Did it not look as if the coral ring had been built up upon the rocky 
foundation of its former shores? Did it not look as if, somehow, this island had been 
removed, and the encircling reef had been left alone? Somehow! This could not satisfy 
Darwin. How could such an island be removed? Its once fringing and encircling reef 
would have protected it from the devouring sea. Did it not look as if it had simply 
sunk? Subsidence! Was not this the whole secret ? The idea took firm hold upon his 
mind. The more he thought of it, the more closely it seemed to fit into all the facts. The 
coral-fringing reef of the island would not subside along with its supporting rocks, if 
that subsidence took place slowly, because the coral animals would build their wall 
upward as fast as their original foundation was sinking downward. And was there not 
a perfect series of islands in every stage of the suggested operation? There were islands 
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with coral reefs still attached to their original foundations, islands with fringing reefs 
adhering to them all round, and leaving no lagoons. There were others where the 
foundations had sunk a little, but not very much, leaving only shallow and narrow 
spaces of lagoon-water between the island and the barrier-reef. Others there were 
again where the same process had gone further, and wide and deep lagoons had been 
established between the reef and the subsiding island. Then there were every variety 
and degree of the results which must follow from such a process, until we come to the 
last stage of all, when the island had wholly sunk, and nothing remained but the 
surviving reef—a true atoll—with its simple ring of coral and its central pool of 
protected water. Then further it could not but occur to Darwin that the objection 
which was fatal to the volcano theory was no difficulty in the way of his new 
conception; on the contrary, it was in strict accordance with that conception. The vast 
linear reefs lying off straight and continental coasts, which could not possibly represent 
volcanoes, were completely explained by a vast area of subsiding lands. The reefs were 
linear because the shores on which they had begun to grow had been linear also. The 
immense areas of sheltered sea, from twenty to seventy miles in breadth, which often 
lie between the barrier-reefs and the existing shores, for example, of Australia and 
New Guinea, were explained by the comparatively shallow contours of land which had 
gradually subsided and had left these great spaces between the original fringing reef 
and the existing shores. The more Darwin pondered, the more satisfied he became that 
he had found the clew. The cardinal facts were carefully collated and compared. First, 
there was the fact that the reef-building corals could not live at any greater depth than 
from twenty to thirty fathoms. Secondly, there was the fact that they can not live in 
water charged with sediment, or in any water protected from the free currents, the free 
winds, and the dashing waves of the open and uncontaminated sea—that vast covering 
of water which in the southern hemisphere is world-wide and world-embracing. 
Thirdly, there was the fact that the coral reefs rise suddenly like a wall out of oceanic 
depths, soundings of a thousand fathoms and more being constantly found close up to 
the barrier-reefs. Fourthly, there is the fact that on the inner side, next the island or the 
continent which they inclose or protect, the lagoon or the sheltered area is often very 
deep close to the reef, not indeed affording oceanic soundings, but nevertheless 
soundings of twenty to thirty fathoms. All these facts are indisputably true. Taking 
them together, the conclusions or inferences to which they point may well seem 
inevitable. Let us hear how Darwin himself puts them in the short summary of his 
theory which is given in the latest edition of his "Journal":

From the fact of the reef-building corals not living at great depths, it is absolutely 
certain that throughout these vast areas, wherever there is now an atoll, a 
foundation must have originally existed within a depth of from twenty to thirty 
fathoms from the surface. It is improbable in the highest degree that broad, lofty, 
isolated, steep-sided banks of sediment arranged in groups and lines hundreds of 
leagues in length, could have been deposited in the central and profoundest parts of 
the Pacific and Indian Ocean, at an immense distance from any continent, and 
where the water is perfectly limpid. It is equally improbable that the elevatory 
forces should have uplifted throughout the above vast area, innumerable great 
rocky banks within twenty to thirty fathoms, or one hundred and twenty to one 
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hundred and eighty feet, of the surface of the sea, and not one single point above 
that level; for where on the face of the whole globe can we find a single chain of 
mountains, even a few hundred miles in length, with their many summits rising 
within a few feet of a given level, and not one pinnacle above it? If then the 
foundations, whence the atoll-building corals sprang, were not formed of sediment, 
and if they were not lifted up to the required level, they must of necessity have 
subsided into it; and this at once solves the difficulty. For as mountain after 
mountain, and island after island, slowly sank beneath the water, fresh bases would 
be successively afforded for the growth of the corals.

So certain was Darwin of these conclusions that he adds, in a most unwonted tone of 
confidence:

I venture to defy any one to explain in any other manner how it is possible that 
numerous islands should be distributed throughout vast areas—all the islands 
being low, all being built of corals, absolutely requiring a foundation within a 
limited depth from the surface.

The voyage of the Beagle ended in the autumn of 1836, and Darwin landed in England 
on the 2d of October. He proceeded to put into shape his views on the coral islands of 
the Pacific, and in May, 1837, they were communicated to the public in a paper read 
before the Geological Society of London. His theory took the scientific world by 
storm. It was well calculated so to do. There was an attractive grandeur in the 
conception of some great continent sinking slowly, slowly, into the vast bed of the 
Southern Ocean, having all its hills and pinnacles gradually covered by coral reefs as 
in succession they sank down to the proper depth, until at last only its pinnacles 
remained as the basis of atolls, and these remained, like buoys upon a wreck, only to 
mark where some mountain-peak had been finally submerged. Besides the grandeur 
and simplicity of this conception, it fitted well into the Lyellian doctrine of the "bit-by-
bit" operation of all geological causes—a doctrine which had then already begun to 
establish its later wide popularity. Lyell had published the first edition of his famous 
"Principles" in January, 1830—that is to say, almost two years before the Beagle sailed. 
He had adopted the volcanic theory of the origin of the coral islands; and it is 
remarkable that he had nevertheless suggested the idea, although in a wholly different 
connection, that the Pacific presented in all probability an area of subsidence. Darwin 
most probably had this suggestion in his mind when he used it and adopted it for an 
argument which its author had never entertained. However this may be, it must have 
prepared the greatest living teacher of geology to adopt the new explanation which 
turned his own hint to such wonderful account. And adopt it he did, accordingly. The 
theory of the young naturalist was hailed with acclamation. It was a magnificent 
generalization. It was soon almost universally accepted with admiration and delight. It 
passed into all popular treatises, and ever since for the space of nearly half a century it 
has maintained its unquestioned place as one of the great triumphs of reasoning and 
research. Although its illustrious author has since eclipsed this earliest performance by 
theories and generalizations still more attractive and much further reaching, I have 
heard eminent men declare that, if he had done nothing else, his solution of the great 
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problem of the coral islands of the Pacific would have sufficed to place him on the 
unsubmergeable peaks of science, crowned with an immortal name.

And now comes the great lesson. After an interval of more than five-and-thirty years 
the voyage of the Beagle has been followed by the voyage of the Challenger, furnished 
with all the newest appliances of science, and manned by a scientific staff more than 
competent to turn them to the best account. And what is one of the many results that 
have been added to our knowledge of Nature—to our estimate of the true character 
and history of the globe we live on? It is that Darwin's theory is a dream. It is not only 
unsound, but it is in many respects directly the reverse of truth. With all his 
conscientiousness, with all his caution, with all his powers of observations, Darwin in 
this matter fell into errors as profound as the abysses of the Pacific. All the 
acclamations with which it was received were as the shouts of an ignorant mob. It is 
well to know that the plébiscites of science may be as dangerous and as hollow as those 
of politics. The overthrow of Darwin's speculation is only beginning to be known. It 
has been whispered for some time. The cherished dogma has been dropping very 
slowly out of sight. Can it be possible that Darwin was wrong? Must we indeed give 
up all that we have been accepting and teaching for more than a generation? 
Reluctantly, almost sulkily, and with a grudging silence as far as public discussion is 
concerned, the ugly possibility has been contemplated as too disagreeable to be much 
talked about. The evidence, old and new, has been weighed and weighed again, and 
the obviously inclining balance has been looked at askance many times. But, despite all 
averted looks, I apprehend that it has settled to its place forever, and Darwin's theory 
of the coral islands must be relegated to the category of those many hypotheses which 
have indeed helped science for a time by promoting and provoking further 
investigation, but which in themselves have now finally "kicked the beam." But this 
great lesson will be poorly learned unless we read and study it in detail. What was the 
flaw in Darwin's reasoning, apparently so close and cogent? Was it in the facts, or was 
it in the inferences? His facts in the main were right; only it has been found that they 
fitted into another explanation better than into his. It was true that the corals could 
only grow in a shallow sea, not deeper than from twenty to thirty fathoms. It was true 
that they needed some foundation provided for them at the required depth. It was true 
that this foundation must be in the pure and open sea, with its limpid water, its free 
currents, and its dashing waves. It was true that they could not flourish or live in 
lagoons or in channels, however wide, if they were secluded and protected from 
oceanic waves. One error, apparently a small one, crept into Darwin's array of facts. 
The basis or foundation on which corals can grow, if it satisfied other conditions, need 
not be solid rock. It might be deep sea deposits if these were raised or elevated near 
enough the surface. Darwin did not know this, for it is one of his assumptions that 
coral "can not adhere to a loose bottom." The Challenger observations show that 
thousands of deep-sea corals and of other lime-secreting animals flourish on deep-sea 
deposits at depths much greater than those at which true reef-building species are 
found. The dead remains of these deeper-living animals, as well as the dead shells of 
pelagic species that fall from the surface waters, build up submarine elevations toward 
the sea-level. Again, the reef-building coral will grow upon its own débris—rising, as 
men, morally and spiritually, are said by the poet to do, "on stepping-stones of their 
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dead selves to higher things." This small error told for much; for if coral could grow on 
deep-sea deposits when lifted up, and if it could also grow seaward, when once 
established, upon its own dead and sunken masses, then submarine elevations and not 
submarine subsidences might be the true explanation of all the facts. But what of the 
lagoons and the immense areas of sea behind the fringing reefs? How could these be 
accounted for? It was these which first impressed Darwin with the idea of subsidence. 
They looked as if the land had sunk behind the reef, leaving a space into which the sea 
had entered, but in which no fresh reefs could grow. And here we learn the important 
lesson that an hypothesis may adequately account for actual facts, and yet nevertheless 
may not be true. A given agency may be competent to produce some given effect, and 
yet that effect may not be due to it, but to some other. Subsidence would or might 
account for the lagoons and for the protected seas, and yet it may not be subsidence 
which has actually produced them.

Darwin's theory took into full account two of the great forces which prevail in Nature, 
but it took no account of another, which is comparatively inconspicuous in its 
operations, and yet is not less powerful than the vital energies, and the mechanical 
energies, which move and build up material. Darwin had thought much and deeply on 
both of these. He called on both to solve his problem. To the vital energy of the coral 
animals he rightly ascribed the power of separating the lime from sea-water, and of 
laying it down again in the marvelous structures of their calcareous homes. In an 
eloquent and powerful passage he describes the wonderful results which this energy 
achieves in constructing breakwaters which repel and resist the ocean along thousands 
of miles of coast. On the subterranean forces which raise and depress the earth's crust 
he dwelt—at least enough. But he did not know, because the science of his day had not 
then fully grasped, the great work performed by the mysterious power of chemical 
affinity, acting through the cognate conditions of aqueous solution. Just as it did not 
occur to him that a coral reef might advance steadily seaward by building ever-fresh 
foundations on its own fragments when broken and submerged, or that the vigorous 
growth of the reefs to windward was due to the more abundant supply of food brought 
to the reef-building animals from that direction by oceanic currents, so did it never 
occur to him that it might melt away to the rear like salt or sugar, as the vital energy of 
the coral animals failed in the sheltered and comparatively stagnant water. It was that 
vital energy alone which not only built up the living tubes and cells, but which filled 
them with the living organic matter capable of resisting the chemical affinities of the 
inorganic world. But when that energy became feeble, and when at last it ceased, the 
once powerful structure descended again to that lower level of the inorganic, and 
subject to all its laws. Then, what the ocean could not do by the violence of its waves, it 
was all-potent to do by the corroding and dissolving power of its calmer lagoons. Ever 
eating, corroding, and dissolving, the back waters of the original fringing reef—the 
mere pools and channels left by the outrageous sea as it dashed upon the shore—were 
ceaselessly at work, aided by the high temperature of exposure to blazing suns, and by 
the gases evolved from decaying organisms. Thus the enlarging area of these pools and 
channels spread out into wide lagoons, and into still wider protected seas. They needed 
no theory of subsidence to account for their origin or for their growth. They would 
present the same appearance in a slowly-rising, a stationary, or a slowly-sinking area. 
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Their outside boundary was ever marching farther outward on submarine shoals and 
banks, and ever as it advanced in that direction its rear ranks were melted and 
dissolved away. Their inner boundary—the shores of some island or of some continent
—might be steady and unmoved, or it might be even rather rising instead of sinking. 
Still, unless this rising were such as to overtake the advancing reef, the lagoon would 
grow, and, if the shores were steady, it would widen as fast as the face of the coral 
barrier could advance. Perhaps, even if such a wonderful process had ever occurred to 
Darwin—even if he had grasped this extraordinary example of the "give and take" of 
Nature—of the balance of opposing forces and agencies which is of the very essence of 
its system, he would have been startled by the vast magnitude of the operations which 
such an explanation demanded. In its incipient stages this process is not only easily 
conceivable, but it may be seen in a thousand places and in a thousand stages of 
advancement. There are islands without number in which the fringing reef is still 
attached to the shore, but in which it is being "pitted," holed, and worn into numberless 
pools on the inner surfaces where the coral is in large patches dead or dying, and 
where its less soluble ingredients are being deposited in the form of coral sand. There 
are thousands of other cases where the lagoon interval between the front of the reef 
and the shores has been so far widened that it is taking the form of a barrier, as 
distinguished from a fringing reef, and where the lagoon can be navigated by small 
boats. But when we come to the larger atolls, and the great seas included between a 
barrier-reef and its related shores, the mind may well be staggered by the enormous 
quantity of matter which it is suggested has been dissolved, removed, and washed 
away. The breadth of the sheltered seas between barrier-reefs and the shore is 
measured in some cases not by yards or hundreds of yards, not by miles, but by tens of 
miles, and this breadth is carried on in linear directions, not for hundreds of miles, but 
for thousands. And yet there is one familiar idea in geology which might have helped 
Darwin, as it is much needed to help us even now, to conceive it. It is the old doctrine 
of the science long ago formulated by Hutton, that the work of erosion and of 
denudation must be equal to the work of deposition. Rocks have been formed out of 
the ruins of older rocks, and those older rocks must have been worn down and carried 
off to an equivalent amount. So it is here, with another kind of erosion and another 
kind of deposition. The coral-building animals can only get their materials from the 
sea, and the sea can only get its materials by dissolving it from calcareous rocks of 
some kind. The dead corals are among its greatest quarries. The inconceivable and 
immeasurable quantities which have been dissolved out of the lagoons and sheltered 
seas of the Pacific and of the Indian Ocean are not greater than the immeasurable 
quantities which are again used up in the vast new reefs of growing coral, and in the 
calcareous covering of an inconceivable number of other marine animals.

Here, then, was a generalization as magnificent as that of Darwin's theory. It might not 
present a conception so imposing as that of a whole continent gradually subsiding, of 
its long coasts marked by barrier-reefs, of its various hills and irregularities of surface, 
marked by islands of corresponding size, and finally of the atolls which are the buoys, 
indicating where its highest peaks finally disappeared beneath the sea. But, on the 
other hand, the new explanation was more like the analogies of Nature—more closely 
correlated with the wealth of her resources, with those curious reciprocities of service, 
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which all her agencies render to each other, and which indicate so strongly the ultimate 
unity of her designs. This grand explanation we owe to Mr. John Murray, one of the 
naturalists of the Challenger expedition, a man whose enthusiasm for science, whose 
sagacity and candor of mind, are not inferior to those of Darwin, and whose literary 
ability is testified by the splendid volumes of "Reports" now in course of publication 
under his editorial care. Mr. Murray's new explanation of the structure and origin of 
coral reefs and islands was communicated to the Royal Society of Edinburgh in 1880, 
and supported with such a weight of facts, and such a close texture of reasoning, that 
no serious reply has ever been attempted. At the same time, the reluctance to admit 
such an error in the great Idol of the scientific world, the necessity of suddenly 
disbelieving all that had been believed and repeated in every form, for upward of forty 
years—of canceling what had been taught to the young of more than a whole 
generation—has led to a slow and sulky acquiescence, rather than to that joy which 
every true votary of science ought to feel in the discovery of a new truth and—not less
—in the exposure of a long-accepted error. Darwin himself had lived to hear of the 
new solution, and with that splendid candor which was eminent in him, his mind, 
though now grown old in his own early convictions, was at least ready to entertain it, 
and to confess that serious doubts had been awakened as to the truth of his famous 
theory.

If, however, Mr. John Murray has not been cheered by the acclamations which 
greeted his illustrious predecessor, if the weight of a great accepted authority and of 
preconceived impressions has kept down the admiration which ought ever to reward 
the happy suggestions of laborious research, he has had at least the great satisfaction of 
observing the silence of any effective criticism. But more than this—he is now having 
the still greater satisfaction of receiving corroborative support from the observations of 
others. His own series of facts as ascertained during the voyage of the Challenger 
constituted an array of evidence tolerably conclusive. But since he read his paper in 
Edinburgh, an island has been discovered in the Solomon group by another naturalist, 
Dr. Guppy, which lifts into the light and air a complete record of the series of 
operations beneath the waters of the Pacific to which Mr. Murray ascribes the origin 
of countless other islands, islets, and atolls. Here the barrier-reef and the atoll have 
been elevated from their bed, and all their foundations have been shown. Those 
foundations are not solid rock, but are just what Darwin assumed they could never be
—deep-sea deposits. These had been originally, of course, laid down in more or less 
oceanic depths. But elevation, not depression, had begun the work. The deep deposit 
had ceased to be deep because the crust of the earth, on which it lay, had been bulged 
upward by subterranean force. The deep bottom had become a shoal, rising to the 
required distance from the surface-level of the sea. The moment it reached the thirty or 
the twenty fathom depth, the reef-building corals seized upon it as their resting-place, 
and began to grow. Possibly some process of induration may have affected the deposit 
before it reached this point. Probably it was consolidated or indurated by the luxuriant 
growth of myriads of deep-sea creatures at depths greater than thirty fathoms.

It has recently been discovered, by another naturalist of the Challenger school, that 
there may be a special explanation of this part of the operation. It is found that shoals 
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have the immediate effect of converting the tidal wave of deeper water into a current. 
This current sweeps off the looser deposits covering the shoal. Deep-sea corals then 
settle upon it. These may, and often do, build up their walls to a great height, and if 
this height reaches the zone of the true reef-building species, a firm basis is at once 
provided for their operations. Shoals have lately been discovered off the African coasts 
of the Atlantic, which in tropical seas would probably have become coral islands. This 
may or may not have been often the case in the Pacific. But it does not affect the 
question, except in so far as it may justify Darwin's conception that reef corals can not 
grow on "loose deposits." They may have ceased to be so soft and loose as they are 
when resting in the quiet depths of the thousand-fathoms sea. This induration may be 
part or an accompaniment of the process of elevation, but whether it be so or not the 
process is equally one of elevation and not of subsidence. In the island described by 
Dr. Guppy, the foundations of the reef-building corals are seen resting directly on the 
remains of the pelagic fauna, and both theories equally assume and assert the 
uncontested fact that these foundations when the coral wall began to grow must have 
been previously elevated to the requisite level, that, namely, of from one hundred and 
eighty to one hundred and twenty feet below the surface of the ocean. Mr. John 
Murray's explanation is fully confirmed that the coral reefs often begin on shoals; that 
these shoals are due to elevations of the sea-bottom; that the reef when once 
established can and does grow seaward upon its own fragments broken and 
submerged; that these form a "talus" capable of indefinite advance until the farthest 
limit of the shoal is reached; that the rearward ranks of the coral animals die as they 
are left behind in the hot and shallow waters of the lagoon; that their calcareous 
skeletons are then attacked by the solvent action of the water, are eaten away and 
carried off to form the materials of new reefs and the shells of countless other 
creatures. These have likewise been confirmed by the investigations of Mr. Alexander 
Agassiz in the West Indies, Often in the Pacific, as in all other regions of the earth, the 
elevating forces rest for ages, having done all the work which on some particular area 
they have got to do. The shoals remain shoals, only covered with the walls and 
battlements of coral. This is the case which accounts for countless islands never 
exceeding a certain height. On the other hand, and "otherwhere," the elevating forces, 
after a rest, resume their operation, lift up these coral walls and battlements wholly out 
of the sea, and make other islands by the thousand which become the delight of man; 
while in yet another class of cases the elevations open out into volcanoes, and 
constitute great areas of land which are among the most fertile regions of the habitable 
globe. But everywhere and always the ubiquitous coral animals fix on every shoal and 
on every shore whether old or new, and resume the wonderful cycle of operations in 
which they are a subordinate but a powerful agent.

In a recent article in this Review I had occasion to refer to the curious power which is 
sometimes exercised on behalf of certain accepted opinions, or of some reputed 
prophet, in establishing a sort of Reign of Terror in their own behalf, sometimes in 
philosophy, sometimes in politics, sometimes in science. This observation was received 
as I expected it to be—by those who, being themselves subject to this kind of terror, 
are wholly unconscious of the subjection. It is a remarkable illustration of this 
phenomenon that Mr. John Murray was strongly advised against the publication of his 
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views in derogation of Darwin's long-accepted theory of the coral islands, and was 
actually induced to delay it for two years. Yet the late Sir Wyville Thomson, who was 
at the head of the naturalists of the Challenger expedition, was himself convinced by 
Mr. Murray's reasoning, and the short but clear abstract of it in the second volume of 
the narrative of the voyage has since had the assent of all his colleagues. Nor is this the 
only case, though it is the most important, in which Mr. Murray has had strength to be 
a great iconoclast. Along with the earlier specimens of deep-sea deposits sent home by 
naturalists during the first soundings in connection with the Atlantic telegraph cable, 
there was very often a sort of enveloping slimy mucus in the containing bottles which 
arrested the attention and excited the curiosity of the specialists to whom they were 
consigned. It was structureless to all microscopic examination. But so is all the 
protoplasmic matter of which the lowest animals are formed. Could it be a widely-
diffused medium of this protoplasmic material, not yet specialized or individualized 
into organic forms, nor itself yet in a condition to build up inorganic skeletons for a 
habitation? Here was a grand idea. It would be well to find missing links; but it would 
be better to find the primordial pabulum out of which all living things had come. The 
ultra-Darwinian enthusiasts were enchanted. Haeckel clapped his hands and shouted 
out Eureka loudly. Even the cautious and discriminating mind of Professor Huxley 
was caught by this new and grand generalization of the "physical basis of life." It was 
announced by him to the British Association in 1868. Dr. William Carpenter took up 
the chorus. He spoke of "a living expanse of protoplasmic substance," penetrating with 
its living substance the "whole mass" of the oceanic mud. A fine new Greek name was 
devised for this mother slime, and it was christened "Bathybius," from the consecrated 
deeps in which it lay. The conception ran like wildfire through the popular literature of 
science, and here again there was something like a coming plébiscite, in its favor. 
Expected imagination soon played its part. Wonderful movements were seen in this 
mysterious slime. It became an "irregular network," and it could be seen gradually 
"altering its form," so that "entangled granules gradually changed their relative 
positions." The naturalists of the Challenger began their voyage in the full Bathybian 
faith. But the sturdy mind of Mr. John Murray kept its balance—all the more easily 
since he never could himself find or see any trace of this pelagic protoplasm when the 
dredges of the Challenger came fresh from bathysmal bottoms. Again and again he 
looked for it, but never could he discover it. It always hailed from home. The bottles 
sent there were reported to yield it in abundance, but somehow it seemed to be 
hatched in them. The laboratory in Jermyn Street was its unfailing source, and the 
great observer there was its only sponsor. The ocean never yielded it until it had been 
bottled. At last, one day on board the Challenger an accident revealed the mystery. One 
of Mr. Murray's assistants poured a large quantity of spirits of wine into a bottle 
containing some pure seawater, when lo! the wonderful protoplasm Bathybius 
appeared. It was the chemical precipitate of sulphate of lime produced by the mixture 
of alcohol and sea-water. This was bathos indeed! On this announcement "Bathybius" 
disappeared from science, reading us, in more senses than one, a great lesson on 
"precipitation."

This is a case in which a ridiculous error and a ridiculous credulity were the direct 
results of theoretical preconceptions. Bathybius was accepted because of its supposed 
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harmony with Darwin's speculations. It is needless to say that Darwin's own theory of 
the coral islands has no special connection with his later hypotheses of evolution. Both 
his theory and the theory of Mr, Murray equally involve the development of changes 
through the action and interaction of the old agencies of vital, chemical, and 
mechanical change. Nevertheless, the disproof of a theory which was so imposing, and 
had been so long accepted, does read to us the most important lessons. It teaches us 
that neither the beauty—nor the imposing character—nor the apparent sufficiency of 
an explanation may be any proof whatever of its truth. And if this be taught us even of 
explanations which concern results purely physical, comparatively simple, and 
comparatively definite, how much more is this lesson impressed upon us when, 
concerning far deeper and more complicated things, explanations are offered which are 
in themselves obscure, full of metaphor, full of the pitfalls and traps due to the 
ambiguities of language—explanations which are incapable of being reduced to proof, 
and concern both agencies and results of which we are profoundly ignorant!

Lecture 15.5 — THE REALITIES OF SCIENTISM II 
ASSIGNMENT: Complete Exam #15. 
1. Explain the following quotation by Richard Weaver: 

"Since the time of [Francis] Bacon the world has been running away from, rather than 
toward, first principles, so that, on the verbal level, we see fact substituted for truth."

2. Define scientism.
3. Why is scientism attractive to mankind?
4. Give three reasons showing how faith and a Christian worldview make 

good science possible.
5. What was H.G. Wells' opinion of the nature of science?
6. and 7. List the principle theory and work of two of the following men who 

contributed to scientism:
• Thomas Malthus
• Erasmus Darwin
• George Buffon
• Jean-Baptiste Lamarck
• Charles Lyell
• Alfred Wallace
• Herbert Spencer
• Francis Galton

8. For what principle reasons did Charles Darwin develop his theory of 
natural selection?

9. and 10. Define and explain the dangers of two of the following pseudo-
sciences:

• Darwinism
• Social Darwinism
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• Malthusianism
• Eugenics
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Lesson 16 
THE SQUARE INCH WAR: KUYPER AND WILSON 

Lecture 16.1 — THE PRINCIPLE 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the selection from Abraham Kuyper’s first Stone 
Lecture on man’s relation to God in different worldviews. Although we may 
disagree with his claims regarding Calvinism, how does he qualify the 
significance of our relationship with God? 

SELECTION: From "Calvinism, A Life-System" by Abraham Kuyper (1899). 

Hence the first claim demands that such a life system shall find its starting-point in a 
special interpretation of our relation to God. This is not accidental, but imperative. If 
such an action is to put its stamp upon our entire life, it must start from that point in 
our consciousness in which our life is still undivided and lies comprehended in its unity
—not in the spreading vines but in the root from which the vines spring. This point, of 
course, lies in the antithesis between all that is finite in our human life and the infinite 
that lies beyond it. Here alone we find the common source from which the different 
streams of our human life spring and separate themselves. Personally it is our repeated 
experience that in the depths of our hearts, at the point where we disclose ourselves to 
the Eternal One, all the rays of our life converge as in one focus, and there alone 
regain that harmony which we so often and so painfully lose in the stress of daily duty. 
In prayer lies not only our unity with God, but also the unity of our personal life. 
Movements in history, therefore, which do not spring from this deepest source are 
always partial and transient, and only those historical acts which arose from these 
lowest depths of man's personal existence embrace the whole of life and possess the 
required permanence.

This was the case with Paganism, which in its most general form is known by the fact 
that it surmises, assumes and worships God in the creature. This applies to the lowest 
Animism, as well as to the highest Buddhism. Paganism does not rise to the conception 
of the independent existence of a God beyond and above the creature. But even in this 
imperfect form it has for its starting-point a definite interpretation of the relation of the 
infinite to the finite, and to this it owed its power to produce a finished form for human 
society. Simply because it possessed this significant starting-point was it able to 
produce a form of its own for the whole of human life. It is the same with Islamism, 
which is characterized by its purely anti-pagan ideal, cutting off all contact between 
the creature and God. Mohammed and the Koran are the historic names, but in its 
nature the Crescent is the only absolute antithesis to Paganism. Islam isolates God 
from the creature, in order to avoid all commingling with the creature. As antipode, 
Islam was possessed of an equally far-reaching tendency, and was also able to originate 
an entirely peculiar world of human life. The same is the case with Romanism. Here 
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also the papal tiara, the hierarchy, the mass, etc., are but the outcome of one 
fundamental thought: viz., that God enters into fellowship with the creature by means 
of a mystic middle-link, which is the Church—not taken as a mystic organism. but as a 
visible, palpable and tangible institution. Here the Church stands between God and 
the world, and so far as it was able to adopt the world and to inspire it, Romanism also 
created a form of its own for human society. And now, by the side of and opposite to 
these three, Calvinism takes its stand with a fundamental thought which is equally 
profound. It does not seek God in the creature, as Paganism; it does not isolate God 
from the creature, as Islamism; it posits no mediate communion between God and the 
creature. as does Romanism; but proclaims the exalted thought that, although standing 
in high majesty above the creature, God enters into immediate fellowship with the 
creature, as God the Holy Spirit. This is even the heart and kernel of the Calvinistic 
confession of predestination. There is communion with God, but only in entire accord 
with his counsel of peace from all eternity. Thus there is no grace but such as comes to 
us immediately from God. At every moment of our existence, our entire spiritual life 
rests in God Himself. The "Deo Soli Gloria" was not the starting-point but the result, 
and predestination was inexorably maintained, not for the sake of separating man from 
man, nor in the interest of personal pride, but in order to guarantee from eternity to 
eternity, to our inner self, a direct and immediate communion with the Living God. 
The opposition against Rome aimed therefore with the Calvinist first of all at the 
dismissal of a Church which placed itself between the soul and God. The Church 
consisted not in an office, nor in an independent institute, the believers themselves 
were the Church, inasmuch as by faith they stood in touch with the Almighty. Thus, as 
in Paganism, Islamism and Romanism, so also in Calvinism is found that proper, 
definite interpretation of the fundamental relation of man to God, which is required as 
the first condition of a real life-system.

Meanwhile I anticipate two objections. In the first place, it may be asked whether I do 
not claim honors for Calvinism which belong to Protestantism in general. To this I 
reply in the negative. When I claim for Calvinism the honor of having re-established 
the direct fellowship with God, I do not undervalue the general significance of 
Protestantism. In the Protestant domain, taken in the historic sense, Lutheranism alone 
stands by the side of Calvinism. Now I wish to be second to none in my praises of 
Luther's heroic initiative. In his heart, rather than in the heart of Calvin, was the bitter 
conflict fought which led to the world historic breach. Luther can be interpreted 
without Calvin, but not Calvin without Luther. To a great extent Calvin entered upon 
the harvest of what the hero of Wittenberg had sown in and outside Germany. But 
when the question is put, Who had the clearest insight into the reformatory principle, 
worked it out most fully, and applied it most broadly, history points to the Thinker of 
Geneva and not to the Hero of Wittenberg. Luther as well as Calvin contended for a 
direct fellowship with God, but Luther took it up from its subjective, anthropological 
side, and not from its objective, cosmological side as Calvin did. Luther's starting-point 
was the special-soteriological principle of a justifying faith; while Calvin's extending 
far wider, lay in the general cosmological principle of the sovereignty of God. As a 
natural result of this, Luther also continued to consider the Church as the 
representative and authoritative "teacher," standing between God and the believer, 
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while Calvin was the first to seek the Church in the believers themselves. As far as he 
was able, Luther still leaned upon the Romish view of the sacraments, and upon the 
Romish cultus, while Calvin was the first in both to draw the line which extended 
immediately from God to man and from man to God. Moreover, in all Lutheran 
countries the Reformation originated from the princes rather than from the people, and 
thereby passed under the power of the magistrate, who took his stand in the Church 
officially as her highest Bishop, and therefore was unable to change either the social or 
the political life in accordance with its principle. Lutheranism restricted itself to an 
exclusively ecclesiastical and theological character, while Calvinism put its impress in 
and outside the Church upon every department of human life. Hence Lutheranism is 
nowhere spoken of as the creator of a peculiar life-form; even the name of 
"Lutheranism" is hardly ever mentioned; while the students of history with increasing 
unanimity recognize Calvinism as the creator of a world of human life entirely its own.

The second objection we have to meet is this: If it is true that every general 
development form of life must find its starting point in a peculiar interpretation of our 
relation to God—how then do you explain the fact that Modernism also has led to such 
a general conception, notwithstanding it sprang from the French Revolution, which on 
principle broke with all religion. The question answers itself. If you exclude from your 
conceptions all reckoning with the Living God just as is implied in the cry, "no God no 
master," you certainly bring to the front a sharply defined interpretation of your own 
for our relation to God. A government, as you yourselves experienced of late in the 
case of Spun, that recalls its ambassador and breaks every regular intercourse with 
another power, declares thereby that its relation to the government of that country is a 
strained relation which generally ends in war. This is the case here. The leaders of the 
French Revolution, not being acquainted with any relation to God except that which 
existed through the mediation of the Romish Church, annihilated all relation to God, 
because they wished to annihilate the power of the Church; and as a result of this they 
declared war against every religious confession. But this of course very really implied a 
fundamental and special interpretation of our relation to God. It was the declaration 
that henceforth God was to be considered as a hostile power, yea even as dead, if not 
yet to the heart, at least to the state, to society and to science. To be sure, in passing 
from French into German hands, Modernism could not rest content with such a bare 
negation; but the result shows how from that moment it clothed itself in either 
pantheism or agnosticism, and under each disguise it maintained the expulsion of God 
from practical and theoretical life, and the enmity against the Triune God had its full 
course.

Thus I maintain that it is the interpretation of our relation to God which dominates 
every general life system, and that for us this conception is given in Calvinism, thanks 
to its fundamental interpretation of an immediate fellowship of God with man and of 
man with God. To this I add that Calvinism has neither invented nor conceived this 
fundamental interpretation, but that God Himself implanted it in the hearts of its 
heroes and its heralds. We face here no product of a clever intellectualism, but the fruit 
of a work of God in the heart, or, if you like, an inspiration of history. This point 
should be emphasized! Calvinism has never burned its incense upon the altar of 
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genius, it has erected no monument for its heroes, it scarcely calls them by name. One 
stone only in a wall at Geneva remains to remind one of Calvin. His very grave has 
been forgotten. Was this ingratitude? By no means. But if Calvin was appreciated, 
even in the 16th and 17th centuries the impression was vivid that it was One greater 
than Calvin. even God Himself, who had wrought here His work. Hence, no general 
movement in life is so devoid of deliberate compact, none so unconventional in which it 
spread as this. Simultaneously. Calvinism had its rise in all the countries of Western 
Europe, and it did not appear, among those nations. because the University was in its 
van, or because scholars led the people, or because a magistrate placed himself at their 
head: but it sprang from the hearts of the people themselves, with weavers and 
farmers, with tradesmen and servants, with women and young maidens; and in every 
instance it exhibited the same characteristic: viz., strong Assurance of eternal 
Salvation, not only without the intervention of the Church, but even in opposition to 
the Church. The human heart had attained unto eternal peace with its God: 
strengthened by this Divine fellowship, it discovered its high and holy calling to 
consecrate every department of life and every energy at its disposal to the glory of 
God: and therefore, when those men or women, who had become partakers of this 
Divine life, were forced to abandon their faith, it proved impossible, that they could 
deny their Lord; and thousands and tens of thousands burned at the stake, not 
complaining but exulting, with thanksgiving in their hearts and psalms upon their lips. 
Calvin was not the author of this, but God who through His Holy Spirit had wrought 
in Calvin that which He had wrought in them. Calvin stood not above them, but as a 
brother by their side, a sharer with them of God's blessing. In this way, Calvinism 
came to its fundamental interpretation of an immediate fellowship with God, not 
because Calvin invented it, but because in this immediate fellowship God Himself had 
granted to our fathers a privilege of which Calvin was only the first to become clearly 
conscious. This is the great work of the Holy Spirit in history, by which Calvinism has 
been consecrated, and which interprets to us its wondrous energy.

Lecture 16.2 — FUNDAMENTALISTS & RADICALS 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the following essay from the Princeton Theological 
Review by J. Gresham Machen. What does he say should be the relationship 
between Christianity and culture, between knowledge and piety? 

SELECTION: "The Scientific Preparation of the Minister" in the Princeton 
Theological Review (Vol. XI, 1913 p.1) by J. Gresham Machen. 

One of the greatest of the problems that have agitated the Church is the problem of the 
relation between knowledge and piety, between culture and Christianity. This problem 
has appeared first of all in the presence of two tendencies in the Church—the scientific 
or academic tendency, and what may be called the practical tendency. Some men have 
devoted themselves chiefly to the task of forming right conceptions as to Christianity 
and its foundations. To them no fact, however trivial, has appeared worthy of neglect; 
by them truth has been cherished for its own sake, without immediate reference to 
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practical consequences. Some, on the other hand, have emphasized the essential 
simplicity of the gospel. The world is lying in misery, we ourselves are sinners, men are 
perishing in sin every day. The gospel is the sole means of escape; let us preach it to the 
world while yet we may. So desperate is the need that we have no time to engage in 
vain babblings or old wives’ fables. While we are discussing the exact location of the 
churches of Galatia, men are perishing under the curse of the law; while we are settling 
the date of Jesus’ birth, the world is doing without its Christmas message.

The representatives of both of these tendencies regard themselves as Christians, but 
too often there is little brotherly feeling between them. The Christian of academic 
tastes accuses his brother of undue emotionalism, of shallow argumentation, of cheap 
methods of work. On the other hand, your practical man is ever loud in his 
denunciation of academic indifference to the dire needs of humanity. The scholar is 
represented either as a dangerous disseminator of doubt, or else as a man whose faith 
is a faith without works. A man who investigates human sin and the grace of God by 
the aid solely of dusty volumes, carefully secluded in a warm and comfortable study, 
without a thought of the men who are perishing in misery every day!

But if the problem appears thus in the presence of different tendencies in the Church, 
it becomes yet far more insistent within the consciousness of the individual. If we are 
thoughtful, we must see that the desire to know and the desire to be saved are widely 
different. The scholar must apparently assume the attitude of an impartial observer—
an attitude which seems absolutely impossible to the pious Christian laying hold upon 
Jesus as the only Saviour from the load of sin. If these two activities—on the one hand 
the acquisition of knowledge, and on the other the exercise and inculcation of simple 
faith—are both to be given a place in our lives, the question of their proper 
relationship cannot be ignored.

The problem is made for us the more difficult of solution because we are unprepared 
for it. Our whole system of school and college education is so constituted as to keep 
religion and culture as far apart as possible and ignore the question of the relationship 
between them. On five or six days in the week, we were engaged in the acquisition of 
knowledge. From this activity the study of religion was banished. We studied natural 
science without considering its bearing or lack of bearing upon natural theology or 
upon revelation. We studied Greek without opening the New Testament. We studied 
history with careful avoidance of that greatest of historical movements which was 
ushered in by the preaching of Jesus. In philosophy, the vital importance of the study 
for religion could not entirely be concealed, but it was kept as far as possible in the 
background. On Sundays, on the other hand, we had religious instruction that called 
for little exercise of the intellect.

Careful preparation for Sunday-school lessons as for lessons in mathematics or Latin 
was unknown. Religion seemed to be something that had to do only with the emotions 
and the will, leaving the intellect to secular studies. What wonder that after such 
training we came to regard religion and culture as belonging to two entirely separate 
compartments of the soul, and their union as involving the destruction of both?
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Upon entering the Seminary, we are suddenly introduced to an entirely different 
procedure. Religion is suddenly removed from its seclusion; the same methods of study 
are applied to it as were formerly reserved for natural science and for history. We 
study the Bible no longer solely with the desire of moral and spiritual improvement, 
but also in order to know. Perhaps the first impression is one of infinite loss. The 
scientific spirit seems to be replacing simple faith, the mere apprehension of dead facts 
to be replacing the practice of principles. The difficulty is perhaps not so much that we 
are brought face to face with new doubts as to the truth of Christianity. Rather is it the 
conflict of method, of spirit that troubles us. The scientific spirit seems to be 
incompatible with the old spirit of simple faith. In short, almost entirely unprepared, 
we are brought face to face with the problem of the relationship between knowledge 
and piety, or, otherwise expressed, between culture and Christianity.

This problem may be settled in one of three ways. In the first place, Christianity may 
be subordinated to culture. That solution really, though to some extent unconsciously, 
is being favored by a very large and influential portion of the Church today. For the 
elimination of the supernatural in Christianity—so tremendously common today—
really makes Christianity merely natural. Christianity becomes a human product, a 
mere part of human culture. But as such it is something entirely different from the old 
Christianity that was based upon a direct revelation from God. Deprived thus of its 
note of authority, the gospel is no gospel any longer; it is a check for untold millions—
but without the signature at the bottom. So in subordinating Christianity to culture we 
have really destroyed Christianity, and what continues to bear the old name is a 
counterfeit.

The second solution goes to the opposite extreme. In its effort to give religion a clear 
field, it seeks to destroy culture. This solution is better than the first. Instead of 
indulging in a shallow optimism or deification of humanity, it recognizes the profound 
evil of the world, and does not shrink from the most heroic remedy. The world is so 
evil that it cannot possibly produce the means for its own salvation. Salvation must be 
the gift of an entirely new life, coming directly from God. Therefore, it is argued, the 
culture of this world must be a matter at least of indifference to the Christian. Now in 
its extreme form this solution hardly requires refutation. If Christianity is really found 
to contradict that reason which is our only means of apprehending truth, then of 
course we must either modify or abandon Christianity. We cannot therefore be entirely 
independent of the achievements of the intellect. Furthermore, we cannot without 
inconsistency employ the printing-press, the railroad, the telegraph in the propagation 
of our gospel, and at the same time denounce as evil those activities of the human mind 
that produced these things. And in the production of these things not merely practical 
inventive genius had a part, but also, back of that, the investigations of pure science 
animated simply by the desire to know. In its extreme form, therefore, involving the 
abandonment of all intellectual activity, this second solution would be adopted by none 
of us. But very many pious men in the Church today are adopting this solution in 
essence and in spirit. They admit that the Christian must have a part in human culture. 
But they regard such activity as a necessary evil—a dangerous and unworthy task 
necessary to be gone through with under a stern sense of duty in order that thereby the 
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higher ends of the gospel may be attained. Such men can never engage in the arts and 
sciences with anything like enthusiasm—such enthusiasm they would regard as 
disloyalty to the gospel. Such a position is really both illogical and unbiblical. God has 
given us certain powers of mind, and has implanted within us the ineradicable 
conviction that these powers were intended to be exercised. The Bible, too, contains 
poetry that exhibits no lack of enthusiasm, no lack of a keen appreciation of beauty. 
With this second solution of the problem we cannot rest content. Despite all we can 
do, the desire to know and the love of beauty cannot be entirely stifled, and we cannot 
permanently regard these desires as evil.

Are then Christianity and culture in a conflict that is to be settled only by the 
destruction of one or the other of the contending forces? A third solution, fortunately, 
is possible—namely consecration. Instead of destroying the arts and sciences or being 
indifferent to them, let us cultivate them with all the enthusiasm of the veriest 
humanist, but at the same time consecrate them to the service of our God. Instead of 
stifling the pleasures afforded by the acquisition of knowledge or by the appreciation 
of what is beautiful, let us accept these pleasures as the gifts of a heavenly Father. 
Instead of obliterating the distinction between the Kingdom and the world, or on the 
other hand withdrawing from the world into a sort of modernized intellectual 
monasticism, let us go forth joyfully, enthusiastically to make the world subject to God.

Certain obvious advantages are connected with such a solution of the problem. In the 
first place, a logical advantage. A man can believe only what he holds to be true. We 
are Christians because we hold Christianity to be true. But other men hold Christianity 
to be false. Who is right? That question can be settled only by an examination and 
comparison of the reasons adduced on both sides. It is true, one of the grounds for our 
belief is an inward experience that we cannot share—the great experience begun by 
conviction of sin and conversion and continued by communion with God—an 
experience which other men do not possess, and upon which, therefore, we cannot 
directly base an argument. But if our position is correct, we ought at least to be able to 
show the other man that his reasons may be inconclusive. And that involves careful 
study of both sides of the question. Furthermore, the field of Christianity is the world. 
The Christian cannot be satisfied so long as any human activity is either opposed to 
Christianity or out of all connection with Christianity. Christianity must pervade not 
merely all nations, but also all of human thought. The Christian, therefore, cannot be 
indifferent to any branch of earnest human endeavor. It must all be brought into some 
relation to the gospel. It must be studied either in order to be demonstrated as false, or 
else in order to be made useful in advancing the Kingdom of God. The Kingdom must 
be advanced not merely extensively, but also intensively. The Church must seek to 
conquer not merely every man for Christ, but also the whole of man. We are 
accustomed to encourage ourselves in our discouragements by the thought of the time 
when every knee shall bow and every tongue confess that Jesus is Lord. No less 
inspiring is the other aspect of that same great consummation. That will also be a time 
when doubts have disappeared, when every contradiction has been removed, when all 
of science converges to one great conviction, when all of art is devoted to one great 
end, when all of human thinking is permeated by the refining, ennobling influence of 
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Jesus, when every thought has been brought into subjection to the obedience of 
Christ.

If to some of our practical men, these advantages of our solution of the problem seem 
to be intangible, we can point to the merely numerical advantage of intellectual and 
artistic activity within the Church. We are all agreed that at least one great function of 
the Church is the conversion of individual men. The missionary movement is the great 
religious movement of our day. Now it is perfectly true that men must be brought to 
Christ one by one. There are no labor-saving devices in evangelism. It is all hand-
work.

And yet it would be a great mistake to suppose that all men are equally well prepared 
to receive the gospel. It is true that the decisive thing is the regenerative power of God. 
That can overcome all lack of preparation, and the absence of that makes even the best 
preparation useless. But as a matter of fact God usually exerts that power in 
connection with certain prior conditions of the human mind, and it should be ours to 
create, so far as we can, with the help of God, those favorable conditions for the 
reception of the gospel. False ideas are the greatest obstacles to the reception of the 
gospel. We may preach with all the fervor of a reformer and yet succeed only in 
winning a straggler here and there, if we permit the whole collective thought of the 
nation or of the world to be controlled by ideas which, by the resistless force of logic, 
prevent Christianity from being regarded as anything more than a harmless delusion. 
Under such circumstances, what God desires us to do is to destroy the obstacle at its 
root. Many would have the seminaries combat error by attacking it as it is taught by its 
popular exponents. Instead of that they confuse their students with a lot of German 
names unknown outside the walls of the universities. That method of procedure is 
based simply upon a profound belief in the pervasiveness of ideas. What is today 
matter of academic speculation begins tomorrow to move armies and pull down 
empires. In that second stage, it has gone too far to be combatted; the time to stop it 
was when it was still a matter of impassionate debate. So as Christians we should try to 
mold the thought of the world in such a way as to make the acceptance of Christianity 
something more than a logical absurdity. Thoughtful men are wondering why the 
students of our great Eastern universities no longer enter the ministry or display any 
very vital interest in Christianity. Various totally inadequate explanations are 
proposed, such as the increasing attractiveness of other professions—an absurd 
explanation, by the way, since other professions are becoming so over-crowded that a 
man can barely make a living in them. The real difficulty amounts to this—that the 
thought of the day, as it makes itself most strongly felt in the universities, but from 
them spreads inevitably to the masses of the people, is profoundly opposed to 
Christianity, or at least—what is nearly as bad—it is out of all connection with 
Christianity. The Church is unable either to combat it or to assimilate it, because the 
Church simply does not understand it. Under such circumstances, what more pressing 
duty than for those who have received the mighty experience of regeneration, who, 
therefore, do not, like the world, neglect that whole series of vitally relevant facts 
which is embraced in Christian experience—what more pressing duty than for these 
men to make themselves masters of the thought of the world in order to make it an 
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instrument of truth instead of error? The Church has no right to be so absorbed in 
helping the individual that she forgets the world.

There are two objections to our solution of the problem. If you bring culture and 
Christianity thus into close union—in the first place, will not Christianity destroy 
culture? Must not art and science be independent in order to flourish? We answer that 
it all depends upon the nature of their dependence. Subjection to any external 
authority or even to any human authority would be fatal to art and science. But 
subjection to God is entirely different. Dedication of human powers to God is found, 
as a matter of fact, not to destroy but to heighten them. God gave those powers. He 
understands them well enough not bunglingly to destroy His own gifts. In the second 
place, will not culture destroy Christianity? Is it not far easier to be an earnest 
Christian if you confine your attention to the Bible and do not risk being led astray by 
the thought of the world? We answer, of course it is easier. Shut yourself up in an 
intellectual monastery, do not disturb yourself with the thoughts of unregenerate men, 
and of course you will find it easier to be a Christian, just as it is easier to be a good 
soldier in comfortable winter quarters than it is on the field of battle. You save your 
own soul—but the Lord’s enemies remain in possession of the field.

But by whom is this task of transforming the unwieldy, resisting mass of human 
thought until it becomes subservient to the gospel—by whom is this task to be 
accomplished? To some extent, no doubt, by professors in theological seminaries and 
universities. But the ordinary minister of the gospel cannot shirk his responsibility. It is 
a great mistake to suppose that investigation can successfully be carried on by a few 
specialists whose work is of interest to nobody but themselves. Many men of many 
minds are needed. What we need first of all, especially in our American churches, is a 
more general interest in the problems of theological science. Without that, the 
specialist is without the stimulating atmosphere which nerves him to do his work.

But no matter what his station in life, the scholar must be a regenerated man—he must 
yield to no one in the intensity and depth of his religious experience. We are well 
supplied in the world with excellent scholars who are without that qualification. They 
are doing useful work in detail, in Biblical philology, in exegesis, in Biblical theology, 
and in other branches of study. But they are not accomplishing the great task, they are 
not assimilating modern thought to Christianity, because they are without that 
experience of God’s power in the soul which is of the essence of Christianity. They 
have only one side for the comparison. Modern thought they know, but Christianity is 
really foreign to them. It is just that great inward experience which it is the function of 
the true Christian scholar to bring into some sort of connection with the thought of the 
world.

During the last thirty years there has been a tremendous defection from the Christian 
Church. It is evidenced even by things that lie on the surface. For example, by the 
decline in church attendance and in Sabbath observance and in the number of 
candidates for the ministry. Special explanations, it is true, are sometimes given for 
these discouraging tendencies. But why should we deceive ourselves, why comfort 
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ourselves by palliative explanations? Let us face the facts. The falling off in church 
attendance, the neglect of Sabbath observance—these things are simply surface 
indications of a decline in the power of Christianity. Christianity is exerting a far less 
powerful direct influence in the civilized world today than it was exerting thirty years 
ago.

What is the cause of this tremendous defection? For my part, I have little hesitation in 
saying that it lies chiefly in the intellectual sphere. Men do not accept Christianity 
because they can no longer be convinced that Christianity is true. It may be useful, but 
is it true? Other explanations, of course, are given. The modern defection from the 
Church is explained by the practical materialism of the age. Men are so much 
engrossed in making money that they have no time for spiritual things. That 
explanation has a certain range of validity. But its range is limited. It applies perhaps 
to the boom towns of the West, where men are intoxicated by sudden possibilities of 
boundless wealth. But the defection from Christianity is far broader than that. It is felt 
in the settled countries of Europe even more strongly than in America. It is felt among 
the poor just as strongly as among the rich. Finally it is felt most strongly of all in the 
universities, and that is only one indication more that the true cause of the defection is 
intellectual. To a very large extent, the students of our great Eastern universities—and 
still more the universities of Europe—are not Christians. And they are not Christians 
often just because they are students. The thought of the day, as it makes itself most 
strongly felt in the universities, is profoundly opposed to Christianity, or at least it is 
out of connection with Christianity. The chief obstacle to the Christian religion today 
lies in the sphere of the intellect.

That assertion must be guarded against two misconceptions.

In the first place, I do not mean that most men reject Christianity consciously on 
account of intellectual difficulties. On the contrary, rejection of Christianity is due in 
the vast majority of cases simply to indifference. Only a few men have given the 
subject real attention. The vast majority of those who reject the gospel do so simply 
because they know nothing about it. But whence comes this indifference? It is due to 
the intellectual atmosphere in which men are living. The modern world is dominated 
by ideas which ignore the gospel. Modern culture is not altogether opposed to the 
gospel. But it is out of all connection with it. It not only prevents the acceptance of 
Christianity. It prevents Christianity even from getting a hearing.

In the second place, I do not mean that the removal of intellectual objections will make 
a man a Christian. No conversion was ever wrought simply by argument. A change of 
heart is also necessary. And that can be wrought only by the immediate exercise of the 
power of God. But because intellectual labor is insufficient it does not follow. as is so 
often assumed, that it is unnecessary. God may, it is true, overcome all intellectual 
obstacles by an immediate exercise of His regenerative power. Sometimes He does. 
But He does so very seldom. Usually He exerts His power in connection with certain 
conditions of the human mind. Usually He does not bring into the Kingdom, entirely 
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without preparation, those whose mind and fancy are completely dominated by ideas 
which make the acceptance of the gospel logically impossible.

Modern culture is a tremendous force. It affects all classes of society. It affects the 
ignorant as well as the learned. What is to be done about it? In the first place the 
Church may simply withdraw from the conflict. She may simply allow the mighty 
stream of modern thought to flow by unheeded and do her work merely in the back-
eddies of the current. 

There are still some men in the world who have been unaffected by modern culture. 
They may still be won for Christ without intellectual labor. And they must be won. It is 
useful, it is necessary work. If the Church is satisfied with that alone, let her give up 
the scientific education of her ministry. Let her assume the truth of her message and 
learn simply how it may be applied in detail to modern industrial and social conditions. 
Let her give up the laborious study of Greek and Hebrew. Let her abandon the 
scientific study of history to the men of the world. In a day of increased scientific 
interest, let the Church go on becoming less scientific. In a day of increased 
specialization, of renewed interest in philology and in history, of more rigorous 
scientific method, let the Church go on abandoning her Bible to her enemies. They will 
study it scientifically, rest assured, if the Church does not. Let her substitute sociology 
altogether for Hebrew, practical expertness for the proof of her gospel. Let her shorten 
the preparation of her ministry, let her permit it to be interrupted yet more and more 
by premature practical activity. By doing so she will win a straggler here and there. 
But her winnings will be but temporary. The great current of modern culture will 
sooner or later engulf her puny eddy. God will save her somehow—out of the depths. 
But the labor of centuries will have been swept away. God grant that the Church may 
not resign herself to that. God grant she may face her problem squarely and bravely. 
That problem is not easy. It involves the very basis of her faith. Christianity is the 
proclamation of an historical fact—that Jesus Christ rose from the dead. Modern 
thought has no place for that proclamation. It prevents men even from listening to the 
message. Yet the culture of today cannot simply be rejected as a whole. It is not like the 
pagan culture of the first century. It is not wholly non-Christian. Much of it has been 
derived directly from the Bible. There are significant movements in it, going to waste, 
which might well be used for the defense of the gospel. The situation is complex. Easy 
wholesale measures are not in place. Discrimination, investigation is necessary. Some 
of modern thought must be refuted. The rest must be made subservient. But nothing in 
it can be ignored. He that is not with us is against us. Modern culture is a mighty force. 
It is either subservient to the gospel or else it is the deadliest enemy of the gospel. For 
making it subservient, religious emotion is not enough, intellectual labor is also 
necessary. And that labor is being neglected. The Church has turned to easier tasks. 
And now she is reaping the fruits of her indolence. Now she must battle for her life.

The situation is desperate. It might discourage us. But not if we are truly Christians. 
Not if we are living in vital communion with the risen Lord. If we are really convinced 
of the truth of our message, then we can proclaim it before a world of enemies, then 
the very difficulty of our task, the very scarcity of our allies becomes an inspiration, 
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then we can even rejoice that God did not place us in an easy age, but in a time of 
doubt and perplexity and battle. Then, too, we shall not be afraid to call forth other 
soldiers into the conflict. Instead of making our theological seminaries merely centers 
of religious emotion, we shall make them battle-grounds of the faith, where, helped a 
little by the experience of Christian teachers, men are taught to fight their own battle, 
where they come to appreciate the real strength of the adversary and in the hard 
school of intellectual struggle learn to substitute for the unthinking faith of childhood 
the profound convictions of full-grown men. Let us not fear in this a loss of spiritual 
power. The Church is perishing today through the lack of thinking, not through an 
excess of it. She is winning victories in the sphere of material betterment. Such 
victories are glorious. God save us from the heartless crime of disparaging them. They 
are relieving the misery of men. But if they stand alone, I fear they are but temporary. 
The things which are seen are temporal; the things which are not seen are eternal. 
What will become of philanthropy if God be lost? Beneath the surface of life lies a 
world of spirit. Philosophers have attempted to explore it. Christianity has revealed its 
wonders to the simple soul. There lie the springs of the Church’s power. But that 
spiritual realm cannot be entered without controversy. And now the Church is 
shrinking from the conflict. Driven from the spiritual realm by the current of modern 
thought, she is consoling herself with things about which there is no dispute. If she 
favors better housing for the poor, she need fear no contradiction. She will need all her 
courage. she will have enemies enough, God knows. But they will not fight her with 
argument. The twentieth century, in theory, is agreed on social betterment. But sin, 
and death, and salvation, and life, and God—about these things there is debate. You 
can avoid the debate if you choose. You need only drift with the current. Preach every 
Sunday during your Seminary course, devote the fag ends of your time to study and to 
thought, study about as you studied in college—and these questions will probably 
never trouble you. 

The great questions may easily be avoided. Many preachers are avoiding them. And 
many preachers are preaching to the air. The Church is waiting for men of another 
type. Men to fight her battles and solve her problems. The hope of finding them is the 
one great inspiration of a Seminary’s life. They need not all be men of conspicuous 
attainments. But they must all be men of thought. They must fight hard against 
spiritual and intellectual indolence. Their thinking may be confined to narrow limits. 
But it must be their own. To them theology must be something more than a task. It 
must be a matter of inquiry. It must lead not to successful memorizing, but to genuine 
convictions.

The Church is puzzled by the world’s indifference. She is trying to overcome it by 
adapting her message to the fashions of the day. But if, instead, before the conflict, she 
would descend into the secret place of meditation, if by the clear light of the gospel she 
would seek an answer not merely to the questions of the hour but, first of all, to the 
eternal problems of the spiritual world, then perhaps, by God’s grace, through His 
good Spirit, in His good time, she might issue forth once more with power, and an age 
of doubt might be followed by the dawn of an era of faith.
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Lecture 16.3 — ABRAHAM KUYPER 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the following selection from Abraham Kupyer’s third 
Stone Lecture. What is the role of the state, according to Kuyper? What 
other types of governments does he mention, and what are their roles? 

SELECTION: "Calvinism and Politics" by Abraham Kuyper.  

The principal characteristic of government is the right of life and death. According to 
the apostolic testimony the magistrate bears the sword, and this sword has a threefold 
meaning. It is the sword of justice, to mete out corporeal punishment to the criminal. It 
is the sword of war to defend the honor and the rights and the interests of the State 
against its enemies. And it is the sword of order, to thwart at home all forcible 
rebellion. Luther and his co-Reformers have correctly pointed out that the institution 
proper and the full investiture of the magistrate with power were only brought about 
after the flood, when God commanded that capital punishment should fall upon him 
who shed man's blood. The right of taking life belongs only to Him. who can give life, 
i.e., to God; and therefore no one on earth is invested with this authority, except it be 
God-given. On this account, Roman law, which committed the jus vitae et necis to the 
father and to the slave-owner stands intrinsically much lower than the law of Moses, 
which knows no other capital punishment but that by the magistrate and at his 
command.

The highest duty of the government remains therefore unchangeably that of justice, 
and in the second place it has to care for the people as a unit, partly at home, in order 
that its unity may grow ever deeper and may not he disturbed, and partly abroad, lest 
the national existence suffer harm. The consequence of all this is that on the one hand. 
in a people, all sorts of organic phenomena of life arise, from its social spheres but that, 
high above all these, the mechanical unifying force of the government is observable. 
From this arises all friction and clashing. For the government is always inclined, with 
its mechanical authority, to invade social life, to subject it and mechanically to arrange 
it. But on the other hand social life always endeavors to shake off the authority of the 
government, just as this endeavor at the present time again culminates in social-
democracy and in anarchism, both of which aim at nothing less than the total 
overthrow of the institution of authority. But leaving these two extremes alone, it will 
be admitted that all healthy life of people or state has ever been the historical 
consequence of the struggle between these two powers. It was the so-called 
"constitutional government" which endeavored more firmly to regulate the mutual 
relation of these two. And in this struggle Calvinism was the first to take its stand. For 
just in proportion as it honored the authority of the magistrate, instituted by God, did 
it lift up that second sovereignty, which had been implanted by God in the social 
spheres, in accordance with the ordinances of creation.

It demanded for both independence in their own sphere and regulation of the relation 
between both, not by the executive, but under the law. And by this stern demand, 
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Calvinism may be said to have generated constitutional public law, from its own 
fundamental idea.

The testimony of history is unassailable that this constitutional public law has not 
flourished in Roman Catholic or in Lutheran States, but among the nations of a 
Calvinistic type. The idea is here fundamental therefore that the sovereignty of God, in 
its descent upon men, separates itself into two spheres. On the one hand the 
mechanical sphere of State-authority, and on the other hand the organic sphere of the 
authority of the Social circles. And in both these spheres the inherent authority is 
sovereign, that is to say, it has above itself nothing but God.

Now for the mechanically coercing authority of the government any further 
explanation is superfluous, not so, however, for the organic social authority.

Nowhere is the dominating character of this organic social authority more plainly 
discernible than in the sphere of Science. In the introduction to an edition of the 
"Sententiae" of Lombard and of the Summa Theologica of Thomas Aquinas, the learned 
Thomist wrote: "The work of Lombard has ruled one hundred and fifty years and has 
produced Thomas, and after him the Summa of Thomas has ruled all Europe (totam 
Europam rexit) during five full centuries and has generated all the subsequent 
theologians." Suppose we admit that this language is overbold, yet the idea, here 
expressed, is unquestionably correct. The dominion of men like Aristotle and Plato, 
Lombard and Thomas, Luther and Calvin, Kant and Darwin, extends, for each of 
them, over a field of ages. Genius is a sovereign power; it forms schools; it lays hold on 
the spirits of men, with irresistible might; and it exercises an immeasurable influence 
on the whole condition of human life. This sovereignty of genius is a gift of God, 
possessed only by His grace. It is subject to no one and is responsible to Him alone 
Who has granted it this ascendancy.

The same phenomenon is observable in the sphere of Art. Every maestro is a king in 
the Palace of Art, not by the law of inheritance or by appointment, but only by the 
grace of God. And these maestros also impose authority, and are subject to no one, but 
rule over all and in the end receive from all the homage due to their artistic superiority.

And the same is to be said of the sovereign power of personality There is no equality of 
persons. There are weak, narrow-minded persons, with no broader expanse of wings 
than a common sparrow; but there are also broad, imposing characters, with the wing-
stroke of the eagle. Among the last you will find a few of royal grandeur, and these rule 
in their own sphere, whether people draw back from them or thwart them; usually 
waxing all the stronger, the more they are opposed. And this entire process is carried 
out in all the spheres of life. In the labor of the mechanic, in the shop, or on the 
exchange, in commerce, on the sea, in the field of benevolence and philanthropy. 
Everywhere one man is more powerful than the other, by his personality, by his talent 
and by circumstances. Dominion is exercised everywhere; but it is a dominion which 
works organically; not by virtue of a State-investiture, but from life's sovereignty itself.
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In relation herewith, and on entirely the same ground of organic superiority, there 
exists, side by side with this personal sovereignty the sovereignty of the sphere. The 
University exercises scientific dominion; the Academy of fine arts is possessed of art 
power; the guild exercised a technical dominion; the trades-union rules over labor —
and each of these spheres or corporations is conscious of the power of exclusive 
independent judgment and authoritative action, within its proper sphere of operation. 
Behind these organic spheres, with intellectual, aesthetical and technical sovereignty, 
the sphere of the family opens itself, with its right of marriage, domestic peace, 
education and possession; and in this sphere also the natural head is conscious of 
exercising an inherent authority—not because the government allows it, but because 
God has imposed it. Paternal authority roots itself in the very lifeblood and is 
proclaimed in the fifth Commandment. And so also finally it may be remarked that the 
social life of cities and villages forms a sphere of existence, which arises from the very 
necessities of life, and which therefore must be autonomous.

In many different directions we see therefore that sovereignty in one's own sphere 
asserts itself: 1. In the social sphere, by personal superiority. 2. In the corporative 
sphere of universities, guilds, associations, etc. 3. In the domestic sphere of the family 
and of married life, and 4. In communal autonomy.

In all these four spheres the State-government cannot impose its laws, but must 
reverence the innate law of life. God rules in these spheres, just as supremely and 
sovereignly through his chosen virtuosi, as He exercises dominion in the sphere of the 
State itself, through his chosen magistrates.

Bound by its own mandate, therefore, the government may neither ignore nor modify 
nor disrupt the divine mandate, under which these social spheres stand. The 
sovereignty, by the grace of God, of the government is here set aside and limited, for 
God's sake, by another sovereignty, which is equally divine in origin. Neither the life of 
science nor of art, nor of agriculture, nor of industry, nor of commerce, nor of 
navigation, nor of the family, nor of human relationship may be coerced to suit itself to 
the grace of the government. The State may never become an octopus, which stifles the 
whole of life. It must occupy its own place, on its own root, among all the other trees of 
the forest, and thus it has to honor and maintain every form of life which grows 
independently in its own sacred autonomy.

Does this mean that the government has no right whatever of interference in these 
autonomous spheres of life? Not at all.

It possesses the threefold right and duty: 1. Whenever different spheres clash, to 
compel mutual regard for the boundary-lines of each; 2. To defend individuals and the 
weak ones, in those spheres, against the abuse of power of the rest; and 3. To coerce all 
together to bear personal and financial burdens for the maintenance of the natural 
unity of the State. The decision cannot, however, in these cases, unilaterally rest with 
the magistrate. The Law here has to indicate the rights of each, and the rights of the 
citizens over their own purses must remain the invincible bulwark against the abuse of 
power on the part of the government.
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And here exactly lies the starting-point for that cooperation of the sovereignty of the 
government, with the sovereignty in the social sphere, which finds its regulation in the 
Constitution. According to the order of things, in his time, this became to Calvin the 
doctrine of the "magistratus inferiores." Knighthood, the rights of the city, the rights of 
guilds and much more, led then to the self-assertion of social "States," with their own 
civil authority; and so Calvin wished the law to be made by the cooperation of these 
with the High magistrates.

Since that time these medieval relations, which in part arose from the feudal system, 
have become totally antiquated. These corporations or social orders are now no longer 
invested with ruling power, their place is taken by Parliament, or whatever name the 
general house of representatives may bear in different countries, and now it remains 
the duty of those Assemblies to maintain the popular rights and liberties, of all and in 
the name of all, with and if need be against the government. A united defense which 
was preferred to individual resistance, both to simplify the construction and operation 
of State institutions and to accelerate their functions.

But in whatever way the form may be modified, it remains essentially the old 
Calvinistic plan, to assure to the people, in all its classes and orders, in all its circles 
and spheres, in all its corporations and independent institutions, a legal and orderly 
influence in the making of the law and the course of government, in a healthy 
democratic sense. And the only difference of opinion is yet on the important question 
whether we shall continue in the now prevailing solution of the special rights of those 
social spheres in the individual right of franchise; or whether it is desirable to place by 
its side a corporative right of franchise, which shall enable the different circles to make 
a separate defense. At present a new tendency to organization reveals itself even in the 
spheres of commerce and industry and not less in that of labor, and even from France 
voices, like that of Benoit, arise, which clamor for the juncture of the right of franchise 
with these organizations.

I for one, would welcome such a move, provided its application were not one-sided, 
much less exclusive; but I may not linger over these side issues. Let it suffice to have 
shown that Calvinism protests against State-omnipotence; against the horrible 
conception that no right exists above and beyond existing laws; and against the pride 
of absolutism, which recognizes no constitutional rights, except as the result of 
princely favor.

These three representations, which find so dangerous a nourishment in the ascendancy 
of Pantheism, are death to our civil liberties. And Calvinism is to be praised for having 
built a dam across this absolutistic stream, not by appealing to popular force, nor to the 
hallucination of human greatness, but by deducing those rights and liberties of social 
life from the same source from which the high authority of the government flows—
even the absolute sovereignty of God. From this one source, in God, sovereignty in the 
individual sphere, in the family and in every social circle, is just as directly derived as 
the supremacy of State authority. These two must therefore come to an understanding, 
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and both have the same sacred obligation to maintain their God-given sovereign 
authority and to make it subservient to the majesty of God.

A people therefore which abandons to State Supremacy the rights of the family, or a 
University which abandons to it the rights of science, is just as guilty before God as a 
nation which lays its hands upon the rights of the magistrates. And thus the struggle 
for liberty is not only declared permissible, but is made a duty for each individual in his 
own sphere. And this not as was done in the French Revolution, by setting God aside 
and by placing man on the throne of God's Omnipotence; but on the contrary, by 
causing all men, the magistrates included, to bow in deepest humility before the 
majesty of God Almighty.

Lecture 16.4 — WOODROW WILSON 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the selection from Woodrow Wilson’s essay, "When a 
Man Comes to Himself". How does he define a man ‘coming to himself’? 
What worldview do you see present in Wilson’s writing? Upon what or 
whom is he focused? 

SELECTION: "When a Man Comes to Himself" by Woodrow Wilson. 

I

It is a very wholesome and regenerating change which a man undergoes when he 
"comes to himself." It is not only after periods of recklessness or infatuation, when has 
played the spendthrift or the fool, that a man comes to comes to himself. He comes to 
himself after experiences of which he alone may be aware: when he has left off being 
wholly preoccupied with his own powers and interests and with every petty plan that 
centers in himself; when he has cleared his eyes to see the world as it is, and his own 
true place and function in it.

It is a process of disillusionment. The scales have fallen away. He sees himself soberly, 
and knows under what conditions his powers must act, as well as what his powers are. 
He has got rid of earlier prepossessions about the world of men and affairs, both those 
which were too favorable and those which were too unfavorable—both those of the 
nursery and those of a young man's reading. He has learned his own paces, or, at any 
rate, is in a fair way to learn them; has found his footing and the true nature of the 
"going" he must look for in the world; over what sorts of roads he must expect to make 
his running, and at what expenditure of effort; whither his goal lies, and what cheer he 
may expect by the way. It is a process of disillusionment, but it disheartens no soundly 
made man. It brings him into a light which guides instead of deceiving him; a light 
which does not make the way look cold to any man whose eyes are fit for use in the 
open, but which shines wholesomely, rather upon the obvious path, like the honest 
rays of the frank sun, and makes traveling both safe and cheerful.

II
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There is no fixed time in a man's life at which he comes to himself, and some man 
never come to themselves at all. It is a change reserved for the thoroughly sane and 
healthy, and for those who can detach themselves from tasks and drudgery long and 
often enough to get, at any rate once and again, a view of the proportions of life and of 
the stage and plot of its action. We speak often with amusement, sometimes with 
distaste and uneasiness, of men who "have no sense of humor," who take themselves 
too seriously, who are intense, self-absorbed, over-confident in matters of opinion, or 
else go plumed with conceit, proud of we cannot tell what, enjoying, appreciating, 
thinking of nothing so much as themselves. These are men who have not suffered that 
wholesome change. They have not come to themselves. If they be serious men, and real 
forces in the world, we may conclude that they have been too much and too long 
absorbed; that their tasks and responsibilities long ago rose about them like a flood, 
and have kept them swimming with sturdy stroke the years through, their eyes level 
with the troubled surface—no horizon in sight, no passing fleets, no comrades but 
those who struggled in the flood like themselves. If they be frivolous, light-headed, 
men without purpose or achievement, we may conjecture, if we do not know, that they 
were born so, or spoiled by fortune, or befuddled by self-indulgence. It is no great 
matter what we think of them.

It is enough to know that there are some laws which govern a man's awakening to 
know himself and the right part to play. A man is the part he plays among his fellows. 
He is not isolated; he cannot be. His life is made up of the relations he bears to others
—is made or marred by those relations, guided by them, judged by them, expressed in 
them. There is nothing else upon which he can spend his spirit—nothing else that we 
can see. It is by these he gets his spiritual growth; it is by these we see his character 
revealed, his purpose and his gifts. Some play with a certain natural passion, an 
unstudied directness, without grace, without modulation, with no study of the masters 
or consciousness of the pervading spirit of the plot; others gives all their thought to 
their costume and think only of the audience; a few act as those who have mastered the 
secrets of a serious art, with deliberate subordination of themselves to the great end 
and motive of the play, spending themselves like good servants, indulging no 
willfulness, obtruding no eccentricity, lending heart and tone and gesture to the perfect 
progress of the action. These have "found themselves," and have all the ease of a 
perfect adjustment.

Adjustment is exactly what a man gains when he comes to himself. Some men gain it 
late, some early; some get it all at once, as if by one distinct act of deliberate 
accommodation; others get it by degrees and quite imperceptibly. No doubt to most 
men it comes by slow processes of experience—at each stage of life a little. A college 
man feels the first shock of it at graduation, when the boy's life has been lived out and 
the man's life suddenly begins. He has measured himself with boys; he knows their 
code and feels the spur of their ideals of achievement. But what the expects of him he 
has yet to find out, and it works, when he has discovered, a veritable revolution in his 
ways both of thought and of action. He finds a new sort of fitness demanded of him, 
executive, thorough-going, careful of details, full of drudgery and obedience to orders. 
Everybody is ahead of him. Just now he was a senior, at the top of the world he knows 
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and reigned in, a finished product and pattern of good form. Of a sudden he is a novice 
again, as green as in his first school year, studying a thing that seems to have no rules
—at sea amid crosswinds, and a bit seasick withal. Presently, if he be made of stuff that 
will shake into shape and fitness, he settles to his tasks and is comfortable. He has 
come to himself: understands what capacity is, and what it is meant for; sees that his 
training was not for ornament or personal gratification, but to teach him how to use 
himself and develop faculties worth using. Henceforth there is a zest in action, and he 
loves to see his strokes tell.

The same thing happens to the lad come from the farm into the city, a big and novel 
field, where crowds rush and jostle, and a rustic boy must stand puzzled for a little 
how to use his placid and unjaded strength. It happens, too, though in a deeper and 
more subtle way, to the man who marries for love, if the love be true and fit for foul 
weather. Mr. Bagehot used to say that a bachelor was "an amateur at life," and wit and 
wisdom are married in the jest. A man who lives only for himself has not begun to live
—has yet to learn his use, and his real pleasure, too, in the world. It is not necessary he 
should marry to find himself out, but it is necessary he should love. Men have come to 
themselves serving their mothers with an unselfish devotion, or their sisters, or a cause 
for whose sake they forsook ease and left off thinking of themselves. If is unselfish 
action, growing slowly into the high habit of devotion, and at last, it may be, into a sort 
of consecration, that teaches a man the wide meaning of his life, and makes of him a 
steady professional in living, if the motive be not necessity, but love. Necessity may 
make a mere drudge of a man, and no mere drudge ever made a professional of 
himself; that demands a higher spirit and a finer incentive than his.

III

Surely a man has come to himself only when he has found the best that is in him, and 
has satisfied his heart with the highest achievement he is fit for. It is only then that he 
knows of what he is capable and what his heart demands. And, assuredly, no 
thoughtful man ever came to the end of his life, and had time and a little space of calm 
from which to look back upon it, who did not know and acknowledge that it was what 
he had done unselfishly and for others, and nothing else, that satisfied him in the 
retrospect, and made him feel that he had played the man. That alone seems to him the 
real measure of himself, the real standard of his manhood. And so men grow by having 
responsibility laid upon them, the burden of other people's business. Their powers are 
put out at interest, and they get usury in kind. They are like men multiplied. Each 
counts manifold. Men who live with an eye only upon what is their own are dwarfed 
beside them—seem fractions while they are integers. The trustworthiness of men 
trusted seems often to grow with the trust.

It is for this reason that men are in love with power and greatness: it affords them so 
pleasurable an expansion of faculty, so large a run for their minds, an exercise of spirit 
so various and refreshing; they have the freedom of so wide a tract of the world of 
affairs. But if they use power only for their own ends, if there be no unselfish service in 
it, if its object be only their personal aggrandizement, their love to see other men tools 
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in their hands, they go out of the world small, disquieted, beggared, no enlargement of 
soul vouchsafed them, no usury of satisfaction. They have added nothing to 
themselves. Mental and physical powers alike grow by use, as every one knows; but 
labor for oneself is like exercise in a gymnasium. No healthy man can remain satisfied 
with it, or regard it as anything but a preparation for tasks in the open, amid the affairs 
of the world—not sport, but business—where there is no orderly apparatus, and every 
man must devise the means by which he is to make the most of himself. To make the 
most of himself means the multiplication of his activities, and he must turn away from 
himself for that. He looks about him, studies the fact of business or of affairs, catches 
some intimation of their larger objects, is guided by the intimation, and presently finds 
himself part of the motive force of communities or of nations. It makes no difference 
how small part, how insignificant, how unnoticed. When his powers begin to play 
outward, and he loves the task at hand, not because it gains him a livelihood, but 
because it makes him a life, he has come to himself.

Necessity is no mother to enthusiasm. Necessity carries a whip. Its method is 
compulsion, not love. It has no thought to make itself attractive; it is content to drive. 
Enthusiasm comes with the revelation of true and satisfying objects of devotion; and it 
is enthusiasm that sets the powers free. It is a sort of enlightenment. It shines straight 
upon ideals, and for those who see it the race and struggle are henceforth toward 
these. An instance will point the meaning. One of the most distinguished and most 
justly honored of our great philanthropists spent the major part of his life absolutely 
absorbed in the making of money—so it seemed to those who did not know him. In 
fact, he had very early passed the stage at which he looked upon his business as a 
means of support or of material comfort. Business had become for him an intellectual 
pursuit, a study in enterprise and increment. The field of commerce lay before him like 
a chess-board; the moves interested him like the maneuvers of a game. More money 
was more power, a great advantage in the game, the means of shaping men and events 
and markets to his own ends and uses. It was his will that set fleets afloat and 
determined the havens they were bound for; it was his foresight that brought goods to 
market at the right time; it was his suggestion that made the industry of unthinking 
men efficacious; his sagacity saw itself justified at home not only, but at the ends of the 
earth. And as the money poured in, his government and mastery increased, and his 
mind was the more satisfied. It is so that men make little kingdoms for themselves, and 
an international power undarkened by diplomacy, undirected by parliaments.

Lecture 16.5 — WILSON’S PRESIDENCY 
ASSIGNMENT: Complete Exam #16. 
1. What should religion or the faith be according to this week’s principle and 

quotation by Abraham Kuyper? 
2. What does a Christian culture presuppose?
3. Explain the relationship between the Johnson quote, “To be happy at home 

is the end of all labor,” and our perspective of current politics.
4. Contrast Calvinism and Modernism by graphing their worldview 
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differences on God’s relationship to man, man’s relationship to man, and 
man’s relationship to the world.

5. How did Kuyper deal with the Railroad strike as Prime Minster? How did 
he approach it principally?

6. According to Kuyper, what was the central problem of poverty?
7. Define progressivism. How were progressives optimistic at the beginning 

of the 20th century?
8. What was Woodrow Wilson’s view of the Constitution and the office of 

President?
9. Who was Colonel Edward House, and what role did he serve in the Wilson 

presidency?
10. List and define at least four revolutionary changes of the Wilson 

presidency. 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Lesson 17 
THE PITY OF WAR: WORLD WAR I 

Lecture 17.1 — THE PRINCIPLE 
ASSIGNMENT: Read Wilfrid Owen’s "Strange Meetings." Whom does he 
meet in this poem? How does Owen convey the tragedy and the pity of 
war? 

SELECTION: "Strange Meetings" by Wilfrid Owen. 
It seemed that out of battle I escaped
Down some profound dull tunnel, long since scooped
Through granites which titanic wars had groined.

Yet also there encumbered sleepers groaned,
Too fast in thought or death to be bestirred.
Then ,as I probed them, one sprang up, and stared
With piteous recognition in fixed eyes,
Lifting distressful hands, as if to bless.
And by his smile, I knew that sullen hall, —
By his dead smile I knew we stood in Hell.

With a thousand pains that vision's face was grained;
Yet no blood reached there from the upper ground,
And no guns thumped, or down the flues made moan.
'Strange friend,' I said, 'here is no cause to mourn.'
'None,' said that other, 'save the undone years,
The hopelessness. Whatever hope is yours,
Was my life also; I went hunting wild
After the wildest beauty in the world,
Which lies not calm in eyes, or braided hair,
But mocks the steady running of the hour,
And if it grieves, grieves richlier than here.
For by my glee might many men have laughed,
And of my weeping something had been left,
Which must die now. I mean the truth untold,
The pity of war, the pity war distilled.
Now men will go content with what we spoiled,
Or, discontent, boil bloody, and be spilled.
They will be swift with swiftness of the tigress.
None will break ranks, though nations trek from progress.
Courage was mine, and I had mystery,
Wisdom was mine, and I had mastery:
To miss the march of this retreating world
Into vain citadels that are not walled.
Then, when much blood had clogged their chariot-wheels,
I would go up and wash them from sweet wells,
Even with truths that lie too deep for taint.
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I would have poured my spirit without stint
But not through wounds; not on the cess of war.
Foreheads of men have bled where no wounds were.

I am the enemy you killed, my friend.
I knew you in this dark: for so you frowned
Yesterday through me as you jabbed and killed.
I parried; but my hands were loath and cold.
Let us sleep now...'

Lecture 17.2 — THE SCOPE OF THE GREAT WAR & ITS BEGINNING 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the following excerpt from the Crown Prince Wilhem’s 
1913 book, Germany in Arms. How do you see enthusiasm for war in his 
speech? 

SELECTION: From Germany In Arms by Friedrich Wilhelm Victor August Ernst. 

Today, indeed, we live in a time which points with special satisfaction to the proud 
height of its culture, which is only too willing to boast of its international 
cosmopolitanism, and flatters itself with visionary dreams of the possibility of an 
everlasting peace throughout the world.

This view of life is un-German and does not suit us. The German who loves his people, 
who believes in the greatness and the future of our homeland, and who is unwilling to 
see its position diminished, dare not close his eyes in the indulgence of dreams such as 
these, he dare not allow himself to be lulled into indolent sleep by the lullabies of peace 
sung by the Utopians.

Germany has behind her since the last great war a period of economic prosperity, 
which has in it something almost disconcerting. Comfort has so increased in all circles 
of our people that luxury and claims to a certain style of life have undergone a rank 
development.

Now certainly we must not thanklessly deny that a wave of economic prosperity brings 
with it much that is good. But the shady side of this too rapid development often 
manifests itself in a painful and threatening manner. Already the appreciation of wealth 
has gained in our country an importance which we can only observe with anxiety.

The old ideals, even the position and the honor of the nation, may be sympathetically 
affected; for peace, peace at any price, is necessary for the undisturbed acquisition of 
money.

But the study of history teaches us that all those States which in the decisive hour have 
been guided by purely commercial considerations have miserably come to grief. The 
sympathies of civilized nations are today, as in the battles of antiquity, still with the 
sturdy and the bold fighting armies; they are with the brave combatants who, in the 
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words which Lessing puts in the mouth of Tellheim, are soldiers for their country, and 
fight out of the love which they bear to the cause.

Certainly diplomatic dexterity can, and should, postpone the conflict for a time, and at 
times disentangle the difficulties. Certainly all those in authority must and will be fully 
conscious of their enormous responsibility in the grave hour of decision. They must 
make it clear to their own minds that the gigantic conflagration, once enkindled, 
cannot be so easily or so quickly extinguished.

As, however, lightning is an adjustment of the tension between two differently charged 
strata of the atmosphere, so the sword will always be and remain until the end of the 
world the decisive factor.

Therefore every one, to whom his country is dear, and who believes in a great future 
for our nation, must joyfully do his part in the task of seeing that the old military spirit 
of our fathers is not lost, and that it is not sicklied o'er with the pale cast of 
thought. For the sword alone is not decisive, but the arm steeled in exercise which 
bears the sword.

Each of us must keep himself fit for arms and also prepared in his mind for the great 
solemn hour when the Emperor calls us to the standard—the hour when we no longer 
belong to ourselves, but to the Fatherland with all the forces of our mind and our 
body; for all these faculties must be brought to the highest exertion, to that "will to 
victory" which has never been without success in history…

…Our country is obliged more than any other country to place all its confidence in its 
good weapons. Set in the centre of Europe, it is badly protected by its unfavorable 
geographic frontiers, and is regarded by many nations without affection.

Upon the German Empire, therefore, is imposed more emphatically than upon any 
other peoples of the earth the sacred duty of watching carefully that its army and its 
navy be always prepared to meet any attack from the outside. It is only by reliance 
upon our brave sword that we shall be able to maintain that place in the sun which 
belongs to us, and which the world does not seem very willing to accord us…

…The steel helmets glitter in the sunshine; in the galloping exercises every individual 
horseman endeavors to keep on to the man in front, and to keep the right direction - no 
easy matter when there is dust, and the ground is rough.

Many a one stumbles, and away past him gallops the company of riders. What does it 
matter! When you plane wood, shavings must fall. And there the call resounds over 
the field, clear and quivering amid the uproar of the galloping mass, "Front!"

The reins whirl round, and as if by a stroke of magic, the line is formed again, with a 
front of five impetuous squadrons of the guards, and then comes the signal, "Charge!"
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Then the last ounce is taken out of the horses, and with bodies strained forward and 
with lances in rest with a "hurrah" we ride to the attack. For any one who has taken 
part in such attacks, there is nothing fairer in the world!

And yet to the true horseman there is one thing which appears more beautiful: if all 
that were the same, but if only at the end of the rapid charge the enemy were to ride 
out against us, and the struggle for which we have been drilled and trained, the 
struggle for life and death, were to begin.

How often during such attacks have I heard the yearning call of a comrade riding 
behind: "Donnewetter" if that were only the real thing!" O horseman's spirit! All who are 
true soldiers must know and feel: "Dulce et decorum est pro patria mori." [Sweet and fitting 
it is to die for one's country].

Lecture 17.3 — THE CHARACTER & NARRATIVE OF THE GREAT 
WAR 

ASSIGNMENT: Read the memoir of Private Harold Saunders from Everyman 
at War. What was trench warfare like? 

SELECTION: Memoir of Private Harold Saunders from Everyman at War. 

As the War had to be, I shall always be glad I was able to play even a negligible part in 
it, or I should never have known with such certainty the madness of it.

During training I was aware only of the glamour of War. I prepared myself for it with 
enthusiasm, and bayoneted and clubbed the stuffed sacks representing the enemy with 
a sort of exalted ferocity. I was as jealous of my regiment as I used to be of my school.

The journey from Southampton to Havre in an ancient paddle-boat and on from there 
by train in a cattle-truck to the mysterious destination called the Front seemed a fitting 
prelude to the adventure. It was tedious and uncomfortable, but we told each other 
this was war. We became better acquainted with tedium and discomfort later.

When I made my debut in the line I had a cheerful conviction that nothing would hit 
me. And I remember standing on the fire-step for the first time and saying to myself 
exultantly: "You're in it at last! You're in it! The greatest thing that's ever happened!"

Lice and wind-up came into my life about the same time. At stand-to one morning a 
flight of whizz-bangs skimmed the top of the trench. The man next to me went down 
with a scream and half his face gone. The sand-bag in front of me was ripped open and 
I was blinded and half-choked with its contents.

This was in the summer of 1916. In the plain on our right the flash and rumble of guns 
was unceasing. It was the beginning of the Somme offensive we learnt afterwards, but 
even if we had known one of the big battles of the War was in progress at our elbows I 
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doubt if we should have been deeply stirred. To every private in the line the War was 
confined to his own immediate front.

My first spell in the line lasted three weeks. Water was scarce, and even the tea ration 
was so short there was none left over for shaving. I had a nine days' growth of beard 
when we went down to rest. Some of us looked like Crimean veterans and we all began 
to feel like it. My socks were embedded in my feet with caked mud and filth and had to 
be removed with a knife.

Lack of rest became a torment. Undisturbed sleep seemed more desirable than heaven 
and much more remote. This is why two occasions stand out like beacons in my 
memory. One was when I found myself in bed in a field hospital for the first time.

The other was when I dropped among the straw in a rat-ridden barn after a long 
march down the line, tired beyond words and exquisitely drunk on a bottle of 
Sauterne. As I dropped into forgetfulness I felt I had achieved bliss.

I have slept on the march like a somnambulist and I have slept standing up like a 
horse. Sleeping at the post was a court-martial affair, with death or field punishment 
and a long term of imprisonment as the penalty. But, try as I would not to fall asleep, I 
often woke from a delectable dream with a start to find myself confronted with No 
Man's Land.

Once I was caught. It happened soon after dawn near the end of my spell. I had been 
watching a spot in No Man's Land where we suspected a sniper was operating. 
Suddenly I became aware of a voice saying, "The man's asleep," and knew it referred 
to me. Giving myself up for lost I sniffed loudly and changed my position as a sort of 
despairing protest.

Out of the tail of my eye I saw a Staff officer talking to the corporal. To my 
inexpressible relief, the corporal answered with one of the most ingenious lies I ever 
heard.

"He can't be, sir," he said. "He lent me this pencil only a second before you came." The 
officer was rather disinclined to accept the pencil as proof of my wakefulness, but, as I 
was then manifestly quite alert, he presently went his way.

The corporal's joy at having dished a brass-hat was unbounded. They were not 
popular in the line. Stark terror got hold of me one night on outpost guard in the 
Neuville-St. Vaast neighborhood. These outposts were beyond the front line, 
sometimes within fifty yards of jerry's trench. The guard consisted of a corporal and 
four men. There were two sap-heads at the post in question.

They communicated with each other by an underground passage as well as by a short 
trench. I did not realize there was an underground communication when I was posted 
at the sap-head nearest the line. The corporal and the other three men went on to the 
other entrance to the sap.
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Jerry had been restless all the evening, and not long after we had taken over he 
opened out with every gun he possessed. One of the fellows from the other sap-head 
came by with a bloody rag round his face. The racket of crumps and crashes and 
shrieking shells was too great to hear what he said, but I guessed he was going down to 
the first-aid post.

A little later I saw a flickering light approaching me from the depths of the sap. My 
hair literally stood on end, notwithstanding the tin hat. In my panic I thought Jerry 
must have countermined or found some other way into the sap and had chosen this 
way of attacking.

My first impulse was to fire and get a few shots in, anyway. Luckily, however, I was 
inspired to shout a challenge. It was answered by the corporal.

He and another man, both wounded, were helping each other down to the dressing 
station.

I envied them their luck and promised to go round occasionally to see how G., the only 
other survivor, was faring.

G. and I had joined the same day and had been friends ever since. I felt anxious about 
him and I wanted company, so went as soon as the others had gone.

At the end of the short trench I stumbled over something. A bank of cloud cleared for 
a moment from the moon, and I saw it was a headless body.

I went back to my post, frightened beyond anything that should be humanly possible. 
Twice I was blown off my feet by the concussion of bursting shells. The whine of 
falling shrapnel filled the air. I seemed to be all alone in a world tottering into ruin. If 
only the noise would stop I felt I might keep my reason. I think I prayed for a direct hit 
to end it all. By a miracle, however, I was not even touched.

I don't know how long after it was when my platoon officer crawled round the remains 
of a traverse. He had come to withdraw the guard. Back in the line I was told to take 
an hour's rest.

In the dug-out, stretcher bearers, unable to get down to the dressing station, were 
doing what they could for a man who had been buried. The candles constantly went 
out with the concussion of explosions outside, and every time this happened the man 
screamed.

A year or two after the War I was told a curious sequel to that memorable night. It had 
occurred three nights before my birthday. My mother was living at Vancouver at the 
time.

That night she roused the household in a panic because she said I had burst into her 
bedroom. I was wearing an old tweed suit in which she had last seen me in England. I 
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looked ghastly, she said, and all I could say in reply to her questions was "Oh…! Oh!
…Oh!…"

My sisters did their best to comfort her, but only the continuance of my letters, in 
which, of course, I said nothing about the outpost affair, at last convinced her that I 
had not gone West. I wonder if the essential part of me fled half across the world that 
night to a country I had never seen in search of the comfort and company I so badly 
needed?

We learnt next morning that Jerry had made an attack on our left. But it was all quiet 
then. Letters came up with the bacon.

I had one from a woman friend who had always seemed intelligent and understanding. 
Yet she asked this singular question: Is it as bad as they say it is out there, or is it only 
the shortage of cigarettes that makes it seem so rotten?"

The irony of it coming at that time made me giggle like a schoolgirl. The others wanted 
to know the joke so I read it aloud. The comments were unprintable.

One got used to many things, but I never overcame my horror of the rats. They 
abounded in some parts, great loathsome beasts gorged with flesh. I shall never forget 
a dug-out at the back of the line near Anzin.

It was at the foot of rising ground, at the top of which was a French war cemetery. 
About the same time every night the dug-out was invaded by swarms of rats. They 
gnawed holes in our haversacks and devoured our iron rations.

We hung haversacks and rations to the roof, but they went just the same. Once we 
drenched the place with creosote. It almost suffocated us, but did not keep the rats 
away. They pattered down the steps at the usual time, paused a moment and sneezed, 
and then got to work on our belongings.

A battalion of Jerrys would have terrified me less than the rats did sometimes. As a 
matter of fact, hatred of the enemy, so strenuously fostered in training days, largely 
faded away in the line. We somehow realized that individually they were very like 
ourselves, just as fed-up and as anxious to be done with it all.

For the most part; the killing that was done and attempted was quite impersonal. I 
doubt if I ever killed or wounded anyone. If I did it was more by bad luck than good 
judgment when we took pot shots at little grey working parties scuttling about at 
daybreak in front of their line.

My closest contact with the enemy was on a night raid which ended disastrously. The 
engineers missed a strip of concealed wire when they made a gap for the raid. We 
failed to get through, and less than half the party returned.
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The folly of it all struck us at the oddest times. There was a tall, oldish man in my 
platoon who had been fixed up at the base with a set of false teeth.

Poor Mac was given to fits of sneezing and when this happened his Army teeth 
generally went flying. I was next to him on the fire-step at stand-to one night. 
Suddenly Mac made a queer half-strangled noise.

Then I heard him mutter, "Oh, hell!" and knew he'd lost his teeth. We fumbled among 
the sandbags, but it was quite a time before a Verey light revealed to me the lower set 
some distance over the parapet.

"'Anks," mumbled the toothless Mac, pocketing the dentures. Then, as a kind of 
afterthought: "'Sall so dam' shilly, isn't it ?"

There were many men it was good to have known. Soon after we got out one of our 
fellows found what looked like a bomb with a piece of fuse attached in the corner of 
the dug-out. He lit it with a cigarette end and then, getting frightened, threw it away.

It sizzled venomously on the floor, but only one man of the half-dozen of us there had 
the pluck and presence of mind to do the obvious thing.

While we all crouched where we sat, cursing the meddling fool, as we waited for the 
explosion, the clown of the platoon, a little Salvationist, threw his greatcoat over the 
smoldering thing and jumped on it. The bomb or whatever it was, proved to be 
harmless, but that made little B. none the less a hero.

A man next to me in hospital once had the most brutal-looking face I think I ever saw. 
I learnt he was "Young Alf," or some such name, a professional heavyweight. I never 
expect to meet a man with a kindlier outlook on men and things. His boils got well, 
and he was marked for convalescent camp.

When he said good-bye he insisted on giving me two English pennies, "for 
remembrance," as he said.

I knew they were all he had in the world and I determined not to part with them. But I 
forgot. They were spent or lost when I got back to the regiment. I rather think "Young 
Alf" would not have forgotten.

The most awesome and in some ways most dreadful thing I ever saw was a kind of 
ceremonial gas attack in the autumn of 1917. We withdrew from the front line to the 
support trench, so that the engineers could operate on the ground between.

It was a still moonlight night, one of those nights when the guns on both sides were 
quiet and there was nothing to show there was a war on. The attack began with a 
firework display of golden rain. The fireworks petered out and a line of hissing 
cylinders sent a dense grey mist rolling over No Man's Land.
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What breeze there was must have been exactly right for the purpose. But the unusual 
silence, the serene moonlit sky, and that creeping cloud of death and torment made a 
nightmare scene I shall never forget.

It seemed ages before Jerry realized what was afoot. At last, however, the first gas 
alarm went and I think most of us were glad to think he would not be taken unawares.

Presently the gongs and empty shell-cases and bars of steel were beating all along his 
front, almost as though he was welcoming in the New Year. But I was haunted for 
hours afterwards by the thought of what was happening over there.

Sympathy was blown sky-high the next night, however. We were going out to rest and 
shortly before the relieving troops were due Jerry started one of the fiercest barrages I 
ever experienced. The relief could not come up.

The trenches were crowded with men all packed up and unable to go, and it rained - 
heavens, how it rained! Hour after hour we stood there in the rising flood, helpless as 
sheep in the pen, while the guns did their worst.

It was six in the morning before we got back to the rest billets, more dead than alive. 
Even then there was no rest for me.

I was detailed to parade for battalion guard in four hours. Battalion guard was a spit 
and polish business, and a full day would not have sufficed to remove nine days' mud 
from my uniform and clean my saturated equipment.

A scarecrow guard of deadly tired men eventually paraded. We had done our best to 
get clean, but neither the sergeant-major nor the adjutant, both looking fresh and 
beautiful, applauded our efforts. Very much the contrary, in fact. But we were all past 
caring what they thought or said about our appearance.

The next time I went into the line a spot of gas sent me out of it for good. I did not 
know American troops were in France till I found myself in one of their hospitals at 
Etretat. The nurses and doctors were gentle beyond anything I ever experienced.

I could only account for it by thinking they must regard my case as hopeless, and when 
I found a large white bow pinned on my bed there seemed no room for doubt.

I got rather light-headed and fancied my obsequies had already begun in the hustling 
fashion of the Americans. But the white bow only meant that I was on milk diet.

A week later I was in Blighty, the soldier's Promised Land. Six months afterwards I 
appeared in the streets again as a civilian with a profound hatred for war and 
everything it implies.
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Lecture 17.4 — AMERICA & NOTABLE CHARACTERS IN THE GREAT 
WAR 

ASSIGNMENT: Read "The Soldier" by Rupert Brooke and "In Flanders 
Fields" by John McCrae. 

SELECTION: "The Soldier" by Rupert Brooke. 
If I should die, think only this of me:
      That there’s some corner of a foreign field
That is for ever England. There shall be
      In that rich earth a richer dust concealed;
A dust whom England bore, shaped, made aware,
      Gave, once, her flowers to love, her ways to roam;
A body of England’s, breathing English air,
      Washed by the rivers, blest by suns of home.

And think, this heart, all evil shed away,
      A pulse in the eternal mind, no less
            Gives somewhere back the thoughts by England given;
Her sights and sounds; dreams happy as her day;
      And laughter, learnt of friends; and gentleness,
            In hearts at peace, under an English heaven.

SELECTION: "In Flanders Fields" by John McCrae. 
In Flanders fields the poppies blow
Between the crosses, row on row,
That mark our place; and in the sky
The larks, still bravely singing, fly
Scarce heard amid the guns below.

We are the Dead. Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,
Loved and were loved, and now we lie
In Flanders fields.

Take up our quarrel with the foe:
To you from failing hands we throw
The torch; be yours to hold it high.
If ye break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow
In Flanders fields.
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Lecture 17.5 — THE POETS, THE CHAPLAINS, & THE ARMISTICE 
ASSIGNMENT: Complete exam #17. 
1. Why did historian Niall Ferguson refer to WWI as the pity of war? 
2. What is the connection between the abandoning of universals and WWI?
3. Name three key changes WWI created in culture, warfare, and/or politics.
4. How did nationalism and imperialism cause WWI?
5. Name at least two additional causes of WWI. Explain how each cause is 

connected to the WWI.
6. Briefly narrate the domino affect the Archduke Ferdinand’s assassination 

had upon the nations of Austro-Hungary, Serbia, Russia, Germany, France, 
and Britain.

7. Of what nature and condition were the battlefields of the Western Front in 
Belgium and France where most of the heavy fighting occurred?

8. What was Churchill’s strategy for Gallipoli, and how did the battle play 
out?

9. Describe the leadership of one of the following: Ferdinand Foch, Paul von 
Hindenburg, or Douglas Haig.

10. Describe the extraordinary war experiences of one of the following: Alvin 
C. York, Eddie Rickenbacker, Manfred von Richthofen, or Noel Mellish.
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Lesson 18 
DOMESTICITY VERSUS TYRANNY: VERSAILLES, 

DICTATORS, AND AMERICA’S ROARING TWENTIES 

Lecture 18.1 — THE PRINCIPLE 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the selection from Woodrow Wilson’s "Fourteen 
Points" speech from 1918, and the selection from Winston Churchill’s 
"Remarks on the Failure of the Treaty of Versailles" (1949). How did Wilson 
view the treaty and his fourteen points? How did Churchill view the treaty? 
How did they both view the treaty’s effect on Russia and the rise of 
Bolshevism, or communism, there? 

SELECTION: From the "Fourteen Points" speech by Woodrow Wilson (1918). 

There is, moreover, a voice calling for these definitions of principle and of purpose 
which is, it seems to me, more thrilling and more compelling than any of the many 
moving voices with which the troubled air of the world is filled. It is the voice of the 
Russian people. They are prostrate and all but helpless, it would seem, before the grim 
power of Germany, which has hitherto known no relenting and no pity. Their power, 
apparently, is shattered. And yet their soul is not subservient. They will not yield either 
in principle or in action. Their conception of what is right, of what is humane and 
honorable for them to accept, has been stated with a frankness, a largeness of view, a 
generosity of spirit, and a universal human sympathy which must challenge the 
admiration of every friend of mankind; and they have refused to compound their ideals 
or desert others that they themselves may be safe.

They call to us to say what it is that we desire, in what, if in anything, our purpose and 
our spirit differ from theirs; and I believe that the people of the United States would 
wish me to respond, with utter simplicity and frankness. Whether their present leaders 
believe it or not, it is our heartfelt desire and hope that some way may be opened 
whereby we may be privileged to assist the people of Russia to attain their utmost hope 
of liberty and ordered peace.

It will be our wish and purpose that the processes of peace, when they are begun, shall 
be absolutely open and that they shall involve and permit henceforth no secret 
understandings of any kind. The day of conquest and aggrandizement is gone by; so is 
also the day of secret covenants entered into in the interest of particular governments 
and likely at some unlooked-for moment to upset the peace of the world. It is this 
happy fact, now clear to the view of every public man whose thoughts do not still 
linger in an age that is dead and gone, which makes it possible for every nation whose 
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purposes are consistent with justice and the peace of the world to avow now or at any 
other time the objects it has in view.

We entered this war because violations of right had occurred which touched us to the 
quick and made the life of our own people impossible unless they were corrected and 
the world secured once for all against their recurrence.

What we demand in this war, therefore, is nothing peculiar to ourselves. It is that the 
world be made fit and safe to live in; and particularly that it be made safe for every 
peace-loving nation which, like our own, wishes to live its own life, determine its own 
institutions, be assured of justice and fair dealing by the other peoples of the world, as 
against force and selfish aggression…

…For such arrangements and covenants we are willing to fight and to continue to fight 
until they are achieved; but only because we wish the right to prevail and desire a just 
and stable peace such as can be secured only by removing the chief provocations to 
war, which this program does remove.

We have no jealousy of German greatness, and there is nothing in this program that 
impairs it. We grudge her no achievement or distinction of learning or of pacific 
enterprise such as have made her record very bright and very enviable. We do not 
wish to injure her or to block in any way her legitimate influence or power. We do not 
wish to fight her either with arms or with hostile arrangements of trade, if she is willing 
to associate herself with us and the other peace-loving nations of the world in 
covenants of justice and law and fair dealing.

We wish her only to accept a place of equality among the peoples of the world—the 
new world in which we now live—instead of a place of mastery.

Neither do we presume to suggest to her any alteration or modification of her 
institutions. But it is necessary, we must frankly say, and necessary as a preliminary to 
any intelligent dealings with her on our part, that we should know whom her 
spokesmen speak for when they speak to us, whether for the Reichstag majority or for 
the military party and the men whose creed is imperial domination.

We have spoken now, surely, in terms too concrete to admit of any further doubt or 
question. An evident principle runs through the whole program I have outlined. It is 
the principle of justice to all peoples and nationalities, and their right to live on equal 
terms of liberty and safety with one another, whether they be strong or weak.

Unless this principle be made its foundation, no part of the structure of international 
justice can stand. The people of the United States could act upon no other principle, 
and to the vindication of this principle they are ready to devote their lives, their honor, 
and everything that they possess. The moral climax of this, the culminating and final 
war for human liberty has come, and they are ready to put their own strength, their 
own highest purpose, their own integrity and devotion to the test.
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SELECTION: From the "Remarks on the Failure of the Treaty of Versailles" 
speech by Winston Churchill (1949). 

After four years of hideous mechanical slaughter, illuminated by infinite sacrifice, but 
not remarkably relieved by strategy or generalship, the victorious allies assembled at 
Versailles. High hopes and spacious opportunities awaited them. War, stripped of 
every pretension of glamour or romance had been brought home to the masses of the 
peoples and brought home in forms never before experienced except by the defeated. 
To stop another war was the supreme object and duty of the statesmen who met as 
friends and allies around the Peace Table. They made great errors. The doctrine of 
self-determination was not the remedy for Europe, which needed then above all things, 
unity and larger groupings. The idea that the vanquished could pay the expenses of the 
victors was a destructive and crazy delusion. The failure to strangle Bolshevism at its 
birth and to bring Russia, then prostrate, by one means or another, into the general 
democratic system lies heavy upon us today.

Lecture 18.2 — THE RISE OF THE DESPOTS I 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the selection from "The Higher Phase of Communist 
Society" in Vladimir Lenin’s The State and Revolution. What is the goal, or 
highest state, of communism? How does this goal compare with the reality 
of the Communist state in Russia? Why did this ideal not work? 

SELECTION: From "The Higher Phase of Communist Society" in The State and 
Revolution by Vladimir Lenin. 

Democracy means equality. The great significance of the proletariat's struggle for 
equality and of equality as a slogan will be clear if we correctly interpret it as meaning 
the abolition of classes. But democracy means only formal equality. And as soon as 
equality is achieved for all members of society in relation to ownership of the means of 
production, that is, equality of labor and wages, humanity will inevitably be confronted 
with the question of advancing further from formal equality to actual equality, i.e. to 
the operation of the rule "from each according to his ability, to each according to his 
needs." By what stages, by means of what practical measures humanity will proceed to 
this supreme aim we do not and cannot know. But it is important to realize how 
infinitely mendacious is the ordinary bourgeois conception of socialism as something 
lifeless, rigid, fixed once and for all, whereas in reality only socialism will be the 
beginning of a rapid, genuine, truly mass forward movement, embracing first the 
majority and then the whole of the population, in all spheres of public and private life.

Democracy is of enormous importance to the working class in its struggle against the 
capitalists for its emancipation. But democracy is by no means a boundary not to be 
overstepped; it is only one of the stages on the road from feudalism to capitalism, and 
from capitalism to communism.
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Democracy is a form of the state, it represents, on the one hand, the organized, 
systematic use of force against persons; but, on the other hand, it signifies the formal 
recognition of equality of citizens, the equal right of all to determine the structure of, 
and to administer, the state. This, in turn, results in the fact that, at a certain stage in 
the development of democracy, it first welds together the class that wages a 
revolutionary struggle against capitalism—the proletariat, and enables it to crush, 
smash to atoms, wipe off the face of the earth the bourgeois, even the republican-
bourgeois, state machine, the standing army, the police and the bureaucracy and to 
substitute for them a more democratic state machine, but a state machine nevertheless, 
in the shape of armed workers who proceed to form a militia involving the entire 
population.

Here "quantity turns into quality": such a degree of democracy implies overstepping 
the boundaries of bourgeois society and beginning its socialist reorganization. If really 
all take part in the administration of the state, capitalism cannot retain its hold. The 
development of capitalism, in turn, creates the preconditions that enable really "all" to 
take part in the administration of the state. Some of these preconditions are: universal 
literacy, which has already been achieved in a number of the most advanced capitalist 
countries, then the "training and disciplining" of millions of workers by the huge, 
complex, socialized apparatus of the postal service, railways, big factories, large-scale 
commerce, banking, etc., etc.

Given these economic preconditions, it is quite possible, after the overthrow of the 
capitalists and the bureaucrats, to proceed immediately, overnight, to replace them in 
the control over production and distribution, in the work of keeping account of labor 
and products, by the armed workers, by the whole of the armed population. (The 
question of control and accounting should not be confused with the question of the 
scientifically trained staff of engineers, agronomists, and so on. These gentlemen are 
working today in obedience to the wishes of the capitalists and will work even better 
tomorrow in obedience to the wishes of the armed workers.)

Accounting and control—that is mainly what is needed for the "smooth working," for 
the proper functioning, of the first phase of communist society. All citizens are 
transformed into hired employees of the state, which consists of the armed workers. All 
citizens becomes employees and workers of a single countrywide state "syndicate". All 
that is required is that they should work equally, do their proper share of work, and 
get equal pay; the accounting and control necessary for this have been simplified by 
capitalism to the utmost and reduced to the extraordinarily simple operations—which 
any literate person can perform—of supervising and recording, knowledge of the four 
rules of arithmetic, and issuing appropriate receipts.

When the majority of the people begin independently and everywhere to keep such 
accounts and exercise such control over the capitalists (now converted into employees) 
and over the intellectual gentry who preserve their capitalist habits, this control will 
really become universal, general, and popular; and there will be no getting away from 
it, there will be "nowhere to go".
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The whole of society will have become a single office and a single factory, with equality 
of labor and pay.

But this "factory" discipline, which the proletariat, after defeating the capitalists, after 
overthrowing the exploiters, will extend to the whole of society, is by no means our 
ideal, or our ultimate goal. It is only a necessary step for thoroughly cleansing society of 
all the infamies and abominations of capitalist exploitation, and for further progress.

From the moment all members of society, or at least the vast majority, have learned to 
administer the state themselves, have taken this work into their own hands, have 
organized control over the insignificant capitalist minority, over the gentry who wish to 
preserve their capitalist habits and over the workers who have been thoroughly 
corrupted by capitalism—from this moment the need for government of any kind 
begins to disappear altogether. The more complete the democracy, the nearer the 
moment when it becomes unnecessary. The more democratic the "state" which consists 
of the armed workers, and which is "no longer a state in the proper sense of the word," 
the more rapidly every form of state begins to wither away.

For when all have learned to administer and actually to independently administer 
social production, independently keep accounts and exercise control over the parasites, 
the sons of the wealthy, the swindlers and other "guardians of capitalist traditions," the 
escape from this popular accounting and control will inevitably become so incredibly 
difficult, such a rare exception, and will probably be accompanied by such swift and 
severe punishment (for the armed workers are practical men and not sentimental 
intellectuals, and they scarcely allow anyone to trifle with them), that the necessity of 
observing the simple, fundamental rules of the community will very soon become a 
habit.

Then the door will be thrown wide open for the transition from the first phase of 
communist society to its higher phase, and with it to the complete withering away of 
the state.

Lecture 18.3 — THE RISE OF THE DESPOTS II 
ASSIGNMENT: Read a selection from Chapter II, Volume Two of Mein Kampf 
by Adolf Hitler. What is the goal of the Nazi state? What is the purpose of 
the state and all government according to Hitler? What is the problem with 
this view? 

SELECTION: From Chapter II, Volume Two of Mein Kampf by Adolf Hitler. 

The fundamental principle is that the State is not an end in itself but the means to an 
end. It is the preliminary condition under which alone a higher form of human 
civilization can be developed, but it is not the source of such a development. This is to 
be sought exclusively in the actual existence of a race which is endowed with the gift of 
cultural creativeness. There may be hundreds of excellent States on this earth, and yet 
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if the Aryan, who is the creator and custodian of civilization, should disappear, all 
culture that is on an adequate level with the spiritual needs of the superior nations to-
day would also disappear. We may go still further and say that the fact that States have 
been created by human beings does not in the least exclude the possibility that the 
human race may become extinct, because the superior intellectual faculties and powers 
of adaptation would be lost when the racial bearer of these faculties and powers 
disappeared.

If, for instance, the surface of the globe should be shaken to-day by some seismic 
convulsion and if a new Himalaya would emerge from the waves of the sea, this one 
catastrophe alone might annihilate human civilization. No State could exist any longer. 
All order would be shattered. And all vestiges of cultural products which had been 
evolved through thousands of years would disappear. Nothing would be left but one 
tremendous field of death and destruction submerged in floods of water and mud. If, 
however, just a few people would survive this terrible havoc, and if these people 
belonged to a definite race that had the innate powers to build up a civilization, when 
the commotion had passed, the earth would again bear witness to the creative power of 
the human spirit, even though a span of a thousand years might intervene. Only with 
the extermination of the last race that possesses the gift of cultural creativeness, and 
indeed only if all the individuals of that race had disappeared, would the earth 
definitely be turned into a desert. On the other hand, modern history furnishes 
examples to show that statal institutions which owe their beginnings to members of a 
race which lacks creative genius are not made of stuff that will endure. Just as many 
varieties of prehistoric animals had to give way to others and leave no trace behind 
them, so man will also have to give way, if he loses that definite faculty which enables 
him to find the weapons that are necessary for him to maintain his own existence.

It is not the State as such that brings about a certain definite advance in cultural 
progress. The State can only protect the race that is the cause of such progress. The 
State as such may well exist without undergoing any change for hundreds of years, 
though the cultural faculties and the general life of the people, which is shaped by 
these faculties, may have suffered profound changes by reason of the fact that the State 
did not prevent a process of racial mixture from taking place. The present State, for 
instance, may continue to exist in a mere mechanical form, but the poison of 
miscegenation permeating the national body brings about a cultural decadence which 
manifests itself already in various symptoms that are of a detrimental character.

Thus the indispensable prerequisite for the existence of a superior quality of human 
beings is not the State but the race, which is alone capable of producing that higher 
human quality.

This capacity is always there, though it will lie dormant unless external circumstances 
awaken it to action. Nations, or rather races,which are endowed with the faculty of 
cultural creativeness possess this faculty in a latent form during periods when the 
external circumstances are unfavorable for the time being and therefore do not allow 
the faculty to express itself effectively. It is therefore outrageously unjust to speak of 
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the pre-Christian Germans as barbarians who had no civilization. They never have 
been such. But the severity of the climate that prevailed in the northern regions which 
they inhabited imposed conditions of life which hampered a free development of their 
creative faculties. If they had come to the fairer climate of the South, with no previous 
culture whatsoever, and if they acquired the necessary human material--that is to say, 
men of an inferior race—to serve them as working implements, the cultural faculty 
dormant in them would have splendidly blossomed forth, as happened in the case of 
the Greeks, for example. But this primordial creative faculty in cultural things was not 
solely due to their northern climate. For the Laplanders or the Eskimos would not 
have become creators of a culture if they were transplanted to the South. No, this 
wonderful creative faculty is a special gift bestowed on the Aryan, whether it lies 
dormant in him or becomes active, according as the adverse conditions of nature 
prevent the active expression of that faculty or favorable circumstances permit it.

From these facts the following conclusions may be drawn:

The State is only a means to an end. Its end and its purpose is to preserve and promote 
a community of human beings who are physically as well as spiritually kindred. Above 
all, it must preserve the existence of the race, thereby providing the indispensable 
condition for the free development of all the forces dormant in this race. A great part of 
these faculties will always have to be employed in the first place to maintain the 
physical existence of the race, and only a small portion will be free to work in the field 
of intellectual progress. But, as a matter of fact, the one is always the necessary 
counterpart of the other.

Those States which do not serve this purpose have no justification for their existence. 
They are monstrosities. The fact that they do exist is no more of a justification than the 
successful raids carried out by a band of pirates can be considered a justification of 
piracy.

We National Socialists, who are fighting for a new Weltanschauung, must never take 
our stand on the famous 'basis of facts', and especially not on mistaken facts. If we did 
so, we should cease to be the protagonists of a new and great idea and would become 
slaves in the service of the fallacy which is dominant to-day. We must make a clear-cut 
distinction between the vessel and its contents. The State is only the vessel and the 
race is what it contains. The vessel can have a meaning only if it preserves and 
safeguards the contents. Otherwise it is worthless.

Hence the supreme purpose of the ethnical State is to guard and preserve those racial 
elements which, through their work in the cultural field, create that beauty and dignity 
which are characteristic of a higher mankind. As Aryans, we can consider the State 
only as the living organism of a people, an organism which does not merely maintain 
the existence of a people, but functions in such a way as to lead its people to a position 
of supreme liberty by the progressive development of the intellectual and cultural 
faculties.
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Lecture 18.4 — THE RETURN TO NORMALCY I 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the article announcing National Thrift Week in 1925, as 
well as its "Ten Point Success Creed." How is thrift defined? How does this 
reflect upon the culture of the Twenties? How would you compare it to 
today’s consumer culture? How does this contrast to the despots you have 
encountered earlier in this reader? 

SELECTION: Article announcing National Thrift Week in the Eugene Register-
Guard (Jan 17, 1925). 

Lecture 18.5 — THE RETURN TO NORMALCY II 
ASSIGNMENT: Complete Exam #18 
1. Explain what Richard Weaver means by, “Our task is much like finding the 

relationship between faith and reason for an age that does not know the 
meaning of faith.”

2. How is this concept related to his idea that we must have right sentiment 
before reason or wonder before philosophy?

3. How does Mark Twain’s quotation, “The path to hell is paved with good 
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intentions,” describe the work of Woodrow Wilson at Versailles?
4. What was the attitude of the United States towards foreign wars prior to 

WWI? How was this reflected in our slow troop deployment?
5. Why was the ceasefire or armistice of November 11th, 1918, not a German 

surrender?
6. List and define five of Wilson’s 14 points. Explain how each of your 

selections created a future problem.
7. Why were despots so easily able to gain power during this time, according 

to Winston Churchill?
8. Briefly narrate the rise and violent takeover of one of the following despots: 

Vladimir Lenin, Benito Mussolini, or Mustafa Ataturk.
9. Why were the Roaring Twenties not the Roaring Twenties? Give specific 

details as a part of your answer.
10. Describe the quiet leadership of Calvin Coolidge and explain the 

significance of his presidency.
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Lesson 19 
MODERN ART AND THE DEATH OF CULTURE: ART 

AND ARCHITECTURE 

Lecture 19.1 — THE PRINCIPLE 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the first part of "Background to a Dilemma" in Hans 
Rookmaaker’s Art Needs No Justification. What was the role of the artist, 
according to Rookmaaker? 

SELECTION: From “Background to a Dilemma” in Art Needs No Justification by 
Hans Rookmaaker. 

The role of artists was not always what it is today. In most cultures, including our own 
before the new period that began somewhere between 1500 and 1800, artists were 
primarily craftsmen: art meant making things according to certain rules, the rules of 
the trade. Artists were accomplished workers who knew how to carve a figure, paint a 
Madonna, build a chest, make a wrought-iron gate, cast a bronze candlestick, weave a 
tapestry, work in gold or silver, make a saddle in leather and so on.

Artists were members of guilds just like other skilled workers. Some were master 
artists and took the commissions for the shop. Others were helpers, apprentices, 
servants. A studio was in fact a workshop with a subtle division of labor under the 
leadership of the person we now would call the artist and whose name we sometimes 
still know. But even if artists did not have the high honor we tend to grant them today 
(there were exceptions in the case of artists who were honored by their patrons), they 
did make beautiful things so beautiful, in fact, that we so many centuries later still go 
to look at their works and often pay much to have their works restored in order to 
hand them down to the next generation. There is not a tourist brochure of a city or 
town or county that does not show with pride the lasting monuments of the past. And 
whatever those artists gained in making those treasures—churches, statues, grave 
monuments, wall paintings, reliquaries, lamps, stalls, paintings, illuminated books, 
houses, stained-glass windows and so much more—today they are certainly of great 
economic value for the tourist trade. Why are their works still worth looking at? Of 
course some are masterpieces, but not all of them. Yet most of them have a reality, a 
solidity, a human value, that testifies to great craftsmanship. They worked in the line of 
a strong tradition that handed over patterns and schemes, knowledge of techniques 
and tools and the handling of them; they were, and felt themselves to be, heirs to the 
achievements of their predecessors. Not originality but solid and good work was 
looked for. Beauty was not an added quality but the natural result of the appropriate 
materials and techniques handled with great skill. Their works were not things that 
asked for intellectual debate and a specialists interpretation, even if sometimes their 
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works were discussed, praised or criticized. The great St. Bernard of Clairvaux, leader 
of the Cistercian order in the twelfth century, took exception to the strange carved 
creatures, monsters or fantastic animals that were to be found on the capitals in the 
cloisters; but even if he condemned them, he did take account of them and criticized 
their inappropriateness not their beauty or workmanship.

This art was the expression of a common quality and understanding of life much 
deeper than affluence and status. But within this tradition, this strong framework of 
skills, of rules and standards, there was freedom. If one was asked to copy a certain 
work, one was not supposed to be slavish in execution but could still show ones own 
hand and qualities. Quality, rather than originality or novelty, was cherished, but 
artists could be themselves.

Only in this way can we understand the mass of work that is still to be seen 
throughout Europe. Even if we do not want to romanticize those times when hard and 
long work was required and payment usually limited, all those old monuments testify 
to the fact that the work of art was not simply something that was added on. Rather it 
formed an integral part of the design of a building. What we call art was the natural 
beauty that was expected of humanly made things. And therefore there was no sharp 
distinction between the art of painting and sculpture and what we now call the crafts. 
Skill, quality and appropriateness would be the yardstick.

"Art with a Capital A" 

The role of artists, as well as of the arts themselves, began to change in some European 
countries during the Renaissance. This movement gained momentum and made a 
breakthrough in the eighteenth century, the Age of Reason, the Enlightenment. Art 
became fine art, and the crafts were set aside as something inferior. The artist became a 
genius, someone with very special gifts which could be used to give humankind 
something of almost religious importance, the work of art. Art in a way took the place 
of religion. Descartes, in his philosophy, said that only those things which he could 
understand rationally, clearly and distinctly, were real and important. Baumgarten, 
working from the same Enlightenment basis in the middle of the eighteenth century, 
wrote a book called Aesthetics. He dealt with those things that were not clear and 
distinct, those that preceded clear knowledge and were based on feeling, the aesthetic 
things, the works of art. In this way the breaking of our Western world into two 
cultures, the sciences and the arts, became a reality that is still with us. Much was 
written on art in the eighteenth century, not least in England, on taste, on the beautiful 
and the sublime, and on the principles of art. Here we see the very beginnings of 
modern art history. Much of this was tied to the world of the connoisseur, the person 
of taste and knowledge, the collector of works of art. Art became disconnected from 
the normal functions of life, and beauty was seen as an abstract quality unrelated to 
what is depicted, carrying its own meaning.

With Kant and, in his wake, Schelling and Hegel, art was considered to be the final 
solution of the inner contradictions of the philosophical systems designed to form an 
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integrated understanding of reality. Humanity is free and yet bound to a mechanistic 
universe, and it is art which can reveal inner unity and bypass the rational tensions. 
Perhaps for this reason music became the greatest art: it overpowers us emotionally, 
and yet it cannot be analyzed easily. Its content as such is beyond what we can 
verbalize.

Before this time, no works of art were made. Altarpieces, portraits, landscapes, 
paintings or sculptures were designed to fulfill a specific function, either to decorate or 
to stand as a high metaphor for the greatest values, representations of the Holy 
Personages, the Virgin and the saints. But works of art came to be considered 
independent of context, and somebody in the middle of the nineteenth century could 
write that a still life of a lobster by Chardin was just as important as a Madonna by 
Raphael. Subject matter slowly became more and more secondary, leading in our 
century to the rise of nonfigurative art. Photography may have played a part in this, 
but the trends were there before photography was invented. Art in the nineteenth 
century expressed new approaches to reality. It showed that the old norms and values 
were gone, that Christian concepts had lost their hold over peoples minds.

One more thing is worth thinking about. The eighteenth century was, if not overtly 
anti-Christian, certainly searching for an a-Christian world. Religion was fine as long 
as it was purely private and did not interfere with the important things in this world, 
science, philosophy, scholarship, the high arts. And so the principle of neutrality was 
developed: in scholarly work we should leave behind those things that are irrelevant 
and totally subjective, such as our religious convictions. We should look for the 
objective, that which is true regardless of our faith.

In passing, the terms subjective and objective are themselves defined by the Cartesian 
trends in thinking that were the driving forces in the Age of Reason. These words only 
have meaning in a framework of thinking which begins with a more or less 
autonomous and rationalistic human race seeing itself as relating to, and confronted by, 
an objective nature, ruled by eternal laws like 2 x 2 = 4, which has its own kind of 
autonomy. It is a closed system, to which God or any other non-human or non-natural 
force has no access—a world where the principle of uniformity reigns and where no 
other forces than those we know in the world today, those we can see, measure, 
control, understand, have worked or will ever work. This not only influenced the 
vision of artists but also that of art historians.

If today we study the great artists and their achievements, we are never told what was 
the driving force in their life, what they believed, what they stood for. Those things, 
being seen as subjective, are left out of the picture. We are given the impression that 
those great people in the past could make their masterpieces out of their own genius, 
talents and insights alone, and that religion had little to do with it. We must be aware 
of this, and not fall for this inherent perversion because it is fundamentally untrue. 
Modern scholars, historians, art historians and philosophers (as well as artists), do 
more than just follow trends. They work from a basic outlook on life and reality. This 
outlook is often a kind of irreligious religion.
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Lecture 19.2 — THE MODERN ARTIST 
ASSIGNMENT: Finish reading the "Background to a Dilemma" in Hans 
Rookmaaker’s Art Needs No Justification. What is the role of the modern 
artist according to Rookmaaker? 

SELECTION: From “Background to a Dilemma” in Art Needs No Justification by 
Hans Rookmaaker. 

"A Crisis in the Arts" 

Out of all this came a crisis in the arts. Art was called to be a kind of religion, a 
revelation, a mystical solution to the deepest quests of mankind, but artists were often 
hungry and alienated. Unless they bowed down to poor taste and could allow 
themselves to express cheap sentimental content, they were left alone. Art, high Art, 
was lifted out of daily reality and placed in its own temple, the museum, where the 
catalog provides the guide to the liturgy.

This has made life very difficult for many artists and art students. Why are they 
working? What are they working for? For many it has become an individualistic 
search for their own identity through and in their work. They are like a person looking 
in the mirror; everything is an expression of self, and everything else becomes unreal. 
Art is supposed to be the expression of our innermost being, but what if you find little 
inside? Artists are supposed to be geniuses, but geniuses cannot be taught, we are told, 
and their delicate subjectivity should not be upset by others who say there is something 
to learn. Young artists are thus left to find and express themselves.

Some reach despair, but they are reminded that it is art itself which will bring 
deliverance. The poor works of these sad artists often crumble under the load and 
disintegrate. Basically artists are being asked to design their own religion which we 
can talk about but are never asked to believe completely. Unless an artist is strong and 
endowed with great talents or filled with a powerful ego-drive, it is hard for him or her 
to succeed in the art world.

Art became art for arts sake, a kind of irreligious religion, in a world where religion 
has no clearly defined practical role. It means that art is such a rarified, special thing 
that people need art appreciation courses and lectures to have it all explained. Some 
indeed must feel as if they are looking at the Emperors new clothes.

As a result we see people everywhere searching for the meaning of art. The fact that so 
many books are published that deal with the arts is not a proof that people are sure 
what art is all about, but rather the opposite. This quest for the meaning of art is a sign 
of crisis. But too often this search ends in contradictions. Art has to have a message, 
but it should not be didactic; art has to enrich life, but it is only for the rich and those 
with specialized learning. In a way the really good art of class and fame is too far away 
from the people, and the arts that are popular are seen as below the level of 
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acceptability. Of course differences in quality and kind have always existed, but the 
sharp division of today is a new phenomenon.

I see this as the result of placing art on too high a pedestal, lifting it out of its ties with 
daily realities to the level of museum art, the work of a genius. Art has suffered from 
this. High Art has shunned all practical demands such as decoration, entertainment or 
any role that might smack of involvement in real life. Yet this type of art inevitably 
attracts almost everybody who has some talent. In the art colleges are many who study 
painting or sculpture as a free vocation, and they will become the free artists of 
tomorrow, most of whom will not be able to live from their work.

But inevitably the low arts have suffered as well. They became the popular arts, 
sometimes called commercial. It is art in the service of Mammon. As all genuinely 
talented people tend to shun this field, its quality has deteriorated, and too often what 
is produced lacks all imagination or quality. And because that is usually the art that is 
offered for consumption, it means that everybody, knowingly or not, suffers. It has its 
share in the ugliness of our world today.

At the beginning of the last quarter of the twentieth century, it is good to balance the 
books and ask what we are doing, and how far we have come. A friend of mine said to 
me some time ago, When you published your book on the death of a culture2 I thought 
you were much too pessimistic. Today, as I look around in the field of the arts, high, 
low and in whatever medium, I think you are right.

There are always exceptions, for example in the graphic arts and industrial design even 
if here not much exciting and new is to be found. But if these fields are better, it is 
certainly the result of the work of many concerned people. Laments over the low 
quality of the arts that were produced, especially in the field of the crafts, the aesthetic 
design of things for daily use, had already begun in the last century. I can cite the 
names of Ruskin, Morris and his Arts and Crafts movement, and many more.3 In our 
century we cannot by pass the Bauhaus which had a healthy influence on design in 
general. But looking at all those efforts we cannot say that the goals set more than a 
century ago were achieved. Maybe it was one-sided to look mainly at the design arts as 
needing renewal and strengthening. Perhaps there ought to have been more discussion 
about the pretentiousness of high Art. But certainly those who were involved were 
usually concerned for the good of society and not only for aesthetics and artistic 
quality.

"A Crisis in Our Culture" 

Most of the activists, critics and artists who tried to renew the arts and give our world 
a more beautiful face did argue in one way or another that just to face problems in art 
was not enough. They understood, more or less, that the crisis in the arts is an 
expression of a much greater crisis in our whole culture. That greater crisis is a 
spiritual one which affects all aspects of society including economics, technology and 
morality. The quality of our lives is tainted, and words such as alienation, despair, 
loneliness, in short, dehumanization, are all relevant and have to be used too often.
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This is not the place to go into an analysis of all these things. Certainly the problems 
are related to the fact that since the Age of Reason our culture has focused on the 
relationship of mankind with nature in order to master reality and use it to our 
advantage. But as C. S. Lewis in The Abolition of Man has analyzed so ironically, to 
master nature and be able to use its powers is usually only the privilege of the few. The 
few are therefore better able to exert power over the many. Manipulation and loss of 
real power to live the life one wants to live are the result. Counterefforts are made 
everywhere to change things or to try to overcome the evils of the system. The 
Marxists are conspicuous in this. Many listen to them since they at least signal the 
evils. But whether their remedy is not worse than the illness is a real question. If 
alienation only means that our relationship to things is broken, if the overpowering of 
nature is still seen as a goal, if material values are still the primal aim, and if the 
problem of sin is avoided, then the most serious questions remain.

Yet, if we work for a better society and for a resolution of the crisis in the arts, changes 
will have to come. It is important to think these problems through. We must not expect 
solutions to arrive on our doorstep. Time will be involved. But we should be on the 
move, all of us, including artists.

Lecture 19.3 — EXPRESSIONISM TO CUBISM 
ASSIGNMENT: Choose an artist from this lecture to study. View several of 
his or her works online or in a printed collection. Look for quotations by this 
artist that may help explain his or her worldview and purpose for making 
art. Finally, practice sketching some of this artist’s works or sketches. 

Lecture 19.4 — DADAISM TO POP 
ASSIGNMENT: Choose an artist from this lecture to study. View several of 
his or her works online or in a printed collection. Look for quotations by this 
artist that may help explain his or her worldview and purpose for making 
art. Finally, practice sketching some of this artist’s works or sketches. 

Lecture 19.5 — BAUHAUS & INTERNATIONAL STYLE 
ASSIGNMENT: Choose a work of architecture from this lecture to study. 
Locate multiple images of the building online or in a printed collection. 
Look for quotations by this architect that may help explain his or her 
worldview and purpose for making the building. Finally, try to sketch the 
building, making sure to emphasize the features described in the lecture. 
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Lesson 20 
I’LL TAKE MY STAND: THE THIRTIES 

Lecture 20.1 — THE PRINCIPLE 
ASSIGNMENT: Read "Sex and Property" by G.K. Chesterton. What does he 
say about how modern culture views sex and property? How should we 
view these things? How are they, that is marriage, family, and fruitful 
production, at the heart of Distributism? 

SELECTION: "Sex and Property" by G.K. Chesterton. 

In the dull, dusty, stale, stiff-jointed and lumbering language, to which most modern 
discussion is limited, it is necessary to say that there is at this moment the same 
fashionable fallacy about Sex and about Property. In the older and freer language, in 
which men could both speak and sing, it is truer to say that the same evil spirit has 
blasted the two great powers that make the poetry of life; the Love of Woman and the 
Love of the Land. It is important to observe, to start with, that the two things were 
closely connected so long as humanity was human, even when it was heathen. Nay, 
they were still closely connected, even when it was a decadent heathenism. But even 
the stink of decaying heathenism has not been so bad as the stink of decaying 
Christianity. The corruption of the best…

For instance, there were throughout antiquity, both in its first stage and its last, modes 
of idolatry and imagery of which Christian men can hardly speak. "Let them not be so 
much as named among you." [See Ephesians 5:3] Men wallowed in the mere sexuality 
of a mythology of sex; they organized prostitution like priesthood, for the service of 
their temples; they made pornography their only poetry; they paraded emblems that 
turned even architecture into a sort of cold and colossal exhibitionism. Many learned 
books have been written of all these phallic [fertility] cults; and anybody can go to 
them for the details, for all I care. But what interests me is this:

In one way all this ancient sin was infinitely superior, immeasurably superior, to the 
modern sin. All those who write of it at least agree on one fact; that it was the cult of 
Fruitfulness. It was unfortunately too often interwoven, very closely, with the cult of 
the fruitfulness of the land. It was at least on the side of Nature. It was at least on the 
side of Life. It has been left to the last Christians, or rather to the first Christians fully 
committed to blaspheming and denying Christianity, to invent a new kind of worship 
of Sex, which is not even a worship of Life. It has been left to the very latest 
Modernists to proclaim an erotic religion which at once exalts lust and forbids fertility. 
The new Paganism literally merits the reproach of Swinburne, when mourning for the 
old Paganism: "and rears not the bountiful token and spreads not the fatherly feast." 
The new priests abolish the fatherhood and keep the feast—to themselves. They are 
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worse than Swinburne’s Pagans. The priests of Priapus and Cotytto [fertility deities] 
go into the kingdom of heaven before them.

Now it is not unnatural that this unnatural separation, between sex and fruitfulness, 
which even the Pagans would have thought a perversion, has been accompanied with a 
similar separation and perversion about the nature of the love of the land. In both 
departments there is precisely the same fallacy; which it is quite possible to state 
precisely. The reason why our contemporary countrymen do not understand what we 
mean by Property is that they only think of it in the sense of Money; in the sense of 
salary; in the sense of something which is immediately consumed, enjoyed and 
expended; something which gives momentary pleasure and disappears. They do not 
understand that we mean by Property something that includes that pleasure 
incidentally; but begins and ends with something far more grand and worthy and 
creative. The man who makes an orchard where there has been a field, who owns the 
orchard and decides to whom it shall descend, does also enjoy the taste of apples; and 
let us hope, also, the taste of cider. But he is doing something very much grander, and 
ultimately more gratifying, than merely eating an apple. He is imposing his will upon 
the world in the manner of the charter given him by the will of God; he is asserting 
that his soul is his own, and does not belong to the Orchard Survey Department, or 
the chief Trust in the Apple Trade. But he is also doing something which was implicit 
in all the most ancient religions of the earth; in those great panoramas of pageantry and 
ritual that followed the order of the seasons in China or Babylonia; he is worshipping 
the fruitfulness of the world. Now the notion of narrowing property merely to 
enjoying money is exactly like the notion of narrowing love merely to enjoying sex. In 
both cases an incidental, isolated, servile and even secretive pleasure is substituted for 
participation in a great creative process; even in the everlasting Creation of the world.

The two sinister things can be seen side by side in the system of Bolshevist Russia; for 
Communism is the only complete and logical working model of Capitalism. The sins 
are there a system which are everywhere else a sort of repeated blunder. From the first, 
it is admitted, that the whole system was directed towards encouraging or driving the 
worker to spend his wages; to have nothing left on the next pay day; to enjoy 
everything and consume everything and efface everything; in short, to shudder at the 
thought of only one crime; the creative crime of thrift. It was a tame extravagance; a 
sort of disciplined dissipation; a meek and submissive prodigality. For the moment the 
slave left off drinking all his wages, the moment he began to hoard or hide any 
property, he would be saving up something which might ultimately purchase his 
liberty. He might begin to count for something in the State; that is, he might become 
less of a slave and more of a citizen. Morally considered, there has been nothing quite 
so unspeakably mean as this Bolshevist generosity. But it will be noted that exactly the 
same spirit and tone pervades the manner of dealing with the other matter. Sex also is 
to come to the slave merely as a pleasure; that it may never be a power. He is to know 
as little as possible, or at least to think as little as possible, of the pleasure as anything 
else except a pleasure; to think or know nothing of where it comes from or where it 
will go to, when once the soiled object has passed through his own hands. He is not to 
trouble about its origin in the purposes of God or its sequel in the posterity of man. In 
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every department he is not a possessor, but only a consumer; even if it be of the first 
elements of life and fire in so far as they are consumable; he is to have no notion of the 
sort of Burning Bush that burns and is not consumed. For that bush only grows on the 
soil, on the real land where human beings can behold it; and the spot on which they 
stand is holy ground. Thus there is an exact parallel between the two modern moral, or 
immoral, ideas of social reform. The world has forgotten simultaneously that the 
making of a Farm is something much larger than the making of a profit, or even a 
product, in the sense of liking the taste of beetroot sugar; and that the founding of a 
Family is something much larger than sex in the limited sense of current literature; 
which was anticipated in one bleak and blinding flash in a single line of George 
Meredith: "And eat our pot of honey on the grave."

Lecture 20.2 — HOOVER & THE CRASH 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the following accounts of life during the Great 
Depression. How did things change for ordinary people? How did these 
people adapt? 

SELECTION: From an account by Beverly Cleary. 

Mother came into the living room. "Daddy has lost his job," she said softly. "The bank 
is dismissing the employees it took over from the West Coast National and has given 
them two weeks' notice." 

The Depression had come to us. Mother cleared the table and washed the dishes alone. 
I sensed she preferred solitude to help. I sat filled with anguish, unable to read, unable 
to do anything. When Dad finally emerged from the bedroom, I felt so awkward I did 
not know what to say or even how to look at him. To pretend nothing had happened 
seemed wrong, but seeing him so defeated and ashamed of defeat, even though he was 
not to blame, was so painful that I could not speak. How could anyone do such a thing 
to my father, who was so good, kind, reliable, and honest? 

A neighbor gave Mother an old pink woolen dress, which she successfully made over 
into a jumper for me. She contrived a cream colored blouse from something found in a 
trunk in the attic. One of her friends, now married to an eastern Oregon wheat 
rancher, had a daughter older than I who passed on two nice dresses. In our 
neighborhood, no girl would dream of entering high school in half socks. I used 
hoarded nickels and dimes to buy silk stockings. Five dollars from my Arizona uncle 
bought a raincoat… 

We began admiring one another's clothes by saying, "Is it new, or new to you?"

SELECTION: From an account by Henry F. May. 

From the early thirties on, the good times became fewer, the grimness and sadness 
more pervasive. Part of this, I well knew, was worry about money. Once my father, 
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who usually dressed well, bought a badly made cheap suit that made him look foolish. 
For a while the house was for sale, and I was deeply troubled to see a For Sale sign on 
the lawn near the pepper tree. It didn't sell, and eventually the sign was taken down. 
We resigned from the country club and the tennis club. We got rid of the car, which 
had never been very important in our lives. In the thirties our standard of living was an 
odd one: a house full of elaborate furniture in a good neighborhood, an old maid who 
could not be fired, and no car. Only the level of the family meals was never cut—I 
don't think my mother really knew that there were any alternatives to the round of 
steaks and roasts. And behind everything, damping every family occasion, lurked the 
question, What would happen when all the money was gone? We were living, I later 
learned, on what remained of my father's investments. Even before the crash of '29, 
some of them were turning out badly. 

SELECTION: From an account by a thirteen-year-old boy. 

The happy days I had spent in my home, Clinton, Mass., were real good days until one 
sad day the factory or mill in which my father had worked gave a notice that their 
factory would only operate three days a week. My father came home that day planning 
what to do, because of the notice given him and the employees of the factory. As the 
days passed one after another my father was still at his plan thinking of where he could 
get a better position to support our family… 

My little sister and I tried to help my father in a way which we thought best. My little 
sister thought of helping the lady next door by taking care of the lady's baby while the 
lady went shopping. Thus she earned fifty cents. I tried to help my father by having a 
paper route after school hours. Thus I received my salary of one dollar and fifty cents 
per week. My little sister and I gave our salary to my father in order to help him and 
keep our home that we loved since we were very young. But now the factory only 
operated two days a week and our salary of two dollars a week wouldn't help my 
father any in buying our clothing and food.

Lecture 20.3 — FDR & THE NEW DEAL 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the memorandum of Henry Morgenthau, Jr., FDR’s 
treasury secretary. What was Morgenthau’s conclusion regarding the New 
Deal’s spending program and high deficits? What did he propose to 
stabilize the government? 

SELECTION: From a memorandum of Henry Morgenthau, Jr. (May 9, 1939). 

Henry Morgenthau, Jr: Because I have got convictions. I have got my responsibility 
to my country, which comes first. I am charged with certain duties. I am not going to 
stultify myself for anybody.

And it isn't as though this thing is something I arrived at as the wind. I go back to the 
report Magill and Shoup wrote, which took them six months to prepare. Then Hanes 
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comes here and he makes a whole study. We presented practically the same identical 
thing to the President in December 1937 and he agreed to most of them then. 

Now, gentlemen, we have tried spending money. We are spending more than we have 
ever spent before and it does not work. And I have just one interest, and if I am wrong, 
as far as I am concerned, somebody else can have my Job. I want to see this country 
prosperous. I want to see people get a job. I want to see people get enough to eat. We 
have never made good on our promises. We have never taken care of them. We have 
said we would give everybody a job that wanted it. We have never taken care of the 
people through your mountains and your mountains who get a $30.00 or $40.00 a year 
income. There are 4,000,000 that don't have that much income. We have never done 
anything for them. I want to see those people taken care of.

We have never begun to tax the people in this country the way they should be. We 
took this program to the President showing how to raise another $2,000,000,000 and 
how to balance the budget, and we had it in October of this year. $2,000,000,000! We 
have never begun to tax the people. I don't pay what I should. People of my class 
don't. People who have it should pay. We have not changed. We have been absolutely 
consistent for two or three years. It's never a good year to have a tax bill, but I think 
it's a darn good year to begin to balance the budget. This statement I made yesterday 
about the $380,000,000 over and above the budget, I asked him before I made that. I 
said, "Mr. President, I am shocked about this; I don't know how you feel about it?" 

"When's your next press conference?"

"Four o'clock."

"Say it then."

But what are we going to do about it? The biggest deterrent of all, I think, is that the 
country does not know when the end is in sight and this unbalancing of the budget, 
that's the biggest deterrent of all and that's what frightens people. I had a man travel 
up and down this country and he has come back—an intelligent fellow; he has kept 
away from big cities—and the unanimous report was that people are not afraid of 
paying more taxes if they are convinced that it is honestly spent, but they are against 
waste. 

But why not let's come to grips? And as I 
say, all I am interested in is to really see this country prosperous and this form of 
Government continue, because after eight years if we can't make a success somebody 
else is going to claim the right 
to make it and he's got the right to make the trial. I say after eight years of this 
Administration we have just as much unemployment as when we started. 

Mr. Doughton: And an enormous debt to boot! 
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HM, Jr: And an enormous debt to boot! We are just sitting here and fiddling and I am 
just wearing myself out and getting sick. Because why? I can't see any daylight. I want 
it for my people, for my children, and your children. I want to see some daylight and I 
don't see it. And that's why Hanes and I are making the fight, and if we are successful 
he and I will contribute more out of our pockets than others because it will hit us the 
hardest. If they take our suggestion, to take our money or leave it to them after we die, 
it hits Hanes and me relatively more than anybody in this Administration. Nobody can 
be more unselfish than we are. If I wanted to, I could follow what Mr. Mellon did and 
as long as he was here taxes over $700,000 never went up, but the plan we have here 
hits Hanes and me relatively more than anybody else who works for Mr. Roosevelt be- 
cause we happen to fall into that class, so if anybody says we are interested in Wall 
Street, he's lying.

Mr. Cooper: To analyze your statement briefly, it's the position of you two gentlemen 
that there should be a tax bill to raise enough revenue to make a start towards 
balancing the budget? 

HM, Jr: Yes!

Lecture 20.4 — THE GEORGIAN DEVIL: STALIN 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the opening paragraphs of Alexander Solzhenitsyn’s 
The Gulag Archipelago. How does Solzhenitsyn describe the injustice of 
arrest in Stalin’s police state of concentration camps? 

SELECTION: From The Gulag Archipelago by Alexander Solzhenitsyn. 

How do people get to this clandestine Archipelago? Hour by hour planes fly there, 
ships steer their course there, and trains thunder off to it—but all with nary a mark on 
them to tell of their destination. And at ticket windows or at travel bureaus for Soviet 
or foreign tourists the employees would be astounded if you were to ask for a ticket to 
go there. They know nothing and they’ve never heard of the Archipelago as a whole or 
of any one of its innumerable islands.

Those who go to the Archipelago to administer it get there via the training schools of 
the Ministry of Internal Affairs. 

Those who go there to be guards are conscripted via the military conscription centers. 

And those who, like you and me, dear reader, go there to die, must get there solely and 
compulsorily via arrest. 

Arrest! Need it be said that it is a breaking point in your life, a bolt of lightning which 
has scored a direct hit on you? That it is an unassimilable spiritual earthquake not 
every person can cope with, as a result of which people often slip into insanity?
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The Universe has as many different centers as there are living beings in it. Each of us 
is a center of the Universe, and that Universe is shattered when they hiss at you: "You 
are under arrest."

If you are arrested, can anything else remain unshattered by this cataclysm? 

But the darkened mind is incapable of embracing these displacements in our universe, 
and both the most sophisticated and the veriest simpleton among us, drawing on all 
life’s experience, can gasp out only: "Me? What for?" 

And this is a question which, though repeated millions and millions of times before, has 
yet to receive an answer.

Arrest is an instantaneous, shattering thrust, expulsion, somersault from one state into 
another. 

We have been happily borne—or perhaps have unhappily dragged our weary way—
down the long and crooked streets of our lives, past all kinds of walls and fences made 
of rotting wood, rammed earth, brick, concrete, iron railings. We have never given a 
thought to what lies behind them. We have never tried to penetrate them with our 
vision or our understanding. But there is where the Gulag country begins, right next to 
us, two yards away from us. In addition, we have failed to notice an enormous number 
of closely fitted, well-disguised doors and gates in these fences. All those gates were 
prepared for us, every last one! And all of a sudden the fateful gate swings quickly 
open, and four white male hands, unaccustomed to physical labor but nonetheless 
strong and tenacious, grab us by the leg, arm, collar, cap, ear, and drag us in like a 
sack, and the gate behind us, the gate to our past life, is slammed shut once and for all. 

That’s all there is to it! You are arrested! 

And you’ll find nothing better to respond with than a lamblike bleat: "Me? What for?"

That’s what arrest is: it’s a blinding flash and a blow which shifts the present instantly 
into the past and the impossible into omnipotent actuality.

That’s all. And neither for the first hour nor for the first day will you be able to grasp 
anything else.

Except that in your desperation the fake circus moon will blink at you: "It’s a mistake! 
They’ll set things right!"

And everything which is by now comprised in the traditional, even literary, image of an 
arrest will pile up and take shape, not in your own disordered memory, but in what 
your family and your neighbors in your apartment remember: The sharp nighttime 
ring or the rude knock at the door. The insolent entrance of the unwiped jackboots of 
the unsleeping State Security operatives. The frightened and cowed civilian witness at 
their backs. (And what function does this civilian witness serve? The victim doesn’t 
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even dare think about it and the operatives don’t remember, but that’s what the 
regulations call for, and so he has to sit 

there all night long and sign in the morning. For the witness, jerked from his bed, it is 
torture too—to go out night after night to help arrest his own neighbors and 
acquaintances.) 

The traditional image of arrest is also trembling hands packing for the victim—a 
change of underwear, a piece of soap, something to eat; and no one knows what is 
needed, what is permitted, what clothes are best to wear; and the Security agents keep 
interrupting and hurrying you:

"You don’t need anything. They’ll feed you there. It’s warm there." (It’s all lies. They 
keep hurrying you to frighten you.)

Lecture 20.5 — THE AUSTRIAN DEVIL: HITLER 
ASSIGNMENT: Complete Exam #20. 
1. What is the “unholy trinity” that historian Paul Johnson claims has held 

Modernity hostage?
2. What is distributism and how does it attempt to reshape economics?
3. Describe the core belief of economist Ludwig von Mises.
4. Describe the core belief of economist John Maynard Keynes.
5. Contrast the theories of Keynes and von Mises.
6. List and explain five of FDR’s New Deal acts, creations, or laws.
7. Briefly support the claim that the New Deal was unsuccessful in restoring 

America’s economic independence.
8. Narrate the rise to power of Stalin.
9. How were the effects of Stalin’s rule a natural result of the seemingly 

peaceful Communist Manifesto?
10. Describe at least three significant steps of the Nazi party’s rise to power.
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Lesson 21 
THE LOST GENERATION: LITERARY CONVERTS 

Lecture 21.1 — THE PRINCIPLE & Q 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the following quotation by Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch. 
How does he define the purpose of education? 

SELECTION: Quotation by Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch. 

"In due course, let us hope, you will all advance through the degree of Bachelor to a 
Mastership of Arts. You may even—if you value it—proceed to a Doctorate in some 
branch of learning. But a Mastership of Arts implies, or should imply, that you have 
taken such advantage of three or four years here that you have so far acquired—by 
help of your dons, and by rubbing your intelligence in a large and jostling concourse of 
youth—a chastened and corrected liberty of your own thought, with a responsibility 
for it which sends you out with a grip of affairs and a persuasive mastery over your 
own and other men's minds whether your vocation be the Court, the Bar, or Teaching, 
or the modest service of a Country Parish; in all—to quote the words of the Catechism 
so often misunderstood—"to learn and labour truly to get mine own living, and to do 
my duty in that state of life into which it shall please God to call me." Service, in other 
words; service in whatever capacity, with a mastery learnt here, but a mastery of 
service."

Lecture 21.2 — G.K. CHESTERTON 
ASSIGNMENT: Read "A Piece of Chalk" by G.K. Chesterton. How does 
Chesterton enjoy life and the way things are created? 

SELECTION: "A Piece of Chalk" by G.K. Chesterton (1905). 

I remember one splendid morning, all blue and silver, in the summer holidays when I 
reluctantly tore myself away from the task of doing nothing in particular, and put on a 
hat of some sort and picked up a walking-stick, and put six very bright-coloured 
chalks in my pocket. I then went into the kitchen (which, along with the rest of the 
house, belonged to a very square and sensible old woman in a Sussex village), and 
asked the owner and occupant of the kitchen if she had any brown paper. She had a 
great deal; in fact, she had too much; and she mistook the purpose and the rationale of 
the existence of brown paper. She seemed to have an idea that if a person wanted 
brown paper he must be wanting to tie up parcels; which was the last thing I wanted to 
do; indeed, it is a thing which I have found to be beyond my mental capacity. Hence 
she dwelt very much on the varying qualities of toughness and endurance in the 
material. I explained to her that I only wanted to draw pictures on it, and that I did not 
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want them to endure in the least; and that from my point of view, therefore, it was a 
question, not of tough consistency, but of responsive surface, a thing comparatively 
irrelevant in a parcel. When she understood that I wanted to draw she offered to 
overwhelm me with note-paper.

I then tried to explain the rather delicate logical shade, that I not only liked brown 
paper, but liked the quality of brownness in paper, just as I like the quality of 
brownness in October woods, or in beer. Brown paper represents the primal twilight 
of the first toil of creation, and with a bright-coloured chalk or two you can pick out 
points of fire in it, sparks of gold, and blood-red, and sea-green, like the first fierce 
stars that sprang out of divine darkness. All this I said (in an off-hand way) to the old 
woman; and I put the brown paper in my pocket along with the chalks, and possibly 
other things. I suppose every one must have reflected how primeval and how poetical 
are the things that one carries in one’s pocket; the pocket-knife, for instance, the type 
of all human tools, the infant of the sword. Once I planned to write a book of poems 
entirely about things in my pockets. But I found it would be too long; and the age of 
the great epics is past.

With my stick and my knife, my chalks and my brown paper, I went out on to the great 
downs…

I crossed one swell of living turf after another, looking for a place to sit down and 
draw. Do not, for heaven’s sake, imagine I was going to sketch from Nature. I was 
going to draw devils and seraphim, and blind old gods that men worshipped before the 
dawn of right, and saints in robes of angry crimson, and seas of strange green, and all 
the sacred or monstrous symbols that look so well in bright colours on brown paper. 
They are much better worth drawing than Nature; also they are much easier to draw. 
When a cow came slouching by in the field next to me, a mere artist might have drawn 
it; but I always get wrong in the hind legs of quadrupeds. So I drew the soul of a cow; 
which I saw there plainly walking before me in the sunlight; and the soul was all 
purple and silver, and had seven horns and the mystery that belongs to all beasts. But 
though I could not with a crayon get the best out of the landscape, it does not follow 
that the landscape was not getting the best out of me. And this, I think, is the mistake 
that people make about the old poets who lived before Wordsworth, and were 
supposed not to care very much about Nature because they did not describe it much.

They preferred writing about great men to writing about great hills; but they sat on the 
great hills to write it. The gave out much less about Nature, but they drank in, 
perhaps, much more. They painted the white robes of their holy virgins with the 
blinding snow, at which they had stared all day…The greenness of a thousand green 
leaves clustered into the live green figure of Robin Hood. The blueness of a score of 
forgotten skies became the blue robes of the Virgin. The inspiration went in like 
sunbeams and came out like Apollo.

But as I sat scrawling these silly figures on the brown paper, it began to dawn on me, 
to my great disgust, that I had left one chalk, and that a most exquisite and essential 
chalk, behind. I searched all my pockets, but I could not find any white chalk. Now, 
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those who are acquainted with all the philosophy (nay, religion) which is typified in 
the art of drawing on brown paper, know that white is positive and essential. I cannot 
avoid remarking here upon a moral significance. One of the wise and awful truths 
which this brown-paper art reveals, is this, that white is a colour. It is not a mere 
absence of colour; it is a shining and affirmative thing, as fierce as red, as definite as 
black. When, so to speak, your pencil grows red-hot, it draws roses; when it grows 
white-hot, it draws stars. And one of the two or three defiant verities of the best 
religious morality, of real Christianity, for example, is exactly this same thing; the chief 
assertion of religious morality is that white is a colour. Virtue is not the absence of 
vices or the avoidance of moral dangers; virtue is a vivid and separate thing, like pain 
or a particular smell. Mercy does not mean not being cruel, or sparing people revenge 
or punishment; it means a plain and positive thing like the sun, which one has either 
seen or not seen.

Chastity does not mean abstention from sexual wrong; it means something flaming, 
like Joan of Arc. In a word, God paints in many colours; but he never paints so 
gorgeously, I had almost said so gaudily, as when He paints in white. In a sense our 
age has realised this fact, and expressed it in our sullen costume. For if it were really 
true that white was a blank and colourless thing, negative and non-committal, then 
white would be used instead of black and grey for the funereal dress of this pessimistic 
period. Which is not the case.

Meanwhile I could not find my chalk.

I sat on the hill in a sort of despair. There was no town near at which it was even 
remotely probable there would be such a thing as an artist’s colourman. And yet, 
without any white, my absurd little pictures would be as pointless as the world would 
be if there were no good people in it. I stared stupidly round, racking my brain for 
expedients. Then I suddenly stood up and roared with laughter, again and again, so 
that the cows stared at me and called a committee. Imagine a man in the Sahara 
regretting that he had no sand for his hour-glass. Imagine a gentleman in mid-ocean 
wishing that he had brought some salt water with him for his chemical experiments. I 
was sitting on an immense warehouse of white chalk. The landscape was made entirely 
of white chalk. White chalk was piled more miles until it met the sky. I stooped and 
broke a piece of the rock I sat on: it did not mark so well as the shop chalks do, but it 
gave the effect. And I stood there in a trance of pleasure, realising that this Southern 
England is not only a grand peninsula, and a tradition and a civilisation; it is something 
even more admirable. It is a piece of chalk.

Lecture 21.3 — EVELYN WAUGH & DOROTHY SAYERS 
ASSIGNMENT: Read "The Lost Tools of Learning," an address by Dorothy 
Sayers. How does she encourage one to approach learning? 

SELECTION: "The Lost Tools of Learning" by Dorothy Sayers. 
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That I, whose experience of teaching is extremely limited, should presume to discuss 
education is a matter, surely, that calls for no apology. It is a kind of behavior to which 
the present climate of opinion is wholly favorable. Bishops air their opinions about 
economics; biologists, about metaphysics; inorganic chemists, about theology; the most 
irrelevant people are appointed to highly technical ministries; and plain, blunt men 
write to the papers to say that Epstein and Picasso do not know how to draw. Up to a 
certain point, and provided the criticisms are made with a reasonable modesty, these 
activities are commendable. Too much specialization is not a good thing. There is also 
one excellent reason why the veriest amateur may feel entitled to have an opinion 
about education. For if we are not all professional teachers, we have all, at some time 
or another, been taught. Even if we learnt nothing—perhaps in particular if we learnt 
nothing—our contribution to the discussion may have a potential value.

However, it is in the highest degree improbable that the reforms I propose will ever be 
carried into effect. Neither the parents, nor the training colleges, nor the examination 
boards, nor the boards of governors, nor the ministries of education, would 
countenance them for a moment. For they amount to this: that if we are to produce a 
society of educated people, fitted to preserve their intellectual freedom amid the 
complex pressures of our modern society, we must turn back the wheel of progress 
some four or five hundred years, to the point at which education began to lose sight of 
its true object, towards the end of the Middle Ages.

Before you dismiss me with the appropriate phrase—reactionary, romantic, 
mediaevalist, laudator temporis acti (praiser of times past), or whatever tag comes first to 
hand—I will ask you to consider one or two miscellaneous questions that hang about 
at the back, perhaps, of all our minds, and occasionally pop out to worry us.

When we think about the remarkably early age at which the young men went up to 
university in, let us say, Tudor times, and thereafter were held fit to assume 
responsibility for the conduct of their own affairs, are we altogether comfortable about 
that artificial prolongation of intellectual childhood and adolescence into the years of 
physical maturity which is so marked in our own day? To postpone the acceptance of 
responsibility to a late date brings with it a number of psychological complications 
which, while they may interest the psychiatrist, are scarcely beneficial either to the 
individual or to society. The stock argument in favor of postponing the school-leaving 
age and prolonging the period of education generally is there is now so much more to 
learn than there was in the Middle Ages. This is partly true, but not wholly. The 
modern boy and girl are certainly taught more subjects—but does that always mean 
that they actually know more?

Has it ever struck you as odd, or unfortunate, that today, when the proportion of 
literacy throughout Western Europe is higher than it has ever been, people should 
have become susceptible to the influence of advertisement and mass propaganda to an 
extent hitherto unheard of and unimagined? Do you put this down to the mere 
mechanical fact that the press and the radio and so on have made propaganda much 
easier to distribute over a wide area? Or do you sometimes have an uneasy suspicion 
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that the product of modern educational methods is less good than he or she might be at 
disentangling fact from opinion and the proven from the plausible?

Have you ever, in listening to a debate among adult and presumably responsible 
people, been fretted by the extraordinary inability of the average debater to speak to 
the question, or to meet and refute the arguments of speakers on the other side? Or 
have you ever pondered upon the extremely high incidence of irrelevant matter which 
crops up at committee meetings, and upon the very great rarity of persons capable of 
acting as chairmen of committees? And when you think of this, and think that most of 
our public affairs are settled by debates and committees, have you ever felt a certain 
sinking of the heart?

Have you ever followed a discussion in the newspapers or elsewhere and noticed how 
frequently writers fail to define the terms they use? Or how often, if one man does 
define his terms, another will assume in his reply that he was using the terms in 
precisely the opposite sense to that in which he has already defined them? Have you 
ever been faintly troubled by the amount of slipshod syntax going about? And, if so, 
are you troubled because it is inelegant or because it may lead to dangerous 
misunderstanding?

Do you ever find that young people, when they have left school, not only forget most 
of what they have learnt (that is only to be expected), but forget also, or betray that 
they have never really known, how to tackle a new subject for themselves? Are you 
often bothered by coming across grown-up men and women who seem unable to 
distinguish between a book that is sound, scholarly, and properly documented, and one 
that is, to any trained eye, very conspicuously none of these things? Or who cannot 
handle a library catalogue? Or who, when faced with a book of reference, betray a 
curious inability to extract from it the passages relevant to the particular question 
which interests them?

Do you often come across people for whom, all their lives, a "subject" remains a 
"subject," divided by watertight bulkheads from all other "subjects," so that they 
experience very great difficulty in making an immediate mental connection between let 
us say, algebra and detective fiction, sewage disposal and the price of salmon--or, more 
generally, between such spheres of knowledge as philosophy and economics, or 
chemistry and art?

Are you occasionally perturbed by the things written by adult men and women for 
adult men and women to read? We find a well-known biologist writing in a weekly 
paper to the effect that: "It is an argument against the existence of a Creator" (I think 
he put it more strongly; but since I have, most unfortunately, mislaid the reference, I 
will put his claim at its lowest)—"an argument against the existence of a Creator that 
the same kind of variations which are produced by natural selection can be produced 
at will by stock breeders." One might feel tempted to say that it is rather an argument 
for the existence of a Creator. Actually, of course, it is neither; all it proves is that the 
same material causes (recombination of the chromosomes, by crossbreeding, and so 
forth) are sufficient to account for all observed variations—just as the various 
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combinations of the same dozen tones are materially sufficient to account for 
Beethoven's Moonlight Sonata and the noise the cat makes by walking on the keys. But 
the cat's performance neither proves nor disproves the existence of Beethoven; and all 
that is proved by the biologist's argument is that he was unable to distinguish between 
a material and a final cause.

Here is a sentence from no less academic a source than a front-page article in the Times 
Literary Supplement: "The Frenchman, Alfred Epinas, pointed out that certain species 
(e.g., ants and wasps) can only face the horrors of life and death in association." I do 
not know what the Frenchman actually did say; what the Englishman says he said is 
patently meaningless. We cannot know whether life holds any horror for the ant, nor 
in what sense the isolated wasp which you kill upon the window-pane can be said to 
"face" or not to "face" the horrors of death. The subject of the article is mass behavior 
in man; and the human motives have been unobtrusively transferred from the main 
proposition to the supporting instance. Thus the argument, in effect, assumes what it 
set out to prove—a fact which would become immediately apparent if it were 
presented in a formal syllogism. This is only a small and haphazard example of a vice 
which pervades whole books—particularly books written by men of science on 
metaphysical subjects.

Another quotation from the same issue of the TLS comes in fittingly here to wind up 
this random collection of disquieting thoughts—this time from a review of Sir Richard 
Livingstone's "Some Tasks for Education": "More than once the reader is reminded of 
the value of an intensive study of at least one subject, so as to learn the meaning of 
knowledge' and what precision and persistence is needed to attain it. Yet there is 
elsewhere full recognition of the distressing fact that a man may be master in one field 
and show no better judgement than his neighbor anywhere else; he remembers what he 
has learnt, but forgets altogether how he learned it."

I would draw your attention particularly to that last sentence, which offers an 
explanation of what the writer rightly calls the "distressing fact" that the intellectual 
skills bestowed upon us by our education are not readily transferable to subjects other 
than those in which we acquired them: "he remembers what he has learnt, but forgets 
altogether how he learned it."

Is not the great defect of our education today—a defect traceable through all the 
disquieting symptoms of trouble that I have mentioned—that although we often 
succeed in teaching our pupils "subjects," we fail lamentably on the whole in teaching 
them how to think: they learn everything, except the art of learning. It is as though we 
had taught a child, mechanically and by rule of thumb, to play "The Harmonious 
Blacksmith" upon the piano, but had never taught him the scale or how to read music; 
so that, having memorized "The Harmonious Blacksmith," he still had not the faintest 
notion how to proceed from that to tackle "The Last Rose of Summer." Why do I say, 
"as though"? In certain of the arts and crafts, we sometimes do precisely this—
requiring a child to "express himself" in paint before we teach him how to handle the 
colors and the brush. There is a school of thought which believes this to be the right 
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way to set about the job. But observe: it is not the way in which a trained craftsman 
will go about to teach himself a new medium. He, having learned by experience the 
best way to economize labor and take the thing by the right end, will start off by 
doodling about on an odd piece of material, in order to "give himself the feel of the 
tool."

Let us now look at the mediaeval scheme of education—the syllabus of the Schools. It 
does not matter, for the moment, whether it was devised for small children or for older 
students, or how long people were supposed to take over it. What matters is the light it 
throws upon what the men of the Middle Ages supposed to be the object and the right 
order of the educative process.

The syllabus was divided into two parts: the Trivium and Quadrivium. The second 
part—the Quadrivium—consisted of "subjects," and need not for the moment concern 
us. The interesting thing for us is the composition of the Trivium, which preceded the 
Quadrivium and was the preliminary discipline for it. It consisted of three parts: 
Grammar, Dialectic, and Rhetoric, in that order.

Now the first thing we notice is that two at any rate of these "subjects" are not what we 
should call "subjects" at all: they are only methods of dealing with subjects. Grammar, 
indeed, is a "subject" in the sense that it does mean definitely learning a language—at 
that period it meant learning Latin. But language itself is simply the medium in which 
thought is expressed. The whole of the Trivium was, in fact, intended to teach the pupil 
the proper use of the tools of learning, before he began to apply them to "subjects" at 
all. First, he learned a language; not just how to order a meal in a foreign language, but 
the structure of a language, and hence of language itself—what it was, how it was put 
together, and how it worked. Secondly, he learned how to use language; how to define 
his terms and make accurate statements; how to construct an argument and how to 
detect fallacies in argument. Dialectic, that is to say, embraced Logic and Disputation. 
Thirdly, he learned to express himself in language—how to say what he had to say 
elegantly and persuasively.

At the end of his course, he was required to compose a thesis upon some theme set by 
his masters or chosen by himself, and afterwards to defend his thesis against the 
criticism of the faculty. By this time, he would have learned—or woe betide him—not 
merely to write an essay on paper, but to speak audibly and intelligibly from a 
platform, and to use his wits quickly when heckled. There would also be questions, 
cogent and shrewd, from those who had already run the gauntlet of debate.

It is, of course, quite true that bits and pieces of the mediaeval tradition still linger, or 
have been revived, in the ordinary school syllabus of today. Some knowledge of 
grammar is still required when learning a foreign language—perhaps I should say, "is 
again required," for during my own lifetime, we passed through a phase when the 
teaching of declensions and conjugations was considered rather reprehensible, and it 
was considered better to pick these things up as we went along. School debating 
societies flourish; essays are written; the necessity for "self-expression" is stressed, and 
perhaps even over-stressed. But these activities are cultivated more or less in 
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detachment, as belonging to the special subjects in which they are pigeon-holed rather 
than as forming one coherent scheme of mental training to which all "subjects" stand in 
a subordinate relation. "Grammar" belongs especially to the "subject" of foreign 
languages, and essay-writing to the "subject" called "English"; while Dialectic has 
become almost entirely divorced from the rest of the curriculum, and is frequently 
practiced unsystematically and out of school hours as a separate exercise, only very 
loosely related to the main business of learning. Taken by and large, the great 
difference of emphasis between the two conceptions holds good: modern education 
concentrates on "teaching subjects," leaving the method of thinking, arguing, and 
expressing one's conclusions to be picked up by the scholar as he goes along mediaeval 
education concentrated on first forging and learning to handle the tools of learning, 
using whatever subject came handy as a piece of material on which to doodle until the 
use of the tool became second nature.

"Subjects" of some kind there must be, of course. One cannot learn the theory of 
grammar without learning an actual language, or learn to argue and orate without 
speaking about something in particular. The debating subjects of the Middle Ages 
were drawn largely from theology, or from the ethics and history of antiquity. Often, 
indeed, they became stereotyped, especially towards the end of the period, and the far-
fetched and wire-drawn absurdities of Scholastic argument fretted Milton and provide 
food for merriment even to this day. Whether they were in themselves any more 
hackneyed and trivial then the usual subjects set nowadays for "essay writing" I should 
not like to say: we may ourselves grow a little weary of "A Day in My Holidays" and 
all the rest of it. But most of the merriment is misplaced, because the aim and object of 
the debating thesis has by now been lost sight of.

A glib speaker in the Brains Trust once entertained his audience (and reduced the late 
Charles Williams to helpless rage by asserting that in the Middle Ages it was a matter 
of faith to know how many archangels could dance on the point of a needle. I need not 
say, I hope, that it never was a "matter of faith"; it was simply a debating exercise, 
whose set subject was the nature of angelic substance: were angels material, and if so, 
did they occupy space? The answer usually adjudged correct is, I believe, that angels 
are pure intelligences; not material, but limited, so that they may have location in space 
but not extension. An analogy might be drawn from human thought, which is similarly 
non-material and similarly limited. Thus, if your thought is concentrated upon one 
thing—say, the point of a needle—it is located there in the sense that it is not 
elsewhere; but although it is "there," it occupies no space there, and there is nothing to 
prevent an infinite number of different people's thoughts being concentrated upon the 
same needle-point at the same time. The proper subject of the argument is thus seen to 
be the distinction between location and extension in space; the matter on which the 
argument is exercised happens to be the nature of angels (although, as we have seen, it 
might equally well have been something else; the practical lesson to be drawn from the 
argument is not to use words like "there" in a loose and unscientific way, without 
specifying whether you mean "located there" or "occupying space there."
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Scorn in plenty has been poured out upon the mediaeval passion for hair-splitting; but 
when we look at the shameless abuse made, in print and on the platform, of 
controversial expressions with shifting and ambiguous connotations, we may feel it in 
our hearts to wish that every reader and hearer had been so defensively armored by his 
education as to be able to cry: "Distinguo."

For we let our young men and women go out unarmed, in a day when armor was never 
so necessary. By teaching them all to read, we have left them at the mercy of the 
printed word. By the invention of the film and the radio, we have made certain that no 
aversion to reading shall secure them from the incessant battery of words, words, 
words. They do not know what the words mean; they do not know how to ward them 
off or blunt their edge or fling them back; they are a prey to words in their emotions 
instead of being the masters of them in their intellects. We who were scandalized in 
1940 when men were sent to fight armored tanks with rifles, are not scandalized when 
young men and women are sent into the world to fight massed propaganda with a 
smattering of "subjects"; and when whole classes and whole nations become 
hypnotized by the arts of the spell binder, we have the impudence to be astonished. We 
dole out lip-service to the importance of education—lip-service and, just occasionally, a 
little grant of money; we postpone the school-leaving age, and plan to build bigger and 
better schools; the teachers slave conscientiously in and out of school hours; and yet, as 
I believe, all this devoted effort is largely frustrated, because we have lost the tools of 
learning, and in their absence can only make a botched and piecemeal job of it.

What, then, are we to do? We cannot go back to the Middle Ages. That is a cry to 
which we have become accustomed. We cannot go back—or can we? Distinguo. I 
should like every term in that proposition defined. Does "go back" mean a 
retrogression in time, or the revision of an error? The first is clearly impossible per se; 
the second is a thing which wise men do every day. "Cannot"—does this mean that our 
behavior is determined irreversibly, or merely that such an action would be very 
difficult in view of the opposition it would provoke? Obviously the twentieth century 
is not and cannot be the fourteenth; but if "the Middle Ages" is, in this context, simply 
a picturesque phrase denoting a particular educational theory, there seems to be no a 
priori reason why we should not "go back" to it—with modifications—as we have 
already "gone back" with modifications, to, let us say, the idea of playing Shakespeare's 
plays as he wrote them, and not in the "modernized" versions of Cibber and Garrick, 
which once seemed to be the latest thing in theatrical progress.

Let us amuse ourselves by imagining that such progressive retrogression is possible. 
Let us make a clean sweep of all educational authorities, and furnish ourselves with a 
nice little school of boys and girls whom we may experimentally equip for the 
intellectual conflict along lines chosen by ourselves. We will endow them with 
exceptionally docile parents; we will staff our school with teachers who are themselves 
perfectly familiar with the aims and methods of the Trivium; we will have our building 
and staff large enough to allow our classes to be small enough for adequate handling; 
and we will postulate a Board of Examiners willing and qualified to test the products 
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we turn out. Thus prepared, we will attempt to sketch out a syllabus—a modern 
Trivium "with modifications" and we will see where we get to.

But first: what age shall the children be? Well, if one is to educate them on novel lines, 
it will be better that they should have nothing to unlearn; besides, one cannot begin a 
good thing too early, and the Trivium is by its nature not learning, but a preparation 
for learning. We will, therefore, "catch 'em young," requiring of our pupils only that 
they shall be able to read, write, and cipher.

My views about child psychology are, I admit, neither orthodox nor enlightened. 
Looking back upon myself (since I am the child I know best and the only child I can 
pretend to know from inside) I recognize three states of development. These, in a 
rough-and-ready fashion, I will call the Poll-Parrot, the Pert, and the Poetic—the 
latter coinciding, approximately, with the onset of puberty. The Poll-Parrot stage is the 
one in which learning by heart is easy and, on the whole, pleasurable; whereas 
reasoning is difficult and, on the whole, little relished. At this age, one readily 
memorizes the shapes and appearances of things; one likes to recite the number-plates 
of cars; one rejoices in the chanting of rhymes and the rumble and thunder of 
unintelligible polysyllables; one enjoys the mere accumulation of things. The Pert age, 
which follows upon this (and, naturally, overlaps it to some extent), is characterized by 
contradicting, answering back, liking to "catch people out" (especially one's elders); 
and by the propounding of conundrums. Its nuisance-value is extremely high. It 
usually sets in about the Fourth Form. The Poetic age is popularly known as the 
"difficult" age. It is self-centered; it yearns to express itself; it rather specializes in being 
misunderstood; it is restless and tries to achieve independence; and, with good luck 
and good guidance, it should show the beginnings of creativeness; a reaching out 
towards a synthesis of what it already knows, and a deliberate eagerness to know and 
do some one thing in preference to all others. Now it seems to me that the layout of the 
Trivium adapts itself with a singular appropriateness to these three ages: Grammar to 
the Poll-Parrot, Dialectic to the Pert, and Rhetoric to the Poetic age.

Let us begin, then, with Grammar. This, in practice, means the grammar of some 
language in particular; and it must be an inflected language. The grammatical structure 
of an uninflected language is far too analytical to be tackled by any one without 
previous practice in Dialectic. Moreover, the inflected languages interpret the 
uninflected, whereas the uninflected are of little use in interpreting the inflected. I will 
say at once, quite firmly, that the best grounding for education is the Latin grammar. I 
say this, not because Latin is traditional and mediaeval, but simply because even a 
rudimentary knowledge of Latin cuts down the labor and pains of learning almost any 
other subject by at least fifty percent. It is the key to the vocabulary and structure of 
all the Teutonic languages, as well as to the technical vocabulary of all the sciences and 
to the literature of the entire Mediterranean civilization, together with all its historical 
documents.

Those whose pedantic preference for a living language persuades them to deprive their 
pupils of all these advantages might substitute Russian, whose grammar is still more 
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primitive. Russian is, of course, helpful with the other Slav dialects. There is something 
also to be said for Classical Greek. But my own choice is Latin. Having thus pleased 
the Classicists among you, I will proceed to horrify them by adding that I do not think 
it either wise or necessary to cramp the ordinary pupil upon the Procrustean bed of the 
Augustan Age, with its highly elaborate and artificial verse forms and oratory. Post-
classical and mediaeval Latin, which was a living language right down to the end of the 
Renaissance, is easier and in some ways livelier; a study of it helps to dispel the 
widespread notion that learning and literature came to a full stop when Christ was 
born and only woke up again at the Dissolution of the Monasteries.

Latin should be begun as early as possible—at a time when inflected speech seems no 
more astonishing than any other phenomenon in an astonishing world; and when the 
chanting of "Amo, amas, amat" is as ritually agreeable to the feelings as the chanting of 
"eeny, meeny, miney, moe."

During this age we must, of course, exercise the mind on other things besides Latin 
grammar. Observation and memory are the faculties most lively at this period; and if 
we are to learn a contemporary foreign language we should begin now, before the 
facial and mental muscles become rebellious to strange intonations. Spoken French or 
German can be practiced alongside the grammatical discipline of the Latin.

In English, meanwhile, verse and prose can be learned by heart, and the pupil's 
memory should be stored with stories of every kind—classical myth, European legend, 
and so forth. I do not think that the classical stories and masterpieces of ancient 
literature should be made the vile bodies on which to practice the techniques of 
Grammar—that was a fault of mediaeval education which we need not perpetuate. The 
stories can be enjoyed and remembered in English, and related to their origin at a 
subsequent stage. Recitation aloud should be practiced, individually or in chorus; for 
we must not forget that we are laying the groundwork for Disputation and Rhetoric.

The grammar of History should consist, I think, of dates, events, anecdotes, and 
personalities. A set of dates to which one can peg all later historical knowledge is of 
enormous help later on in establishing the perspective of history. It does not greatly 
matter which dates: those of the Kings of England will do very nicely, provided that 
they are accompanied by pictures of costumes, architecture, and other everyday things, 
so that the mere mention of a date calls up a very strong visual presentment of the 
whole period.

Geography will similarly be presented in its factual aspect, with maps, natural features, 
and visual presentment of customs, costumes, flora, fauna, and so on; and I believe 
myself that the discredited and old-fashioned memorizing of a few capitol cities, rivers, 
mountain ranges, etc., does no harm. Stamp collecting may be encouraged.

Science, in the Poll-Parrot period, arranges itself naturally and easily around 
collections—the identifying and naming of specimens and, in general, the kind of thing 
that used to be called "natural philosophy." To know the name and properties of things 
is, at this age, a satisfaction in itself; to recognize a devil's coach-horse at sight, and 
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assure one's foolish elders, that, in spite of its appearance, it does not sting; to be able 
to pick out Cassiopeia and the Pleiades, and perhaps even to know who Cassiopeia and 
the Pleiades were; to be aware that a whale is not a fish, and a bat not a bird—all these 
things give a pleasant sensation of superiority; while to know a ring snake from an 
adder or a poisonous from an edible toadstool is a kind of knowledge that also has 
practical value.

The grammar of Mathematics begins, of course, with the multiplication table, which, if 
not learnt now, will never be learnt with pleasure; and with the recognition of 
geometrical shapes and the grouping of numbers. These exercises lead naturally to the 
doing of simple sums in arithmetic. More complicated mathematical processes may, 
and perhaps should, be postponed, for the reasons which will presently appear.

So far (except, of course, for the Latin), our curriculum contains nothing that departs 
very far from common practice. The difference will be felt rather in the attitude of the 
teachers, who must look upon all these activities less as "subjects" in themselves than as 
a gathering-together of material for use in the next part of the Trivium. What that 
material is, is only of secondary importance; but it is as well that anything and 
everything which can be usefully committed to memory should be memorized at this 
period, whether it is immediately intelligible or not. The modern tendency is to try and 
force rational explanations on a child's mind at too early an age. Intelligent questions, 
spontaneously asked, should, of course, receive an immediate and rational answer; but 
it is a great mistake to suppose that a child cannot readily enjoy and remember things 
that are beyond his power to analyze—particularly if those things have a strong 
imaginative appeal (as, for example, "Kubla Kahn"), an attractive jingle (like some of 
the memory-rhymes for Latin genders), or an abundance of rich, resounding 
polysyllables (like the Quicunque vult).

This reminds me of the grammar of Theology. I shall add it to the curriculum, because 
theology is the mistress-science without which the whole educational structure will 
necessarily lack its final synthesis. Those who disagree about this will remain content 
to leave their pupil's education still full of loose ends. This will matter rather less than 
it might, since by the time that the tools of learning have been forged the student will 
be able to tackle theology for himself, and will probably insist upon doing so and 
making sense of it. Still, it is as well to have this matter also handy and ready for the 
reason to work upon. At the grammatical age, therefore, we should become acquainted 
with the story of God and Man in outline—i.e., the Old and New testaments presented 
as parts of a single narrative of Creation, Rebellion, and Redemption—and also with 
the Creed, the Lord's Prayer, and the Ten Commandments. At this early stage, it does 
not matter nearly so much that these things should be fully understood as that they 
should be known and remembered.

It is difficult to say at what age, precisely, we should pass from the first to the second 
part of the Trivium. Generally speaking, the answer is: so soon as the pupil shows 
himself disposed to pertness and interminable argument. For as, in the first part, the 
master faculties are Observation and Memory, so, in the second, the master faculty is 
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the Discursive Reason. In the first, the exercise to which the rest of the material was, 
as it were, keyed, was the Latin grammar; in the second, the key-exercise will be 
Formal Logic. It is here that our curriculum shows its first sharp divergence from 
modern standards. The disrepute into which Formal Logic has fallen is entirely 
unjustified; and its neglect is the root cause of nearly all those disquieting symptoms 
which we have noted in the modern intellectual constitution. Logic has been 
discredited, partly because we have come to suppose that we are conditioned almost 
entirely by the intuitive and the unconscious. There is no time to argue whether this is 
true; I will simply observe that to neglect the proper training of the reason is the best 
possible way to make it true. Another cause for the disfavor into which Logic has 
fallen is the belief that it is entirely based upon universal assumptions that are either 
unprovable or tautological. This is not true. Not all universal propositions are of this 
kind. But even if they were, it would make no difference, since every syllogism whose 
major premise is in the form "All A is B" can be recast in hypothetical form. Logic is 
the art of arguing correctly: "If A, then B." The method is not invalidated by the 
hypothetical nature of A. Indeed, the practical utility of Formal Logic today lies not so 
much in the establishment of positive conclusions as in the prompt detection and 
exposure of invalid inference.

Let us now quickly review our material and see how it is to be related to Dialectic. On 
the Language side, we shall now have our vocabulary and morphology at our 
fingertips; henceforward we can concentrate on syntax and analysis (i.e., the logical 
construction of speech) and the history of language (i.e., how we came to arrange our 
speech as we do in order to convey our thoughts).

Our Reading will proceed from narrative and lyric to essays, argument and criticism, 
and the pupil will learn to try his own hand at writing this kind of thing. Many lessons
—on whatever subject—will take the form of debates; and the place of individual or 
choral recitation will be taken by dramatic performances, with special attention to 
plays in which an argument is stated in dramatic form.

Mathematics—algebra, geometry, and the more advanced kinds of arithmetic--will 
now enter into the syllabus and take its place as what it really is: not a separate 
"subject" but a sub- department of Logic. It is neither more nor less than the rule of the 
syllogism in its particular application to number and measurement, and should be 
taught as such, instead of being, for some, a dark mystery, and, for others, a special 
revelation, neither illuminating nor illuminated by any other part of knowledge.

History, aided by a simple system of ethics derived from the grammar of theology, will 
provide much suitable material for discussion: Was the behavior of this statesman 
justified? What was the effect of such an enactment? What are the arguments for and 
against this or that form of government? We shall thus get an introduction to 
constitutional history—a subject meaningless to the young child, but of absorbing 
interest to those who are prepared to argue and debate. Theology itself will furnish 
material for argument about conduct and morals; and should have its scope extended 
by a simplified course of dogmatic theology (i.e., the rational structure of Christian 
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thought), clarifying the relations between the dogma and the ethics, and lending itself 
to that application of ethical principles in particular instances which is properly called 
casuistry. Geography and the Sciences will likewise provide material for Dialectic.

But above all, we must not neglect the material which is so abundant in the pupils' own 
daily life.

There is a delightful passage in Leslie Paul's "The Living Hedge" which tells how a 
number of small boys enjoyed themselves for days arguing about an extraordinary 
shower of rain which had fallen in their town—a shower so localized that it left one 
half of the main street wet and the other dry. Could one, they argued, properly say that 
it had rained that day on or over the town or only in the town? How many drops of 
water were required to constitute rain? And so on. Argument about this led on to a 
host of similar problems about rest and motion, sleep and waking, est and non est, and 
the infinitesimal division of time. The whole passage is an admirable example of the 
spontaneous development of the ratiocinative faculty and the natural and proper thirst 
of the awakening reason for the definition of terms and exactness of statement. All 
events are food for such an appetite.

An umpire's decision; the degree to which one may transgress the spirit of a regulation 
without being trapped by the letter: on such questions as these, children are born 
casuists, and their natural propensity only needs to be developed and trained—and 
especially, brought into an intelligible relationship with the events in the grown-up 
world. The newspapers are full of good material for such exercises: legal decisions, on 
the one hand, in cases where the cause at issue is not too abstruse; on the other, 
fallacious reasoning and muddleheaded arguments, with which the correspondence 
columns of certain papers one could name are abundantly stocked.

Wherever the matter for Dialectic is found, it is, of course, highly important that 
attention should be focused upon the beauty and economy of a fine demonstration or a 
well-turned argument, lest veneration should wholly die. Criticism must not be merely 
destructive; though at the same time both teacher and pupils must be ready to detect 
fallacy, slipshod reasoning, ambiguity, irrelevance, and redundancy, and to pounce 
upon them like rats. This is the moment when precis-writing may be usefully 
undertaken; together with such exercises as the writing of an essay, and the reduction 
of it, when written, by 25 or 50 percent.

It will, doubtless, be objected that to encourage young persons at the Pert age to 
browbeat, correct, and argue with their elders will render them perfectly intolerable. 
My answer is that children of that age are intolerable anyhow; and that their natural 
argumentativeness may just as well be canalized to good purpose as allowed to run 
away into the sands. It may, indeed, be rather less obtrusive at home if it is disciplined 
in school; and anyhow, elders who have abandoned the wholesome principle that 
children should be seen and not heard have no one to blame but themselves.

Once again, the contents of the syllabus at this stage may be anything you like. The 
"subjects" supply material; but they are all to be regarded as mere grist for the mental 
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mill to work upon. The pupils should be encouraged to go and forage for their own 
information, and so guided towards the proper use of libraries and books for reference, 
and shown how to tell which sources are authoritative and which are not.

Towards the close of this stage, the pupils will probably be beginning to discover for 
themselves that their knowledge and experience are insufficient, and that their trained 
intelligences need a great deal more material to chew upon. The imagination—usually 
dormant during the Pert age—will reawaken, and prompt them to suspect the 
limitations of logic and reason. This means that they are passing into the Poetic age 
and are ready to embark on the study of Rhetoric. The doors of the storehouse of 
knowledge should now be thrown open for them to browse about as they will. The 
things once learned by rote will be seen in new contexts; the things once coldly 
analyzed can now be brought together to form a new synthesis; here and there a 
sudden insight will bring about that most exciting of all discoveries: the realization that 
truism is true.

It is difficult to map out any general syllabus for the study of Rhetoric: a certain 
freedom is demanded. In literature, appreciation should be again allowed to take the 
lead over destructive criticism; and self-expression in writing can go forward, with its 
tools now sharpened to cut clean and observe proportion. Any child who already 
shows a disposition to specialize should be given his head: for, when the use of the 
tools has been well and truly learned, it is available for any study whatever. It would be 
well, I think, that each pupil should learn to do one, or two, subjects really well, while 
taking a few classes in subsidiary subjects so as to keep his mind open to the inter-
relations of all knowledge. Indeed, at this stage, our difficulty will be to keep "subjects" 
apart; for Dialectic will have shown all branches of learning to be inter-related, so 
Rhetoric will tend to show that all knowledge is one. To show this, and show why it is 
so, is pre-eminently the task of the mistress science. But whether theology is studied or 
not, we should at least insist that children who seem inclined to specialize on the 
mathematical and scientific side should be obliged to attend some lessons in the 
humanities and vice versa. At this stage, also, the Latin grammar, having done its 
work, may be dropped for those who prefer to carry on their language studies on the 
modern side; while those who are likely never to have any great use or aptitude for 
mathematics might also be allowed to rest, more or less, upon their oars. Generally 
speaking, whatsoever is mere apparatus may now be allowed to fall into the 
background, while the trained mind is gradually prepared for specialization in the 
"subjects" which, when the Trivium is completed, it should be perfectly well equipped 
to tackle on its own. The final synthesis of the Trivium—the presentation and public 
defense of the thesis—should be restored in some form; perhaps as a kind of "leaving 
examination" during the last term at school.

The scope of Rhetoric depends also on whether the pupil is to be turned out into the 
world at the age of 16 or whether he is to proceed to the university. Since, really, 
Rhetoric should be taken at about 14, the first category of pupil should study 
Grammar from about 9 to 11, and Dialectic from 12 to 14; his last two school years 
would then be devoted to Rhetoric, which, in this case, would be of a fairly specialized 
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and vocational kind, suiting him to enter immediately upon some practical career. A 
pupil of the second category would finish his Dialectical course in his preparatory 
school, and take Rhetoric during his first two years at his public school. At 16, he 
would be ready to start upon those "subjects" which are proposed for his later study at 
the university: and this part of his education will correspond to the mediaeval 
Quadrivium. What this amounts to is that the ordinary pupil, whose formal education 
ends at 16, will take the Trivium only; whereas scholars will take both the Trivium and 
the Quadrivium.

Is the Trivium, then, a sufficient education for life? Properly taught, I believe that it 
should be. At the end of the Dialectic, the children will probably seem to be far behind 
their coevals brought up on old-fashioned "modern" methods, so far as detailed 
knowledge of specific subjects is concerned. But after the age of 14 they should be able 
to overhaul the others hand over fist. Indeed, I am not at all sure that a pupil 
thoroughly proficient in the Trivium would not be fit to proceed immediately to the 
university at the age of 16, thus proving himself the equal of his mediaeval counterpart, 
whose precocity astonished us at the beginning of this discussion. This, to be sure, 
would make hay of the English public-school system, and disconcert the universities 
very much. It would, for example, make quite a different thing of the Oxford and 
Cambridge boat race.

But I am not here to consider the feelings of academic bodies: I am concerned only 
with the proper training of the mind to encounter and deal with the formidable mass of 
undigested problems presented to it by the modern world. For the tools of learning are 
the same, in any and every subject; and the person who knows how to use them will, at 
any age, get the mastery of a new subject in half the time and with a quarter of the 
effort expended by the person who has not the tools at his command. To learn six 
subjects without remembering how they were learnt does nothing to ease the approach 
to a seventh; to have learnt and remembered the art of learning makes the approach to 
every subject an open door.

It is clear that the successful teaching of this neo-mediaeval curriculum will depend 
even more than usual upon the working together of the whole teaching staff towards a 
common purpose. Since no subject is considered as an evil in itself, any kind of rivalry 
in the staff-room will be sadly out of place. The fact that a pupil is unfortunately 
obliged, for some reason, to miss the history period on Fridays, or the Shakespeare 
class on Tuesdays, or even to omit a whole subject in favour of some other subject, 
must not be allowed to cause any heart-burnings—the essential is that he should 
acquire the method of learning in whatever medium suits him best. If human nature 
suffers under this blow to one's professional pride in one's own subject, there is 
comfort in the thought that the end-of-term examination results will not be affected; 
for the papers will be so arranged as to be an examination in method, by whatever 
means.

I will add that it is highly important that every teacher should, for his or her own sake, 
be qualified and required to teach in all three parts of the Trivium; otherwise Masters 
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of Dialectic, especially, might find their minds hardening into a permanent 
adolescence. For this reason, teachers in preparatory schools should also take Rhetoric 
class in the public schools to which they are attached; or, if they are not so attached, 
then by arrangement in other schools in the same neighborhood. Alternatively, a few 
preliminary classes in rhetoric might be taken in preparatory school from the age of 
thirteen onwards. 

Before concluding these necessarily very sketchy suggestions, I ought to say why I 
think it necessary, in these days, to go back to a discipline which we had discarded. 
The truth is that for the last three hundred years or so we have been living upon our 
educational capital. The post-Renaissance world, bewildered and excited by the 
profusion of new "subjects" offered to it, broke away from the old discipline (which 
had, indeed, become sadly dull and stereotyped in its practical application) and 
imagined that henceforward it could, as it were, disport itself happily in its new and 
extended Quadrivium without passing through the Trivium. But the Scholastic 
tradition, though broken and maimed, still lingered in the public schools and 
universities: Milton, however much he protested against it, was formed by it--the 
debate of the Fallen Angels and the disputation of Abdiel with Satan have the tool-
marks of the Schools upon them, and might, incidentally, profitably figure as set 
passages for our Dialectical studies. Right down to the nineteenth century, our public 
affairs were mostly managed, and our books and journals were for the most part 
written, by people brought up in homes, and trained in places, where that tradition 
was still alive in the memory and almost in the blood. Just so, many people today who 
are atheist or agnostic in religion, are governed in their conduct by a code of Christian 
ethics which is so rooted that it never occurs to them to question it.

But one cannot live on capital forever. However firmly a tradition is rooted, if it is 
never watered, though it dies hard, yet in the end it dies. 

And today a great number--perhaps the majority—of the men and women who handle 
our affairs, write our books and our newspapers, carry out our research, present our 
plays and our films, speak from our platforms and pulpits—yes, and who educate our 
young people--have never, even in a lingering traditional memory, undergone the 
Scholastic discipline. Less and less do the children who come to be educated bring any 
of that tradition with them. We have lost the tools of learning—the axe and the wedge, 
the hammer and the saw, the chisel and the plane—that were so adaptable to all tasks. 
Instead of them, we have merely a set of complicated jigs, each of which will do but 
one task and no more, and in using which eye and hand receive no training, so that no 
man ever sees the work as a whole or "looks to the end of the work."

What use is it to pile task on task and prolong the days of labor, if at the close the chief 
object is left unattained? It is not the fault of the teachers—they work only too hard 
already. The combined folly of a civilization that has forgotten its own roots is forcing 
them to shore up the tottering weight of an educational structure that is built upon 
sand. They are doing for their pupils the work which the pupils themselves ought to 
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do. For the sole true end of education is simply this: to teach men how to learn for 
themselves; and whatever instruction fails to do this is effort spent in vain.

Lecture 21.4 — C.S. LEWIS 
ASSIGNMENT: Read "The Weight of Glory" by C.S. Lewis. What is the 
ultimate goal of the Christian life? What does this goal look like? 

SELECTION: "The Weight of Glory, ” a sermon by C.S. Lewis. 

If you asked twenty good men to-day what they thought the highest of the virtues, 
nineteen of them would reply, Unselfishness. But if you asked almost any of the great 
Christians of old he would have replied, Love. You see what has happened? A negative 
term has been substituted for a positive, and this is of more than philological 
importance. The negative ideal of Unselfishness carries with it the suggestion not 
primarily of securing good things for others, but of going without them ourselves, as if 
our abstinence and not their happiness was the important point. I do not think this is 
the Christian virtue of Love. The New Testament has lots to say about self-denial, but 
not about self-denial as an end in itself. We are told to deny ourselves and to take up 
our crosses in order that we may follow Christ; and nearly every description of what 
we shall ultimately find if we do so contains an appeal to desire. If there lurks in most 
modern minds the notion that to desire our own good and earnestly to hope for the 
enjoyment of it is a bad thing, I submit that this notion has crept in from Kant and the 
Stoics and is no part of the Christian faith. Indeed, if we consider the unblushing 
promises of reward and the staggering nature of the rewards promised in the Gospels, 
it would seem that Our Lord finds our desires, not too strong, but too weak. We are 
half-hearted creatures, fooling about with drink and sex and ambition when infinite joy 
is offered us, like an ignorant child who wants to go on making mud pies in a slum 
because he cannot imagine what is meant by the offer of a holiday at the sea. We are 
far too easily pleased.

We must not be troubled by unbelievers when they say that this promise of reward 
makes the Christian life a mercenary affair. There are different kinds of reward. There 
is the reward which has no natural connexion with the things you do to earn it, and is 
quite foreign to the desires that ought to accompany those things. Money is not the 
natural reward of love; that is why we call a man mercenary if he marries a woman for 
the sake of her money. But marriage is the proper reward for a real lover, and he is not 
mercenary for desiring it. A general who fights well in order to get a peerage is 
mercenary; a general who fights for victory is not, victory being the proper reward of 
battle as marriage is the proper reward of love. The proper rewards are not simply 
tacked on to the activity for which they are given, but are the activity itself in 
consummation. There is also a third case, which is more complicated. An enjoyment of 
Greek poetry is certainly a proper, and not a mercenary, reward for learning Greek; 
but only those who have reached the stage of enjoying Greek poetry can tell from their 
own experience that this is so. The schoolboy beginning Greek grammar cannot look 
forward to his adult enjoyment of Sophocles as a lover looks forward to marriage or a 
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general to victory. He has to begin by working for marks, or to escape punishment, or 
to please his parents, or, at best, in the hope of a future good which he cannot at 
present imagine or desire. His position, therefore, bears a certain resemblance to that 
of the mercenary; the reward he is going to get will, in actual fact, be a natural or 
proper reward, but he will not know that till he has got it. Of course, he gets it 
gradually; enjoyment creeps in upon the mere drudgery, and nobody could point to a 
day or an hour when the one ceased and the other began. But it is just in so far as he 
approaches the reward that be becomes able to desire it for its own sake; indeed, the 
power of so desiring it is itself a preliminary reward.

The Christian, in relation to heaven, is in much the same position as this schoolboy. 
Those who have attained everlasting life in the vision of God doubtless know very well 
that it is no mere bribe, but the very consummation of their earthly discipleship; but 
we who have not yet attained it cannot know this in the same way, and cannot even 
begin to know it at all except by continuing to obey and finding the first reward of our 
obedience in our increasing power to desire the ultimate reward. Just in proportion as 
the desire grows, our fear lest it should be a mercenary desire will die away and finally 
be recognized as an absurdity. But probably this will not, for most of us, happen in a 
day; poetry replaces grammar, gospel replaces law, longing transforms obedience, as 
gradually as the tide lifts a grounded ship.

But there is one other important similarity between the schoolboy and ourselves. If he 
is an imaginative boy he will, quite probably, be revelling in the English poets and 
romancers suitable to his age some time before he begins to suspect that Greek 
grammar is going to lead him to more and more enjoyments of this same sort. He may 
even be neglecting his Greek to read Shelley and Swinburne in secret. In other words, 
the desire which Greek is really going to gratify already exists in him and is attached to 
objects which seem to him quite unconnected with Xenophon and the verbs in µι. 
Now, if we are made for heaven, the desire for our proper place will be already in us, 
but not yet attached to the true object, and will even appear as the rival of that object. 
And this, I think, is just what we find. No doubt there is one point in which my 
analogy of the schoolboy breaks down. The English poetry which he reads when he 
ought to be doing Greek exercises may be just as good as the Greek poetry to which 
the exercises are leading him, so that in fixing on Milton instead of journeying on to 
Aeschylus his desire is not embracing a false object. But our case is very different. If a 
transtemporal, transfinite good is our real destiny, then any other good on which our 
desire fixes must be in some degree fallacious, must bear at best only a symbolical 
relation to what will truly satisfy.

In speaking of this desire for our own far-off country, which we find in ourselves even 
now, I feel a certain shyness. I am almost committing an indecency. I am trying to rip 
open the inconsolable secret in each one of you—the secret which hurts so much that 
you take your revenge on it by calling it names like Nostalgia and Romanticism and 
Adolescence; the secret also which pierces with such sweetness that when, in very 
intimate conversation, the mention of it becomes imminent, we grow awkward and 
affect to laugh at ourselves; the secret we cannot hide and cannot tell, though we desire 
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to do both. We cannot tell it because it is a desire for something that has never actually 
appeared in our experience. We cannot hide it because our experience is constantly 
suggesting it, and we betray ourselves like lovers at the mention of a name. Our 
commonest expedient is to call it beauty and behave as if that had settled the matter. 
Wordsworth’s expedient was to identify it with certain moments in his own past. But 
all this is a cheat. If Wordsworth had gone back to those moments in the past, he 
would not have found the thing itself, but only the reminder of it; what he remembered 
would turn out to be itself a remembering. The books or the music in which we 
thought the beauty was located will betray us if we trust to them; it was not in them, it 
only came through them, and what came through them was longing. These things—the 
beauty, the memory of our own past—are good images of what we really desire; but if 
they are mistaken for the thing itself they turn into dumb idols, breaking the hearts of 
their worshippers. For they are not the thing itself; they are only the scent of a flower 
we have not found, the echo of a tune we have not heard, news from a country we have 
never yet visited. Do you think I am trying to weave a spell? Perhaps I am; but 
remember your fairy tales. Spells are used for breaking enchantments as well as for 
inducing them. And you and I have need of the strongest spell that can be found to 
wake us from the evil enchantment of worldliness which has been laid upon us for 
nearly a hundred years. Almost our whole education has been directed to silencing this 
shy, persistent, inner voice; almost all our modem philosophies have been devised to 
convince us that the good of man is to be found on this earth. And yet it is a 
remarkable thing that such philosophies of Progress or Creative Evolution themselves 
bear reluctant witness to the truth that our real goal is elsewhere. When they want to 
convince you that earth is your home, notice how they set about it. They begin by 
trying to persuade you that earth can be made into heaven, thus giving a sop to your 
sense of exile in earth as it is. Next, they tell you that this fortunate event is still a good 
way off in the future, thus giving a sop to your knowledge that the fatherland is not 
here and now. Finally, lest your longing for the transtemporal should awake and spoil 
the whole affair, they use any rhetoric that comes to hand to keep out of your mind the 
recollection that even if all the happiness they promised could come to man on earth, 
yet still each generation would lose it by death, including the last generation of all, and 
the whole story would be nothing, not even a story, for ever and ever. Hence all the 
nonsense that Mr. Shaw puts into the final speech of Lilith, and Bergson’s remark that 
the élan vital is capable of surmounting all obstacles, perhaps even death—as if we 
could believe that any social or biological development on this planet will delay the 
senility of the sun or reverse the second law of thermodynamics.

Do what they will, then, we remain conscious of a desire which no natural happiness 
will satisfy. But is there any reason to suppose that reality offers any satisfaction to it? 
"Nor does the being hungry prove that we have bread." But I think it may be urged 
that this misses the point. A man’s physical hunger does not prove that that man will 
get any bread; he may die of starvation on a raft in the Atlantic. But surely a man’s 
hunger does prove that he comes of a race which repairs its body by eating and 
inhabits a world where eatable substances exist. In the same way, though I do not 
believe (I wish I did) that my desire for Paradise proves that I shall enjoy it, I think it a 
pretty good indication that such a thing exists and that some men will. A man may love 
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a woman and not win her; but it would be very odd if the phenomenon called "falling 
in love" occurred in a sexless world.

Here, then, is the desire, still wandering and uncertain of its object and still largely 
unable to see that object in the direction where it really lies. Our sacred books give us 
some account of the object. It is, of course, a symbolical account. Heaven is, by 
definition, outside our experience, but all intelligible descriptions must be of things 
within our experience. The scriptural picture of heaven is therefore just as symbolical 
as the picture which our desire, unaided, invents for itself; heaven is not really full of 
jewelry any more than it is really the beauty of Nature, or a fine piece of music. The 
difference is that the scriptural imagery has authority. It comes to us from writers who 
were closer to God than we, and it has stood the test of Christian experience down the 
centuries. The natural appeal of this authoritative imagery is to me, at first, very small. 
At first sight it chills, rather than awakes, my desire. And that is just what I ought to 
expect. If Christianity could tell me no more of the far-off land than my own 
temperament led me to surmise already, then Christianity would be no higher than 
myself. If it has more to give me, I must expect it to be less immediately attractive than 
"my own stuff." Sophocles at first seems dull and cold to the boy who has only reached 
Shelley. If our religion is something objective, then we must never avert our eyes from 
those elements in it which seem puzzling or repellent; for it will be precisely the 
puzzling or the repellent which conceals what we do not yet know and need to know.

The promises of Scripture may very roughly be reduced to five heads. It is promised, 
firstly, that we shall be with Christ; secondly, that we shall be like Him; thirdly, with an 
enormous wealth of imagery, that we shall have "glory"; fourthly, that we shall, in some 
sense, be fed or feasted or entertained; and, finally, that we shall have some sort of 
official position in the universe—ruling cities, judging angels, being pillars of God’s 
temple. The first question I ask about these promises is: "Why any of them except the 
first?" Can anything be added to the conception of being with Christ? For it must be 
true, as an old writer says, that he who has God and everything else has no more than 
he who has God only. I think the answer turns again on the nature of symbols. For 
though it may escape our notice at first glance, yet it is true that any conception of 
being with Christ which most of us can now form will be not very much less 
symbolical than the other promises; for it will smuggle in ideas of proximity in space 
and loving conversation as we now understand conversation, and it will probably 
concentrate on the humanity of Christ to the exclusion of His deity. And, in fact, we 
find that those Christians who attend solely to this first promise always do fill it up 
with very earthly imagery indeed—in fact, with hymeneal or erotic imagery. I am not 
for a moment condemning such imagery. I heartily wish I could enter into it more 
deeply than I do, and pray that I yet shall. But my point is that this also is only a 
symbol, like the reality in some respects, but unlike it in others, and therefore needs 
correction from the different symbols in the other promises. The variation of the 
promises does not mean that anything other than God will be our ultimate bliss; but 
because God is more than a Person, and lest we should imagine the joy of His presence 
too exclusively in terms of our present poor experience of personal love, with all its 
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narrowness and strain and monotony, a dozen changing images, correcting and 
relieving each other, are supplied.

I turn next to the idea of glory. There is no getting away from the fact that this idea is 
very prominent in the New Testament and in early Christian writings. Salvation is 
constantly associated with palms, crowns, white robes, thrones, and splendour like the 
sun and stars. All this makes no immediate appeal to me at all, and in that respect I 
fancy I am a typical modern. Glory suggests two ideas to me, of which one seems 
wicked and the other ridiculous. Either glory means to me fame, or it means 
luminosity. As for the first, since to be famous means to be better known than other 
people, the desire for fame appears to me as a competitive passion and therefore of hell 
rather than heaven. As for the second, who wishes to become a kind of living electric 
light bulb?

When I began to look into this matter I was shocked to find such different Christians 
as Milton, Johnson and Thomas Aquinas taking heavenly glory quite frankly in the 
sense of fame or good report. But not fame conferred by our fellow creatures—fame 
with God, approval or (I might say) "appreciation’ by God. And then, when I had 
thought it over, I saw that this view was scriptural; nothing can eliminate from the 
parable the divine accolade, "Well done, thou good and faithful servant." With that, a 
good deal of what I had been thinking all my life fell down like a house of cards. I 
suddenly remembered that no one can enter heaven except as a child; and nothing is so 
obvious in a child—not in a conceited child, but in a good child—as its great and 
undisguised pleasure in being praised. Not only in a child, either, but even in a dog or a 
horse. Apparently what I had mistaken for humility had, all these years prevented me 
from understanding what is in fact the humblest, the most childlike, the most 
creaturely of pleasures—nay, the specific pleasure of the inferior: the pleasure a beast 
before men, a child before its father, a pupil before his teacher, a creature before its 
Creator. I am not forgetting how horribly this most innocent desire is parodied in our 
human ambitions, or how very quickly, in my own experience, the lawful pleasure of 
praise from those whom it was my duty to please turns into the deadly poison of self-
admiration. But I thought I could detect a moment—a very, very short moment—
before this happened, during which the satisfaction of having pleased those whom I 
rightly loved and rightly feared was pure. And that is enough to raise our thoughts to 
what may happen when the redeemed soul, beyond all hope and nearly beyond belief, 
learns at last that she has pleased Him whom she was created to please. There will be 
no room for vanity then. She will be free from the miserable illusion that it is her 
doing. With no taint of what we should now call self-approval she will most innocently 
rejoice in the thing that God has made her to be, and the moment which heals her old 
inferiority complex for ever will also drown her pride deeper than Prospero’s book. 
Perfect humility dispenses with modesty. If God is satisfied with the work, the work 
may be satisfied with itself; "it is not for her to bandy compliments with her Sovereign." 
I can imagine someone saying that he dislikes my idea of heaven as a place where we 
are patted on the back. But proud misunderstanding is behind that dislike. In the end 
that Face which is the delight or the terror of the universe must be turned upon each of 
us either with one expression or with the other, either conferring glory inexpressible or 
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inflicting shame that can never be cured or disguised. I read in a periodical the other 
day that the fundamental thing is how we think of God. By God Himself, it is not! 
How God thinks of us is not only more important, but infinitely more important. 
Indeed, how we think of Him is of no importance except in so far as it is related to how 
He thinks of us. It is written that we shall "stand before" Him, shall appear, shall be 
inspected. The promise of glory is the promise, almost incredible and only possible by 
the work of Christ, that some of us, that any of us who really chooses, shall actually 
survive that examination, shall find approval, shall please God. To please God...to be a 
real ingredient in the divine happiness…to be loved by God, not merely pitied, but 
delighted in as an artist delights in his work or a father in a son—it seems impossible, a 
weight or burden of glory which our thoughts can hardly sustain. But so it is.

And now notice what is happening. If I had rejected the authoritative and scriptural 
image of glory and stuck obstinately to the vague desire which was, at the outset, my 
only pointer to heaven, I could have seen no connexion at all between that desire and 
the Christian promise. But now, having followed up what seemed puzzling and 
repellent in the sacred books, I find, to my great surprise, looking back, that the 
connexion is perfectly clear. Glory, as Christianity teaches me to hope for it, turns out 
to satisfy my original desire and indeed to reveal an element in that desire which I had 
not noticed. By ceasing for a moment to consider my own wants I have begun to learn 
better what I really wanted. When I attempted, a few minutes ago, to describe our 
spiritual longings, I was omitting one of their most curious characteristics. We usually 
notice it just as the moment of vision dies away, as the music ends or as the landscape 
loses the celestial light. What we feel then has been well described by Keats as "the 
journey homeward to habitual self." You know what I mean. For a few minutes we 
have had the illusion of belonging to that world. Now we wake to find that it is no such 
thing. We have been mere spectators. Beauty has smiled, but not to welcome us; her 
face was turned in our direction, but not to see us. We have not been accepted, 
welcomed, or taken into the dance. We may go when we please, we may stay if we can: 
"Nobody marks us." A scientist may reply that since most of the things we call 
beautiful are inanimate, it is not very surprising that they take no notice of us. That, of 
course, is true. It is not the physical objects that I am speaking of, but that 
indescribable something of which they become for a moment the messengers. And part 
of the bitterness which mixes with the sweetness of that message is due to the fact that 
it so seldom seems to be a message intended for us but rather something we have 
overheard. By bitterness I mean pain, not resentment. We should hardly dare to ask 
that any notice be taken of ourselves. But we pine. The sense that in this universe we 
are treated as strangers, the longing to be acknowledged, to meet with some response, 
to bridge some chasm that yawns between us and reality, is part of our inconsolable 
secret. And surely, from this point of view, the promise of glory, in the sense described, 
becomes highly relevant to our deep desire. For glory meant good report with God, 
acceptance by God, response, acknowledgment, and welcome into the heart of things. 
The door on which we have been knocking all our lives will open at last.

Perhaps it seems rather crude to describe glory as the fact of being "noticed" by God. 
But this is almost the language of the New Testament. St. Paul promises to those who 
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love God not, as we should expect, that they will know Him, but that they will be 
known by Him (I Cor. viii. 3). It is a strange promise. Does not God know all things at 
all times? But it is dreadfully re- echoed in another passage of the New Testament. 
There we are warned that it may happen to any one of us to appear at last before the 
face of God and hear only the appalling words: "I never knew you. Depart from Me." 
In some sense, as dark to the intellect as it is unendurable to the feelings, we can be 
both banished from the presence of Him who is present everywhere and erased from 
the knowledge of Him who knows all. We can be left utterly and absolutely outside—
repelled, exiled, estranged, finally and unspeakably ignored. On the other hand, we 
can be called in, welcomed, received, acknowledged. We walk every day on the razor 
edge between these two incredible possibilities. Apparently, then, our lifelong 
nostalgia, our longing to be reunited with something in the universe from which we 
now feel cut off, to be on the inside of some door which we have always seen from the 
outside, is no mere neurotic fancy, but the truest index of our real situation. And to be 
at last summoned inside would be both glory and honour beyond all our merits and 
also the healing of that old ache.

And this brings me to the other sense of glory—glory as brightness, splendour, 
luminosity. We are to shine as the sun, we are to be given the Morning Star. I think I 
begin to see what it means. In one way, of course, God has given us the Morning Star 
already: you can go and enjoy the gift on many fine mornings if you get up early 
enough. What more, you may ask, do we want? Ah, but we want so much more— 
something the books on aesthetics take little notice of. But the poets and the 
mythologies know all about it. We do not want merely to see beauty, though, God 
knows, even that is bounty enough. We want something else which can hardly be put 
into words—to be united with the beauty we see, to pass into it, to receive it into 
ourselves, to bathe in it, to become part of it. That is why we have peopled air and 
earth and water with gods and goddesses and nymphs and elves—that, though we 
cannot, yet these projections can, enjoy in themselves that beauty grace, and power of 
which Nature is the image. That is why the poets tell us such lovely falsehoods. They 
talk as if the west wind could really sweep into a human soul; but it can’t. They tell us 
that "beauty born of murmuring sound" will pass into a human face; but it won’t. Or 
not yet. For if we take the imagery of Scripture seriously, if we believe that God will 
one day give us the Morning Star and cause us to put on the splendour of the sun, then 
we may surmise that both the ancient myths and the modern poetry, so false as history, 
may be very near the truth as prophecy. At present we are on the outside of the world, 
the wrong side of the door. We discern the freshness and purity of morning, but they 
do not make us fresh and pure. We cannot mingle with the splendours we see. But all 
the leaves of the New Testament are rustling with the rumour that it will not always be 
so. Some day, God willing, we shall get in. When human souls have become as perfect 
in voluntary obedience as the inanimate creation is in its lifeless obedience, then they 
will put on its glory, or rather that greater glory of which Nature is only the first 
sketch. For you must not think that I am putting forward any heathen fancy of being 
absorbed into Nature. Nature is mortal; we shall outlive her. When all the suns and 
nebulae have passed away, each one of you will still be alive. Nature is only the image, 
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the symbol; but it is the symbol Scripture invites me to use. We are summoned to pass 
in through Nature, beyond her, into that splendour which she fitfully reflects.

And in there, in beyond Nature, we shall eat of the tree of life. At present, if we are 
reborn in Christ, the spirit in us lives directly on God; but the mind, and still more the 
body, receives life from Him at a thousand removes—through our ancestors, through 
our food, through the elements. The faint, far-off results of those energies which God’s 
creative rapture implanted in matter when He made the worlds are what we now call 
physical pleasures; and even thus filtered, they are too much for our present 
management. What would it be to taste at the fountain-head that stream of which even 
these lower reaches prove so intoxicating? Yet that, I believe, is what lies before us. 
The whole man is to drink joy from the fountain of joy. As St. Augustine said, the 
rapture of the saved soul will "flow over" into the glorified body. In the light of our 
present specialized and depraved appetites we cannot imagine this torrens voluptatis, 
and I warn everyone seriously not to try. But it must be mentioned, to drive out 
thoughts even more misleading—thoughts that what is saved is a mere ghost, or that 
the risen body lives in numb insensibility. The body was made for the Lord, and these 
dismal fancies are wide of the mark.

Meanwhile the cross comes before the crown and tomorrow is a Monday morning. A 
cleft has opened in the pitiless walls of the world, and we are invited to follow our 
great Captain inside. The following Him is, of course, the essential point. That being 
so, it may be asked what practical use there is in the speculations which I have been 
indulging. I can think of at least one such use. It may be possible for each to think too 
much of his own potential glory hereafter; it is hardly possible for him to think too 
often or too deeply about that of his neighbour. The load, or weight, or burden of my 
neighbour’s glory should be laid daily on my back, a load so heavy that only humility 
can carry it, and the backs of the proud will be broken. It is a serious thing to live in a 
society of possible gods and goddesses, to remember that the dullest and most 
uninteresting person you talk to may one day be a creature which, if you saw it now, 
you would be strongly tempted to worship, or else a horror and a corruption such as 
you now meet, if at all, only in a nightmare. All day long we are, in some degree, 
helping each other to one or other of these destinations. It is in the light of these 
overwhelming possibilities, it is with the awe and the circumspection proper to them, 
that we should conduct all our dealings with one another, all friendships, all loves, all 
play, all politics. There are no ordinary people. You have never talked to a mere mortal. 
Nations, cultures, arts, civilization—these are mortal, and their life is to ours as the life 
of a gnat. But it is immortals whom we joke with, work with, marry, snub, and exploit
—immortal horrors or everlasting splendours. This does not mean that we are to be 
perpetually solemn. We must play. But our merriment must be of that kind (and it is, 
in fact, the merriest kind) which exists between people who have, from the outset, 
taken each other seriously—no flippancy, no superiority, no presumption. And our 
charity must be a real and costly love, with deep feeling for the sins in spite of which 
we love the sinner—no mere tolerance or indulgence which parodies love as flippancy 
parodies merriment. Next to the Blessed Sacrament itself, your neighbour is the holiest 
object presented to your senses. If he is your Christian neighbour he is holy in almost 
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the same way, for in him also Christ vere latitat—the glorifier and the glorified, Glory 
Himself, is truly hidden.

Lecture 21.5 — J.R.R. TOLKIEN 
ASSIGNMENT: Complete Exam #21. 
In an essay of at least 300 words, explain the life, work, and legacy of Arthur 
Quiller-Couch plus two of this week’s other authors: G.K. Chesterton, Evelyn 
Waugh, Dorothy Sayers, C.S. Lewis, or J.R.R. Tolkien. Your essay must 
incorporate this week’s principle and will be graded upon the following criteria:

• Incorporation of Principle: _____ out of 25

• Historical Accuracy: _____ out of 25

• Quality of Writing: _____ out of 25

• Word Count & Penmanship: _____ out of 25

(Note: Essays may be typed or handwritten.)
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Lesson 22 
THE WRATH OF MAN: WORLD WAR II 

Lecture 22.1 — THE PRINCIPLE & THE RISE OF NAZI GERMANY I 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the manifesto or 25 demands of the Nazi party in 1920. 
Based upon these demands, how did the Nazis gain so many supporters 
among common people? What about these demands is attractive to the 
average person? What promises do they make? 

SELECTION: The 25 points of the Program of the NSDAP (National Socialist 
German Workers' Party) adopted February 1920. 

1. We demand the unification of all Germans in the Greater Germany on the basis of 
the right of self-determination of peoples.

2. We demand equality of rights for the German people in respect to the other 
nations; abrogation of the peace treaties of Versailles and St. Germain.

3. We demand land and territory (colonies) for the sustenance of our people, and 
colonization for our surplus population.

4. Only a member of the race can be a citizen. A member of the race can only be one 
who is of German blood, without consideration of creed. Consequently no Jew can 
be a member of the race.

5. Whoever has no citizenship is to be able to live in Germany only as a guest, and 
must be under the authority of legislation for foreigners.

6. The right to determine matters concerning administration and law belongs only to 
the citizen. Therefore we demand that every public office, of any sort whatsoever, 
whether in the Reich, the county or municipality, be filled only by citizens. We 
combat the corrupting parliamentary economy, office-holding only according to 
party inclinations without consideration of character or abilities.

7. We demand that the state be charged first with providing the opportunity for a 
livelihood and way of life for the citizens. If it is impossible to sustain the total 
population of the State, then the members of foreign nations (non-citizens) are to 
be expelled from the Reich.

8. Any further immigration of non-citizens is to be prevented. We demand that all 
non-Germans, who have immigrated to Germany since 2 August 1914, be forced 
immediately to leave the Reich.
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9. All citizens must have equal rights and obligations.

10. The first obligation of every citizen must be to work both spiritually and physically. 
The activity of individuals is not to counteract the interests of the universality, but 
must have its result within the framework of the whole for the benefit of all.

Consequently we demand:

11. Abolition of unearned (work and labour) incomes. Breaking of rent-slavery.

12. In consideration of the monstrous sacrifice in property and blood that each war 
demands of the people personal enrichment through a war must be designated as a 
crime against the people. Therefore we demand the total confiscation of all war 
profits.

13. We demand the nationalization of all (previous) associated industries (trusts).

14. We demand a division of profits of all heavy industries.

15. We demand an expansion on a large scale of old age welfare.

16. We demand the creation of a healthy middle class and its conservation, immediate 
communalization of the great warehouses and their being leased at low cost to 
small firms, the utmost consideration of all small firms in contracts with the State, 
county or municipality.

17. We demand a land reform suitable to our needs, provision of a law for the free 
expropriation of land for the purposes of public utility, abolition of taxes on land 
and prevention of all speculation in land.

18. We demand struggle without consideration against those whose activity is injurious 
to the general interest. Common national criminals, usurers, Schieber and so forth 
are to be punished with death, without consideration of confession or race.

19. We demand substitution of a German common law in place of the Roman Law 
serving a materialistic world-order.

20. The state is to be responsible for a fundamental reconstruction of our whole 
national education program, to enable every capable and industrious German to 
obtain higher education and subsequently introduction into leading positions. The 
plans of instruction of all educational institutions are to conform with the 
experiences of practical life. The comprehension of the concept of the State must 
be striven for by the school [Staatsbuergerkunde] as early as the beginning of 
understanding. We demand the education at the expense of the State of 
outstanding intellectually gifted children of poor parents without consideration of 
position or profession.
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21. The State is to care for the elevating national health by protecting the mother and 
child, by outlawing child-labor, by the encouragement of physical fitness, by means 
of the legal establishment of a gymnastic and sport obligation, by the utmost 
support of all organizations concerned with the physical instruction of the young.

22. We demand abolition of the mercenary troops and formation of a national army.

23. We demand legal opposition to known lies and their promulgation through the 
press. In order to enable the provision of a German press, we demand, that:

a. All writers and employees of the newspapers appearing in the German 
language be members of the race:

b. Non-German newspapers be required to have the express permission of the 
State to be published. They may not be printed in the German language:

c. Non-Germans are forbidden by law any financial interest in German 
publications, or any influence on them, and as punishment for violations the 
closing of such a publication as well as the immediate expulsion from the Reich 
of the non-German concerned. Publications which are counter to the general 
good are to be forbidden. We demand legal prosecution of artistic and literary 
forms which exert a destructive influence on our national life, and the closure of 
organizations opposing the above made demands.

24. We demand freedom of religion for all religious denominations within the state so 
long as they do not endanger its existence or oppose the moral senses of the 
Germanic race. The Party as such advocates the standpoint of a positive 
Christianity without binding itself confessionally to any one denomination. It 
combats the Jewish-materialistic spirit within and around us, and is convinced that 
a lasting recovery of our nation can only succeed from within on the framework: 
common utility precedes individual utility.

25. For the execution of all of this we demand the formation of a strong central power 
in the Reich. Unlimited authority of the central parliament over the whole Reich 
and its organizations in general. The forming of state and profession chambers for 
the execution of the laws made by the Reich within the various states of the 
confederation. The leaders of the Party promise, if necessary by sacrificing their 
own lives, to support by the execution of the points set forth above without 
consideration.
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Lecture 22.2 — THE RISE OF NAZI GERMANY II & THE START OF 
WAR 

ASSIGNMENT: Read the two eyewitness accounts of Kristallnacht. What do 
you notice about the participants, the victims, and the bystanders? 

SELECTION: Letter by a fireman in Laupheim, Germany. 

The alarm went off between 5-5:30 A.M., and as usual, I jumped on my bicycle 
towards the firehouse. I had a strange feeling when I got there and saw many people 
standing in front of it. I was not allowed to go into the firehouse to take the engines 
out, or even to open the doors. One of my friends, who lived next to the Synagogue, 
whispered to me, "Be quiet—the Synagogue is burning; I was beaten up already when 
I wanted to put out the fire."

Eventually we were allowed to take the fire engines out, but only very slowly. We were 
ordered not to use any water till the whole synagogue was burned down. Many of us 
did not like to do that, but we had to be careful not to voice our opinions, because "the 
enemy is listening."

Only after one of the party members was worried that his house was going to catch 
fire, were we allowed to use water. But, even then, we just had to stand and watch 
until the House of Prayers was reduced to rubble and ashes.

In the meantime, the marshals rounded up the Jews and dragged them in front of the 
Synagogue, where they had to kneel down and put their hands above their heads. I 
saw with my own eyes how one old Jew was dragged down and pushed to his knees. 
Then the arsonists came in their brown uniforms to admire the results of their 
destruction.

…Everyone seemed rather quiet and subdued…We had to stand watch at the 
Synagogue to make sure there were no more smoldering sparks. My turn was from 
10-11 and 2-3 P.M. The brown uniforms paraded around to admire their work.

As I was watching the destroyed Synagogue and the frail old Jews, I wondered whose 
turn would be next!…When would it be our turn? Will the same thing happen to our 
Protestant and Catholic Churches!

SELECTION: Reminiscences of Yitzhak S. Herz of the Dinslaken Orphanage. 

At 7 A.M., the morning service in the synagogue of the institution was scheduled to 
commence. Some people from the town usually participated, but this time nobody 
turned up. About 7:30 A.M. I ordered 46 people—among them 32 children—into the 
dining hall of the institution and told them the following in a simple and brief address:

As you know, last night a Herr vom Rath, a member of the German Embassy in 
Paris, was assassinated. The Jews are held responsible for this murder. The high 
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tension in the political field is now being directed against the Jews, and during the 
next few hours there will certainly be antisemitic excesses. This will happen even in 
our town. It is my feeling and my impression that we German Jews have never 
experienced such calamities since the Middle Ages. Be strong! Trust in God! I am 
sure we will withstand even these hard times. Nobody will remain in the rooms of 
the upper floor of the building. The exit door to the street will be opened only by 
myself! From this moment on everyone is to heed my orders only!

At 9:30 A.M. the bell at the main gate rang persistently. I opened the door: about 50 
men stormed into the house, many of them with their coat or jacket collars turned up. 
At first they rushed into the dining room, which fortunately was empty, and there they 
began their work of destruction, which was carried out with the utmost precision. The 
frightened and fearful cries of the children resounded through the building. In a 
stentorian voice I shouted: "Children, go out into the street immediately!" This advice 
was certainly contrary to the order of the Gestapo. I thought, however, that in the 
street, in a public place, we might be in less danger than inside the house. The children 
immediately ran down a small staircase at the back, most of them without hat or coat— 
despite the cold and wet weather. We tried to reach the next street crossing, which was 
close to Dinslaken's Town Hall, where I intended to ask for police protection. About 
ten policemen were stationed here, reason enough for a sensation-seeking mob to await 
the next development. This was not very long in coming; the senior police officer, 
Freihahn, shouted at us: "Jews do not get protection from us! Vacate the area together 
with your children as quickly as possible! Freihahn then chased us back to a side street 
in the direction of the backyard of the orphanage. As I was unable to hand over the 
key to the back gate, the policeman drew his bayonet and forced open the door. I then 
said to Freihahn: "The best thing is to kill me and the children, then our ordeal will be 
over quickly!" My officer responded to my "suggestion" merely with cynical laughter. 
Freihahn then drove all of us to the wet lawn of the orphanage garden. He gave us 
strict orders not to leave the place under any circumstances.

Facing the back of the building, we were able to watch how everything in the house 
was being systematically destroyed under the supervision of the men of law and order
—the police. At short intervals we could hear the crunching of glass or the hammering 
against wood as windows and doors were broken. Books, chairs, beds, tables, linen, 
chests, parts of a piano, a radiogram, and maps were thrown through apertures in the 
wall, which, a short while ago, had been windows or doors.

In the meantime, the mob standing around the building had grown to several hundred. 
Among these people I recognized some familiar faces, suppliers of the orphanage or 
tradespeople, who, only a day or a week earlier had been happy to deal with us as 
customers. This time they were passive, watching the destruction without much 
emotion.

At 10:15 A.M. we heard the wailing of sirens! We noticed a heavy cloud of smoke 
billowing upward. It was obvious from the direction it was coming from that the Nazis 
had set the synagogue on fire. Very soon we saw smoke clouds rising up, mixed with 
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sparks of fire. Later I noticed that some Jewish houses, close to the synagogue, had 
also been set alight under the expert guidance of the fire brigade. Its presence was a 
necessity, since the firemen had to save the homes of the non-Jewish neighborhood.

Lecture 22.3 — FRANCE, BRITAIN, & THE SOVIET UNION 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the selection from Winston Churchill’s speech to the 
House of Commons entitled "Their Finest Hour." How does Churchill 
persuade the British leaders to carry on in the face of a greater enemy? 
How does he appeal to authority, to logic, and to emotion? 

SELECTION: From "Their Finest Hour," delivered by Winston Churchill on June 
18, 1940. 

This brings me, naturally, to the great question of invasion from the air, and of the 
impending struggle between the British and German Air Forces. It seems quite clear 
that no invasion on a scale beyond the capacity of our land forces to crush speedily is 
likely to take place from the air until our Air Force has been definitely overpowered. 
In the meantime, there may be raids by parachute troops and attempted descents of 
airborne soldiers. We should be able to give those gentry a warm reception both in the 
air and on the ground, if they reach it in any condition to continue the dispute. But the 
great question is: Can we break Hitler's air weapon? Now, of course, it is a very great 
pity that we have not got an Air Force at least equal to that of the most powerful 
enemy within striking distance of these shores. But we have a very powerful Air Force 
which has proved itself far superior in quality, both in men and in many types of 
machine, to what we have met so far in the numerous and fierce air battles which have 
been fought with the Germans. In France, where we were at a considerable 
disadvantage and lost many machines on the ground when they were standing round 
the aerodromes, we were accustomed to inflict in the air losses of as much as two and 
two-and-a-half to one. In the fighting over Dunkirk, which was a sort of no-man's-
land, we undoubtedly beat the German Air Force, and gained the mastery of the local 
air, inflicting here a loss of three or four to one day after day. Anyone who looks at the 
photographs which were published a week or so ago of the re-embarkation, showing 
the masses of troops assembled on the beach and forming an ideal target for hours at a 
time, must realize that this re-embarkation would not have been possible unless the 
enemy had resigned all hope of recovering air superiority at that time and at that place.

In the defense of this Island the advantages to the defenders will be much greater than 
they were in the fighting around Dunkirk. We hope to improve on the rate of three or 
four to one which was realized at Dunkirk; and in addition all our injured machines 
and their crews which get down safely-and, surprisingly, a very great many injured 
machines and men do get down safely in modern air fighting-all of these will fall, in an 
attack upon these Islands, on friendly soil and live to fight another day; whereas all the 
injured enemy machines and their complements will be total losses as far as the war is 
concerned.
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During the great battle in France, we gave very powerful and continuous aid to the 
French Army, both by fighters and bombers; but in spite of every kind of pressure we 
never would allow the entire metropolitan fighter strength of the Air Force to be 
consumed. This decision was painful, but it was also right, because the fortunes of the 
battle in France could not have been decisively affected even if we had thrown in our 
entire fighter force. That battle was lost by the unfortunate strategical opening, by the 
extraordinary and unforeseen power of the armored columns, and by the great 
preponderance of the German Army in numbers. Our fighter Air Force might easily 
have been exhausted as a mere accident in that great struggle, and then we should 
have found ourselves at the present time in a very serious plight. But as it is, I am 
happy to inform the House that our fighter strength is stronger at the present time 
relatively to the Germans, who have suffered terrible losses, than it has ever been; and 
consequently we believe ourselves possessed of the capacity to continue the war in the 
air under better conditions than we have ever experienced before. I look forward 
confidently to the exploits of our fighter pilots-these splendid men, this brilliant youth-
who will have the glory of saving their native land, their island home, and all they love, 
from the most deadly of all attacks.

There remains, of course, the danger of bombing attacks, which will certainly be made 
very soon upon us by the bomber forces of the enemy. It is true that the German 
bomber force is superior in numbers to ours; but we have a very large bomber force 
also, which we shall use to strike at military targets in Germany without intermission. I 
do not at all underrate the severity of the ordeal which lies before us; but I believe our 
countrymen will show themselves capable of standing up to it, like the brave men of 
Barcelona, and will be able to stand up to it, and carry on in spite of it, at least as well 
as any other people in the world. Much will depend upon this; every man and every 
woman will have the chance to show the finest qualities of their race, and render the 
highest service to their cause. For all of us, at this time, whatever our sphere, our 
station, our occupation or our duties, it will be a help to remember the famous lines: 

He nothing common did or mean,
Upon that memorable scene.

I have thought it right upon this occasion to give the House and the country some 
indication of the solid, practical grounds upon which we base our inflexible resolve to 
continue the war. There are a good many people who say, "Never mind. Win or lose, 
sink or swim, better die than submit to tyranny—and such a tyranny." And I do not 
dissociate myself from them. But I can assure them that our professional advisers of 
the three Services unitedly advise that we should carry on the war, and that there are 
good and reasonable hopes of final victory. We have fully informed and consulted all 
the self-governing Dominions, these great communities far beyond the oceans who 
have been built up on our laws and on our civilization, and who are absolutely free to 
choose their course, but are absolutely devoted to the ancient Motherland, and who 
feel themselves inspired by the same emotions which lead me to stake our all upon 
duty and honor. We have fully consulted them, and I have received from their Prime 
Ministers, Mr. Mackenzie King of Canada, Mr. Menzies of Australia, Mr. Fraser of 
New Zealand, and General Smuts of South Africa—that wonderful man, with his 
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immense profound mind, and his eye watching from a distance the whole panorama of 
European affairs—I have received from all these eminent men, who all have 
Governments behind them elected on wide franchises, who are all there because they 
represent the will of their people, messages couched in the most moving terms in which 
they endorse our decision to fight on, and declare themselves ready to share our 
fortunes and to persevere to the end. That is what we are going to do.

We may now ask ourselves: In what way has our position worsened since the 
beginning of the war? It has worsened by the fact that the Germans have conquered a 
large part of the coast line of Western Europe, and many small countries have been 
overrun by them. This aggravates the possibilities of air attack and adds to our naval 
preoccupations. It in no way diminishes, but on the contrary definitely increases, the 
power of our long-distance blockade. Similarly, the entrance of Italy into the war 
increases the power of our long-distance blockade. We have stopped the worst leak by 
that. We do not know whether military resistance will come to an end in France or not, 
but should it do so, then of course the Germans will be able to concentrate their forces, 
both military and industrial, upon us. But for the reasons I have given to the House 
these will not be found so easy to apply. If invasion has become more imminent, as no 
doubt it has, we, being relieved from the task of maintaining a large army in France, 
have far larger and more efficient forces to meet it.

If Hitler can bring under his despotic control the industries of the countries he has 
conquered, this will add greatly to his already vast armament output. On the other 
hand, this will not happen immediately, and we are now assured of immense, 
continuous and increasing support in supplies and munitions of all kinds from the 
United States; and especially of aeroplanes and pilots from the Dominions and across 
the oceans coming from regions which are beyond the reach of enemy bombers.

I do not see how any of these factors can operate to our detriment on balance before 
the winter comes; and the winter will impose a strain upon the Nazi regime, with 
almost all Europe writhing and starving under its cruel heel, which, for all their 
ruthlessness, will run them very hard. We must not forget that from the moment when 
we declared war on the 3rd September it was always possible for Germany to turn all 
her Air Force upon this country, together with any other devices of invasion she might 
conceive, and that France could have done little or nothing to prevent her doing so. 
We have, therefore, lived under this danger, in principle and in a slightly modified 
form, during all these months. In the meanwhile, however, we have enormously 
improved our methods of defense, and we have learned what we had no right to 
assume at the beginning, namely, that the individual aircraft and the individual British 
pilot have a sure and definite superiority. Therefore, in casting up this dread balance-
sheet and contemplating our dangers with a disillusioned eye, I see great reason for 
intense vigilance and exertion, but none whatever for panic or despair.

During the first four years of the last war the Allies experienced nothing but disaster 
and disappointment. That was our constant fear: one blow after another, terrible losses, 
frightful dangers. Everything miscarried. And yet at the end of those four years the 
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morale of the Allies was higher than that of the Germans, who had moved from one 
aggressive triumph to another, and who stood everywhere triumphant invaders of the 
lands into which they had broken. During that war we repeatedly asked ourselves the 
question: How are we going to win? and no one was able ever to answer it with much 
precision, until at the end, quite suddenly, quite unexpectedly, our terrible foe 
collapsed before us, and we were so glutted with victory that in our folly we threw it 
away.

We do not yet know what will happen in France or whether the French resistance will 
be prolonged, both in France and in the French Empire overseas. The French 
Government will be throwing away great opportunities and casting adrift their future 
if they do not continue the war in accordance with their Treaty obligations, from which 
we have not felt able to release them. The House will have read the historic declaration 
in which, at the desire of many Frenchmen—and of our own hearts—we have 
proclaimed our willingness at the darkest hour in French history to conclude a union 
of common citizenship in this struggle. However matters may go in France or with the 
French Government, or other French Governments, we in this Island and in the 
British Empire will never lose our sense of comradeship with the French people. If we 
are now called upon to endure what they have been suffering, we shall emulate their 
courage, and if final victory rewards our toils they shall share the gains, aye, and 
freedom shall be restored to all. We abate nothing of our just demands; not one jot or 
tittle do we recede. Czechs, Poles, Norwegians, Dutch, Belgians have joined their 
causes to our own. All these shall be restored.

What General Weygand called the Battle of France is over. I expect that the Battle of 
Britain is about to begin. Upon this battle depends the survival of Christian 
civilization. Upon it depends our own British life, and the long continuity of our 
institutions and our Empire. The whole fury and might of the enemy must very soon 
be turned on us. Hitler knows that he will have to break us in this Island or lose the 
war. If we can stand up to him, all Europe may be free and the life of the world may 
move forward into broad, sunlit uplands. But if we fail, then the whole world, 
including the United States, including all that we have known and cared for, will sink 
into the abyss of a new Dark Age made more sinister, and perhaps more protracted, by 
the lights of perverted science. Let us therefore brace ourselves to our duties, and so 
bear ourselves that, if the British Empire and its Commonwealth last for a thousand 
years, men will still say, "This was their finest hour."

Lecture 22.4 — THE EMPIRE OF THE RISING SUN 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the "Pearl Harbor Address" of Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt. How does Roosevelt skillfully call for a declaration of war against 
Japan? How is his speech masterful in its delivery? 
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SELECTION: "Pearl Harbor Address" delivered by FDR on December 8, 1941. 

Mr. Vice President, Mr. Speaker, members of the Senate and the House of 
Representatives: Yesterday, December 7th, 1941—a date which will live in infamy—
the United States of America was suddenly and deliberately attacked by naval and air 
forces of the Empire of Japan.

The United States was at peace with that nation, and, at the solicitation of Japan, was 
still in conversation with its Government and its Emperor looking toward the 
maintenance of peace in the Pacific. Indeed, one hour after Japanese air squadrons 
had commenced bombing in the American island of Oahu, the Japanese Ambassador 
to the United States and his colleague delivered to our Secretary of State a formal 
reply to a recent American message. And while this reply stated that it seemed useless 
to continue the existing diplomatic negotiations, it contained no threat or hint of war or 
of armed attack.

It will be recorded that the distance of Hawaii from Japan makes it obvious that the 
attack was deliberately planned many days or even weeks ago. During the intervening 
time the Japanese Government has deliberately sought to deceive the United States by 
false statements and expressions of hope for continued peace.

The attack yesterday on the Hawaiian Islands has caused severe damage to American 
naval and military forces. I regret to tell you that very many American lives have been 
lost. In addition American ships have been reported torpedoed on the high seas 
between San Francisco and Honolulu.

Yesterday the Japanese Government also launched an attack against Malaya.

Last night Japanese forces attacked Hong Kong.

Last night Japanese forces attacked Guam.

Last night Japanese forces attacked the Philippine Islands.

Last night the Japanese attacked Wake Island.

And this morning the Japanese attacked Midway Island.

Japan has, therefore, undertaken a surprise offensive extending throughout the Pacific 
area. The facts of yesterday and today speak for themselves. The people of the United 
States have already formed their opinions and well understand the implications to the 
very life and safety of our nation.

As Commander-in-Chief of the Army and Navy, I have directed that all measures be 
taken for our defense.
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But always will our whole nation remember the character of the onslaught against us. 
No matter how long it may take us to overcome this premeditated invasion, the 
American people in their righteous might will win through to absolute victory.

I believe that I interpret the will of the Congress and of the people when I assert that 
we will not only defend ourselves to the uttermost but will make it very certain that 
this form of treachery shall never again endanger us.

Hostilities exist. There is no blinking at the fact that our people, our territory and our 
interests are in grave danger.

With confidence in our armed forces—with the unbounding determination of our 
people—we will gain the inevitable triumph—so help us God.

I ask that the Congress declare that since the unprovoked and dastardly attack by 
Japan on Sunday, December 7th, 1941, a state of war has existed between the United 
States and the Japanese Empire.

Lecture 22.5 — THE AMERICAN ENTRANCE & EARLY BATTLES 
ASSIGNMENT: Complete Exam #22. 
1. What is this week’s principle, and why is it a necessary corrective to a 

humanistic study of history?
2. How did the Nazis use propaganda to conceal their true aims?
3. Briefly outline Hitler’s rearmament strategy in 1935.
4. Identify three of the following men in Hitler’s inner circle:

• Hermann Goering
• Rudolf Hess
• Josef Goebbels
• Albert Speer
• Heinrich Himmler

5. Contrast the French and British defenses of their respective homelands.
6. Support the claim that Operation Barbarossa was a failure.
7. Why did the cultural worldview of Japan make its soldiers difficult 

adversaries for the Allies?
8. What was the proximate cause of United States entry into WWII?
9. How did economics and codes factor in Allied victories?
10. What characteristics did Dwight D. Eisenhower and George S. Patton 

bring to Allied campaigns in North Africa and Italy?
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Lesson 23 
THE CROSS AND PERSEVERANCE: WWII, 

BONHOEFFER, AND CHURCHILL 

Lecture 23.1 — THE PRINCIPLE & THE INVASION OF FORTRESS 
EUROPE 

ASSIGNMENT: Read the personal letter and account of the D-Day invasion 
by U.S. Army Chaplain John Burkhalter. How does he describe the invasion? 
How is his faith evident, and how does it affect how he sees the war, this 
battle, and the dead? 

SELECTION: From a letter by Rev. John G. Burkhalter. 

Dear Mable, 

It is mid-afternoon here in France several weeks after D-Day. Shells from heavy 
artillery are humming overhead and the sounds of shells bursting are coming from all 
directions in the not-so-far-off distance. The regiment I'm with forms part of the front 
line.

I entered France on D-Day with the "Fighting First Division." This Division has well-
trained, courageous and experienced men. Our officers are of the highest order, men of 
great courage and experience who are war-wise and have seen a lot of battle. The First 
Division was the first to enter France in World War I and first to enter France in this 
war; they were the assault troops in the American sector on D-Day. There are not 
many close-up photographs of the First Division on D-Day because the beach was too 
hot for photography in those early morning hours and also all through the afternoon. 
Picture-taking was better in the days that followed.

When my part of the Division landed, there were impressions made on my mind that 
will never leave it. Just before landing we could see heavy artillery shells bursting all 
up and down the beach at the water's edge under well directed fire. As I stood in line 
waiting to get off the LCI to a smaller craft to go into shore, I was looking toward land 
and saw a large shell fall right on a landing craft full of men. I had been praying quite a 
bit through the night as we approached the French coast but now I began praying 
more earnestly than ever. Danger was everywhere; death was not far off. I knew that 
God alone is the maker and preserver of life, who loves to hear and answer prayer. We 
finally landed and our assault craft was miraculously spared, for we landed with no 
shells hitting our boat.
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Ernie Pyle came ashore the morning after the assault and after seeing the results of 
what took place the day before he wrote in his article for the Stars and Stripes, "Now 
that it's all over, it seems to me a pure miracle we ever took the beach at all."

The enemy had a long time to fix up the beach. The beach was covered with large 
pebbles to prevent tank movements, and mines were everywhere. The enemy was well 
dug in and had set up well prepared positions for machine guns and had well chosen 
places for sniping. Everything was to their advantage and to our disadvantage, except 
one thing, the righteous cause for which we are fighting—liberation and freedom. For 
the moment our advantage was in the abstract and theirs was in the concrete. The 
beach was spotted with dead and wounded men. I passed one man whose foot had 
been blown completely off. Another soldier lying close by was suffering from several 
injuries; his foot was ripped and distorted until it didn't look much like a foot. Another 
I passed was lying very still, flat on his back, covered in blood. Bodies of injured men 
all around. Sad and horrible sights were plentiful.

In a recent write-up it is said of one of the colonels of the First Division that led his 
regiment in on the beach during the early morning, "This blue-eyed soldier had stood 
on the beach where thousands of men were pinned down by enemy fire, and in a quiet 
drawl said, 'Gentlemen, we are being killed here on the beaches; let's move inland and 
be killed there.'"

In from the beach were high hills which we had to climb. We crawled most of the way 
up. As we filed by those awful scenes going up the hill and moving inland, I prayed 
hard for those suffering men, scattered here and there and seemingly everywhere.

We filed over the hill as shells were falling on the beach back of us, meaning death for 
others who were still coming in. Later, one of the soldiers told me that on this occasion 
he saw a shell land right on top of a wounded man and blow him to bits. Before going 
over the top of the hill we crouched for awhile close to the ground just below the top. 
While lying there I did most of my praying. The shells were falling all around and how 
I knew that God alone was able to keep them away from us. I shall never forget those 
moments. I am sure that during that time I was drawn very close to God.

Later, about ten of us were crossing along the edge of a field when we heard sniper 
bullets whiz by. We all fell to the ground. As we lay there hugging the earth, that we 
might escape shrapnel from shell fire and bullets from sniper's guns, the birds were 
singing beautifully in the trees close by. As I lay there listening I thought of the 
awfulness of it all; the birds were singing and we Human Beings were trying to kill 
each other. We are the greatest of God's creation, made in the image of God, and here 
human blood was being spilt everywhere. About three minutes later and only about 
forty yards away we filed by one of our own boys lying by the side of the hedge, 
crouched over with a hole in the back of his head. His eyes were open but he was 
dead, hit by a sniper. We didn't have time to stop, we were pushing on inland making a 
new front as we went. Someone behind and hours later would move him.
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On the afternoon of the second day we were quite a way inland and two of my 
assistants and I were out trying to locate bodies of dead soldiers. We always take care 
of the American dead first and then the enemy dead. This was the second day and we 
were still fighting our way ;inland, moving fast. Since we did not have any vehicles yet 
to send bodies back, all we could do on the move was to put the bodies in mattress 
covers and leave them in a marked place to be taken care of later by the rear echelons. 
Our business was to keep fighting on inland and pushing the enemy back. On the 
roadside my assistants and I saw a dead German officer. He was a tall fellow; must 
have been about six feet four. We turned him over and stretched him out the best we 
could. I looked at his face and was surprised to see how young he looked. No doubt he 
was in his twenties but he had the face of a boy. I thought: surely, this fellow was too 
young to die. It almost seemed that he had asked for it. I became conscious of an awful 
evil force behind it all to cause a young fellow like this to seemingly hunger and delight 
to kill and be killed. We slid his body into a mattress cover and left him by the side of 
the road.

Most of this section of France we are moving through is farming area with fields and 
hedges and orchards. We see cows and chickens and ducks and pigs and all that goes 
with farming.

On one occasion we were near some farm houses and some large shells began to fall, so 
several of us near a stone barn dashed into it to get out of the way of shrapnel. Just 
inside was a mother hen covering her little chicks. When we hurried in she became 
frightened and fluffing her feathers rose up to protect her young. I looked at her and 
silently said, "No, mother hen, we are not trying to hurt you and your little family, we 
are trying to hurt each other."

Nobody can love God better than when he is looking death square in the face and talks 
to God and then sees God come to the rescue. As I look back through hectic days just 
gone by to that hellish beach I agree with Ernie Pyle, that it was a pure miracle we 
even took the beach at all. Yes, there were a lot of miracles on the beach that day. God 
was on the beach D-Day; I know He was because I was talking with Him.

Lecture 23.2 — THE FALL OF MAN’S EMPIRES 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the personal letter and firsthand account of the fight 
for Iwo Jima by John Hyndman. How does he describe the difficulty of 
taking Iwo Jima? 
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SELECTION: From a letter by John Hyndman. 

Dear folks,

I suppose you’ve heard by now that I was wounded in Iwo Jima. Got shrapnel across 
my head—quite a crease—fractured my skull. But I am feeling fine now. I received my 
Purple Heart in bed from Admiral King. He pinned it on my pajamas. What a beauty it 
is! The nurses have all been wonderful, except when they shoot me with penicillin or 
morphine. I haven’t an unstuck place on my body.

Everything is sore clear down to my toes. Even my toes hurt. I have an open wound on 
my head, which they are waiting on to close. That’s all that’s holding me up.

So I’m a wounded veteran now. How do you folks feel about it? Not too badly, I hope. 
A lot of people got hurt in this operation. You can’t see for heck where they are 
shooting from. Their pillboxes are wonders to behold. You can sit right on top of one 
and never see it. They really had the beach covered. Boy, it was murder. For 15 days, I 
watched guys around me get hit—killed or wounded. Lost legs, arms, fingers, heads, 
and every other thing attached to their bodies. The Japs used a bullet like a .22 hollow 
point that made a small hole going in and a huge one going out. It was mighty hot for a 
few days—my, how we worked! Twenty-four hours a day, no sleep.

I was called up to join Rifle Company. I picked up a 15-man platoon—all that was left 
of a 50-man outfit. When we got through the first day, I had only 12 left. I had three 
machine gun squads attached—lost four of those boys too. All to one well-hidden 
sniper. Snipers were mean—and accurate. They wore Marine uniforms, and if you saw 
them out front, you thought they were your own men and held fire.

The island was finally secured—it was slow going—about 50 feet per day. The little 
rock was really an arsenal. You couldn’t lead a platoon across that country for love or 
money. Three divisions on line on a space two miles wide. No room to maneuver—it 
was all just straight-ahead movement into heavy fire of Nambus and snipers. They 
were good marksmen, right in the head, neck, chest, or stomach every time. I got 
awfully tired of seeing it happen. You’ll never know how I feel about it, that’s for sure. 
Always wondering when I’d get hit, walking around careless as "hell." Finally a mortar 
fragment creased my cranium. Didn’t know a thing until I woke up several hundred 
miles away in a hospital. Now I wonder who took over my platoon.

Well, I’ve rambled on too long now, so must close up shop.

All my love,

John

P.S. Please don’t worry about me. I am in great shape (better than ever).

P.S. (Jr.) This hospital life is the best yet. Sack time all the time. I love it.
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Lecture 23.3 — THE ATOMIC BOMB & THE HOLOCAUST 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the three accounts of holocaust survivors below. How 
do they convey the horror of the time? 

SELECTION: Account of Martin Spett on the massacre of Jews at Tarnow, 
Poland. 

We heard the columns of Jews under German, German escort at night. It was going 
constantly. They were passing our house because this was already on the outskirts of 
the city, the cemetery, and they were marching them to the woods behind the, uh, the, 
uh, uh, city. And as we found out later they, uh, they were all shot over there. Uh, 
during the day I looked out through the shingles. My father said I shouldn't look but, 
uh, anyway, I was a kid, I was curious. And, uh, the roof was overlooking the cemetery 
and wagons with bodies, uh, dead bodies, were coming in. Groups, they were bringing 
in groups of Jewish people that had to dig ditches, and the bodies dumped in, and, uh, 
after those Jews that dug the ditches, they were shot also and pushed, by another 
group that came in after them, into those ditches, and lime was poured over, over the 
bodies, uh, and the next group covered up those ditches and dug other ditches. They 
brought in [pause] they brought in [pause] pregnant women, and they didn't use any 
bullets. They used bayonets [pause]. The screams of the mothers that their children, 
they, they tore the children out of their arms [pause]. And the screams of the children I 
still hear.

© Copyright United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

SELECTION: Account of Leo Schneiderman on arrival in Auschwitz: 

It was late at night that we arrived at Auschwitz. When we came in, the minute the 
gates opened up, we heard screams, barking of dogs, blows from…from those Kapos, 
those officials working for them, over the head. And then we got out of the train. And 
everything went so fast: left, right, right, left. Men separated from women. Children 
torn from the arms of mothers. The elderly chased like cattle. The sick, the disabled 
were handled like packs of garbage. They were thrown in a side together with broken 
suitcases, with boxes. My mother ran over to me and grabbed me by the shoulders, 
and she told me "Leibele, I'm not going to see you no more. Take care of your brother.”

© Copyright United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

SELECTION: Account of Lilly Appelbaum Malnik on registration at Auschwitz. 

And they said, "From now on you do not answer by your name. Your name is your 
number." And the delusion, the disappointment, the discouragement that I felt, I felt 
like I was not a human person anymore. They had shaved our heads, and I felt so 
ashamed. And also when they told us to undress and to shower, they made us feel like, 
like we were animals. The men were walking around and laughing and looking at us, 
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and you take a young girl at that age who has never been exposed to a, a person, to a 
man, and you stay there naked, I wanted the ground should open and I should go in it.

© Copyright United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

Lecture 23.4 — DIETRICH BONHOEFFER & WINSTON CHURCHILL I 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the sermon, "Overcoming Fear," by Dietrich 
Bonhoeffer. How does Bonhoeffer suggest we combat fear? 

SELECTION: "Overcoming Fear," a sermon by Dietrich Bonhoeffer. 

The Bible, the gospel, Christ, the church, the faith—all are one great battle cry against 
fear in the lives of human beings. Fear is, somehow or other, the archenemy itself. It 
crouches in people’s hearts. It hollows out their insides, until their resistance and 
strength are spent and they suddenly break down. Fear secretly gnaws and eats away 
at all the ties that bind a person to God and to others, and when in a time of need that 
person reaches for those ties and clings to them, they break and the individual sinks 
back into himself or herself, helpless and despairing, while hell rejoices. 

Now fear leers that person in the face, saying: Here we are all by ourselves, you and I, 
now I’m showing you my true face. And anyone who has seen naked fear revealed, 
who has been its victim in terrifying loneliness—fear of an important decision; fear of a 
heavy stroke of fate, losing one’s job, an illness; fear of a vice that one can no longer 
resist, to which one is enslaved; fear of disgrace; fear of another person; fear of dying—
that person knows that fear is only one of the faces of evil itself, one form by which the 
world, at enmity with God, grasps for someone. Nothing can make a human being so 
conscious of the reality of powers opposed to God in our lives as this loneliness, this 
helplessness, this fog spreading over everything, this sense that there is no way out, 
and this raving impulse to get oneself out of this hell of hopelessness. 

Have you ever seen someone in the grip of fear? It’s dreadful in a child, but even more 
dreadful in an adult: the staring eyes, the shivering like an animal, the pleading attempt 
to defend oneself. Fear takes away a person’s humanity. This is not what the creature 
made by God looks like—this person belongs to the devil, this enslaved, broken-down, 
sick creature. 

But the human being doesn’t have to be afraid; we should not be afraid! That is what 
makes humans different from all other creatures. In the midst of every situation where 
there is no way out, where nothing is clear, where it is our fault, we know that there is 
hope, and this hope is called: Thy will be done, yes, thy will is being done. "This world 
must fall, God stands above all, his thoughts unswayed, his Word unstayed, his will 
forever our ground and hope." Do you ask: How do you know? Then we name the 
name of the One who makes the evil inside us recoil, who makes fear and anxiety 
themselves tremble with fear and puts them to flight. We name the One who overcame 
fear and led it captive in the victory procession, who nailed it to the cross and 
committed it to oblivion; we name the One who is the shout of victory of humankind 
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redeemed from the fear of death—Jesus Christ, the Crucified and Living One. He 
alone is Lord over fear; it knows him as its master; it gives way to him alone. So look to 
Christ when you are afraid, think of Christ, keep him before your eyes, call upon 
Christ and pray to him, believe that he is with you now, helping you.

Then fear will grow pale and fade away, and you will be free, through your faith in our 
strong and living Savior, Jesus Christ.

Let’s say there is a ship on the high sea, having a fierce struggle with the waves. The 
storm wind is blowing harder by the minute. The boat is small, tossed about like a toy; 
the sky is dark; the sailors’ strength is failing. Then one of them is gripped by . . . 
whom? what?…he cannot tell himself. 

But someone is there in the boat who wasn't there before. Someone comes close to him 
and lays cold hands on his arms as he pulls wildly on his oar. He feels his muscles 
freeze, feels the strength go out of them. Then the unknown one reaches into his heart 
and mind and magically brings forth the strangest pictures. He sees his family, his 
children crying. What will become of them if he is no more? Then he seems to be back 
where he once was when he followed evil ways, in long years of bondage to evil, and 
he sees the faces of his companions in that bondage. He sees a neighbor whom he 
wounded, only yesterday, with an angry word. Suddenly he can no longer see or hear 
anything, can no longer row, a wave overwhelms him, and in final desperation he 
shrieks: Stranger in this boat, who are you? And the other answers, I am Fear. Now 
the cry goes up from the whole crew; Fear is in the boat; all arms are frozen and drop 
their oars; all hope is lost, Fear is in the boat. 

Then it is as if the heavens opened, as if the heavenly hosts themselves raised a shout of 
victory in the midst of hopelessness: Christ is in the boat. Christ is in the boat, and no 
sooner has the call gone out and been heard than Fear shrinks back, and the waves 
subside. The sea becomes calm and the boat rests on its quiet surface. Christ was in the 
boat!

We were along on that voyage, weren’t we? and the call, Christ is in the boat, was once 
our salvation too. And now, strangely enough, all of us are at sea again, on that voyage 
without faith, without hope, overwhelmed, in chains, in bondage, paralyzed by fear; we 
have lost heart, lost the joy of living, our limbs heavy as lead; each of us knows what 
it’s like. Perhaps, or most likely, we don’t even quite realize what has happened to us; 
we are already so used to this state of affairs that it seems natural to us, and we almost 
like it that way, all this misery around us and in our own lives.

What would we do if we couldn’t even complain anymore?

And that’s the worst of it: we don’t even want to find a way out. That is the final 
triumph of Fear over us, that we are afraid to run away from it, and just let it enslave 
us. Fear has conquered us; it can be found among us in various forms. Some persons 
have become dull and insensitive and just live from one day to the next, brooding 
gloomily and doggedly along, but too apathetic to take their own lives. Others are 
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noisy about their fear, pouring it out to everyone else in the form of crying and 
complaining. Still others, on the other hand, think they can drive out their fear with 
fine words and bold fantasies, and if they shout these words loudly enough it may seem 
to take care of things for awhile. But those who know can recognize in such empty 
words the horrifying power of fear all over again. Fear is in the boat, in Germany, in 
our own lives and in the nave of this church—naked fear of an hour from now, of 
tomorrow and the day after. That is why we become apathetic, why we complain, why 
we intoxicate ourselves with this and that. What else is all the razzle-dazzle and 
drunkenness of New Year’s Eve, other than our great fear of a new era, of the future? 
Fear is breathing down our necks. Those who would try to keep up their pride, as if all 
this had nothing to do with them, as if they didn’t understand what it’s all about, would 
hardly be human. No one human could fail to understand what the people of the world 
have to be afraid of today.

But look here, right in the middle of this fearful world is a place that is meant for all 
time, which has a peculiar task that the world doesn’t understand.

It keeps calling over and over but always anew, in the same tone, the same thing: Fear 
is overcome; don’t be afraid [John 16:33]. In the world you are frightened. But be 
comforted; I have conquered the world! Christ is in the boat! And this place, where 
this kind of talk is heard and should be heard, is the pulpit of the church. From this 
pulpit the living Christ himself wants to speak, so that wherever he reaches somebody, 
that person will feel the fear sinking away, will feel Christ overcoming his or her fear.

You of little faith, why are you so fearful? In these words we must hear all the 
disappointment of Jesus Christ in his disciples and all his love for them. Do you still 
not know that you are in God’s hands, that where I am, God is? Why are you so 
fearful? Be of good courage, strong, firm, adult, sure, confident, not shaking with fear. 
Don’t hang your heads; don’t complain about what bad times these are…I am in the 
boat. And Christ is here, too, in the nave of this church. So why not hear him and 
believe him?

We have come here, very probably, because somehow or other we know that 
something in our lives needs to change, and because we think perhaps the church can 
somehow help us with this. We are aware of how meager, how poor, how petty and 
short-sighted our lives have become.

All of us see only our own worries and difficulties and no longer those of others that 
may be a thousand times worse. Our affairs seem so enormous and infinitely important 
to us that we have become dulled toward anything else. This is the work of fear in us. 
And now we sense that we can’t bear to be hemmed in like this anymore; it’s 
suffocating. The call of the church cuts through this questioning and foreboding. There 
is one thing we are lacking: to believe that the Almighty God is our father and our 
Lord. To believe that for God, our greatest cares are like the worries of small children 
in their parents’ eyes; that God can turn things around and dispose of them in no time 
at all; for God it’s easy, not hard at all. We must believe that a thousand years in God’s 
sight are like a day [Ps. 90:4], that God’s thoughts are higher than our thoughts [Isa. 
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55:8–9], that God is with us in spite of everything. Let us receive the call of the church 
once again: You of little faith, why are you so fearful? In the midst of the storm, Christ 
is in the ship. Away with you, Fear! Let us see you, Lord Jesus, strong helper, Savior!

But now comes a host of objections and excuses. We say we would like to believe, but 
we simply can’t anymore. The suffering is too great. Oh, but let’s not take this kind of 
talk too seriously. You cannot believe?

Well, neither can we. Do you want to believe?—in that case you already do, in a way, 
perhaps not very strongly, only a beginning, but perhaps a thousand times stronger 
than many others who think they are able to believe. Don’t worry about your faith, 
whether it is weak or strong. Just look to him in whom you believe, and speak to him: 
Lord, increase our faith! [See Luke 17:5].

We say that it is not life’s misery that frightens us, but rather our own sin that we fear; 
and that we need to fear it, so we won’t be overcome by it! Again, that sounds so right, 
but it is really only a trick of fear itself. No, it is not true that we must be afraid of sin. 
Those who are afraid of it are already up to their necks in it. Fear is evil’s net, spread 
to catch us. Once evil has made us afraid, confused us, we are in its clutches. Don’t be 
afraid, be of good courage…How can you meet the enemy with fear in your heart? 
You of little faith, why are you so fearful? Isn’t God greater than your sin?

Let God grow strong in you; then sin is knocked down. Believe in God…Lord, 
strengthen our faith!

Now, finally, let the most depressed and despairing people speak, those who ask: Isn’t 
our time up? Aren’t the years of catastrophe, of utter decline and breakdown, the 
chaos of our lives in both great and small things, which no one can ignore, the sign that 
God has let us go? God doesn’t want us anymore. There’s no more mercy coming our 
way from God. God is against us, and we have to accept it. It won’t do to keep clinging 
if we aren’t wanted. This is the cry out of the very depths of despair. There is only one 
thing that helps, and it is what the church does with any of us who thinks and feels this 
way. It takes the cross and places it before our eyes and asks: Did God abandon him? 
And since God did not abandon Jesus, we will not be abandoned by God, either.

Learn to recognize this sign in your own life. Learn to recognize and understand the 
hour of the storm, when you were perishing. This is the time when God is incredibly 
close to you, not far away. Right there, when everything else that keeps us safe is 
breaking and falling down, when one after another all the things our lives depend on 
are being taken away or destroyed, where we have to learn to give them up, all this is 
happening because God is coming near to us, because God wants to be our only 
support and certainty. God lets our lives be broken and fail in every direction, through 
fate and guilt, and through this very failure God brings us back; we are thrown back 
upon God alone. God wants to show us that when you let everything go, when you 
lose all your own security and have to give it up, that is when you are totally free to 
receive God and be kept totally safe in God. So may we understand rightly the hours 
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of affliction and temptation, the hours in our lives when we are on the high seas! God 
is close to us then, not far away. Our God is on the cross.

The cross is the sign that stands in judgment on all the false security in our lives and 
restores faith in God alone. Be of good courage, be valiant, be confident, be certain—
that is what it says. Yes, but everything depends here on making sure that one last, 
terrible misunderstanding does not arise. There is such a thing as false courage, false 
confidence…and this false confidence is itself only the most subtle form in which fear 
disguises itself. Let us return to our story.

When the disciples were climbing aboard the boat, they seemed quite confident; they 
seemed not at all afraid. Why were they confident? They looked at the lovely calm sea 
and saw no reason to worry. But as the wind and waves increased in force, the 
disciples lost their calm and fear grew in them. They gazed apprehensively at the wild 
sea. Its appearance had made them feel safe, but now fear was gaining the upper hand. 
The story says that Jesus was asleep. Only faith can sleep without a care—that is why 
sleep is a reminder of paradise—faith finds its safety in God alone. The disciples 
couldn’t sleep; their security was gone; their confidence had been misplaced and now 
was lost. It was a false sense of security—it was only fear in disguise. This sense of 
security does not overcome fear and soon breaks down. Only the faith that leaves 
behind all false confidence, letting it fall and break down, can overcome fear. This is 
faith: it does not rely on itself or on favorable seas, favorable conditions; it does not 
rely on its own strength or on other people’s strength, but believes only and alone in 
God, whether or not there is a storm. It is the only faith that is not superstition and 
does not let us slip back into fear, but makes us free of fear. Lord, make this faith 
strong in us who have little faith!

But the other side of the coin is also true. When Christ is in the boat, a storm always 
comes up. The world tries with all its evil powers to get hold of him, to destroy him 
along with his disciples; it hates him and rises up against him. Christians surely know 
this. No one has to go through so much anxiety and fear as do Christians. But this does 
not surprise us, since Christ is the Crucified One, and there is no way to life for a 
Christian without being crucified. So we will suffer and make our way through 
together with Christ, looking always to him who is with us in the boat and can soon 
stand up and rebuke the sea, so that it becomes calm.

However, it does seem to be true, what you have surely all been quietly wanting to say 
for some time, that today Christ is no longer doing such amazing things. He is so 
strangely hidden away that we often think he is no longer there at all! Dear brothers 
and sisters, what do we know about what Christ can do and wants to do for us, this 
very evening, if we will only call upon him as we should, if we call out, "Lord, save us! 
We are perishing!" That was fear all right, but it was faith in the midst of fear, because 
it knew where help comes from, the only place. We say there are no miracles 
anymore…but what do we know really, you and I? We will certainly be ashamed of 
ourselves if one day we are allowed to see what God can do.
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They were amazed, saying, "What sort of man is this, that even the winds and the sea 
obey him?" We can well understand their amazement. What sort of person is this on 
whom fear has no effect, who overcomes the fear in human life and takes away its 
power? By asking this question, we are already on our knees before him, praying to 
him, pointing to him, the wonder worker, and saying, This is God! Amen.

© Copyright The Collected Sermons of Dietrich Bonhoeffer, edited and introduced by Isabel Best
http://www.politicaltheology.com/blog/overcoming-fear-sermon-dietrich-bonhoeffer/

Lecture 23.5 — WINSTON CHURCHILL II 
ASSIGNMENT: Complete Exam #23. 
1. What was “fortress Europe” and how did it affect Allied plans for victory?
2. What were the three planned phases of allied assault on D-Day?
3. What was the Battle of the Bulge and why was it significant?
4. How did the progress of the war on the eastern front display the fact that 

evil always destroys itself?
5. How was war in the Pacific Ocean conducted differently than war in 

Europe?
6. What ultimately swayed the United States to use the atomic bomb against 

Japan?
7. When did the Allies achieve victory in Europe? In the Pacific?
8. Briefly narrate the life of Dietrich Bonhoeffer.
9. Briefly narrate the life of Winston Churchill.
10. How do the speeches of Winston Churchill demonstrate his foresight and 

provide a warning for those living in Modernity?
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Lesson 24 
PERSONAL PEACE AND AFFLUENCE: THE FIFTIES 

Lecture 24.1 — THE PRINCIPLE & POP ART 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the selection from J.K. Galbraith’s The Affluent Society. 
How does he suggest economic security should be achieved? How has this 
affected our culture? 

SELECTION: From The Affluent Society by J.K. Galbraith. 

Economic security is a matter of enormous importance and widespread 
misunderstanding. Economic security means:

1. For workers, primarily that they will not suddenly become unemployed and that 
their wage will not fall. Secondarily that they will not have to meet large healthcare 
costs, will not be injured at work, and will have some provision for their retirement.

2. For businessmen, primarily that the price or quantity of their product will not fall 
substantially. Secondarily that they will not have difficulty sourcing raw materials, 
run into conflict with their unions, have difficulty securing necessary finance.

3. For farmers, primarily a drop in commodity prices or serious drought affecting 
output.

The conventional wisdom has long viewed insecurity as a central tenet of the market 
system—rewards and punishments beget efficiency, so take away or mitigate the 
punishments and the system is compromised. However, the desire for security seems 
universal, and hypocrisy reigns to a surprising extent: everybody advocates insecurity 
for others. Economics professors argue that the threat of unemployment is necessary to 
maintain incentives to high productivity, and simultaneously that established 
professors require life tenure in order to do their best work. Business leaders have 
been the pioneers of modern efforts to mitigate insecurity:

1. Advertising mitigates shifts in consumer tastes by controlling tastes,

2. Size enables product diversification which mitigates the consequences of shifts in 
tastes,

3. Research and development controls the risk of rapid technological advance,

4. Market power provides a measure of control over prices and hence earnings

5. The bureaucratic structure of large corporations averts risks on the ability of its 
leaders.
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They nevertheless harshly criticise the efforts of labour and farmers to advance their 
own levels of security.

An interest in security is a luxury that only begins to develop when an agent accrues 
something worth protecting. In the nineteenth century, the struggle of workers and 
farmers for survival was so desperate that each had little to lose and little energy 
available to protect it; security was not then a concern. This explains why business was 
the first to seek greater economic security—accumulated assets accrued to business 
before workers or farmers started to become more prosperous. Business' ability to 
achieve much of this security without government support explains why theirs was not 
a well publicised battle, and thus why businessmen remain in a better position to 
condemn others' weak recourse to security—the myth of the entrepreneur, still subject 
to the unpredictable dangers of shifts in demand, unexpected technological 
advancement, falls in market prices or bad selection of managerial talent persists 
despite its gross inapplicability to large industrial corporations. Large corporations 
simply do not fail any longer.

So, as the lot of workers and farmers improved, so did their concern not to lose jobs 
and stable commodity prices. The 1930s was the key decade in this process, with new 
swathes of government intervention to provide social security, pensions and to regulate 
farm prices to prevent foreclosure. However, accompanying these microeconomic 
measures, for the first time in the 1930s the case for macroeconomic measures to 
improve stability became accepted. Unemployment compensation may mitigate 
unemployment, but far better to eliminate involuntary unemployment by preventing 
depression; guaranteeing minimum commodity prices never went as far as a healthy 
economy to maintain farmers' income. Moreover, the consequences of macroeconomic 
stabilisation far outweigh, in quantitative terms, microeconomic stabilisation, and it is 
for this reason that the conventional wisdom that instability improves production is 
plain wrong. Job losses and bankruptcies—the instability that supposedly keep the 
system running efficiently, in fact cause depression and quantitatively far greater 
reductions in output than could possibly be attributed to the loss of incentives (the 
associated phenomenon being unpunished idleness—something which those in higher 
stations in society have been turning into an artform for a very long time, no less, 
perhaps, than in universities in which the word "idleness" has now been replaced by 
"scholarship"). 

Unfortunately for the conventional wisdom, the recent decades of increased security 
for all economic agents have also been the most economically successful in history—a 
fact that is empirically undeniable, but so heretical as to be essentially unspeakable in 
conservative circles.

The emerging explanation for this increased focus on stability was that the modern 
industrial economy was becoming increasingly unstable as it evolved. Not so. The 
Great Depression is often cited as support for this argument—no similar phenomenon 
existed in the early nineteenth century. This is true, but insignificant—more 
importantly, in the early nineteenth century workers did not have well-paid jobs to lose 
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as they did in 1930: employment was so barely better than unemployment that 
unemployment could not inspire the terror or a twentieth century depression. The 
important development is of something valuable to lose, not of instability. A similar 
misconception was that the evolution of concentrated markets was an attempt on the 
part of big business to maximise profits—although this was certainly a component, the 
desire to increase security for large corporations plays a much larger role in controlling 
markets than is widely accepted.

Economic stability, unlike economic desires more generally, can be sated. Once a 
worker has protection against unemployment, old age and sickness, the value of 
further protections diminishes sharply. Protection from instability can be adequately 
achieved, and to a large extent has been in the United States (an exception being the 
lack of health insurance). The only truly significant threat to stability that remains is 
the threat of depression. As has been mentioned, recessions account for far larger falls 
in production than could possibly be imagined to result from any loss of incentives.

Although microeconomic measures were originally designed with the recipient in 
mind, they do generally support macroeconomic stability. Unemployment insurance 
mitigates the fall of aggregate demand that results from job losses. Pensions provide a 
stabilising effect by ensuring a substantial component of demand is immune to the 
business cycle. Farm support similarly ensures demand during a worsening of 
economic conditions. These roles are little celebrated.

Importantly, increasing output is now the means by which governments maintain 
economic stability. So long as economic output is held at its full-employment level, all 
will be safe: workers, farmers and businesses. It may not matter whether increases in 
production bring products that we need or even want—their production guarantees 
jobs to those that produce them. Government performance is measured in terms of 
unemployment rather than industrial output, but successfully achieving full 
employment (rather than getting incentives right) cannot help but lead to economic 
growth. In this way, the age old economic concerns of production, inequality and 
insecurity have been reduced to only one: production. Increases in production, not 
redistribution, have lead to significant increases in workers' income. And the 
maintenance of production at a full-employment level is the last remaining task of 
government to ensure economic security for all.

Lecture 24.2 — TV & SUBURBS 
ASSIGNMENT: What is G.K. Chesterton’s point in the following quote? What 
modern shortsightedness is he addressing? 

SELECTION: Quotation by G.K. Chesterton. 

"The whole structural system of the suburban civilization is based on the case for 
having bathrooms and the case against having babies."
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Lecture 24.3 — THE COLD WAR 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the selection from Sir Winston Churchill’s speech "The 
Sinews of Peace." What warnings does Churchill give? How does he 
propose to address these dangers? Why does he employ the imagery of an 
"iron curtain"? 

SELECTION: From the "The Sinews of Peace" address of Winston Churchill 
delivered on March 5, 1946. 

The United States stands at this time at the pinnacle of world power. It is a solemn 
moment for the American Democracy. For with primacy in power is also joined an 
awe-inspiring accountability to the future. If you look around you, you must feel not 
only the sense of duty done but also you must feel anxiety lest you fall below the level 
of achievement. Opportunity is here now, clear and shining for both our countries. To 
reject it or ignore it or fritter it away will bring upon us all the long reproaches of the 
after-time. It is necessary that constancy of mind, persistency of purpose, and the 
grand simplicity of decision shall guide and rule the conduct of the English-speaking 
peoples in peace as they did in war. We must, and I believe we shall, prove ourselves 
equal to this severe requirement…

To give security to these countless homes, they must be shielded from the two giant 
marauders, war and tyranny. We all know the frightful disturbances in which the 
ordinary family is plunged when the curse of war swoops down upon the bread-winner 
and those for whom he works and contrives. The awful ruin of Europe, with all its 
vanished glories, and of large parts of Asia glares us in the eyes. When the designs of 
wicked men or the aggressive urge of mighty States dissolve over large areas the frame 
of civilised society, humble folk are confronted with difficulties with which they cannot 
cope. For them all is distorted, all is broken, even ground to pulp.

When I stand here this quiet afternoon I shudder to visualise what is actually 
happening to millions now and what is going to happen in this period when famine 
stalks the earth. None can compute what has been called "the unestimated sum of 
human pain." Our supreme task and duty is to guard the homes of the common people 
from the horrors and miseries of another war. We are all agreed on that.

Our American military colleagues, after having proclaimed their "over-all strategic 
concept" and computed available resources, always proceed to the next step-namely, 
the method. Here again there is widespread agreement. A world organisation has 
already been erected for the prime purpose of preventing war, UNO, the successor of 
the League of Nations, with the decisive addition of the United States and all that that 
means, is already at work. We must make sure that its work is fruitful, that it is a 
reality and not a sham, that it is a force for action, and not merely a frothing of words, 
that it is a true temple of peace in which the shields of many nations can some day be 
hung up, and not merely a cockpit in a Tower of Babel. Before we cast away the solid 
assurances of national armaments for self-preservation we must be certain that our 
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temple is built, not upon shifting sands or quagmires, but upon the rock. Anyone can 
see with his eyes open that our path will be difficult and also long, but if we persevere 
together as we did in the two world wars-though not, alas, in the interval between 
them—I cannot doubt that we shall achieve our common purpose in the end.

I have, however, a definite and practical proposal to make for action. Courts and 
magistrates may be set up but they cannot function without sheriffs and constables. 
The United Nations Organisation must immediately begin to be equipped with an 
international armed force. In such a matter we can only go step by step, but we must 
begin now. I propose that each of the Powers and States should be invited to delegate a 
certain number of air squadrons to the service of the world organisation. These 
squadrons would be trained and prepared in their own countries, but would move 
around in rotation from one country to another. They would wear the uniform of their 
own countries but with different badges. They would not be required to act against 
their own nation, but in other respects they would be directed by the world 
organisation. This might be started on a modest scale and would grow as confidence 
grew. I wished to see this done after the First World War, and I devoutly trust it may 
be done forthwith.

It would nevertheless be wrong and imprudent to entrust the secret knowledge or 
experience of the atomic bomb, which the United States, Great Britain, and Canada 
now share, to the world organisation, while it is still in its infancy. It would be criminal 
madness to cast it adrift in this still agitated and un-united world. No one in any 
country has slept less well in their beds because this knowledge and the method and 
the raw materials to apply it, are at present largely retained in American hands. I do 
not believe we should all have slept so soundly had the positions been reversed and if 
some Communist or neo-Fascist State monopolised for the time being these dread 
agencies. The fear of them alone might easily have been used to enforce totalitarian 
systems upon the free democratic world, with consequences appalling to human 
imagination. God has willed that this shall not be and we have at least a breathing 
space to set our house in order before this peril has to be encountered: and even then, 
if no effort is spared, we should still possess So formidable a superiority as to impose 
effective deterrents upon its employment, or threat of employment, by others. 
Ultimately, when the essential brotherhood of man is truly embodied and expressed in 
a world organisation with all the necessary practical safeguards to make it effective, 
these powers would naturally be confided to that world organisation.

Now I come to the second danger of these two marauders which threatens the cottage, 
the home, and the ordinary people-namely, tyranny. We cannot be blind to the fact that 
the liberties enjoyed by individual citizens throughout the British Empire are not valid 
in a considerable number of countries, some of which are very powerful. In these 
States control is enforced upon the common people by various kinds of all-embracing 
police governments. The power of the State is exercised without restraint, either by 
dictators or by compact oligarchies operating through a privileged party and a political 
police. It is not our duty at this time when difficulties are so numerous to interfere 
forcibly in the internal affairs of countries which we have not conquered in war. But 
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we must never cease to proclaim in fearless tones the great principles of freedom and 
the rights of man which are the joint inheritance of the English-speaking world and 
which through Magna Carta, the Bill of Rights, the Habeas Corpus, trial by jury, and the 
English common law find their most famous expression in the American Declaration of 
Independence.

All this means that the people of any country have the right, and should have the 
power by constitutional action, by free unfettered elections, with secret ballot, to 
choose or change the character or form of government under which they dwell; that 
freedom of speech and thought should reign; that courts of justice, independent of the 
executive, unbiased by any party, should administer laws which have received the 
broad assent of large majorities or are consecrated by time and custom. Here are the 
title deeds of freedom which should lie in every cottage home. Here is the message of 
the British and American peoples to mankind. Let us preach what we practise—let us 
practise what we preach.

I have now stated the two great dangers which menace the homes of the people: War 
and Tyranny. I have not yet spoken of poverty and privation which are in many cases 
the prevailing anxiety. But if the dangers of war and tyranny are removed, there is no 
doubt that science and co-operation can bring in the next few years to the world, 
certainly in the next few decades newly taught in the sharpening school of war, an 
expansion of material well-being beyond anything that has yet occurred in human 
experience. Now, at this sad and breathless moment, we are plunged in the hunger and 
distress which are the aftermath of our stupendous struggle; but this will pass and may 
pass quickly, and there is no reason except human folly or sub-human crime which 
should deny to all the nations the inauguration and enjoyment of an age of plenty. I 
have often used words which I learned fifty years ago from a great Irish-American 
orator, a friend of mine, Mr. Bourke Cockran. "There is enough for all. The earth is a 
generous mother; she will provide in plentiful abundance food for all her children if 
they will but cultivate her soil in justice and in peace." So far I feel that we are in full 
agreement…

A shadow has fallen upon the scenes so lately lighted by the Allied victory. Nobody 
knows what Soviet Russia and its Communist international organisation intends to do 
in the immediate future, or what are the limits, if any, to their expansive and 
proselytising tendencies. I have a strong admiration and regard for the valiant Russian 
people and for my wartime comrade, Marshal Stalin. There is deep sympathy and 
goodwill in Britain—and I doubt not here also—towards the peoples of all the Russias 
and a resolve to persevere through many differences and rebuffs in establishing lasting 
friendships. We understand the Russian need to be secure on her western frontiers by 
the removal of all possibility of German aggression. We welcome Russia to her rightful 
place among the leading nations of the world. We welcome her flag upon the seas. 
Above all, we welcome constant, frequent and growing contacts between the Russian 
people and our own people on both sides of the Atlantic. It is my duty however, for I 
am sure you would wish me to state the facts as I see them to you, to place before you 
certain facts about the present position in Europe.
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From Stettin in the Baltic to Trieste in the Adriatic, an iron curtain has descended 
across the Continent. Behind that line lie all the capitals of the ancient states of Central 
and Eastern Europe. Warsaw, Berlin, Prague, Vienna, Budapest, Belgrade, Bucharest 
and Sofia, all these famous cities and the populations around them lie in what I must 
call the Soviet sphere, and all are subject in one form or another, not only to Soviet 
influence but to a very high and, in many cases, increasing measure of control from 
Moscow. Athens alone—Greece with its immortal glories—is free to decide its future 
at an election under British, American and French observation. The Russian-
dominated Polish Government has been encouraged to make enormous and wrongful 
inroads upon Germany, and mass expulsions of millions of Germans on a scale 
grievous and undreamed—of are now taking place. The Communist parties, which 
were very small in all these Eastern States of Europe, have been raised to pre-
eminence and power far beyond their numbers and are seeking everywhere to obtain 
totalitarian control. Police governments are prevailing in nearly every case, and so far, 
except in Czechoslovakia, there is no true democracy.

Turkey and Persia are both profoundly alarmed and disturbed at the claims which are 
being made upon them and at the pressure being exerted by the Moscow Government. 
An attempt is being made by the Russians in Berlin to build up a quasi-Communist 
party in their zone of Occupied Germany by showing special favours to groups of left-
wing German leaders. At the end of the fighting last June, the American and British 
Armies withdrew westwards, in accordance with an earlier agreement, to a depth at 
some points of 150 miles upon a front of nearly four hundred miles, in order to allow 
our Russian allies to occupy this vast expanse of territory which the Western 
Democracies had conquered.

If now the Soviet Government tries, by separate action, to build up a pro-Communist 
Germany in their areas, this will cause new serious difficulties in the British and 
American zones, and will give the defeated Germans the power of putting themselves 
up to auction between the Soviets and the Western Democracies. Whatever 
conclusions may be drawn from these facts-and facts they are-this is certainly not the 
Liberated Europe we fought to build up. Nor is it one which contains the essentials of 
permanent peace.

The safety of the world requires a new unity in Europe, from which no nation should 
be permanently outcast. It is from the quarrels of the strong parent races in Europe 
that the world wars we have witnessed, or which occurred in former times, have 
sprung. Twice in our own lifetime we have seen the United States, against their wishes 
and their traditions, against arguments, the force of which it is impossible not to 
comprehend, drawn by irresistible forces, into these wars in time to secure the victory 
of the good cause, but only after frightful slaughter and devastation had occurred. 
Twice the United States has had to send several millions of its young men across the 
Atlantic to find the war; but now war can find any nation, wherever it may dwell 
between dusk and dawn. Surely we should work with conscious purpose for a grand 
pacification of Europe, within the structure of the United Nations and in accordance 
with its Charter. That I feel is an open cause of policy of very great importance.
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In front of the iron curtain which lies across Europe are other causes for anxiety. In 
Italy the Communist Party is seriously hampered by having to Support the 
Communist-trained Marshal Tito's claims to former Italian territory at the head of the 
Adriatic. Nevertheless the future of Italy hangs in the balance. Again one cannot 
imagine a regenerated Europe without a strong France. All my public life I have 
worked for a Strong France and I never lost faith in her destiny, even in the darkest 
hours. I will not lose faith now. However, in a great number of countries, far from the 
Russian frontiers and throughout the world, Communist fifth columns are established 
and work in complete unity and absolute obedience to the directions they receive from 
the Communist centre. Except in the British Commonwealth and in the United States 
where communism is in its infancy, the Communist parties or fifth columns constitute a 
growing challenge and peril to Christian civilisation. These are sombre facts for 
anyone to have to recite on the morrow of a victory gained by so much splendid 
comradeship in arms and in the cause of freedom and democracy; but we should be 
most unwise not to face them squarely while time remains.

The outlook is also anxious in the Far East and especially in Manchuria. The 
Agreement which was made at Yalta, to which I was a party, was extremely favourable 
to Soviet Russia, but it was made at a time when no one could say that the German 
war might not extend all through the summer and autumn of 1945 and when the 
Japanese war was expected to last for a further 18 months from the end of the German 
war. In this country you are all so well-informed about the Far East, and such devoted 
friends of China, that I do not need to expatiate on the situation there.

I have felt bound to portray the shadow which, alike in the west and in the east, falls 
upon the world. I was a high minister at the time of the Versailles Treaty and a close 
friend of Mr. Lloyd-George, who was the head of the British delegation at Versailles. I 
did not myself agree with many things that were done, but I have a very Strong 
impression in my mind of that situation, and I find it painful to contrast it with that 
which prevails now. In those days there were high hopes and unbounded confidence 
that the wars were over, and that the League of Nations would become all-powerful. I 
do not see or feel that same confidence or even the same hopes in the haggard world at 
the present time.

On the other hand I repulse the idea that a new war is inevitable; still more that it is 
imminent. It is because I am sure that our fortunes are still in our own hands and that 
we hold the power to save the future, that I feel the duty to speak out now that I have 
the occasion and the opportunity to do so. I do not believe that Soviet Russia desires 
war.

What they desire is the fruits of war and the indefinite expansion of their power and 
doctrines. But what we have to consider here to-day while time remains, is the 
permanent prevention of war and the establishment of conditions of freedom and 
democracy as rapidly as possible in all countries. Our difficulties and dangers will not 
be removed by closing our eyes to them. They will not be removed by mere waiting to 
see what happens; nor will they be removed by a policy of appeasement. What is 
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needed is a settlement, and the longer this is delayed, the more difficult it will be and 
the greater our dangers will become.

From what I have seen of our Russian friends and Allies during the war, I am 
convinced that there is nothing they admire so much as strength, and there is nothing 
for which they have less respect than for weakness, especially military weakness. For 
that reason the old doctrine of a balance of power is unsound. We cannot afford, if we 
can help it, to work on narrow margins, offering temptations to a trial of strength. If 
the Western Democracies stand together in strict adherence to the principles of the 
United Nations Charter, their influence for furthering those principles will be immense 
and no one is likely to molest them. If however they become divided or falter in their 
duty and if these all-important years are allowed to slip away then indeed catastrophe 
may overwhelm us all.

Last time I saw it all coming and cried aloud to my own fellow-countrymen and to the 
world, but no one paid any attention. Up till the year 1933 or even 1935, Germany 
might have been saved from the awful fate which has overtaken her and we might all 
have been spared the miseries Hitler let loose upon mankind. There never was a war in 
all history easier to prevent by timely action than the one which has just desolated such 
great areas of the globe. It could have been prevented in my belief without the firing of 
a single shot, and Germany might be powerful, prosperous and honoured to-day; but 
no one would listen and one by one we were all sucked into the awful whirlpool. We 
surely must not let that happen again. This can only be achieved by reaching now, in 
1946, a good understanding on all points with Russia under the general authority of 
the United Nations Organisation and by the maintenance of that good understanding 
through many peaceful years, by the world instrument, supported by the whole 
strength of the English-speaking world and all its connections. There is the solution 
which I respectfully offer to you in this Address to which I have given the title "The 
Sinews of Peace."

Let no man underrate the abiding power of the British Empire and Commonwealth. 
Because you see the 46 millions in our island harassed about their food supply, of 
which they only grow one half, even in war-time, or because we have difficulty in 
restarting our industries and export trade after six years of passionate war effort, do 
not suppose that we shall not come through these dark years of privation as we have 
come through the glorious years of agony, or that half a century from now, you will not 
see 70 or 80 millions of Britons spread about the world and united in defence of our 
traditions, our way of life, and of the world causes which you and we espouse. If the 
population of the English-speaking Commonwealths be added to that of the United 
States with all that such co-operation implies in the air, on the sea, all over the globe 
and in science and in industry, and in moral force, there will be no quivering, 
precarious balance of power to offer its temptation to ambition or adventure. On the 
contrary, there will be an overwhelming assurance of security. If we adhere faithfully 
to the Charter of the United Nations and walk forward in sedate and sober strength 
seeking no one's land or treasure, seeking to lay no arbitrary control upon the thoughts 
of men; if all British moral and material forces and convictions are joined with your 
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own in fraternal association, the high-roads of the future will be clear, not only for us 
but for all, not only for our time, but for a century to come.

Lecture 24.4 — M.A.D. & CHINA 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the selection from President Harry Truman’s "Farewell 
Address." Why is Truman against an all-out nuclear war? Why does Truman 
think Communism will fail? 

SELECTION: From the "Farewell Address" of Harry Truman, delivered on 
January 15, 1953. 

As I have thought about our worldwide struggle with the Communists these past 8 
years—day in and day out—I have never once doubted that you, the people of our 
country, have the will to do what is necessary to win this terrible fight against 
communism. I know the people of this country have that will and determination, and I 
have always depended on it. Because I have been sure of that, I have been able to 
make necessary decisions even though they called for sacrifices by all of us. And I have 
not been wrong in my judgment of the American people.

That same assurance of our people's determination will be General Eisenhower's 
greatest source of strength in carrying on this struggle.

Now, once in a while, I get a letter from some impatient person asking, why don't we 
get it over with? Why don't we issue an ultimatum, make all-out war, drop the atomic 
bomb?

For most Americans, the answer is quite simple: We are not made that way. We are a 
moral people. Peace is our goal, with justice and freedom. We cannot, of our own free 
will, violate the very principles that we are striving to defend. The whole purpose of 
what we are doing is to prevent World War III. Starting a war is no way to make 
peace.

But if anyone still thinks that just this once, bad means can bring good ends, then let 
me remind you of this: We are living in the 8th year of the atomic age. We are not the 
only nation that is learning to unleash the power of the atom. A third world war might 
dig the grave not only of our Communist opponents but also of our own society, our 
world as well as theirs.

Starting an atomic war is totally unthinkable for rational men.

Then, some of you may ask, when and how will the cold war end? I think I can answer 
that simply. The Communist world has great resources, and it looks strong. But there 
is a fatal flaw in their society. Theirs is a godless system, a system of slavery; there is no 
freedom in it, no consent. The Iron Curtain, the secret police, the constant purges, all 
these are symptoms of a great basic weakness—the rulers' fear of their own people.
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In the long run the strength of our free society, and our ideals, will prevail over a 
system that has respect for neither God nor man.

Last week, in my State of the Union Message to the Congress—and I hope you will all 
take the time to read it—I explained how I think we will finally win through.

As the free world grows stronger, more united, more attractive to men on both sides of 
the Iron Curtain—and as the Soviet hopes for easy expansion are blocked—then there 
will have to come a time of change in the Soviet world. Nobody can say for sure when 
that is going to be, or exactly how it will come about, whether by revolution, or trouble 
in the satellite states, or by a change inside the Kremlin.

Whether the Communist rulers shift their policies of their own free will—or whether 
the change comes about in some other way—I have not a doubt in the world that a 
change will occur. I have a deep and abiding faith in the destiny of free men. With 
patience and courage, we shall some day move on into a new era—a wonderful golden 
age—an age when we can use the peaceful tools that science has forged for us to do 
away with poverty and human misery everywhere on earth.

Think what can be done, once our capital, our skills, our science—most of all atomic 
energy—can be released from the tasks of defense and turned wholly to peaceful 
purposes all around the world.

There is no end to what can be done. I can't help but dream out loud just a little here.

The Tigris and Euphrates Valley can be made to bloom as it did in the times of 
Babylon and Nineveh. Israel can be made the country of milk and honey as it was in 
the time of Joshua. There is a plateau in Ethiopia some 6,000 to 8,000 feet high, that 
has 65,000 square miles of land just exactly like the corn belt in northern Illinois. 
Enough food can be raised there to feed a hundred million people.

There are places in South America—places in Colombia and Venezuela and Brazil—
just like that plateau in Ethiopia—places where food could be raised for millions of 
people.

These things can be done, and they are self-liquidating projects. If we can get peace 
and safety in the world under the United Nations, the developments will come so fast 
we will not recognize the world in which we now live.

This is our dream of the future—our picture of the world we hope to have when the 
Communist threat is overcome.
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Lecture 24.5 — THE KOREAN WAR, THE RED MENACE, & IKE 
ASSIGNMENT: Complete Exam #24. 
1. How does Francis Schaeffer define personal peace?
2. How does Schaeffer define affluence?
3. How did the rise of television in the 1950s change American society?
4. In what way can the suburbs be said to embody a false reality?
5. Distinguish the Truman Doctrine from the Marshall Plan.
6. In what was were some of the Cold War conflicts quite intense?
7. How did the nationalists under Chiang Kai-shek unwittingly contribute to 

the rise of Communist Mao Tse-tung?
8. Why was Mao unable to live up to his promises of ‘The Great Leap 

Forward”?
9. Why was the U.S. not as successful in the Korean War as it had been in 

WWII?
10. Characterize the person and administration of President Eisenhower.
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Lesson 25 
THE GREAT DIVORCE: THE SIXTIES 

Lecture 25.1 — THE PRINCIPLE & KENNEDY’S PRESIDENCY 
ASSIGNMENT: Read President John F. Kennedy’s address on the space 
effort delivered at Rice University. Why does Kennedy suggest we should 
travel to the moon? How does he inspire this action? 

SELECTION: John F. Kennedy's address to Rice University on September 12, 
1962. 

President Pitzer, Mr. Vice President, Governor, Congressman Thomas, Senator Wiley, 
and Congressman Miller, Mr. Webb, Mr. Bell, scientists, distinguished guests, and 
ladies and gentlemen:

I appreciate your president having made me an honorary visiting professor, and I will 
assure you that my first lecture will be very brief.

I am delighted to be here, and I'm particularly delighted to be here on this occasion.

We meet at a college noted for knowledge, in a city noted for progress, in a State noted 
for strength, and we stand in need of all three, for we meet in an hour of change and 
challenge, in a decade of hope and fear, in an age of both knowledge and ignorance. 
The greater our knowledge increases, the greater our ignorance unfolds.

Despite the striking fact that most of the scientists that the world has ever known are 
alive and working today, despite the fact that this Nation¹s own scientific manpower is 
doubling every 12 years in a rate of growth more than three times that of our 
population as a whole, despite that, the vast stretches of the unknown and the 
unanswered and the unfinished still far outstrip our collective comprehension.

No man can fully grasp how far and how fast we have come, but condense, if you will, 
the 50,000 years of man's recorded history in a time span of but a half-century. Stated 
in these terms, we know very little about the first 40 years, except at the end of them 
advanced man had learned to use the skins of animals to cover them. Then about 10 
years ago, under this standard, man emerged from his caves to construct other kinds of 
shelter. Only five years ago man learned to write and use a cart with wheels. 
Christianity began less than two years ago. The printing press came this year, and then 
less than two months ago, during this whole 50-year span of human history, the steam 
engine provided a new source of power.

Newton explored the meaning of gravity. Last month electric lights and telephones and 
automobiles and airplanes became available. Only last week did we develop penicillin 
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and television and nuclear power, and now if America's new spacecraft succeeds in 
reaching Venus, we will have literally reached the stars before midnight tonight.

This is a breathtaking pace, and such a pace cannot help but create new ills as it 
dispels old, new ignorance, new problems, new dangers. Surely the opening vistas of 
space promise high costs and hardships, as well as high reward.

So it is not surprising that some would have us stay where we are a little longer to rest, 
to wait. But this city of Houston, this State of Texas, this country of the United States 
was not built by those who waited and rested and wished to look behind them. This 
country was conquered by those who moved forward—and so will space.

William Bradford, speaking in 1630 of the founding of the Plymouth Bay Colony, said 
that all great and honorable actions are accompanied with great difficulties, and both 
must be enterprised and overcome with answerable courage.

If this capsule history of our progress teaches us anything, it is that man, in his quest 
for knowledge and progress, is determined and cannot be deterred. The exploration of 
space will go ahead, whether we join in it or not, and it is one of the great adventures 
of all time, and no nation which expects to be the leader of other nations can expect to 
stay behind in the race for space.

Those who came before us made certain that this country rode the first waves of the 
industrial revolutions, the first waves of modern invention, and the first wave of 
nuclear power, and this generation does not intend to founder in the backwash of the 
coming age of space. We mean to be a part of it—we mean to lead it. For the eyes of 
the world now look into space, to the moon and to the planets beyond, and we have 
vowed that we shall not see it governed by a hostile flag of conquest, but by a banner 
of freedom and peace. We have vowed that we shall not see space filled with weapons 
of mass destruction, but with instruments of knowledge and understanding.

Yet the vows of this Nation can only be fulfilled if we in this Nation are first, and, 
therefore, we intend to be first. In short, our leadership in science and in industry, our 
hopes for peace and security, our obligations to ourselves as well as others, all require 
us to make this effort, to solve these mysteries, to solve them for the good of all men, 
and to become the world's leading space-faring nation.

We set sail on this new sea because there is new knowledge to be gained, and new 
rights to be won, and they must be won and used for the progress of all people. For 
space science, like nuclear science and all technology, has no conscience of its own. 
Whether it will become a force for good or ill depends on man, and only if the United 
States occupies a position of pre-eminence can we help decide whether this new ocean 
will be a sea of peace or a new terrifying theater of war. I do not say the we should or 
will go unprotected against the hostile misuse of space any more than we go 
unprotected against the hostile use of land or sea, but I do say that space can be 
explored and mastered without feeding the fires of war, without repeating the mistakes 
that man has made in extending his writ around this globe of ours.
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There is no strife, no prejudice, no national conflict in outer space as yet. Its hazards 
are hostile to us all. Its conquest deserves the best of all mankind, and its opportunity 
for peaceful cooperation many never come again. But why, some say, the moon? Why 
choose this as our goal? And they may well ask why climb the highest mountain? Why, 
35 years ago, fly the Atlantic? Why does Rice play Texas?

We choose to go to the moon. We choose to go to the moon in this decade and do the 
other things, not because they are easy, but because they are hard, because that goal 
will serve to organize and measure the best of our energies and skills, because that 
challenge is one that we are willing to accept, one we are unwilling to postpone, and 
one which we intend to win, and the others, too.

It is for these reasons that I regard the decision last year to shift our efforts in space 
from low to high gear as among the most important decisions that will be made during 
my incumbency in the office of the Presidency.

In the last 24 hours we have seen facilities now being created for the greatest and most 
complex exploration in man's history. We have felt the ground shake and the air 
shattered by the testing of a Saturn C-1 booster rocket, many times as powerful as the 
Atlas which launched John Glenn, generating power equivalent to 10,000 automobiles 
with their accelerators on the floor. We have seen the site where the F-1 rocket 
engines, each one as powerful as all eight engines of the Saturn combined, will be 
clustered together to make the advanced Saturn missile, assembled in a new building 
to be built at Cape Canaveral as tall as a 48 story structure, as wide as a city block, and 
as long as two lengths of this field.

Within these last 19 months at least 45 satellites have circled the earth. Some 40 of 
them were "made in the United States of America" and they were far more 
sophisticated and supplied far more knowledge to the people of the world than those of 
the Soviet Union.

The Mariner spacecraft now on its way to Venus is the most intricate instrument in the 
history of space science. The accuracy of that shot is comparable to firing a missile 
from Cape Canaveral and dropping it in this stadium between the the 40-yard lines.

Transit satellites are helping our ships at sea to steer a safer course. Tiros satellites 
have given us unprecedented warnings of hurricanes and storms, and will do the same 
for forest fires and icebergs.

We have had our failures, but so have others, even if they do not admit them. And they 
may be less public.

To be sure, we are behind, and will be behind for some time in manned flight. But we 
do not intend to stay behind, and in this decade, we shall make up and move ahead.

The growth of our science and education will be enriched by new knowledge of our 
universe and environment, by new techniques of learning and mapping and 
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observation, by new tools and computers for industry, medicine, the home as well as 
the school. Technical institutions, such as Rice, will reap the harvest of these gains.

And finally, the space effort itself, while still in its infancy, has already created a great 
number of new companies, and tens of thousands of new jobs. Space and related 
industries are generating new demands in investment and skilled personnel, and this 
city and this State, and this region, will share greatly in this growth. What was once 
the furthest outpost on the old frontier of the West will be the furthest outpost on the 
new frontier of science and space. Houston, your City of Houston, with its Manned 
Spacecraft Center, will become the heart of a large scientific and engineering 
community. During the next 5 years the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration expects to double the number of scientists and engineers in this area, to 
increase its outlays for salaries and expenses to $60 million a year; to invest some $200 
million in plant and laboratory facilities; and to direct or contract for new space efforts 
over $1 billion from this Center in this City.

To be sure, all this costs us all a good deal of money. This year¹s space budget is three 
times what it was in January 1961, and it is greater than the space budget of the 
previous eight years combined. That budget now stands at $5,400 million a year—a 
staggering sum, though somewhat less than we pay for cigarettes and cigars every 
year. Space expenditures will soon rise some more, from 40 cents per person per week 
to more than 50 cents a week for every man, woman and child in the United Stated, for 
we have given this program a high national priority—even though I realize that this is 
in some measure an act of faith and vision, for we do not now know what benefits 
await us.

But if I were to say, my fellow citizens, that we shall send to the moon, 240,000 miles 
away from the control station in Houston, a giant rocket more than 300 feet tall, the 
length of this football field, made of new metal alloys, some of which have not yet been 
invented, capable of standing heat and stresses several times more than have ever been 
experienced, fitted together with a precision better than the finest watch, carrying all 
the equipment needed for propulsion, guidance, control, communications, food and 
survival, on an untried mission, to an unknown celestial body, and then return it safely 
to earth, re-entering the atmosphere at speeds of over 25,000 miles per hour, causing 
heat about half that of the temperature of the sun--almost as hot as it is here today--
and do all this, and do it right, and do it first before this decade is out--then we must be 
bold.

I'm the one who is doing all the work, so we just want you to stay cool for a minute. 
[laughter]

However, I think we're going to do it, and I think that we must pay what needs to be 
paid. I don't think we ought to waste any money, but I think we ought to do the job. 
And this will be done in the decade of the sixties. It may be done while some of you are 
still here at school at this college and university. It will be done during the term of 
office of some of the people who sit here on this platform. But it will be done. And it 
will be done before the end of this decade.
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I am delighted that this university is playing a part in putting a man on the moon as 
part of a great national effort of the United States of America.

Many years ago the great British explorer George Mallory, who was to die on Mount 
Everest, was asked why did he want to climb it. He said, "Because it is there."

Well, space is there, and we're going to climb it, and the moon and the planets are 
there, and new hopes for knowledge and peace are there. And, therefore, as we set sail 
we ask God's blessing on the most hazardous and dangerous and greatest adventure on 
which man has ever embarked.

Thank you.

Lecture 25.2 — THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT 
ASSIGNMENT: Read Dr. Martin Luther King’s "Letter from Birmingham Jail" 
of April 16, 1963. How does Dr. King address the white religious leaders of 
the South who asked him to exercise caution and not actively oppose 
racism? Why does he say the Civil Rights Movement is needed? In what 
manner does he say this movement should be conducted? 

SELECTION: "Letter from Birmingham Jail" by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 

While confined here in the Birmingham city jail, I came across your recent statement 
calling our present activities "unwise and untimely." Seldom, if ever, do I pause to 
answer criticism of my work and ideas. If I sought to answer all of the criticisms that 
cross my desk, my secretaries would be engaged in little else in the course of the day, 
and I would have no time for constructive work. But since I feel that you are men of 
genuine good will and your criticisms are sincerely set forth, I would like to answer 
your statement in what I hope will be patient and reasonable terms.

I think I should give the reason for my being in Birmingham, since you have been 
influenced by the argument of "outsiders coming in." I have the honor of serving as 
president of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, an organization operating 
in every Southern state, with headquarters in Atlanta, Georgia. We have some eighty-
five affiliate organizations all across the South, one being the Alabama Christian 
Movement for Human Rights. Whenever necessary and possible, we share staff, 
educational and financial resources with our affiliates. 

Several months ago our local affiliate here in Birmingham invited us to be on call to 
engage in a nonviolent direct-action program if such were deemed necessary. We 
readily consented, and when the hour came we lived up to our promises. So I am here, 
along with several members of my staff, because we were invited here. I am here 
because I have basic organizational ties here.
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Beyond this, I am in Birmingham because injustice is here. Just as the eighth-century 
prophets left their little villages and carried their "thus saith the Lord" far beyond the 
boundaries of their hometowns; and just as the Apostle Paul left his little village of 
Tarsus and carried the gospel of Jesus Christ to practically every hamlet and city of 
the Greco-Roman world, I too am compelled to carry the gospel of freedom beyond my 
particular hometown. Like Paul, I must constantly respond to the Macedonian call for 
aid.

Moreover, I am cognizant of the interrelatedness of all communities and states. I 
cannot sit idly by in Atlanta and not be concerned about what happens in Birmingham. 
Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere. We are caught in an inescapable 
network of mutuality, tied in a single garment of destiny. Whatever affects one directly 
affects all indirectly. Never again can we afford to live with the narrow, provincial 
"outside agitator" idea. Anyone who lives inside the United States can never be 
considered an outsider.

You deplore the demonstrations that are presently taking place in Birmingham. But I 
am sorry that your statement did not express a similar concern for the conditions that 
brought the demonstrations into being. I am sure that each of you would want to go 
beyond the superficial social analyst who looks merely at effects and does not grapple 
with underlying causes. I would not hesitate to say that it is unfortunate that so-called 
demonstrations are taking place in Birmingham at this time, but I would say in more 
emphatic terms that it is even more unfortunate that the white power structure of this 
city left the Negro community with no other alternative.

In any nonviolent campaign there are four basic steps: collection of the facts to 
determine whether injustices are alive, negotiation, self-purification, and direct action. 
We have gone through all of these steps in Birmingham. There can be no gainsaying of 
the fact that racial injustice engulfs this community. Birmingham is probably the most 
thoroughly segregated city in the United States. Its ugly record of police brutality is 
known in every section of this country. Its unjust treatment of Negroes in the courts is 
a notorious reality. There have been more unsolved bombings of Negro homes and 
churches in Birmingham than in any other city in this nation. These are the hard, 
brutal, and unbelievable facts. On the basis of them, Negro leaders sought to negotiate 
with the city fathers. But the political leaders consistently refused to engage in good-
faith negotiation.

Then came the opportunity last September to talk with some of the leaders of the 
economic community. In these negotiating sessions certain promises were made by the 
merchants, such as the promise to remove the humiliating racial signs from the stores. 
On the basis of these promises, Reverend Shuttlesworth and the leaders of the 
Alabama Christian Movement for Human Rights agreed to call a moratorium on any 
type of demonstration. As the weeks and months unfolded, we realized that we were 
the victims of a broken promise. The signs remained. As in so many experiences of the 
past, we were confronted with blasted hopes, and the dark shadow of a deep 
disappointment settled upon us. So we had no alternative except that of preparing for 
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direct action, whereby we would present our very bodies as a means of laying our case 
before the conscience of the local and national community. We were not unmindful of 
the difficulties involved. So we decided to go through a process of self-purification. We 
started having workshops on nonviolence and repeatedly asked ourselves the 
questions, "Are you able to accept blows without retaliating?" and "Are you able to 
endure the ordeals of jail?" We decided to set our direct-action program around the 
Easter season, realizing that, with exception of Christmas, this was the largest 
shopping period of the year. Knowing that a strong economic withdrawal program 
would be the by-product of direct action, we felt that this was the best time to bring 
pressure on the merchants for the needed changes. Then it occurred to us that the 
March election was ahead, and so we speedily decided to postpone action until after 
election day. When we discovered that Mr. Conner was in the runoff, we decided again 
to postpone action so that the demonstration could not be used to cloud the issues. At 
this time we agreed to begin our nonviolent witness the day after the runoff.

This reveals that we did not move irresponsibly into direct action. We, too, wanted to 
see Mr. Conner defeated, so we went through postponement after postponement to aid 
in this community need. After this we felt that direct action could be delayed no longer.

You may well ask, "Why direct action, why sit-ins, marches, and so forth? Isn't 
negotiation a better path?" You are exactly right in your call for negotiation. Indeed, 
this is the purpose of direct action. Nonviolent direct action seeks to create such a 
crisis and establish such creative tension that a community that has consistently 
refused to negotiate is forced to confront the issue. It seeks so to dramatize the issue 
that it can no longer be ignored. I just referred to the creation of tension as a part of 
the work of the nonviolent resister. This may sound rather shocking. But I must 
confess that I am not afraid of the word "tension." I have earnestly worked and 
preached against violent tension, but there is a type of constructive nonviolent tension 
that is necessary for growth. Just as Socrates felt that it was necessary to create a 
tension in the mind so that individuals could rise from the bondage of myths and half-
truths to the unfettered realm of creative analysis and objective appraisal, we must see 
the need of having nonviolent gadflies to create the kind of tension in society that will 
help men to rise from the dark depths of prejudice and racism to the majestic heights of 
understanding and brotherhood. So, the purpose of direct action is to create a situation 
so crisis-packed that it will inevitably open the door to negotiation. We therefore 
concur with you in your call for negotiation. Too long has our beloved Southland been 
bogged down in the tragic attempt to live in monologue rather than dialogue.

One of the basic points in your statement is that our acts are untimely. Some have 
asked, "Why didn't you give the new administration time to act?" The only answer that 
I can give to this inquiry is that the new administration must be prodded about as 
much as the outgoing one before it acts. We will be sadly mistaken if we feel that the 
election of Mr. Boutwell will bring the millennium to Birmingham. While Mr. Boutwell 
is much more articulate and gentle than Mr. Conner, they are both segregationists, 
dedicated to the task of maintaining the status quo. The hope I see in Mr. Boutwell is 
that he will be reasonable enough to see the futility of massive resistance to 
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desegregation. But he will not see this without pressure from the devotees of civil 
rights. My friends, I must say to you that we have not made a single gain in civil rights 
without determined legal and nonviolent pressure. History is the long and tragic story 
of the fact that privileged groups seldom give up their privileges voluntarily. 
Individuals may see the moral light and voluntarily give up their unjust posture; but, as 
Reinhold Niebuhr has reminded us, groups are more immoral than individuals.

We know through painful experience that freedom is never voluntarily given by the 
oppressor; it must be demanded by the oppressed. Frankly, I have never yet engaged 
in a direct-action movement that was "well timed" according to the timetable of those 
who have not suffered unduly from the disease of segregation. For years now I have 
heard the word "wait." It rings in the ear of every Negro with a piercing familiarity. 
This "wait" has almost always meant "never." It has been a tranquilizing thalidomide, 
relieving the emotional stress for a moment, only to give birth to an ill-formed infant of 
frustration. We must come to see with the distinguished jurist of yesterday that "justice 
too long delayed is justice denied." We have waited for more than three hundred and 
forty years for our God-given and constitutional rights. The nations of Asia and Africa 
are moving with jetlike speed toward the goal of political independence, and we still 
creep at horse-and-buggy pace toward the gaining of a cup of coffee at a lunch counter. 
I guess it is easy for those who have never felt the stinging darts of segregation to say 
"wait." But when you have seen vicious mobs lynch your mothers and fathers at will 
and drown your sisters and brothers at whim; when you have seen hate-filled 
policemen curse, kick, brutalize, and even kill your black brothers and sisters with 
impunity; when you see the vast majority of your twenty million Negro brothers 
smothering in an airtight cage of poverty in the midst of an affluent society; when you 
suddenly find your tongue twisted and your speech stammering as you seek to explain 
to your six-year-old daughter why she cannot go to the public amusement park that 
has just been advertised on television, and see tears welling up in her little eyes when 
she is told that Funtown is closed to colored children, and see the depressing clouds of 
inferiority begin to form in her little mental sky, and see her begin to distort her little 
personality by unconsciously developing a bitterness toward white people; when you 
have to concoct an answer for a five-year-old son asking in agonizing pathos, "Daddy, 
why do white people treat colored people so mean?"; when you take a cross-country 
drive and find it necessary to sleep night after night in the uncomfortable corners of 
your automobile because no motel will accept you; when you are humiliated day in and 
day out by nagging signs reading "white" and "colored"; when your first name becomes 
"nigger" and your middle name becomes "boy" (however old you are) and your last 
name becomes "John," and when your wife and mother are never given the respected 
title "Mrs."; when you are harried by day and haunted by night by the fact that you are 
a Negro, living constantly at tiptoe stance, never knowing what to expect next, and 
plagued with inner fears and outer resentments; when you are forever fighting a 
degenerating sense of "nobodyness"—then you will understand why we find it difficult 
to wait. There comes a time when the cup of endurance runs over and men are no 
longer willing to be plunged into an abyss of injustice where they experience the 
bleakness of corroding despair. I hope, sirs, you can understand our legitimate and 
unavoidable impatience.
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You express a great deal of anxiety over our willingness to break laws. This is certainly 
a legitimate concern. Since we so diligently urge people to obey the Supreme Court's 
decision of 1954 outlawing segregation in the public schools, it is rather strange and 
paradoxical to find us consciously breaking laws. One may well ask, "How can you 
advocate breaking some laws and obeying others?" The answer is found in the fact that 
there are two types of laws: there are just laws, and there are unjust laws. I would 
agree with St. Augustine that "An unjust law is no law at all."

Now, what is the difference between the two? How does one determine when a law is 
just or unjust? A just law is a man-made code that squares with the moral law, or the 
law of God. An unjust law is a code that is out of harmony with the moral law. To put 
it in the terms of St. Thomas Aquinas, an unjust law is a human law that is not rooted 
in eternal and natural law. Any law that uplifts human personality is just. Any law that 
degrades human personality is unjust. All segregation statutes are unjust because 
segregation distorts the soul and damages the personality. It gives the segregator a 
false sense of superiority and the segregated a false sense of inferiority. To use the 
words of Martin Buber, the great Jewish philosopher, segregation substitutes an "I-it" 
relationship for the "I-thou" relationship and ends up relegating persons to the status of 
things. So segregation is not only politically, economically, and sociologically unsound, 
but it is morally wrong and sinful. Paul Tillich has said that sin is separation. Isn't 
segregation an existential expression of man's tragic separation, an expression of his 
awful estrangement, his terrible sinfulness? So I can urge men to obey the 1954 
decision of the Supreme Court because it is morally right, and I can urge them to 
disobey segregation ordinances because they are morally wrong.

Let us turn to a more concrete example of just and unjust laws. An unjust law is a code 
that a majority inflicts on a minority that is not binding on itself. This is difference 
made legal. On the other hand, a just law is a code that a majority compels a minority 
to follow, and that it is willing to follow itself. This is sameness made legal.

Let me give another explanation. An unjust law is a code inflicted upon a minority 
which that minority had no part in enacting or creating because it did not have the 
unhampered right to vote. Who can say that the legislature of Alabama which set up 
the segregation laws was democratically elected? Throughout the state of Alabama all 
types of conniving methods are used to prevent Negroes from becoming registered 
voters, and there are some counties without a single Negro registered to vote, despite 
the fact that the Negroes constitute a majority of the population. Can any law set up in 
such a state be considered democratically structured?

These are just a few examples of unjust and just laws. There are some instances when a 
law is just on its face and unjust in its application. For instance, I was arrested Friday 
on a charge of parading without a permit. Now, there is nothing wrong with an 
ordinance which requires a permit for a parade, but when the ordinance is used to 
preserve segregation and to deny citizens the First Amendment privilege of peaceful 
assembly and peaceful protest, then it becomes unjust.
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Of course, there is nothing new about this kind of civil disobedience. It was seen 
sublimely in the refusal of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego to obey the laws of 
Nebuchadnezzar because a higher moral law was involved. It was practiced superbly 
by the early Christians, who were willing to face hungry lions and the excruciating 
pain of chopping blocks before submitting to certain unjust laws of the Roman Empire. 
To a degree, academic freedom is a reality today because Socrates practiced civil 
disobedience.

We can never forget that everything Hitler did in Germany was "legal" and everything 
the Hungarian freedom fighters did in Hungary was "illegal." It was "illegal" to aid and 
comfort a Jew in Hitler's Germany. But I am sure that if I had lived in Germany 
during that time, I would have aided and comforted my Jewish brothers even though 
it was illegal. If I lived in a Communist country today where certain principles dear to 
the Christian faith are suppressed, I believe I would openly advocate disobeying these 
anti-religious laws.

I must make two honest confessions to you, my Christian and Jewish brothers. First, I 
must confess that over the last few years I have been gravely disappointed with the 
white moderate. I have almost reached the regrettable conclusion that the Negro's 
great stumbling block in the stride toward freedom is not the White Citizens 
Councillor or the Ku Klux Klanner but the white moderate who is more devoted to 
order than to justice; who prefers a negative peace which is the absence of tension to a 
positive peace which is the presence of justice; who constantly says, "I agree with you 
in the goal you seek, but I can't agree with your methods of direct action"; who 
paternalistically feels that he can set the timetable for another man's freedom; who 
lives by the myth of time; and who constantly advises the Negro to wait until a "more 
convenient season." Shallow understanding from people of good will is more 
frustrating than absolute misunderstanding from people of ill will. 

Lukewarm acceptance is much more bewildering than outright rejection.

In your statement you asserted that our actions, even though peaceful, must be 
condemned because they precipitate violence. But can this assertion be logically made? 
Isn't this like condemning the robbed man because his possession of money 
precipitated the evil act of robbery? Isn't this like condemning Socrates because his 
unswerving commitment to truth and his philosophical delvings precipitated the 
misguided popular mind to make him drink the hemlock? Isn't this like condemning 
Jesus because His unique God-consciousness and never-ceasing devotion to His will 
precipitated the evil act of crucifixion? We must come to see, as federal courts have 
consistently affirmed, that it is immoral to urge an individual to withdraw his efforts to 
gain his basic constitutional rights because the quest precipitates violence. Society 
must protect the robbed and punish the robber.

I had also hoped that the white moderate would reject the myth of time. I received a 
letter this morning from a white brother in Texas which said, "All Christians know that 
the colored people will receive equal rights eventually, but is it possible that you are in 
too great of a religious hurry? It has taken Christianity almost 2000 years to 
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accomplish what it has. The teachings of Christ take time to come to earth." All that is 
said here grows out of a tragic misconception of time. It is the strangely irrational 
notion that there is something in the very flow of time that will inevitably cure all ills. 
Actually, time is neutral. It can be used either destructively or constructively. I am 
coming to feel that the people of ill will have used time much more effectively than the 
people of good will. We will have to repent in this generation not merely for the 
vitriolic words and actions of the bad people but for the appalling silence of the good 
people. We must come to see that human progress never rolls in on wheels of 
inevitability. It comes through the tireless efforts and persistent work of men willing to 
be coworkers with God, and without this hard work time itself becomes an ally of the 
forces of social stagnation.

You spoke of our activity in Birmingham as extreme. At first I was rather disappointed 
that fellow clergymen would see my nonviolent efforts as those of an extremist. I 
started thinking about the fact that I stand in the middle of two opposing forces in the 
Negro community. One is a force of complacency made up of Negroes who, as a result 
of long years of oppression, have been so completely drained of self-respect and a 
sense of "somebodyness" that they have adjusted to segregation, and, on the other 
hand, of a few Negroes in the middle class who, because of a degree of academic and 
economic security and because at points they profit by segregation, have unconsciously 
become insensitive to the problems of the masses. The other force is one of bitterness 
and hatred and comes perilously close to advocating violence. It is expressed in the 
various black nationalist groups that are springing up over the nation, the largest and 
best known being Elijah Muhammad's Muslim movement. 

This movement is nourished by the contemporary frustration over the continued 
existence of racial discrimination. It is made up of people who have lost faith in 
America, who have absolutely repudiated Christianity, and who have concluded that 
the white man is an incurable devil. I have tried to stand between these two forces, 
saying that we need not follow the do-nothingism of the complacent or the hatred and 
despair of the black nationalist. There is a more excellent way, of love and nonviolent 
protest. I'm grateful to God that, through the Negro church, the dimension of 
nonviolence entered our struggle. If this philosophy had not emerged, I am convinced 
that by now many streets of the South would be flowing with floods of blood. And I 
am further convinced that if our white brothers dismiss as "rabble-rousers" and 
"outside agitators" those of us who are working through the channels of nonviolent 
direct action and refuse to support our nonviolent efforts, millions of Negroes, out of 
frustration and despair, will seek solace and security in black nationalist ideologies, a 
development that will lead inevitably to a frightening racial nightmare.

Oppressed people cannot remain oppressed forever. The urge for freedom will 
eventually come. This is what has happened to the American Negro. Something within 
has reminded him of his birthright of freedom; something without has reminded him 
that he can gain it. Consciously and unconsciously, he has been swept in by what the 
Germans call the Zeitgeist, and with his black brothers of Africa and his brown and 
yellow brothers of Asia, South America, and the Caribbean, he is moving with a sense 
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of cosmic urgency toward the promised land of racial justice. Recognizing this vital 
urge that has engulfed the Negro community, one should readily understand public 
demonstrations. The Negro has many pent-up resentments and latent frustrations. He 
has to get them out. So let him march sometime; let him have his prayer pilgrimages to 
the city hall; understand why he must have sit- ins and freedom rides. If his repressed 
emotions do not come out in these nonviolent ways, they will come out in ominous 
expressions of violence. 

This is not a threat; it is a fact of history. So I have not said to my people, "Get rid of 
your discontent." But I have tried to say that this normal and healthy discontent can be 
channeled through the creative outlet of nonviolent direct action. Now this approach is 
being dismissed as extremist. I must admit that I was initially disappointed in being so 
categorized.

But as I continued to think about the matter, I gradually gained a bit of satisfaction 
from being considered an extremist. Was not Jesus an extremist in love?—"Love your 
enemies, bless them that curse you, pray for them that despitefully use you." Was not 
Amos an extremist for justice?—"Let justice roll down like waters and righteousness 
like a mighty stream." Was not Paul an extremist for the gospel of Jesus Christ?—"I 
bear in my body the marks of the Lord Jesus." Was not Martin Luther an extremist?
—"Here I stand; I can do no other so help me God." Was not John Bunyan an 
extremist?—"I will stay in jail to the end of my days before I make a mockery of my 
conscience." Was not Abraham Lincoln an extremist?—"This nation cannot survive 
half slave and half free." Was not Thomas Jefferson an extremist?—"We hold these 
truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal." So the question is not whether 
we will be extremist, but what kind of extremists we will be. Will we be extremists for 
hate, or will we be extremists for love? Will we be extremists for the preservation of 
injustice, or will we be extremists for the cause of justice?

I had hoped that the white moderate would see this. Maybe I was too optimistic. 
Maybe I expected too much. I guess I should have realized that few members of a race 
that has oppressed another race can understand or appreciate the deep groans and 
passionate yearnings of those that have been oppressed, and still fewer have the vision 
to see that injustice must be rooted out by strong, persistent, and determined action. I 
am thankful, however, that some of our white brothers have grasped the meaning of 
this social revolution and committed themselves to it. 

They are still all too small in quantity, but they are big in quality. Some, like Ralph 
McGill, Lillian Smith, Harry Golden, and James Dabbs, have written about our 
struggle in eloquent, prophetic, and understanding terms. Others have marched with 
us down nameless streets of the South. They sat in with us at lunch counters and rode 
in with us on the freedom rides. They have languished in filthy roach-infested jails, 
suffering the abuse and brutality of angry policemen who see them as "dirty nigger 
lovers." They, unlike many of their moderate brothers, have recognized the urgency of 
the moment and sensed the need for powerful "action" antidotes to combat the disease 
of segregation.
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Let me rush on to mention my other disappointment. I have been disappointed with 
the white church and its leadership. Of course, there are some notable exceptions. I am 
not unmindful of the fact that each of you has taken some significant stands on this 
issue. I commend you, Reverend Stallings, for your Christian stand this past Sunday in 
welcoming Negroes to your Baptist Church worship service on a nonsegregated basis. 
I commend the Catholic leaders of this state for integrating Springhill College several 
years ago.

But despite these notable exceptions, I must honestly reiterate that I have been 
disappointed with the church. I do not say that as one of those negative critics who can 
always find something wrong with the church. I say it as a minister of the gospel who 
loves the church, who was nurtured in its bosom, who has been sustained by its 
Spiritual blessings, and who will remain true to it as long as the cord of life shall 
lengthen.

I had the strange feeling when I was suddenly catapulted into the leadership of the bus 
protest in Montgomery several years ago that we would have the support of the white 
church. I felt that the white ministers, priests, and rabbis of the South would be some 
of our strongest allies. Instead, some few have been outright opponents, refusing to 
understand the freedom movement and misrepresenting its leaders; all too many others 
have been more cautious than courageous and have remained silent behind the 
anesthetizing security of stained-glass windows.

In spite of my shattered dreams of the past, I came to Birmingham with the hope that 
the white religious leadership of this community would see the justice of our cause and 
with deep moral concern serve as the channel through which our just grievances could 
get to the power structure. I had hoped that each of you would understand. But again I 
have been disappointed.

I have heard numerous religious leaders of the South call upon their worshipers to 
comply with a desegregation decision because it is the law, but I have longed to hear 
white ministers say, follow this decree because integration is morally right and the 
Negro is your brother. In the midst of blatant injustices inflicted upon the Negro, I 
have watched white churches stand on the sidelines and merely mouth pious 
irrelevancies and sanctimonious trivialities. In the midst of a mighty struggle to rid our 
nation of racial and economic injustice, I have heard so many ministers say, "Those are 
social issues which the gospel has nothing to do with," and I have watched so many 
churches commit themselves to a completely otherworldly religion which made a 
strange distinction between bodies and souls, the sacred and the secular.

There was a time when the church was very powerful. It was during that period that 
the early Christians rejoiced when they were deemed worthy to suffer for what they 
believed. In those days the church was not merely a thermometer that recorded the 
ideas and principles of popular opinion; it was the thermostat that transformed the 
mores of society. Wherever the early Christians entered a town the power structure got 
disturbed and immediately sought to convict them for being "disturbers of the peace" 
and "outside agitators." But they went on with the conviction that they were "a colony 
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of heaven" and had to obey God rather than man. They were small in number but big 
in commitment. They were too God-intoxicated to be "astronomically intimidated." 
They brought an end to such ancient evils as infanticide and gladiatorial contest.

Things are different now. The contemporary church is so often a weak, ineffectual 
voice with an uncertain sound. It is so often the arch supporter of the status quo. Far 
from being disturbed by the presence of the church, the power structure of the average 
community is consoled by the church's often vocal sanction of things as they are.

But the judgment of God is upon the church as never before. If the church of today 
does not recapture the sacrificial spirit of the early church, it will lose its authentic 
ring, forfeit the loyalty of millions, and be dismissed as an irrelevant social club with no 
meaning for the twentieth century. I meet young people every day whose 
disappointment with the church has risen to outright disgust.

I hope the church as a whole will meet the challenge of this decisive hour. But even if 
the church does not come to the aid of justice, I have no despair about the future. I 
have no fear about the outcome of our struggle in Birmingham, even if our motives are 
presently misunderstood. We will reach the goal of freedom in Birmingham and all 
over the nation, because the goal of America is freedom. Abused and scorned though 
we may be, our destiny is tied up with the destiny of America. Before the Pilgrims 
landed at Plymouth, we were here. Before the pen of Jefferson scratched across the 
pages of history the majestic word of the Declaration of Independence, we were here. For 
more than two centuries our foreparents labored here without wages; they made cotton 
king; and they built the homes of their masters in the midst of brutal injustice and 
shameful humiliation—and yet out of a bottomless vitality our people continue to 
thrive and develop. If the inexpressible cruelties of slavery could not stop us, the 
opposition we now face will surely fail. We will win our freedom because the sacred 
heritage of our nation and the eternal will of God are embodied in our echoing 
demands.

I must close now. But before closing I am impelled to mention one other point in your 
statement that troubled me profoundly. You warmly commended the Birmingham 
police force for keeping "order" and "preventing violence." I don't believe you would 
have so warmly commended the police force if you had seen its angry violent dogs 
literally biting six unarmed, nonviolent Negroes. I don't believe you would so quickly 
commend the policemen if you would observe their ugly and inhuman treatment of 
Negroes here in the city jail; if you would watch them push and curse old Negro 
women and young Negro girls; if you would see them slap and kick old Negro men 
and young boys, if you would observe them, as they did on two occasions, refusing to 
give us food because we wanted to sing our grace together. I'm sorry that I can't join 
you in your praise for the police department.

It is true that they have been rather disciplined in their public handling of the 
demonstrators. In this sense they have been publicly "nonviolent." But for what 
purpose? To preserve the evil system of segregation. Over the last few years I have 
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consistently preached that nonviolence demands that the means we use must be as 
pure as the ends we seek. So I have tried to make it clear that it is wrong to use 
immoral means to attain moral ends. But now I must affirm that it is just as wrong, or 
even more, to use moral means to preserve immoral ends.

I wish you had commended the Negro demonstrators of Birmingham for their sublime 
courage, their willingness to suffer, and their amazing discipline in the midst of the 
most inhuman provocation. One day the South will recognize its real heroes. They will 
be the James Merediths, courageously and with a majestic sense of purpose facing 
jeering and hostile mobs and the agonizing loneliness that characterizes the life of the 
pioneer. They will be old, oppressed, battered Negro women, symbolized in a seventy-
two-year-old woman of Montgomery, Alabama, who rose up with a sense of dignity 
and with her people decided not to ride the segregated buses, and responded to one 
who inquired about her tiredness with ungrammatical profundity, "My feets is tired, 
but my soul is rested." They will be young high school and college students, young 
ministers of the gospel and a host of their elders courageously and nonviolently sitting 
in at lunch counters and willingly going to jail for conscience's sake. One day the 
South will know that when these disinherited children of God sat down at lunch 
counters they were in reality standing up for the best in the American dream and the 
most sacred values in our Judeo-Christian heritage.

Never before have I written a letter this long—or should I say a book? I'm afraid that 
it is much too long to take your precious time. I can assure you that it would have been 
much shorter if I had been writing from a comfortable desk, but what else is there to 
do when you are alone for days in the dull monotony of a narrow jail cell other than 
write long letters, think strange thoughts, and pray long prayers?

If I have said anything in this letter that is an understatement of the truth and is 
indicative of an unreasonable impatience, I beg you to forgive me. 

If I have said anything in this letter that is an overstatement of the truth and is 
indicative of my having a patience that makes me patient with anything less than 
brotherhood, I beg God to forgive me.

Yours for the cause of Peace and Brotherhood,

Martin Luther King, Jr.
© Copyright 1963, Martin Luther King, Jr.
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Lecture 25.3 — THE CULTURE OF REVOLUTION 
ASSIGNMENT: Read (or listen to) Bob Dylan’s "The Times They Are A-
Changin’". How do his lyrics reflect the culture of the Sixties? 

SELECTION: "The Times They Are A-Changin’" by Bob Dylan. 
Come gather ’round people
Wherever you roam
And admit that the waters
Around you have grown
And accept it that soon
You’ll be drenched to the bone
If your time to you is worth savin’
Then you better start swimmin’ or you’ll sink like a stone
For the times they are a-changin’

Come writers and critics
Who prophesize with your pen
And keep your eyes wide
The chance won’t come again
And don’t speak too soon
For the wheel’s still in spin
And there’s no tellin’ who that it’s namin’
For the loser now will be later to win
For the times they are a-changin’

Come senators, congressmen
Please heed the call
Don’t stand in the doorway
Don’t block up the hall
For he that gets hurt
Will be he who has stalled
There’s a battle outside and it is ragin’
It’ll soon shake your windows and rattle your walls
For the times they are a-changin’

Come mothers and fathers
Throughout the land
And don’t criticize
What you can’t understand
Your sons and your daughters
Are beyond your command
Your old road is rapidly agin’
Please get out of the new one if you can’t lend your hand
For the times they are a-changin’

The line it is drawn
The curse it is cast
The slow one now
Will later be fast
As the present now
Will later be past
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The order is rapidly fadin’
And the first one now will later be last
For the times they are a-changin’

© Copyright 1963, 1964 by Warner Bros. Inc.; renewed 1991, 1992 by Special Rider 
Music

Lecture 25.4 — LBJ: WAR & PEACE 
ASSIGNMENT: Read President Lyndon B. Johnson’s "The Great Society" 
speech. What is the "Great Society" of which Johnson speaks? How should 
it be accomplished? How is his vision of government welfare different from 
that of earlier presidents? 

SELECTION: "The Great Society" delivered by Lyndon B. Johnson on May 22, 
1964. 

President Hatcher, Governor Romney, Senators McNamara and Hart, Congressmen 
Header and Staebler, and other members of the fine Michigan delegation, members of 
the graduating class, my fellow Americans: It is a great pleasure to be here today. This 
university has been coeducational since 1870, but I do not believe it was on the basis of 
your accomplishments that a Detroit high school girl said, "In choosing a college, you 
first have to decide whether you want a coeducational school or an educational school."

Well, we can find both here at Michigan, although perhaps at different hours. I came 
out here today very anxious to meet the Michigan student whose father told a friend of 
mine that his son's education had been a real value. It stopped his mother from 
bragging about him.

I have come today from the turmoil of your Capital to the tranquility of your campus 
to speak about the future of your country.

The purpose of protecting the life of our Nation and preserving the liberty of our 
citizens is to pursue the happiness of our people. Our success in that pursuit is the test 
of our success as a Nation.

For a century we labored to settle and to subdue a continent. For half a century we 
called upon unbounded invention and untiring industry to create an order of plenty for 
all of our people.

The challenge of the next half century is whether we have the wisdom to use that 
wealth to enrich and elevate our national life, and to advance the quality of our 
American civilization.

Your imagination, your initiative, and your indignation will determine whether we 
build a society where progress is the servant of our needs, or a society where old 
values and new visions are buried under unbridled growth. For in your time we have 
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the opportunity to move not only toward the rich society and the powerful society, but 
upward to the Great Society.

The Great Society rests on abundance and liberty for all. It demands an end to poverty 
and racial injustice, to which we are totally committed in our time. But that is just the 
beginning.

The Great Society is a place where every child can find knowledge to enrich his mind 
and to enlarge his talents. It is a place where leisure is a welcome chance to build and 
reflect, not a feared cause of boredom and restlessness. It is a place where the city of 
man serves not only the needs of the body and the demands of commerce but the 
desire for beauty and the hunger for community.

It is a place where man can renew contact with nature. It is a place which honors 
creation for its own sake and for what it adds to the understanding of the race. It is a 
place where men are more concerned with the quality of their goals than the quantity 
of their goods.

But most of all, the Great Society is not a safe harbor, a resting place, a final objective, 
a finished work. It is a challenge constantly renewed, beckoning us toward a destiny 
where the meaning of our lives matches the marvelous products of our labor.

So I want to talk to you today about three places where we begin to build the Great 
Society - in our cities, in our countryside, and in our classrooms.

Many of you will live to see the day, perhaps 50 years from now, when there will be 
400 million Americans—four-fifths of them in urban areas. In the remainder of this 
century urban population will double, city land will double, and we will have to build 
homes, high-ways, and facilities equal to all those built since this country was first 
settled. So in the next 40 years we must rebuild the entire urban United States.

Aristotle said: "Men come together in cities in order to live, but they remain together in 
order to live the good life." It is harder and harder to live the good life in American 
cities today. The catalog of ills is long: there is the decay of the centers and the 
despoiling of the suburbs. There is not enough housing for our people or 
transportation for our traffic. Open land is vanishing and old landmarks are violated.

Worst of all, expansion is eroding the precious and time honored values of community 
with neighbors and communion with nature. The loss of these values breeds loneliness 
and boredom and indifference.

Our society will never be great until our cities are great. Today the frontier of 
imagination and innovation is inside those cities and not beyond their borders. New 
experiments are already going on. It will be the task of your generation to make the 
American city a place where future generations will come, not only to live but to live 
the good life.
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I understand that if I stayed here tonight I would see that Michigan students are really 
doing their best to live the good life.

This is the place where the Peace Corps was started. It is inspiring to see how all of 
you, while you are in this country, are trying so hard to live at the level of the people.

A second place where we begin to build the Great Society is in our countryside. We 
have always prided ourselves on being not only America the strong and America the 
free, but America the beautiful. Today that beauty is in danger. The water we drink, 
the food we eat, the very air that we breathe, are threatened with pollution. Our parks 
are overcrowded, our seashores overburdened. Green fields and dense forests are 
disappearing.

A few years ago we were greatly concerned about the "Ugly American." Today we 
must act to prevent an ugly America.

For once the battle is lost, once our natural splendor is destroyed, it can never be 
recaptured. And once man can no longer walk with beauty or wonder at nature his 
spirit will wither and his sustenance be wasted.

A third place to build the Great Society is in the classrooms of America. There your 
children's lives will be shaped. Our society will not be great until every young mind is 
set free to scan the farthest reaches of thought and imagination. We are still far from 
that goal.

Today, 8 million adult Americans, more than the entire population of Michigan, have 
not finished 5 years of school. Nearly 20 million have not finished 8 years of school. 
Nearly 54 million more than one-quarter of all America—have not even finished high 
school.

Each year more than 100,000 high school graduates, with proved ability, do not enter 
college because they cannot afford it. And if we cannot educate today's youth, what 
will we do in 1970 when elementary school enrollment will be 5 million greater than 
1960? And high school enrollment will rise by 5 million. College enrollment will 
increase by more than 3 million.

In many places, classrooms are overcrowded and curricula are outdated. Most of our 
qualified teachers are underpaid, and many of our paid teachers are unqualified. So we 
must give every child a place to sit and a teacher to learn from. Poverty must not be a 
bar to learning, and learning must offer an escape from poverty.

But more classrooms and more teachers are not enough. We must seek an educational 
system which grows in excellence as it grows in size. This means better training for our 
teachers. It means preparing youth to enjoy their hours of leisure as well as their hours 
of labor. It means exploring new techniques of teaching, to find new ways to stimulate 
the love of learning and the capacity for creation.
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These are three of the central issues of the Great Society. While our Government has 
many programs directed at those issues, I do not pretend that we have the full answer 
to those problems.

But I do promise this: We are going to assemble the best thought and the broadest 
knowledge from all over the world to find those answers for America. I intend to 
establish working groups to prepare a series of White House conferences and 
meetings-on the cities, on natural beauty, on the quality of education, and on other 
emerging challenges. And from these meetings and from this inspiration and from 
these studies we will begin to set our course toward the Great Society.

The solution to these problems does not rest on a massive program in Washington, nor 
can it rely solely on the strained resources of local authority. They require us to create 
new concepts of cooperation, a creative federalism, between the National Capital and 
the leaders of local communities.

Woodrow Wilson once wrote: "Every man sent out from his university should be a 
man of his Nation as well as a man of his time."

Within your lifetime powerful forces, already loosed, will take us toward a way of life 
beyond the realm of our experience, almost beyond the bounds of our imagination.

For better or for worse, your generation has been appointed by history to deal with 
those problems and to lead America toward a new age. You have the chance never 
before afforded to any people in any age. You can help build a society where the 
demands of morality, and the needs of the spirit, can be realized in the life of the 
Nation.

So, will you join in the battle to give every citizen the full equality which God enjoins 
and the law requires, whatever his belief, or race, or the color of his skin? Will you join 
in the battle to give every citizen an escape from the crushing weight of poverty?

Will you join in the battle to make it possible for all nations to live in enduring peace - 
as neighbors and not as mortal enemies?

Will you join in the battle to build the Great Society, to prove that our material 
progress is only the foundation on which we will build a richer life of mind and spirit?

There are those timid souls who say this battle cannot be won; that we are condemned 
to a soulless wealth. I do not agree. We have the power to shape the civilization that 
we want. But we need your will, your labor, your hearts, if we are to build that kind of 
society.

Those who came to this land sought to build more than just a new country.

They sought a new world. So I have come here today to your campus to say that you 
can make their vision our reality. So let us from this moment begin our work so that in 
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the future men will look back and say: It was then, after a long and weary way, that 
man turned the exploits of his genius to the full enrichment of his life.

Thank you. Goodbye.

Lecture 25.5 — THE 10,000 DAY WAR: VIETNAM 
ASSIGNMENT: Complete Exam #25. 
1. What is this week’s principle, and how does it arm the historian when 

considering the cultural divisions so prevalent in the 1960s and 1970s?
2. Why was the Cuban Missile Crisis such a dangerous set of circumstances?
3. In what way did Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. encourage a reformation of 

American culture?
4. Briefly describe some of the changes affecting young people during this 

time.
5. In what way did President Lyndon B. Johnson’s agenda fit the template for 

other revolutions in Modernity?
6. Was the “War on Poverty” a success or failure?
7. How did the history of Vietnam prepare it to be a difficult theater of 

conflict?
8. Who was Ho Chi Minh and how did influence Vietnamese history?
9. How did the U.S. proceed to conduct the Vietnam War?
10. How was the ministry of Francis Schaeffer an important reminder of the 

Gospel’s power during these confusing decades?
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Lesson 26 
THE WEST LIKE THE REST: THE SEVENTIES AND 

THE END OF MODERNITY 

Lecture 26.1 — THE PRINCIPLE  
ASSIGNMENT: Read the lyrics (or listen to) "Suicide is Painless" by Mike 
Altman. How does this song show the logical conclusion of secular 
humanism? How does this song show the fruits of modernity’s unbelief? 

SELECTION: "Suicide is Painless" lyrics by Mike Altman. 
Through early morning fog I see
Visions of the things to be
The pains that are withheld for me
I realise that I can see

That suicide is painless
It brings so many changes
And I can take or leave them if I please

The game of life is hard to play
I'm gonna lose it anyway
The losing card of some delay
So this is all I have to say

That suicide is painless
It brings so many changes
And I can take or leave them if I please

The sword of time will pierce our skin
It doesn't hurt when it begins
But as it works its way on in
The pain grows stronger watch I bring

That suicide is painless
It brings so many changes
And I can take or leave them if I please

A brave man once requested me
To answer questions that are key
Is it to be or not to be
And I replied oh why ask me

That suicide is painless
It brings so many changes
And I can take or leave them if I please

© Copyright Warner/Chappell Music, Inc.
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Lecture 26.2 — THE SEXUAL REVOLUTION & ABORTION 
ASSIGNMENT: Read "Birth Control and the Revolution" by Walter Adolphe 
Roberts (from The Birth Control Review, edited by Margaret Sanger). What 
reasons are given for the use of birth control? How is it tied to the ideas of 
revolution? How did these ideas lay the foundation for the secular 
humanism of the Seventies and beyond? 

SELECTION: "Birth Control and the Revolution" by Walter Adolphe Roberts in 
The Birth Control Review, Vol. I No. 4, 1917. 

There are two main reasons for supporting birth control—for the sake of woman's 
freedom, and because the limitation of offspring is a keen and telling weapon with 
which to strike in the larger battle of the social revolution.

The first reason is the more important, because it is essential to woman to know how to 
prevent conception. Without this knowledge, she cannot win her moral, intellectual or 
economic freedom. It is primarily her fight, and she must be backed in it by every one 
who wishes to see her emerge from the sex-bondage in which she has been held since 
the beginning of the Christian era.

In the social revolution, on the other hand, birth control is only one factor. The 
revolution might march forward without it. But no rebel can fail to exult over the fact 
that Margaret Sanger had the vision and courage to launch the movement in America, 
and thereby to furnish him with new ammunition against the enemy.

Having paid my respects to its self-evident value to woman, I propose to state briefly 
why birth control appeals to the revolutionist.

It appeals because it is destructive to the capitalist system. Fewer children mean better 
children, stronger and more independent men and women who are likely to demand 
and take their share of the world's wealth. The theory that poverty is the most effective 
spur to revolution has long since been exploded. Unrest ferments in teeming slums, but 
usually it leads nowhere. The sweated worker struggling to support a horde of 
unwanted children is too cowed in spirit to revolt effectively. He is afraid to lose his 
job, because he has no savings wherewith to finance his family through even one week 
of idleness.

In a community, however, where birth control is consciously practiced and where the 
scarcity of labor results in good wages for all, the worker begins to measure his 
resources against those of the capitalist. To quote a modern Italian philosopher, Leo 
Gioacchino Sera, little known as yet in the United States: "To grasp at wealth and 
wrest it from the hands of those who hold it, one must be in possession of a certain 
amount of health and riches, since it is well known that want and poverty always 
render man less capable of fighting and winning."
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What chance will there be for the exploiting class to remain in power, once the 
proletariat realizes that by reducing its own crude weight of mere numbers it will so 
gain in energy and efficiency that its superiority will be overwhelming from every 
point of view?

Another reason why birth control appeals to the advanced radical is that it is 
calculated to undermine the authority of the Christian churches. I do not expect every 
one to agree with this statement, but it is the opinion of many who, like myself, look 
forward to seeing humanity free some day of the tyranny of priests no less than of 
capitalists.

The Church depends for its existence upon dominating the family. In early days it 
arrogated to itself the right of licensing the marital relations of men and women, and 
has partially yielded that privilege to the State only under the greatest pressure. When 
priests ceased to be the sole purveyors of marriage contracts, they lost much of their 
influence. They will lose still more when the emancipated working class mother rejects 
their dictum that, in order to please the Deity, she must dispute the fertility record 
with female guinea pigs.

The Church will never be converted to birth control. It prefers that the world should 
be over-populated by the ignorant and unthinking. It will continue to thunder against 
the prevention of conception as an "unholy interference with the laws of God and 
Nature." But those who take its clamor with a grain of salt will increase in numbers, 
until birth control finally looms up as one of the principal factors in the down fall of the 
Church.

There is still a third major reason why the limitation of offspring appeals to the 
revolutionist. It would in time make war impossible. International warfare, at all 
events. Men would be too precious to be conscripted and sent out to slaughter each 
other. They would be too intelligent to go, even if their rulers were misguided enough 
to attempt to herd them to the shambles. Birth control is essentially an anti-militaristic 
philosophy. There is no question in my mind that if it had been universally practiced 
by the last generation, the present war—all Kaisers, Kings and Presidents, 
notwithstanding—could never have been imposed upon the world.

Lecture 26.3 — MODERN ISRAEL 
ASSIGNMENT: Read Israeli Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion’s address to 
the Israeli parliament on December 5, 1949. What is Ben-Gurion’s case for 
the incorporation of Jerusalem into the modern state of Israel? 

SELECTION: "The Prime Minister's Statement Concerning Jerusalem and the 
Holy Places," delivered by David Ben-Gurion on December 5, 1949. 

As you know, the U.N. is currently discussing the issue of Jerusalem and the holy 
places. The State of Israel is a member of the U.N., not because of political 
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convenience but because of its traditional, deep-seated commitment to the vision of 
world peace and the brotherhood of nations, as preached by our prophets and 
accepted by the U.N.  

This membership obliges us, from the podium of Israel's First Knesset, to tell all the 
nations assembled at the U.N. and all those who love peace and justice in the world 
what has been in Israel's heart since it became a united nation under King David three 
thousand years ago as regards Jerusalem its holy city and as regards its attitude to the 
places which are holy to the other religions.  

When we proclaimed the establishment of the renewed State of Israel, on 14 May 
1948, we declared that, "The State of Israel will guarantee freedom of religion and 
conscience, of language, education and culture. It will safeguard the Holy Places of all 
religions. It will be loyal to the principles of the United Nations Charter." Accordingly, 
our delegation to the U.N. announced that Israel would honor all the existing rights 
regarding the holy places and sacred buildings in Jerusalem, assure freedom of 
worship and free access…to all the holy sites under its control, recognizing the rights 
of pilgrims of all religions and nations to visit their holy places and assuring freedom of 
movement for clergymen. We agreed to allow effective U.N. supervision of the holy 
places and the existing rights.  

At the same time we see fit to state that Jewish Jerusalem is an organic, inseparable 
part of the State of Israel, just as it is an integral part of Jewish history and belief…
Jerusalem is the heart of the State of Israel. We are proud of the fact that Jerusalem is 
also sacred to other religions, and will gladly provide access to their holy places and 
enable them to worship as and where they please, cooperating with the U.N. to 
guarantee this.  

We cannot imagine, however, that the U.N. would attempt to sever Jerusalem from 
the State of Israel or harm Israel's sovereignty in its eternal capital.  

Twice in the history of our nation were we driven out of Jerusalem, only after being 
defeated in bitter wars by the larger, stronger forces of Babylon and Rome. Our links 
with Jerusalem today are no less deep than in the days of Nebuchadnezzar and Titus 
Flavius, and when Jerusalem was attacked after the fourteenth of May 1948, our 
valiant youngsters risked their lives for our sacred capital no less than our forefathers 
did in the time of the First and Second Temples.  

…A nation which, for two thousand and five hundred years, has faithfully adhered to 
the vow made by the first exiles by the waters of Babylon not to forget Jerusalem, will 
never agree to be separated from Jerusalem. Jewish Jerusalem will never accept alien 
rule after thousands of its youngsters liberated their historic homeland for the third 
time, redeeming Jerusalem from destruction and vandalism.  

We do not judge the U.N., which did nothing when nations which were members of 
the U.N. declared war on its resolution of 29 November 1947, trying to prevent the 
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establishment of Israel by force, to annihilate the Jewish population in the Holy Land 
and destroy Jerusalem, the holy city of the Jewish people.  

Had we not been able to withstand the aggressors who rebelled against the U.N., 
Jewish Jerusalem would have been wiped off the face of the earth, the Jewish 
population would have been eradicated and the State of Israel would not have arisen. 
Thus, we are no longer morally bound by the U.N. resolution of November 29, since 
the U.N. was unable to implement it… 

The attempt to sever Jewish Jerusalem from the State of Israel will not advance the 
cause of peace in the Middle East or in Jerusalem itself. Israelis will give their lives to 
hold on to Jerusalem, just as the British would for London, the Russians for Moscow 
and the Americans for Washington. 

This is the first time in this country's history that the state control- ling Jerusalem 
willingly accepts the principle of the international supervision of the holy places. It is 
no coincidence that it is being done by the nation which made Jerusalem an 
internationally sacred center and by the first government elected by the inhabitants of 
Jerusalem. 

We hope that the religions which honor Jerusalem's sanctity and the nations which 
share our belief in the principles of peace and justice will honor Israel's rights in 
Jerusalem, just as Israel honors those of all the religions in its sacred capital and 
sovereign state.

© Copyright 2003, The State of Israel.

Lecture 26.4 — WATERGATE & IRAN 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the Washington Post article, "President Hands Over 
Transcripts" by Haynes Johnson, from May 1, 1974. How did the release of 
these transcripts implicate Nixon in the scandal? How do they reveal his 
character? 

SELECTION: "President Hands Over Transcripts" by Haynes Johnson in the 
Washington Post May 1, 1974 page A01. 

The Nixon Watergate papers, the most extraordinary documents ever to come out of 
the White House, have been made public to the Congress and the American people.

They are massive in content (more than 200,000 words), riveting in language and 
characterization of public figures, and explosive in their revelations about the 
President’s role in Watergate.

Release of the 1,254 pages of the secretly recorded conversations of crucial Watergate-
related meetings from September, 1972, through April, 1973, came in two distinct 
installments yesterday.
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The first segment, made public in the morning after the President’s nationally televised 
address, was in the form of a White House summary of the conversations—in effect, 
an official "white paper" on the Watergate affair.

Its tone was that of a lawyer’s brief, strongly arguing that the public disclosure will 
establish, once and for all, the President’s innocence.

"In all of the thousands of words spoken," the White House summary said, "even 
though they often are unclear and ambiguous, not once does it appear that the 
President of the United States was engaged in a criminal plot to obstruct justice."

Throughout the morning and early afternoon an intensive White House public 
relations effort was under way across the country to reinforce that view. White House 
aides were calling editors and reporters in an attempt to demonstrate that the "truth" of 
Watergate, as now made public, completely absolves the President.

The immediate reaction on Capitol Hill divided along political lines. John Rhodes of 
Arizona, the House Republican leader, said the transcripts showed the President "in 
substantial compliance" with a House Judiciary Committee subpoena.

Democratic response tended to follow the lead of House Speaker Carl Albert. "Why 
substitute other evidence when the direct evidence [the actual tapes] is available?" he 
said.

Then, shortly after 3 p.m., the second wave struck in the release of the edited 
documents. They, clearly, were open to other interpretations than those given by the 
White House brief.

The conversations show the President discussing at length raising blackmail money; 
discussing the merits of offering clemency or parole; suggesting how to handle possible 
perjury or obstruction of justice charges; urging the adoption of a "national security" 
defense for potential White House defendants.

They are candid beyond any papers ever made public by a President. Even though the 
transcripts were edited to remove expletives, they still contain occasional profanities 
and harsh judgments on individuals. They also contain disclosures of a kind that are 
certain to inspire even stronger future controversy about Mr. Nixon’s role.

The controversy over Mr. Nixon’s compliance with the congressional subpoena also 
continues. Today the House Judiciary Committee will meet to give its formal response 
on whether its members find the President in compliance with their legal request for 
the production of 42 tapes and related materials—or whether they will initiate 
contempt proceedings in Congress.

Such a finding could become a key charge in the impeachment proceedings now under 
way.
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The transcripts, even in their expurgated form, are certain to be talked about and read 
long after Mr. Nixon leaves the White House: the Government Printing Office is 
already planning to sell them at $12.25 a set, and they will be the subject of countless 
other books and studies about the way the Nixon administration handled its Watergate 
crisis.

The conversations are laced with references to "laundering" money and cash payments, 
to "coded" phone conversations and burglaries and break-ins and even, in one instance, 
to a Mafia-type operation.

At one point in the celebrated March 21, 1973, meeting between the President and his 
then-counsel, John W. Dean III, Mr. Nixon responds to the question of raising $1 
million in "hush money" by saying:

"We could get that. On the money, if you need the money you could get that. You 
could get a million dollars. You could get it in cash. I know where it could be gotten. It 
is not easy, but it could be done. But the question is, Who would handle it? Any ideas 
on that?"

Dean had an idea—former Attorney General John N. Mitchell. The President agreed. 
"I would think so, too," he said.

In that same conversation, Dean had complained that the people at the White House 
were not "pros" at "this sort of thing. This is the sort of thing Mafia people can do…"

"That’s right," the President responded.

The conversation continued:

Dean: It is a tough thing to know how to do.
Mr. Nixon: Maybe it takes a gang to do that.

His release of his private conversations comes exactly a year to the day after he first 
reported in full to the public on the Watergate affair.

Now he is even more deeply engaged in fighting the most difficult political battle of his 
life.

© Copyright 1974 The Washington Post Co.

Lecture 26.5 — ALEXANDER SOLZHENITSYN 
ASSIGNMENT: Complete Exam #26. 
1. Provide examples of the way film during the 1970s conveyed the 

assumptions of Modernity.
2. How did the Second Humanist Manifesto clarify the revolution of thought 

already underway?
3. How is a distortion of biblical sexuality a lethal attack against 
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Christendom?
4. Briefly narrate the rise to prominence of Margaret Sanger.
5. Identify the origin of the three waves of Jewish repatriation.
6. Describe one of the four wars of Israeli history through 1974.
7. What was the significance of the Watergate scandal?
8. How is an understanding of the Iranian hostage crisis integral to 

understanding much of current Middle East foreign policy?
9. Narrate the life of Alexander Solzhenitsyn.
10. Comment on the prophetic voice of Solzhenitsyn in his Harvard address.
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Lesson 27 
THE TRIUMPH OF THE WEST: THE FALL OF 

COMMUNISM AND POSTMODERNITY 

Lecture 27.1 — THE PRINCIPLE & THE CHURCH TODAY 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the following quotation by Lord John Dalberg-Acton. 
How can Lord Acton's view of history be described as hopeful? 

SELECTION: Quotation by Lord Acton. 

"But I hope that even this narrow and disedifying section of history will aid you to see 
that the action of Christ who is risen on mankind whom he redeems fails not, but 
increases; that the wisdom of divine rule appears not in the perfection but in the 
improvement of the world; and that achieved liberty is the one ethical result that rests 
on the converging and combined condition of advancing civilizations. Then you will 
understand what a famous philosopher said, that History is the true demonstration of 
Religion.

History, says Froude, does teach that right and wrong are real distinctions. Opinions 
altar, manners change, creeds rise and fall, but the moral law is written on the tablets 
of eternity."

Lecture 27.2 — RONALD REAGAN 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the selection from President Ronald Reagan’s speech 
at Berlin's Brandenburg Gate. How does Reagan confront the Soviet 
powers? To what ideals does he point? 

SELECTION: "Remarks on East-West Relations at the Brandenburg Gate in West 
Berlin" by Ronald Reagan, delivered in Berlin on June 12, 1987. 

Thank you very much. Chancellor Kohl, Governing Mayor Diepgen, ladies and gentlemen:

Twenty four years ago, President John F. Kennedy visited Berlin, speaking to the 
people of this city and the world at the city hall. Well, since then two other presidents 
have come, each in his turn, to Berlin. And today I, myself, make my second visit to 
your city.

We come to Berlin, we American Presidents, because it's our duty to speak, in this 
place, of freedom. But I must confess, we're drawn here by other things as well: by the 
feeling of history in this city, more than 500 years older than our own nation; by the 
beauty of the Grunewald and the Tiergarten; most of all, by your courage and 
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determination. Perhaps the composer, Paul Lincke, understood something about 
American Presidents. You see, like so many Presidents before me, I come here today 
because wherever I go, whatever I do: "Ich hab noch einen koffer in Berlin." [I still have a 
suitcase in Berlin.]

Our gathering today is being broadcast throughout Western Europe and North 
America. I understand that it is being seen and heard as well in the East. To those 
listening throughout Eastern Europe, I extend my warmest greetings and the good will 
of the American people. To those listening in East Berlin, a special word: Although I 
cannot be with you, I address my remarks to you just as surely as to those standing 
here before me. For I join you, as I join your fellow countrymen in the West, in this 
firm, this unalterable belief: Es gibt nur ein Berlin. [There is only one Berlin.]

Behind me stands a wall that encircles the free sectors of this city, part of a vast system 
of barriers that divides the entire continent of Europe. From the Baltic, south, those 
barriers cut across Germany in a gash of barbed wire, concrete, dog runs, and 
guardtowers. Farther south, there may be no visible, no obvious wall. But there remain 
armed guards and checkpoints all the same—still a restriction on the right to travel, 
still an instrument to impose upon ordinary men and women the will of a totalitarian 
state. Yet it is here in Berlin where the wall emerges most clearly; here, cutting across 
your city, where the news photo and the television screen have imprinted this brutal 
division of a continent upon the mind of the world. Standing before the Brandenburg 
Gate, every man is a German, separated from his fellow men. Every man is a Berliner, 
forced to look upon a scar.

President von Weizsacker has said: "The German question is open as long as the 
Brandenburg Gate is closed." Today I say: As long as this gate is closed, as long as this 
scar of a wall is permitted to stand, it is not the German question alone that remains 
open, but the question of freedom for all mankind. Yet I do not come here to lament. 
For I find in Berlin a message of hope, even in the shadow of this wall, a message of 
triumph.

In this season of spring in 1945, the people of Berlin emerged from their air raid 
shelters to find devastation. Thousands of miles away, the people of the United States 
reached out to help. And in 1947 Secretary of State—as you've been told—George 
Marshall announced the creation of what would become known as the Marshall plan. 
Speaking precisely 40 years ago this month, he said: "Our policy is directed not against 
any country or doctrine, but against hunger, poverty, desperation, and chaos."

In the Reichstag a few moments ago, I saw a display commemorating this 40th 
anniversary of the Marshall plan. I was struck by the sign on a burnt-out, gutted 
structure that was being rebuilt. I understand that Berliners of my own generation can 
remember seeing signs like it dotted throughout the Western sectors of the city. The 
sign read simply: "The Marshall plan is helping here to strengthen the free world." A 
strong, free world in the West, that dream became real. Japan rose from ruin to 
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become an economic giant. Italy, France, Belgium—virtually every nation in Western 
Europe saw political and economic rebirth; the European Community was founded.

In West Germany and here in Berlin, there took place an economic miracle, the 
Wirtschaftswunder. Adenauer, Erhard, Reuter, and other leaders understood the 
practical importance of liberty—that just as truth can flourish only when the journalist 
is given freedom of speech, so prosperity can come about only when the farmer and 
businessman enjoy economic freedom. The German leaders reduced tariffs, expanded 
free trade, lowered taxes. From 1950 to 1960 alone, the standard of living in West 
Germany and Berlin doubled.

Where four decades ago there was rubble, today in West Berlin there is the greatest 
industrial output of any city in Germany-busy office blocks, fine homes and 
apartments, proud avenues, and the spreading lawns of park land. Where a city's 
culture seemed to have been destroyed, today there are two great universities, 
orchestras and an opera, countless theaters, and museums. Where there was want, 
today there's abundance—food, clothing, automobiles-the wonderful goods of the 
Ku'damm. From devastation, from utter ruin, you Berliners have, in freedom, rebuilt a 
city that once again ranks as one of the greatest on Earth. The Soviets may have had 
other plans. But, my friends, there were a few things the Soviets didn't count on 
Berliner herz, Berliner humor, ja, und Berliner schnauze. [Berliner heart, Berliner humor, yes, 
and a Berliner schnauze.] [Laughter]

In the 1950's, Khrushchev predicted: "We will bury you." But in the West today, we 
see a free world that has achieved a level of prosperity and well-being unprecedented 
in all human history. In the Communist world, we see failure, technological 
backwardness, declining standards of health, even want of the most basic kind-too 
little food. Even today, the Soviet Union still cannot feed itself. After these four 
decades, then, there stands before the entire world one great and inescapable 
conclusion: Freedom leads to prosperity. Freedom replaces the ancient hatreds among 
the nations with comity and peace. Freedom is the victor.

And now the Soviets themselves may, in a limited way, be coming to understand the 
importance of freedom. We hear much from Moscow about a new policy of reform and 
openness. Some political prisoners have been released. Certain foreign news 
broadcasts are no longer being jammed. Some economic enterprises have been 
permitted to operate with greater freedom from state control. Are these the beginnings 
of profound changes in the Soviet state? Or are they token gestures, intended to raise 
false hopes in the West, or to strengthen the Soviet system without changing it? We 
welcome change and openness; for we believe that freedom and security go together, 
that the advance of human liberty can only strengthen the cause of world peace.

There is one sign the Soviets can make that would be unmistakable, that would 
advance dramatically the cause of freedom and peace. General Secretary Gorbachev, if 
you seek peace, if you seek prosperity for the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, if you 
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seek liberalization: Come here to this gate! Mr. Gorbachev, open this gate! Mr. 
Gorbachev, tear down this wall!

I understand the fear of war and the pain of division that afflict this continent—and I 
pledge to you my country's efforts to help overcome these burdens. To be sure, we in 
the West must resist Soviet expansion. So we must maintain defenses of unassailable 
strength. Yet we seek peace; so we must strive to reduce arms on both sides. Beginning 
10 years ago, the Soviets challenged the Western alliance with a grave new threat, 
hundreds of new and more deadly SS-20 nuclear missiles, capable of-striking every 
capital in Europe. The Western alliance responded by committing itself to a 
counterdeployment unless the Soviets agreed to negotiate a better solution; namely, the 
elimination of such weapons on both sides. For many months, the Soviets refused to 
bargain in earnestness. As the alliance, in turn, prepared to go forward with its 
counterdeployment, there were difficult days—days of protests like those during my 
1982 visit to this city—and the Soviets later walked away from the table.

But through it all, the alliance held firm. And I invite those who protested then—I 
invite those who protest today—to mark this fact: Because we remained strong, the 
Soviets came back to the table. And because we remained strong, today we have 
within reach the possibility, not merely of limiting the growth of arms, but of 
eliminating, for the first time, an entire class of nuclear weapons from the face of the 
Earth. As I speak, NATO ministers are meeting in Iceland to review the progress of 
our proposals for eliminating these weapons. At the talks in Geneva, we have also 
proposed deep cuts in strategic offensive weapons. And the Western allies have 
likewise made far-reaching proposals to reduce the danger of conventional war and to 
place a total ban on chemical weapons.

While we pursue these arms reductions, I pledge to you that we will maintain the 
capacity to deter Soviet aggression at any level at which it might occur. And in 
cooperation with many of our allies, the United States is pursuing the Strategic 
Defense Initiative-research to base deterrence not on the threat of offensive retaliation, 
but on defenses that truly defend; on systems, in short, that will not target populations, 
but shield them. By these means we seek to increase the safety of Europe and all the 
world. But we must remember a crucial fact: East and West do not mistrust each other 
because we are armed; we are armed because we mistrust each other. And our 
differences are not about weapons but about liberty. When President Kennedy spoke 
at the City Hall those 24 years ago, freedom was encircled, Berlin was under siege. 
And today, despite all the pressures upon this city, Berlin stands secure in its liberty. 
And freedom itself is transforming the globe.

In the Philippines, in South and Central America, democracy has been given a rebirth. 
Throughout the Pacific, free markets are working miracle after miracle of economic 
growth. In the industrialized nations, a technological revolution is taking place—a 
revolution marked by rapid, dramatic advances in computers and telecommunications.
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In Europe, only one nation and those it controls refuse to join the community of 
freedom. Yet in this age of redoubled economic growth, of information and innovation, 
the Soviet Union faces a choice: It must make fundamental changes, or it will become 
obsolete. Today thus represents a moment of hope. We in the West stand ready to 
cooperate with the East to promote true openness, to break down barriers that 
separate people, to create a safer, freer world.

And surely there is no better place than Berlin, the meeting place of East and West, to 
make a start. Free people of Berlin: Today, as in the past, the United States stands for 
the strict observance and full implementation of all parts of the Four Power Agreement 
of 1971. Let us use this occasion, the 750th anniversary of this city, to usher in a new 
era, to seek a still fuller, richer life for the Berlin of the future. Together, let us maintain 
and develop the ties between the Federal Republic and the Western sectors of Berlin, 
which is permitted by the 1971 agreement.

And I invite Mr. Gorbachev: Let us work to bring the Eastern and Western parts of 
the city closer together, so that all the inhabitants of all Berlin can enjoy the benefits 
that come with life in one of the great cities of the world. To open Berlin still further to 
all Europe, East and West, let us expand the vital air access to this city, finding ways of 
making commercial air service to Berlin more convenient, more comfortable, and more 
economical. We look to the day when West Berlin can become one of the chief aviation 
hubs in all central Europe.

With our French and British partners, the United States is prepared to help bring 
international meetings to Berlin. It would be only fitting for Berlin to serve as the site 
of United Nations meetings, or world conferences on human rights and arms control 
or other issues that call for international cooperation. There is no better way to 
establish hope for the future than to enlighten young minds, and we would be honored 
to sponsor summer youth exchanges, cultural events, and other programs for young 
Berliners from the East. Our French and British friends, I'm certain, will do the same. 
And it's my hope that an authority can be found in East Berlin to sponsor visits from 
young people of the Western sectors.

One final proposal, one close to my heart: Sport represents a source of enjoyment and 
ennoblement, and you many have noted that the Republic of Korea—South Korea—
has offered to permit certain events of the 1988 Olympics to take place in the North. 
International sports competitions of all kinds could take place in both parts of this city. 
And what better way to demonstrate to the world the openness of this city than to offer 
in some future year to hold the Olympic games here in Berlin, East and West?

In these four decades, as I have said, you Berliners have built a great city. You've done 
so in spite of threats—the Soviet attempts to impose the East-mark, the blockade. 
Today the city thrives in spite of the challenges implicit in the very presence of this 
wall. What keeps you here? Certainly there's a great deal to be said for your fortitude, 
for your defiant courage. But I believe there's something deeper, something that 
involves Berlin's whole look and feel and way of life—not mere sentiment. No one 
could live long in Berlin without being completely disabused of illusions. Something 
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instead, that has seen the difficulties of life in Berlin but chose to accept them, that 
continues to build this good and proud city in contrast to a surrounding totalitarian 
presence that refuses to release human energies or aspirations. Something that speaks 
with a powerful voice of affirmation, that says yes to this city, yes to the future, yes to 
freedom. In a word, I would submit that what keeps you in Berlin is love—love both 
profound and abiding.

Perhaps this gets to the root of the matter, to the most fundamental distinction of all 
between East and West. The totalitarian world produces backwardness because it does 
such violence to the spirit, thwarting the human impulse to create, to enjoy, to worship. 
The totalitarian world finds even symbols of love and of worship an affront. Years ago, 
before the East Germans began rebuilding their churches, they erected a secular 
structure: the television tower at Alexander Platz. Virtually ever since, the authorities 
have been working to correct what they view as the tower's one major flaw, treating 
the glass sphere at the top with paints and chemicals of every kind. Yet even today 
when the Sun strikes that sphere—that sphere that towers over all Berlin—the light 
makes the sign of the cross. There in Berlin, like the city itself, symbols of love, 
symbols of worship, cannot be suppressed.

As I looked out a moment ago from the Reichstag, that embodiment of German unity, I 
noticed words crudely spray-painted upon the wall, perhaps by a young Berliner, "This 
wall will fall. Beliefs become reality." Yes, across Europe, this wall will fall. For it 
cannot withstand faith; it cannot withstand truth. The wall cannot withstand freedom.

And I would like, before I close, to say one word. I have read, and I have been 
questioned since I've been here about certain demonstrations against my coming. And 
I would like to say just one thing, and to those who demonstrate so. I wonder if they 
have ever asked themselves that if they should have the kind of government they 
apparently seek, no one would ever be able to do what they're doing again.

Thank you and God bless you all.

Lecture 27.3 — MARGARET THATCHER, POPE JOHN PAUL II, & 
THE LEADERS AGAINST COMMUNISM 

ASSIGNMENT: Read the following quotation by Václav Havel given in an 
interview of 1975. What is the primary problem of Modernity with which 
Havel is wrestling? 

SELECTION: Quotation by Václav Havel. 

"I believe that with the loss of God, man has lost a kind of absolute and universal 
system of coordinates, to which he could always relate anything, chiefly himself. His 
world and his personality gradually began to break up into separate, incoherent 
fragments corresponding to different, relative coordinates. And when this happened, 
man began to lose his inner identity, that is, his identity with himself. Along with it, of 
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course, he lost a lot of other things, too, including a sense of his own continuity, a 
hierarchy of experiences and values, and so on. It’s as if we were playing for a number 
of different teams at once, each with different uniforms, as though—and this is the 
main thing—we didn’t know which one we ultimately belonged to, which of those 
teams was really ours."

Lecture 27.4 — GORBACHEV & THE FALL OF THE EVIL EMPIRE 
ASSIGNMENT: Read the diary entry of Anatoly Chernyaev, a chief advisor to 
Mikhail Gorbachev. How does he see the end of communism as it had been 
known? Whom does he recognize as the only remaining communist 
powers? What did the Soviets fear, according to Chernyaev? 

SELECTION: Diary entry of Anatoly Chernyaev dated November 10, 1989. 

The Berlin Wall has collapsed. This entire era in the history of the Socialist system is 
over. Following the PUWP [Polish United Socialist Party] and the HSWP 
[Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party] Honecker has left. Today we received messages 
about the "retirement" of [Chinese Communist Party leader] Deng Xiaopeng and 
[Bulgarian leader Todor] Zhivkov. Only our "best friends" [Cuban leader Fidel] 
Castro, [Romanian leader Nicolae] Ceausescu, [and North Korean leader] Kim Il 
Sung are still around—people who hate our guts.

But the main thing is the GDR, the Berlin Wall. For it has to do not only with 
"socialism" but with the shift in the world balance of forces. This is the end of Yalta…
of the Stalinist legacy and the "defeat of Hitlerite Germany."

That is what Gorbachev has done. And he has indeed turned out to be a great leader. 
He has sensed the pace of history and helped history to find a natural channel.

A meeting with Bush is approaching. Will we witness a historic conversation? There 
are two main ideas in the instructions M.S. gave me to prepare materials: the role of 
two superpowers in leading the world to a civilized state and the balance of interests. 
But Bush might disregard our arguments…We do not really have anything to show 
except for the fear that we could return to totalitarianism.

Lecture 27.5 — POSTMODERNITY 
ASSIGNMENT: Portfolio Task #27. 
1. Choose either an opponent of Communism or the traits of Postmodernity as 

the subject of a speech (at least 300 words) in illustration of this week’s 
principle: “obedience is the heart of the West.”
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